
If we compare Istanbul, which served as the capital of diverse civilisations, to a ring, then Eyüp
is its gem, because it is the first district chosen by Sultan Mehmed the Conqueror as a place of regu-
lar and planned resettlement.

Extraordinary attention is shown to Eyüp, which being the first Muslim Turkish settlement in
Istanbul occupies a special place in the city’s geography.  Among the three parts into which Istanbul
was once subdivided (Galata - Üsküdar - Eyüp), Eyüp was the one with the greatest sanctity and
importance.  The main reason for this is the fact that THE PROPHET MUHAMMAD (May God com-
mend him) foresaw the conquest of Istanbul and praised the soldiers who would someday manage
this.  For centuries, every Muslim combatant has nursed the ideal of proving himself worthy of the
praise of the Prophet.  Thus, Sultan Mehmed the Conqueror, honoured with this title for having con-
quered Istanbul, called this sacred and loved district Eyüp, after Hz. Halid bin Zeyd Eba Eyyüb el
Ensari, spiritual guiding light of the conquest.  Since also Hz.Halid’s tomb is in this district, it is
known not just as “Eyüp”, but also as “Eyüp Sultan”.  This green district, blessed with heavenly
peace, which extends along the Golden Horn, has been called in this way since the days of the con-
quest.

There are many documents and a wealth of general information concerning Eyüp, a district that
has so much resonance among Muslims.  Researchers, writers, poets and artists are endeavoring to
help make Eyüp better understood among the general public.  In addition to all this, for the last eight
years (1997-2004) the Eyüp Municipal Administration has been regularly organising “Symposia on
the History, Culture and Art of Eyüp Sultan”. We can comfortably state that these have satisfied a
true cultural need.  The quality of the papers presented to the symposia and the publications collect-
ing these papers are worthy of a place like Eyüp.

The following collection is a selection from the eight volumes collecting the papers presented
during the symposia.  The articles have been selected from among around four hundred and pro-
vide us with a detailed map and an analysis of its composition, so to speak.  Thanks to this selection
you will learn about pre-conquest Eyüp, post-conquest Eyüp, Eyüp during the republic, contempo-
rary Eyüp and the Eyüp of the future.  Apart from learning about the geography of Eyüp, which
symbolises the harmony between water (The Golden Horn), earth (historic Eyüp and the area out-
side the city walls), and greenery (Silahtar - Sâdâbad - Kemerburgaz), you will also learn why the
place is considered sacred and is loved so much, thanks to the articles that we have chosen.  At times
you will wander along the roads of Eyüp under the guidance of a traveller from centuries ago, while
at times you will admire the painted decorations inside an Ottoman mausoleum that has survived
to our days.  You will see how the past has led to the present and how the present will lead to the
future.

For different cultures and civilisations to co-exist by getting to know each other, instead of clash-
ing, must be difficult, but it is also interesting to note that while justice and peace reigned over the
Muslim ruled lands spread over three continents, the same was not always true in other places.  We
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can see this clearly by comparing the histories of the zeniths of Roman, Islamic and Indian civilisa-
tions, which are considered among the most glorious experiences of humankind.  The aim of this
book is in a way to furnish you with clues concerning the nature of the Ottoman State, which is con-
sidered the most important representative of Islamic civilisation, through the example of Eyüp. 

While you study the Muslim Turkish identity hidden in these texts and between the lines, we
shall be enjoying the fact that we are sharing this district of ours with you.  As human beings with
(we think) many points in common, we will learn a lot from a detailed study of Eyüp.

In the following pages, you will learn from authoritative experts about the places, buildings,
famous and less famous people, persons that created the architecture - art - science of Eyüp, the har-
monious conjunction of water, earth and greenery that makes up the charm of Eyüp, the mystic
traces of Hz. Halid (Eyüp Sultan) that have survived to our days, the charms that have survived the
passage of time, the bird houses that are a monumental reflection of compassion, the harmonious
sounds rising up to celestial levels and much more.  Maybe you will not be content with reading
about it and an inner voice will lead you towards Eyüp.  Who knows!

In almost every country there are places or areas that are considered sacred, because of a per-
son, an event, an institution, temple etc. or because of all of the above.  Generally the moral values
making up the nature of a country are also the elements of sanctity of a certain place within that
country.  In Europe we cannot isolate the elements of sanctity tied to a certain site, be it of Pagan,
Jewish or Christian traditions, from its national context.  When we look at the map of the sacred
places of our country we see that the main sites and the general overview are related to Islam.
Consequently when we describe Eyüp we are also describing the moral elements that constitute our
country.  Even though Eyüp is but a drop within the whole of Turkey, one must not forget that seas
are made of drops.  In a way Turkey is Eyüp and Eyüp is Turkey.  By getting to know Eyüp you
become familiar with the whole of Turkey.

The fact that both local and foreign visitors have always been visiting Eyüp, shows us that the
spiritual meaning of Eyüp has not changed since the days when it was founded, notwithstanding
the almost 600 years that have elapsed since then.  An evaluation of the identities and nature of the
visitors, be they local or foreign, crystallises all the aspects of Eyüp, which we have been mention-
ing.  Of course a local visitor’s sense of belonging and comprehension of the values tied to Eyüp and
a foreigner’s quest for “new discoveries” will be different.  Nevertheless, the fact that Eyüp is open,
in all the meanings of the word, to both local and foreign visitors, is what makes it different and
valuable.

If this volume, with which we have tried to explain, within a per force limited number of pages,
the essential nature of Eyüp, has served the purpose of awakening in you new curiosities and ques-
tions, we shall deem ourselves fortunate.  We have tried to explain a great cultural and moral wealth
by explaining the way it is reflected in Eyüp.  The rest depends on you, dear readers.  I thank you
for your interest and congratulate all those that have contributed to the making of this volume.

With my respects,
Ahmet GENÇ

Mayor



Situated on the European side of Istanbul, Eyupsultan is both one of the oldest neighborhoods
in the city and also one that holds a very special place as a depository of both the cultural property
and movable cultural property of the city, chief among them the plastic arts of its tombstones.  The
music and literature that sprang from the district also hold a unique place in Turkish culture and
art forms in the area of phonetic arts.   Despite the fact that the area has been a subject of research,
and a source of inspiration, for many writers, scientists, and artists, not all of the features and
qualities of the district have yet  been determined in a chronological and systematic fashion.  This
district has been a continual residence of Turks since the 15th century and it was thus imperative
that we prepare a monography of Eyupsultan that included both a documentation of the products
of Turkish culture and art of this district and an analysis of the current situation, so that we can
pass this information down to future generations.  Conscious of this fact, the Eyup Municipality
initiated a project outlined within a ten-year framework.  Within the first stage of the program
(1997-2005) the Municipality organized a series of symposia and published the findings in eight
separate volumes.  In 2005 the project directed its efforts at informing international circles about
some of the accumulated findings that had been collected in the nation-wide symposia.  This book
is a first example of the steps taken towards the preparation of an Eyüpsultan Monography and
represents a selection of a group of papers that were previously published in the earlier volumes.
By doing this, the information gathered at the national level will be carried to an international
platform.  This book has been prepared as a gift aiming to introduce and present certain aspects of
the culture and art of Eyüpsultan.  

This book developed out of a nine-year long effort that consisted of carefully staged and
gradual steps.   The symposia held periodically each May presented the views of authorities on
such subjects as the documentation, preservation, restoration, and revitalization of products of
cultural legacy.  In addition to these academics, various artists were also invited to Eyüp so that,
just as the scientists were preparing a foundation for the district based on scientific research, the
beautiful district around the Golden Horn could also become the subject of artists who could record
with photographs, painting, graphics, ceramics, and plastic arts, along with music and literature,
their own unique manners of observation.   Within this process, efforts were made to inform both
the residents of Eyüb and others who are fond of this district on subjects related to Eyüb’s former
features so they could once again become current.  The events organized to this end were carried
out within a high level artistic climate.  

The symposia were organized into single sections, thus allowing participants the time to
debate and discuss, and to share their information and knowledge with one another.  The symposia
were further enlived with artistic events organized around symposia subjects.  Twenty-three
papers were delivered at the first symposia held in 1997 on subjects ranging from Eyüpsultan
history, the place the district held in the Ottoman capital city of Istanbul, the identities of some of
the major religious leaders buried in the district, and the cultural property located in the area.  The
number of papers delivered at the second symposia held in 1998, the Symposia of Eyüpsultan’s
Historical Culture and Art, increased to 36.  By 1999, 45 papers were delivered.  Because that year
marked the 700th anniversary of the founding of the Ottoman Empire, the subject range that year
was widened and the geographical area included in the study was not restricted to Istanbul
alone,but rather stretched from Anatolia to the Balkans.   Forty-four papers were read at the
succeeding fourth symposia held in 2000; 40 in 2002, 55 in 2003, and 41 in 2004.   In this way, during
the succeeding symposia a total of 337 papers were published and contributed to the worlds of
science and art.  

In addition to the monumental structures of Eyüpsultan, its tombs—turbe, public fountains,
mosques, religious lodges, madrasa, libraries, Turkish baths, schools and residences, along with
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such huge structures as charitable institutions and barracks, its graveyards, halls, and grave stones
all serve to provide us with valuable information about everyday life in the Ottoman Empire.
While the symposia was originally organized by gathering together scientists working in the fields
of history and art history with the aim of documenting the district’s movable cultural property in
the realm of plastic arts and determining the 20th century state of the district, in time the scientists
contributing to the symposia began to direct their efforts towards such subjects as folklore, Turkish
language and literature, the history of religion, and architecture and restoration. The participation
of artists and masters in the fields of miniature, caligraphy, gilding, and handicrafts infused the
symposia with even more color and vitality.  In addition to these visual arts, the symposia were
further broadened with the participation of audio directed arts, as specialists in phonetic and
dramatic arts joined into the discussions.  The symposia thus began to include a wide spectrum of
subjects from various fields of science and the arts.

Eyüp became the site for inter-university dialogue as scientists and artists from various
universities joined the symposia and thus Eyüpsultan began to be analyzed both culturally and
artistically by scientists holding a range of different perspectives.  An atmosphere that combined
both science and art was created, bringing together academicians from the social sciences, fine arts,
and traditional Turkish arts and enlivening the events even further and bringing them to a new
dimension with plastic art exhibits, musical performances, and concerts performed by the Eyüp
Municipality Mehter Band.   

In other words, events and efforts began to focus and center on a district of Istanbul that had
been selected as a pilot area and gradually Eyüp was transformed into a window onto Istanbul, the
capital of the Ottoman Empire. Each symposia was propelled by the symposia that had preceded it
and with this interdisplinary approach, the district of Eyüp, along with its surroundings, Istanbul,
the capital of the Ottoman Empire were observed and analyzed in great detail.  The Eyupsultan
Muncipality thus built an archive, a depository of knowledge, made up of all the data and findings
that  had developed out of the symposia.   This information was then published into eight separate
editions that included papers that ranged from the architecture of the district, its graveyards,
handicrafts, toy making traditions, pottery workshops, music schools, the painters and travelers
who used Eyüp as their subjects, the companions of the Prophet who are buried here, and the
administrative officials who played a  role in the district.   Thus it was that very important strides
were taken towards the construction of an Eyüp monography.  

These efforts carried out by the Eyüp Municipality have shed light on a district and have
attracted the attention of academicians and artists to the neighborhood, thus stimulating the search
for new knowledge about the area.  While this has been developing, within the nine years of the
project a group of people who have grown committed to Eyüb, and who may be termed a cultural
and art group, has formed.  In this sense, this book is made up of the papers that make up one part
of the works of enthusiasts of the physical cultural heritage of Eyüpsultan.  

We offer you here a selection of some of the collective articles written about Eyüp, a district
whose very stones and soil were consummate parts of Istanbul during the Ottoman Empire period,
articles that take us all on a journey through a time tunnel.  I congratulate the Eyüp Municipality
for this endeavor that will represent an example for the other municipalities in the city.   I would
also like to take this opportunity to express my-and the other members of the Eyüp supporters
group-sincere gratitude to the Eyüp Municipality for their efforts in moving this research that was
carried out on a national level to an international arena, for allowing us to greatly expand our
communication networks, and for giving us the unique opportunities to experience the unqiue
beauties of this district, to live in Eyüp for a time, to be able to wander through its streets and to sit
under the willows along the Golden Horn, sipping tea and gazing at the purple Judas trees.    

Prof . Dr. H. Örcün Bar›flta



The history of the district of Eyüp Sultan, from its first founding in 1453 up until the present, has
been cloaked in darkness.  We do not know the details of its development stages as the district pro-
gressed into a Turkish settlement with sacred connotations, from the first discovery of the grave of
Ebâ Eyyub Ensârî to the first urban settlements in the area, and from the construction of the charity
complex around its mosque to the building of shops and market areas.  

History does, however, know that  Ebâ Eyyub was the close friend of the Prophet and the stan-
dard bearer of Islamic military campaigns.  We also know that he died during the Ommayid  seige
of the city and that he was buried alongside the city walls.  

The district of Eyüp represents a typical example of Ottoman-Turkish urban settlements and
thus merits research from this perspective.  In addition to this, Eyup was also a place held sacred by
the Ottoman sultans and populace, and is a center of very precious artistic and cultural art›facts col-
lected by the religious foundations.

Elite personages of the empire built their tombs at Eyüp with the hope that Ebâ Eyyub would
intercede in their behalf in the other world.  In this way, the district of Eyüp Sultan was regarded as
a very elite cemetery.  The very beautiful lines and shapes of these gravestones make them especial-
ly important in both historical and artistic aspects.  

The Importance of Eyüp Sultan 

Like Bursa, Eyüp Sultan is an Ottoman-Turk settlement area that was entirely developed by the
Turks, and represents an original and typical example of Anatolian Turkish city development.  The
district assumed and fulfilled a certain set of responsibilities of the great city of Istanbul, thus play-
ing a very important role in the history of the city.  

These functions are: 

1-Major Pilgrimage Destination

This is a pilgrimage site where thousands of suppliants come to petition with faith and hope.
Some believe that Eyup ranks only after Mecca, Medina, and Jerusalem as one of Islam’s most sacred
pilgrimage sites.  

Halil ‹NALCIK

Eyup Sultan assumed and fulfilled certain responsibilities of the
great city of Istanbul,  making it a very important part of the city’s

history.  
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2-Meeting Place

Just as certain home cities of European saints have traditionally been destinations for thousands
of pilgrims and visitors who join in large groups and travel great distances to flock to these sites,
Eyup Sultan was also the pilgrimage destination for Moslems of the Ottoman society.   The dervish
lodges established in Eyüp Sultan by various religious roders became quite renowned.  

3-Excursion and Entertainment Place

The needs for accommodation, food, and entertainment of the thousands of pilgrims who came
to Eyüp Sultan led to the establishment of large shopping areas, kiosks and coffeehouses in the
promenade areas, and food kitchens.  Not only did Eyup Sultan sell  various religious items, it also
became well known for its yogurt, cream, kebab, and  toy makers.  

Young people swam in the Golden Horn and in the pools built in the excursion spots, while they
also engaged in various revelries in the nights.  From time to time, upon the complaints of  theolo-
gians that the dairy shops were being used as  meeting places, the sultans would be forced to pub-
lish a ban on these kinds of events.  In short, Eyüp was the spiritual, colorful, and vital heart of
Istanbul life.  

4-Political Function

Each sultan who was about to assume the Ottoman throne would first travel to the Eyup mau-
soleum where the leading religious sheik of the day would ceremoniously gird him with the sword
of the Caliph Osman.   This girding ceremony, called the Taklid-i Seyf , was the Ottoman equivalent
of a coronation ceremony.  The new sultan would arrive at Eyup by ship and, after having been gird-
ed with the sword, would return to the palace by passing through the Edirne Gate and along the
royal Divan Road, while the procession drew the applause of the populace who lined his way.  The
Standard of the Prophet, considered one of the most sacred objects of the Empire, was kept in the
Eyup Sultan tomb, but was moved to the harem section of the Topkap› Palace upon the Patrona
Rebellion of 1703.   The Ottoman sultans considered that the “Taklid-i Seyf” girding ceremony and
the “Sancak-› fierif”, the sacred standard, bound them to the military traditions of the Prophet and
served to legitimize their assumption of both the sultanate the caliphate.  To briefly summarize,
Eyüp Sultan played a very important role in the political life of the Empire and, thus, preserving
Eyup is as important to our history as the preservation of the Topkapi Palace or the Hagia Sophia.

5-An Art Museum

Its Ottoman-Turkish architecture, ceramic tiles, and calligraphy make Eyüp a priceless art muse-
um.  The sultans and other personages of note contributed extremely valuable artifacts to the tomb.
Because these were considered sacred objects, they were carefully preserved and protected and even
today remain in very good condition.  Despite the condition of these artifacts, Eyup itself needs the
special care and maintenance that any fine museum is accorded.  It is especially the historical grave-
yard built onto the hillside behind the tomb that is in a pitiful state, with many of its graves broken
and ransacked.  No one assumes responsibility for this site.  The historical graves are now surround-
ed by concrete walls of modern “family” grave sites.  Many of the historical gravesstones have been
broken and tossed to one side, or gathered together into a heap.   Even more barbaric, many of these



gravestones, decorated with breathtaking examples of rare calligraphy, are being stolen and sold to
stone dealers who then resell them to customers who use them as paving stones in their gardens.
No other nation could be so negligent of its history and its historical artifacts.  

Eyüp Sultan is also a center of the most important religious dervish lodges.  All agree on the
importance of these lodges to Turkish Sufiism, literature, and art history.  In this sense,  Eyüp Sultan-
like the Hadji Bektafl tomb in K›rflehir— is a center of thought and art that must be kept alive.   In
time the famous lodges here should be restored and used to function as academies of art and
thought.

6-City of Mausolea

The mausoleum of many Ottoman personages are located in the environs of the Eyüp mau-
soleum.  Some of the most famous of the magnificient mauosolea and tombs found here are  those
of  Sultan Reflad, Sokullu Mehmed Pascha, Sheikhulislam Abussuud Efendi, the Conqueror of
Cyprus Lala Mustafa, the tomb of Vezir Pertev Pascha built by Sinan, Hoca Sa’deddin, Kas›m
Pascha, Cafer Pascha, Siyavufl Pascha, Taban›yass› Mehmed Pascha, fieyhülislam Kara Çelebizade,
Kapudan Mustafa Pascha, and Bediüzzaman, the grandson of Timurlane. With their unique archi-
tecture, decoration, and fine calligraphy these mausolea represent magnificent works of art that need
care and restoration.  

The mausoleum of Eyüp itself is a temple that needs very special care as it has very unique 16th
century tiles, engravings, and carvings.  At this time, historical research is being carried out on the
history of the mausoleum through investigations of the Eyup judicial records and other sources.  

Eyüp Sultan Preliminary Work Plan

The work proposed for this project has been divided into two classifications:

I. Research

II.Implementations

Each of these two area are further divided into emergency work that must be carried out in the
short term and work that should be completed over the long term.

Among those activities that must be undertaken immediately are the institution of certain legal
measures and administrative procedures aimed at preventing the further depredation and alter-
ations being made to the site.  The most pressing requirement is that the historical core of the dis-
trict, that is, the Eyüp Sultan mausoleum, mosque and its appointments, the mausolea and tombs in
the area, the shops and market places, the charity complex with soup kitchen, and the historical
nucleus of the town and the large Eyüp cemetery on the hillside all need to be declared a “preserva-
tion” area  so as to prevent their ongoing damage and alteration.  To this end, the necessary laws
must be passed and administrative procedures instated.  Other administrative paths must ensure
coordination between the Ministries of Culture and the Offices of Foundations and Religious Affairs.
Perhaps a special commission could be formed for this purpose.

In order to prevent additional damage, preliminary repair and land appropriation should be
considered.  However, if an inclusive preservation project is to be instituted, we must first prepare



the historical topography of the district and a city plan. To do this we must immediately begin to
conduct the research (see Research) and establish a research committee administered by a project
director.

Just as this committee will organize research projects and determine the emergency actions to
be carried out over the short term, it will also determine the set of knowledge and proposals that will
form the bases for the implementations and restorations that will be carried out over the long term
and which will actually constitute the true and large project.  Today the Istanbul Historical Research
Group that is part of the Istanbul University Faculty of Literature’s Art History Research Center has
organized a research team that is investigating the Eyup judicial records. This constitutes the begin-
ning of Eyup historical work being carried out on primary sources.  This group is working in coor-
dination with the Societal History Foundation (Toplumsal Tarih Vakf›).  

An historical preliminary study is required to identify certain historical monuments, the shop-
ping and market districts, the promenade/excursion sites, and those historical monuments that have
been demolished or lost.   The long-term and inclusive work plan will be established accordingly.  

Such research will collect information from:  

a. archives of the Foundations and Ministry of Culture and from the official offices of the Eyüp
Sultan county, municipality, and religious affairs;

b. elderly and knowledge residents of Eyüp;.

c. Office of the Prime Minister’s Ottoman Archives of documents related to Eyüp Sultan and
investigate these same documents;

d. judicial (kad›) records for the Eyüp-Haslar judiciary found in the archives of the Istanbul
Office of Religious Affairs and determine that information that is relative to the subjects outlined
above;

e. travelers notes/journals and newspapers that are related to Eyüp Sultan;

f. and will compile the information collected from these sources into a map and/or evaluate this
information monographically.

To carry out this research, universities, museums, and current private organizations and associ-
ations must work collaboratively.  University assistants should be encouraged and directed towards
this end and, if necessary, research scholarships should be obtained.  Those individuals bearing
responsibility in the research plan should monitor this work, ensure coordination, and publish
results.  The entire work should be completed within a three year time frame.

*We have included this article the permission of our eminent professor.

We are deeply grateful to ‹nalc›k for his important contributions to the science of 

turkish and world history.
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EBÛ EYYÛB HAL‹D b. ZEYD el-ENSÂRÎ
IN RECORDS OF THE WORDS AND

DEEDS OF
THE PROPHET MUHAMMAD



Glory to God;  May He
Bless His Prophet. I will
start with good tid-
ings by the
Messenger of our
Generous God
defining our rela-
tion to his compan-
ion Ebû Eyyûb el-
Ensâri, may God be well
pleased with him:

“Each one of my companions will rise on
the day of the last judgement as a leader and
spiritual light of saintliness for the people of the
land where he died.”1

A BRIEF HISTORY

A solemn agreement with no details -if I
may say so- was reached in Aqabe Allegiance
between the Prophet Muhammad and the
Moslems of Medina, in the presence of Halid b.
Zeyd, which prepared the ground for his emi-
gration to Medina. It was not discussed, for
example, whose guest the Prophet would be or
by whom he would be entertained if he emi-
grated.

When the exemplary human being, the last
Prophet Muhammad was about to complete his
emigration journey, which would culminate in
Islamic Domination and lead to  many revolu-
tions in the history of the world, the problem
arose: Whose guest would he be? Actually, all
Moslems in Medina were ready to have him in
their homes. But, he, may God commend and
salute him, said to all who held Kusvâ’s (his
camel) halter tightly and extended their invita-
tions:

“Let the animal be free, move out of its way,
it knows”2 and let it be known that he would be
the guest in the house in front of which Kusvâ
would kneel down and sit.

Everything is preordained and by fate. 

The Prophet Muhammad’s camel, after

kneeling and getting up several
times, finally knelt and

sat in front of Ebû
Eyyûb Hâlid b.
Zeyd el-Ensâri, en-
Neccâri, el-
Hazrecî, el-Akabî’s

house. (52/672)3

While Ebû Eyyûb,
whose home was closest to

the Prophet’s blessed camel, carried
the few belongings of the Prophet, he, may God
commend and salute him, settled himself at the
lower floor of Ebû Eyyûb’s house.4

This visit with Ebû Eyyûb, may God be well
pleased with him, would last nearly seven
months until the construction of Mescidu’n
Nebevî (The Prophet’s Mosque) and its cham-
bers was finished.5 Thus, the emigration of the
Prophet Muhammad initiated at the home of
Ebû Bekr, who accompanied him in his journey,
and ended at the home of Ebû Eyyûb, who had
the honor of becoming the “Host of the
Messenger and Prophet of God, Muhammad.”

From that time on Ebû Eyyûb Hâlid b. Zeyd
el-Ensâri would make history and would
always be at the side  of the Messenger and
Prophet of God, Muhammad, may God com-
mend and salute him, so much so that he would
always be one of the seven companions of the
Prophet serving as a bodyguard in times of war
and peace until the verse of the Koran, “God
will protect you against the evil which may
come from men”6 would descend.7

Hâlid b. Zeyd el-Ensâri, may God be well
pleased with him, is the name of one of the emi-
nent companions of the Prophet Muhammad.
He is better known as “Ebû Eyyûb”8 but is
called “Eyûb Sultan”in our country.

The inhabitants of Medina who invited the
Prophet Muhammad and his adherents to their
city, and were the first to take arms on behalf of
Islam, considered Ebû Eyyûb, may God be well
pleased with him, to be a great and honorable
disciple of the Prophet Muhammad and partic-
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Palace Museum), Book A.
569.

8. ‹bni Abdilberr, el-‹stîâb I,
403 (el-‹sâbe margin). There
are two other names used
for companions, may God
be well pleased with them,
of the Prophet Muhammad.
(‹bnü’l Esîr, Üsdü’l-⁄âbe,
VI, 25-26; ‹bni Hacer, el-
‹sâbe, IV, 17; however, ‹bni
Hacer believes that the title
Ebû Eyyûb belongs to Hâlid
b. Zeyd and the other two
names stand for Ebû Eyyûb
el-Ensârî and also states that
there is a follower of the
Prophet Muhammad who is
known as Ebû Eyyûb el-
Mera¤î.)

9. See. Fetih sura  (48), 29;
Tevbe sura  (9), 100; Enfal
sura  (8), 74; Haflr sura (59),
8-10.

10. See. The Fezailü’l Ashâb
sections of Hadis books.

11. ‹bn Sa’d, Tabakât, III,
484, Zirikli, el-A’lâm, II, 336.



ularly, a divine9 and a prophetic10 person com-
municating good tidings. Among his many
virtues, his deepest devotion is to holy war. All
references about him, without any exception,
write the following:

“Ebû Eyyûb, was a courageous, patient and
pious man, dedicated to war on behalf of
Islam.”11 His life-span, extending from Medina
to ‹stanbul where his tomb stands, is the proof
of the validity of this statement. Also, many
rumors of events related to holy war are noted.12

Ebû Eyyûb’s concern and services in Medina for
the Prophet Muhammad, may God commend
and salute him, from the very first day were
similar to Ebû Bekr’s, may God be well pleased
with him, behavior towards him in the cave and
along the way during the emigration from
Mecca. It should not be forgotten that those who
helped the Prophet of God, Muhammad, were
exalted and his enemies who opposed him and
were disrespectful, even his real uncle, were
belittled and humiliated.  “A person of bad
deeds can never be elevated by his family and
relations.”13 

Now, let’s give a few examples for the polite
attitude of the host of the Prophet of God,
Muhammad.

The Prophet Muhammad, may God com-
mend and salute him, was settled at the lower
floor of Ebû Eyyûb’s house. After resting a
while, Ebû Eyyûb requested that the Prophet
Muhammad, may God commend and salute
him, honor him by his presence upstairs. He
said, “You downstairs and us upstairs...it cannot
be, we will not be at ease.” When the Prophet of
God, Muhammad, uttered that “it would be
more appropriate for him to be downstairs to
meet his guests,” Ebû Eyyûb consented and
moved to a corner of his room and slept there.14

So, it was one night in those days that the leather
water bag in Ebû Eyyûb’s room flipped over.
Ebû Eyyûb and Ümmü Eyyûb immediately
tried to dry the floor with their quilt so that
water would not leak downstairs and disturb
their guest.15 

During the conquest of Khaibar, the
Prophet of God, Muhammad, may God com-
mend and salute him, had the first wedding
night with Safiyye, our mother. On that night
Ebû Eyyûb, with a sword in his hand, kept
watch around the Prophet’s tent. When the
Prophet Muhammad, may God commend and
salute him, saw him like that in the morning he
commented:
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12. See Nefehât, Hadji Selim
A¤a Book Hüdâî Ef. 143.

13. Tirmizî, Kur’an 10; ‹bn
Mâce, Mukaddime 17;
Dârimî, Mukaddime 32,
Ahmed b. Hanbel, Müsned,
II. pp. 252, 407.

14. ‹bn Hiflâm, Siyre, II, 144;
Müslim, Eflribe 171; Ahmed
b. Hanbel, V, p. 415.

15. ‹bn Hiflâm, Siyre, II, 144;
el-‹stîâb I, 404; el-‹sâbe, I, p.
405.
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354-355.
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“O, what is it Ebû Eyyûb?”

Ebû Eyyûb responded:

“O, the Prophet of God! I was worried that
this woman might harm you. You had her
father, husband and people killed. She just freed
herself from infidelity and began to have faith in
God. It is for this reason that I was worried for
you...” Thus, he expressed his feelings and
devotion to the Prophet of God, Muhammad,
may God commend and salute him.

The Prophet of God, Muhammad, may God
commend and salute him, was so pleased with
these remarks that he prayed:

“O, My God, protect Ebû Eyyûb as he has
protected me tonight.”16

It must be due to this blessing that today we
have the chance of visiting Ebû Eyyûb at his
resting place.

Sunnah Handed Down by Ebû
Eyyûb

Before talking about the Sunnah or teach-
ings and practices derived from the Prophet
Muhammad’s own habits and words handed
down by Ebû Eyyûb, who is a highly esteemed
disciple of the Prophet, with your permission, I
would like to point out a few facts in connection
with records of the companions and disciples of
the Prophet. Ebû Eyyûb accepted all of the
Sunnah as equitable and not to be subject to crit-
icism. However,

1. Each companion and disciple of the
Prophet (one to thousands) has handed down a
different number of records on practices and
words of the Prophet Muhammad. There may
be many reasons for this. Some which come to
mind immediately are the following: these com-
panions and disciples may have begun to
believe in the Islamic faith at different times,
some may have been continuously with the
Prophet Muhammad, some may have written
down the Prophet’s words and others may not,
some may have been blessed by the Prophet’s

prayers to become scholars and learned per-
sons, some may have held the Islamic faith
longer than others, some may have lived in key
places like Mecca-Medina, particularly after the
death of the Prophet Muhammad, some may
have made education and learning a profession,
some may have dealt with administrative issues
and some may have been more worried than
others about not being able to accurately
express themselves. One should also keep in
mind that these records cannot possibly contain
all of the Prophet Muhammad’s words and
deeds.

These and similar reasons point out to the
fact that the number of records handed by a dis-
ciple is not a sign of his knowledge. 

2. The number of Sunnah handed down by
the disciples of the Prophet Muhammad has
been given by Bakî b.Mahled el-Endelûsî
(276/889) in his Müsned (Collection). The special
feature of this Müsned, which unfortunately did
not reach our day, was that it utilized the ale’r
rical and ale’ebvâb systems, simultaneously, (that
is it listed the  teachings and practices of the
Prophet Muhammad handed down by his emi-
nent disciples and classified them according to
content). Thus, what a certain disciple handed
down could be found in more than one section
depending on its contents, which meant that the
number of Sunnah increased. The most striking
example of this is found in what Ebu Hureyre
handed down. While the number of what he
handed down was 5374 according to Baki’s
Müsned, it was 3848 according to Ahmed b.
Hanbel’s Müsned, including the repeats. When
the repeats were eliminated, what Ebu Hureyre
handed down came out to be 1579. 

Thus, in reporting the number of Sunnah
handed down by the disciples, it would be best
to state the reference as “according to Baki b.
Mahled’s Müsned” or “according to Ahmed b.
Hanbel’s Müsned,” which would prevent con-
fusions.

Now we may discuss the teachings and
practices derived from the Prophet
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Muhammad’s own habits and words handed
down by Ebû Eyyûb:

In the Medina era, even though Ebû Eyyûb,
may God be well pleased with him, was very
close to the Prophet Muhammad; he handed
down few records of the Prophet Muhammad’s
teachings and practices, partly because he spent
most of his life in combat. Actually, he is very
particular and sensitive about the teachings and
practices of the Prophet Muhammad. Once he
even traveled from Medina to Egypt to ascertain
his knowledge on something that he heard from
the Prophet of God, Muhammad.

We learn about this from Hatip (Orator)
Ba¤dâdî (463/1071), who wrote in his work
titled Kitabu’r-rihle fi talebi’l-hadis that Ebû
Eyyûb traveled to see Ukbe b.Âmir, in Egypt to
inquire about something that he heard from the
Prophet Muhammad. He became the guest of
Mesleme b.Mahled, the Governor of Egypt, and
Ukbe b.Âmir was informed of his arrival. He
came and embraced Ebû Eyyûb and after a
friendly chat asked why he had come to Egypt.
Ebû Eyyûb answered:

- I came to inquire about the words of the
Prophet of God, Muhammad, on “covering up

for the shame of a believer.” Only you and I are
left among the ones who have heard these
words.

Ukbe b.Âmir replied:

-Yes, I heard the Prophet of God,

Muhammad, may God commend and salute

him, when he said: “On the doomsday, God will

cover up for the shame of the one who has cov-

ered up for the disgrace of a believer on earth.” 

Ebû Eyyûb remarked.

- You said it right, and immediately mount-
ed his horse and set out on the way to Medina. 

The food, which Mesleme b.Mahled sent for
his journey, reached him when he arrived in
Arîfl-I M›sr.17

Ebû Eyyûb, may God be well pleased with
him, was very mindful and particular about the
teachings and practices of the Prophet of God,
Muhammad, may God commend and salute
him, whom he served with care and joy. One
day, he said to Mervan, the Governor of
Medina, who did not have the namaz (the ritual
worship) performed right at the proper time:

“If you carefully follow the teachings of the
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17. Hatib, er-Rihle, p. 118-
120, (thk. N. ‹tr). Ebû Zehv,
Muhaddisûn, p. 110; A.
Naîm, Tecrid Translation
(Mukaddime), p. 47.

18. Et-Taberâni, el
Mu’cemü’l-kebir, IV, 187;
Ö¤üt, Meflhur Eyüp Sultan, I,
89-90. For the explanation
of the saying see Çakan,
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K›rk Hadis, p. 34-37 (‹stan-
bul, 1994, Second Edition)

19. Zehebî, Siyeru a’lami’n-
nübelâ, II, 403; ‹bni Melek,
Mebârikü’l-ezhar, I, 57; N.
Afl›k, Sahabe ve Hadis
Rivayeti, p. 177. The fact
that DIA reports this num-
ber as 150 is debatable. (See.
DIA, X, 124).    

20. S›dd›kî, Hadis Edebiyat›
Tarihi, p. 44; N. Afl›k,
Sahabe ve Hadis Rivayeti,
p. 177.

21. Zehebî, Siyeru a’lami’n-
nübelâ, II, 403; ‹bni Melek,
Mebârikü’l-ezhar, I, 57;
Aynî, Umdetü’l-kârî, II, 276. 

22. Zahâiru’l-mevâris, III,
pp. 139-143.

23. See. Ahmed b. Hanbel,
Müsned, V, 412-413.

24. See. Nefehât, H.S.A. Kt.
Hüdâi Ef. 143; Ö¤üt, Meflhur
Eyüp Sultan, Vol. II (the
whole volume)..

25. Ö¤üt, Meflhur Eyüp
Sultan, II, 28-30.
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Prophet of God, Muhammad, I will obey you. If
you contradict his words and practices, I will
quit and go home and resist you.”18

His special meticulousness must have been
part of the reason why Ebû Eyyûb, may God be
well pleased with him, did not produce too
many records of the teachings and practices
ofthe Prophet Muhammad, which we pointed
out earlier as well. The exact number of his
records is not known. According to Baki b.
Mahled’s Müsned it is 155.19 With this number
of  records, he is 28th among the disciples.20

Thirteen of the teachings and parctices of
the Prophet Muhammad, handed down by Ebû
Eyyûb, may God be well pleased with him, are
found in Buhâri and Müslim. One of these was
reported by Buhâri and five by Müslim. The
other seven have been jointly reported by
both.21 So, he has a total of eight in Buhâri and
twelve in Müslim. According to the CD pre-
pared by the Sahr institute, what Ebû Eyyûb has
handed down is mentioned fourteen times in
eleven sections of Buhâri and nineteen times in
twelve sections of Müslim, inclusive of repeti-
tions and references.

According to the same CD, what Ebû
Eyyûb handed down are mentioned thirty

times in fifteen sections of Tirmizî; twelve times
in eight sections of Ebûd Davud; nineteen times
in ten sections of Nesâi; sixteen times in eight
sections of ‹bn Mâce; nine times in six sections
Muvatta and thirteen times in eight sections of
Dârimî.

Abdu’l-⁄âniy Nablûsî mentions 44 hand-
downs from Ebû Eyyûb;22 whereas, Ahmed
b.Hanbel gives it as 99 (or 102), including the
repeats.23

Nureddin Ebu’l Hasen Ali b.Ahmed el-
Karâfî (940/1533)24 determined the hand-downs
from Ebû Eyyûb as 210 by going through a vari-
ety of references, which will be mentioned
shortly. The late Cemal Ö¤üt from Alasonya,
who translated the work of el-Karâfî into
Turkish wrote that he, himself, had found five
others.25 Thus, the maximum number reached
so far is 215.

Ebû Eyyûb, may God be well pleased with
him, has handed down not only the words of the
Prophet of God, Muhammad, but also his own
words and those that belong to Ubey b.Ka’b.
There are also various disciples of the Prophet
who have handed down the words of Ebû
Eyyûb, such as Berâ b.Âzib, Câbir b.Semûre,
Zeyd b.Hâlid el-Cühenî, ‹bn Abbas, Abdullah
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26. Zehebî, Siyeru a’lami’n-
nübelâ, II, 403; ‹bn Hacer,
Tehzibü’t Tezîb, III, p. 91. 

27. See. Hediyyetü’l-ârifîn,
I, 774; Kehhale, Mu’cemü’l-
müellifîn, VII, p. 230.

28. Nefehât, v.6b (Hüdâi Ef.
143).

29. See. DIA, X, p. 124.

30. Beyaz›t General Library,
1077; University Library,
Y›ld›z Section, 124;
Nuruosmaniye Library,
1284; Süleymaniye Library,
M.Hafid Ef. 44; Murad
Buhârî, 93; Ayasofya, 942;
Hadji Selim A¤a Library,
Hüdâi Ef. 143. In preparing
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used was (Hüdâi Ef. 143). A
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pared by Osman et-Tâifi
was published in ‹stanbul in
1298, under the name
Cilâu’l-Kulûb and Keflfü’l-
Kurub bi-Menak›b› Ebî
Eyyûb. 

31. See. Topkap› Palace
Museum Library, III, A. 569
(23x16 cm., Nesih, 11 lines,
948/1541 has been copied in
writing). DIA shows this
book as 77 pages, which is
registered at III. A, 570.

32. The same manuscript,
v.78a.

33. See. Darülmesnevi nr. 61
vr. 84-109. (DIA, X, 125).
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b.Yezîd, Mikdam b.Ma’dîkerib with others; Musa
b.Talha; Abdullah b.Huseyn; Urve b.Zübeyr; Ebû
Abdirrahman b.el-Hubuliy; Abdurrahman b.Ebî
Leyla, Atâ b.Yezid el-Leysî and Atâ b. Yesâr.26

The contents of the teachings and practices
of the Prophet Muhammad, which were handed
down by Ebû Eyyûb, vary.

Independent Studies on the Teachings and
Practices of the Prophet Muhammad Handed
Down by Ebû Eyyûb Ebû Eyyûb, May God be
well pleased with him, occupies a place worthy
of him as the Host of the Prophet of God,
Muhammad, in Islamic publications. Much has
been narrated about him. Particularly, after the
discovery of his burial place, the Ottoman writ-
ers have made him the topic of their various
works. We will suffice here by mentioning some
of these, which include the teachings and prac-
tices of the Prophet Muhammad handed down
by Ebû Eyyûb.

1. “Nefahatü’l-abîri’s-sâri bi ehâdisi Ebî
Eyyûb el-Ensârî” by Nureddin Ebu’l-Hasen
Ali b.Ahmed el-Karâfî, el-M›srî efl-fiâfii
(940/1533).27 

The writer points out that the work was
written based on well-known, reputable and
reliable books and documents on narration
and/or interpretation of the words and deeds of
the Prophet Muhammad in a classified form.
They were categorized based on their content.28

The name of the compiler was given with each
narration. Various written manuscripts of this
book ranging from 67-97 pages29 are available at
‹stanbul Libraries.30

The late Alasonyal› Hadji Cemal Ö¤üt
translated and explained the whole of this book
in two volumes called “Meflhur Eyûb Sultan,”
which were published during 1956-1957 in
‹stanbul.

2. “Kûtu’l-kulûb fi ehâdisi Ebî Eyyûb” by Ebu’l
Mevâhib Ahmed b.Ebi’r-Ruh ‹sa er-Reflîdî er-
R›dvânî (X. century). 

The book, which contains 78 pages,31 was

compiled in ‹stanbul in 938. It gives the sources
for the narratives and analyzes the differences
between them. It covers 131 narratives. The
author wrote: “ This is all I have found in reli-
able books on narratives. I have come across
others in sources found not so dependable by
well-versed Muslim traditionalists, which I have
not included. I deemed this much sufficient.”32

3. “Kevkebü’s-sâri bi ehâdisi seyyidinâ Ebî
Eyyûb el-Ensârî” by Abdulvehhab b.Mustafa efl-
fiâmi.33

4. “Kitâbun fîma revahu Ebû Eyyûb el-Ensârî
min ehâdis-i Resûl-I Meliki’l Bâri” by Balizâde
Mustafa b.Süleyman (1069/1658), an Ottoman
Sheikhulislam.

The book contains 62 pages34 and 210 narra-
tions including the repeats. 

5. “Kitâbu keflfi müflkilâti’l ehâdisi’l merviyye
ani’s-sahabiyyi’l-medfûni ehâdis-i bi asl› h›sn›’l-
Kostantiniyye” by Yusuf b.Muhammed el-
Mâlikî.

The book is dated 1077 and contains eigh-
teen pages.35 It is composed of thirteen narra-
tions by Ebû Eyyûb, May God be well pleased
with him, which are from Sahihayn.

6. “Merviyyâtu Ebî Eyyûb el-Ensârî,” anony-
mous author.

It is a manuscript of twelve pages,36 also
composed of the thirteen narrations found in
Sahihayn.

7. “Esne’fl-flevâhid fi zikri menâk›b› Ebî Eyyûb
Hâlid” by Ahmed b.Muhyiddin en- Naimî.

The book contains sixty pages. The author,
who was the imam of Ayasofya Mosque, divid-
ed the book into four chapters.

Chapter 1. Fezâil-i Medine (Virtuous
Medina)

Chapter 2. Rihletu’n-Nebiy (Emigrating
Prophet)

Chapter 3. Narrations by Ebû Eyyûb

Chapter 4. Ebû Eyyûb’s Legend
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(Ottoman Script), 17 lines]
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Library, 1054. 
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Library, Fatih, 1145/1
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40. ‹kdü’-ferid, V, 129.

41. Ebû Davud, Cihad 17,
Müslim, ‹mâre, 158, Nesâî,
Cihad 2.



The work, which includes a total of 53 nar-
rations, seems to be the best -organized docu-
ment on Ebû Eyyûb.

In all individual works mentioned above,
no arguments have been given in support of the
narratives; instead they have been directly stat-
ed as being handed down by “Ebî Eyyûb-Ebû
Eyyûb.”

8. It has been claimed by Atâî that Bâki, the
poet (1600), collected some of the narratives by

Ebû Eyyûb in a journal called K›rk Hadis

Mecmuas› (Journal of Forty Narratives).
However, there has been no record of this in the

Encyclopedia of Islam, so far.37

9. “Ebû Eyyûb el-Ensârî and merviyyatühü fi
Müsnedi’l-imam Ahmed,” the Master’s thesis of
Muhammed Abdullah Veled Kerim from
Mecca Ümmu’l-Kura University completed in
1980.38

10. Finally, I have written the book “Eyüp
Sultan Hazretlerinden K›rk Hadis,”39 in which I
have explained forty narratives by Ebû Eyyûb
el-Ensârî, May God be well pleased with him.
This book, which I have prepared for the 15th
century celebrations of the Emigration from
Mecca to Medina, now is in its third edition and
constitutes the most recent study on Ebû
Eyyûb’s narrations of the teachings and prac-
tices by the Prophet Muhammad. Here, I would
like to express my pleasure about this, which I
take to be a blessing for me.

Conclusion and Wishes

I would like to emphasize a few points
before ending my words. 

Ebû Eyyûb el-Ensârî, May God be well
pleased with him, except for one year of his life,
spent the rest of it in holy wars, moving from
one front to another, and finally reaching
Konstantiniyye (‹stanbul), a city farthest away
where the followers of the Prophet Muhammed
have fallen in battles.

His devotion to holy warfare is obvious.
When the commander asks his last words, he
comments, “Take me as far as you can into the
land of the enemy to bury. I have heard the
Prophet of God, Muhammad, saying, “A pious
person will rest at the edge of the
Konstantiniyye walls.  I hope to be that per-
son.”40

Holy war is the most important duty and

honor for a Moslem. It should be fulfilled prop-

erly, with sincere belief and consciousness. A

Moslem should at least feel this in his heart. The

following words of the Prophet of God,

Muhammad, should never be forgotten:

“A Moslem who dies without fighting a
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holy war or without feeling for it in his heart is

a victim of hypocrisy.”41

There are all kinds of wars, cold war, eco-

nomical, cultural and propaganda wars, but the

war, which must be maintained conscientiously,

is the holy war. It would be greatly jeopardized

if the Moslems lose their intention for it. All

Moslems should be very sensitive in this aspect

and should always be ready for it.

To show our intentions in this respect, all of

us should visit Ebû Eyyûb, the eminent com-

panion of the Prophet of God, Muhammad, may

God commend and salute him, at his resting

place and refresh ourselves.

If “visiting Eyyûb Sultan” has no direct
appeal to our hearts and minds and if we remain
blind and unconscious to his call for the holy
war, then he is a stranger among us. We must be
alien to him in spirit. 

The staff of the Eyüp Mosque, particularly
the Mufti of Eyüp and his preachers, should
read the narratives of Ebû Eyyûb to the congre-
gation within a planned program. Actually, this
was also the wish of el-Karafî, the author of the
work called Nefehat, which we mentioned
above. He is the one who suggested that the nar-
ratives of the companions of the Prophet
Muhammad should be read in masjids, tradi-
tionally named after scholars of religion who
have lived in the past. El-Karafî also proposed
that this could start in the Eyüp Mosque and
hoped that a philanthropist would contribute
towards this aim by establishing a foundation.
He also pointed out that he had collected the
narratives by Ebû Eyyûb with this purpose in
mind. 

Meanwhile, Hikmet Han›m, the sister of
Hadji Cemal Ö¤üt Efendî, one of the last
Muslim theologians, believes that it would be
very beneficial if a new edition of his well-
known work titled Meflhur Eyüp Sultan (The
Famous Eyüp Sultan), which she says he wrote
upon the personal request of Eyüp Sultan,42

were published by the Eyüp Municipality to
present to the nation and to the visitors of Eyüp
Sultan.43 As a matter of fact, Hadji Cemal Efendî
has dedicated his book to “Hâlid b.Zeyd el-
Ensâri.”44

Hopefully, learning about and living Islam
and all efforts to understand the Prophet
Muhammad and his disciples will serve as parts
of a holy war with favorable consequences. 
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FAT‹H SULTAN MEHMED’S CHARTER
OF EYÜP SULTAN KÜLL‹YE

FOUNDATION



Istanbul occupies a special place in our cul-
tural history. Above all else, the Prophet
Muhammad commented, “Istanbul will certain-
ly be conquered. What a great command it  is
which orders its conquest and what a great sol-
dier he is who serves to conquer it.” 

Many Moslems set off on a journey towards
Istanbul to achieve this honor and either found
eternity or died to become martyrs. The most
important and the best known of these is Hz.
Halid Eba Eyyüb’il Ensari, the standard-bearer
of the Prophet Muhammad!

After the conquest of Istanbul, Fatih Sultan
Mehmed had a tomb and a külliye (mosque com-
plex) built at the site of Hz. Halid Eba Eyyüb’il
Ensari’s grave, which was located by
Akflemseddin. 

Definitely, the külliye, built for a sublime
religious figure in kindness and for God’s sake,
by Fatih Sultan Mehmed Khan, a leader devoted
to equality and human rights and full of love for
humanity, must have been associated with a
pious foundation. In view of the fact that Fatih
Sultan Mehmed was a great believer in the spir-

it and purpose of the establishment of founda-
tions, and since there is no mention of an Eyüp
Sultan Külliye Foundation in the Hagia Sophia
Foundation of Fatih Sultan Mehmed, it is
assumed that an independent foundation exist-
ed for it.

It is believed that this foundation was dis-
solved in 1591. Probably, when that happened, a
new charter had to be written for a new founda-
tion, which turned out to be the foundation of
Fatih Sultan Mehmed, the son of Sultan Murad-›
Sâni and the Conquerer of Istanbul, examined
below. There is no mention of Sultan Murad III,
the reigning Sultan at that time, in the Charter.
The date of the establishment of this foundation
is given as the last ten days of the eleventh
month of the Arabian year 999/ the beginning of
September (9), 1591. 

Aside from this, there is a title-deed about
the exchange of a butcher shop in Eyüp with a
house-cellar in Istanbul-Hac› Ferhad Quarter at
the time of Sultan Ahmed I, which is dated to
the first ten days of the fourth month of the
Arabic calender 1020 / the beginning of May
(2), 1611.
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Illustration 1. The cover of the Eyüp Sultan Foundation
Charter of Fatih Sultan Mehmed.

Illustration 2. The cover of the Eyüp Sultan Foundation Charter.



The Eyüp Sultan
Foundation Charter of
Fatih Sultan Mehmed,
which is preserved as
number K.18 in the
archives of the Main
Office of Culture and
Registry affiliated with
the General Directorate
of Foundations, is writ-
ten in Arabic. 

The 290x168 mm
document has a claret
red cover and gold-
gilded pages of crepe
paper with sunburst
design. Each page con-
tains 11 lines within a
196x100 mm frame of a
set of blue, gilded red
and blue lines. The
whole of the first page
is covered horizontally
with the imperial
monogram of Sultan
Ahmed in color, which
imitates gilt. The
monogram is also
adorned with blue-yel-
low flowers.

A 101x100 mm
area on the outside of
the document that con-
tains the title is inlaid
with gold. The navy-

bluish main design covers a 35x100 mm rectan-
gular area, raised by 29 mm. It has five crochet
needles on it. The important parts of the text are
written in red, blue or gilt. It contains 25 written
pieces covered in 45 pages. The confirmation of
the work is found on pages 46 and 47 and pages
48 and 49 contain  the proof of the document.

The külliye stated in the charter contains a
mosque, a medrese and an imaret (soup kitchen
for the poor.) A number of the real estate prop-

erties that were to be sources of income for the
continuous maintenance of the külliye listed are
the following:

A. RUMELIA

a. Eyüp District

1. Five rooms in a two-storey building across
from adjacent tanner stores, encircled by a road
on four sides and located next to the Zal Mahmut
Pasha Mosque in Eyüp.

2. The fiem’ac› (candle) store and ten tanner
stores between the Ferruh Kethüdâ Foundation
and the sea.

3. All of twenty stores across from the late
Mehmed Pasha Foundation, surrounded by the
Harem pasture, a cemetery, an open space and a
public road.

4. Five stores next to the fievkiyat Cellar,
Hz. Sheikh Cemetery, Salhane stores and the
above mentioned foundation.

5. All of the so-called Salhane stores facing
the sea, which are in an area  encircled by the
sea, a square and the Kasap (Butcher) Balaban
Neighboorhood.

6. Four twin-houses next to the fievkiyat
Cellar, which had the sea on one side and the
Muallim-i Hakâni Cellar and vegetable gardens
of the foundation on the other side.

7. Six twin-houses near the bread bakery,
which is in front of the soup kitchen for the
poor, and the Hibe Hoca Foundation and the
road.

8. All of eight twin-stores with a road on
both sides, located near the school of Muallim-i
Sultanî and the soup kitchen for the poor.

9. All of four twin-houses near the soup
kitchen for the poor, next to a bread bakery and
a foundation.

10. Bread bakery.

11. Old public bath.
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Illustration 4. pp. 2b-3a of the Charter.

lustration 5. pp. 3b-4a of the
Charter.

Illustration 3. Sultan Ahmed’s signature on page 2a of the

Eyüp Sultan Foundation Charter.



12. Ancient twin-bath (for men and
women).

13. New public bath.

14. Store selling sheep heads.

15. Two stores in the shopping district.

16. Cook store next to the mosque.

17. Stores encircled by the Molla Çelebi,
Molla Kutbiddin, Ali Çelebi Foundations and
the road.

18. Stores around which are the properties
owned by Piyade Mahmud, Taflc› Ahmed, Taflc›
Keflkek and the road.

19. All of the vegetable garden next to the
Fatih Mosque around which are the Süleyman
Çelebi vegetable garden, the sea, a cemetery and
a road.

20. All of the vegetable garden next to the
candle shop belonging to Muallim-i Sultanî,
with boundaries defined by the Zal Pasha grave,
Ahmet Bey property, a cemetery and a road.

21. All of the Seyfi Efendi vegetable garden
next to Yâvedud, which has the road and the
cemetery around it.

22. All of the land belonging to Eyüp town-
ship, covering the area extending westward
from E¤ri Kap› (Gate) of the City Wall of
Istanbul towards Moral› Kafir Nasrani Kuyu
(Well), Ali Pasha Foundation next to
Otakc›bafl› Masjid, Subafl› Süleyman Masjid
fountain next to Ahmet Pasha Pasture,
Suterazisi neighborhood, Ahmed Pasha Palace,
passing in front of the stables belonging
toTopçubafl› Masjid and proceeding towards
Topcubafl› Masjid, Kanl›kavak neighborhood,
then going south towards the hydrostatic bal-
ance on the road going to Hayreddin Pasha
Farm, Okçuzâde Defterdar Efendi pasture next
to the land cultivated by the son of Kad›
Bahaüddin for the foundation of Hz. Eba
Eyyüb-el Ensari Mosque, along the road to
Müderris Village, to the beginning of Kemer
Bridge, then north towards Yerlikaya, Ordu

road, Çukurçeflme, Pir
Çelebi cultivation
area, Sekban Kara Ali
Mill, Tafll›burun road
above Alibey Village,
the famous Despite
Bridge, and along the
water towards the late
Ali Pasha Kethüdas›
Ferruh’s tile factory
and back to E¤ri Kap›. 

b. Edirne
District:

1. All of ‹shak
Fakih village.

2. Nas›rl› Village at
the same place.

3. Tilmifl territory
of Ergene District.

4. Baklad› village.

5. All of Yeniköy
by the Pavli Bridge.

6. K›z›la¤aç vil-
lage, all of Yeniköy.

c. Vize District:

1. Tatarl› village.

d. Keflan District:

1. Hac› ‹lyas village.

2. Seydiköy.

3. Dedeköy.

4. Asiköy.

e. Havvas-› Mahmud Pasha District:

1. Halil Fakih cultivated field.
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Illustration 6. pp. 4b-5a of the Charter.

Illustration 7. pp. 5b-6a of the Charter.

Illustration 8. pp. 6b-7a of the Charter.



f. Filibe District:

1. Müderrisli village (except the part reserved

for his children by the donor of the foundation).

2. H›z›rfleyhli locality.

3. Mentefleli village.

g. Silistre:

1. All of fieyhler village in Kar›nabad dis-

trict.

2. Bas›l›kova village.

B. ANATOLIAN PROVINCE

a.  Mihaliç District:

1. Çatallar village.

2. Koçafl.

3. Eksehor

4. Three villages named Ahatca, Arasiti and

Esengazi, the borders of which were designated

by the charter of the foundation marked by the

Sultan and signed by the Kazasker Mevlâna

Mahmud ‹bni Seydi Ahmed.

5. Place of prayer.

6. Kirmasti.

7. All of Küçük-Büyük Kad› villages.

8. All of K›z›lca, Bay›nd›r (?), Hal›c› and
Dereköy in Gedis.

b. Bursa District:

1. Mashara village.

c. ‹znik District:

1. Pazarköy.

d.Ulubat District:

1. Balc› village.

2. ‹mnos village.

e. Kirmasti District:

1. Ahituzcu village

2. Uzgur village.

3. Müminli village.

f. Gebze District:

1. All of Hereke village.

The soup kitchen for the poor of Eyüp
Sultan Mosque has been dedicated by Fatih
Sultan Mehmed for the maintenace of its
medrese.

Staff of the Külliye: 91
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Illustration 9. pp. 7b-8a of the Charter.
Illustration 10. pp. 8b-9a of the Charter

Illustration 11. pp. 9b-10a of the Charter



Medrese: 5

1 Clerk for the accounts office.

1 Teacher for the medrese.

1 Doorkeeper.

1 Sweeper.

1 Librarian.

Mosque: 49

1 Orator

3 Imam.

2 Muezzin.

5 Hafiz (who know the whole Koran by
heart).

1 Sermahfil.

29 Hafiz

1 Sermahfil to read the thirtieth part of the
Koran.

2 Master of ceremonies.

4 Caretakers.

2 Tenders of oil lamps.

Soup Kitchen: 18

1 Kitchen Sheikh.

1 Clerk

1 Butler

1 Head butler.

1 Control employee.

2 Mosque sweepers.

3 Cooks.

2  Bread makers.

1 Wheat-beater, wood chopper.

1 Rice sorter.

1 Carrier of meat.

1 Doorkeeper.

2 Wood and wheat storer.

Money Collection: 13

1 Receiving teller.

1 Clerk.

2 A teller and a clerk for the Filibe district .

2 A teller and a clerk for the Kar›nâbad dis-
trict .

2 Persons for repairs and mending.

2 A teller and a clerk for the Mihaliç district.

2  A teller and a clerk for the foundation in
Ayd›n Province.

1 Person for the repairs in Ayd›n cara-
vansary and shops.

Tomb: 6

4 Caretakers.
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2 Sweepers.

Salaries:

Daily 510 drachma.

Teacher for the medrese, 50 drachma/day.

11 students, 16.5 drachma.

Tutor, 5 drachma/day.

Sweeper, 1 drachma/day.

Trustee, tenth of the income.

Foundation clerk, 10 drachma.

Orator, 15 drachma/day.

2 Imams, each 10 drachma/day.

2 Muezzins, each 4 drachma/day.

5 Hafiz, each 2 drachma/day.

29 Eczai fierif reciters, each 2 drachma/day.

Harem-i Cedid doorkeeper, 2
drachma/day.

Mosque time-keeper, 3 drachma/day.

Sweepers, each 2 drachma/day.

4 Caretakers, each 2 drachma/day.

Master of ceremonies, 2 drachma/day.

Tomb caretakers, each 2 dracma/day.

Tomb sweeper, 1 drachma/day.

Librarian, 1 drachma/day.

Chief Ecza-i fierife reciter, 1 drachma/day.

Soup Kitchen Sheikh, 10 drachma/day.

Kitchen clerk, 5 drachma/day.

Butler, 2 drachma/day.

Chief butler, 2 drachma/day.

Meat and breader buyer, 2 drachma/day.

3 Cooks, each 7 drachma/day.

Bread makers, each 5 drachma/day.

Kitchen doorkeeper, 1 drachma/day.

Wheat-beater-meat porter, 1 drachma/day.

Rice sorter, 1 drachma/day.

Store keeper in the grain cellar, 1 drach-
ma/day.

Servant in the wood depot, 0.5
drachma/day.

2 Repairmen in Eyüp, each 2.5
drachma/day.

Repairman in Ayd›n (while he continuous
to serve), 3 drachma/day.

Ayd›n Province Tax Collector, 4 drach-
ma/day.

Clerk to Tax Collector, 4 drachma/day.

Foundation Clerk in Filibe, 4 drachma/day.

Foundation Money Collector in Filibe, 5
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Illustration 15. pp. 13b-14a of the Charter

Illustration 16. pp. 14b-15a of the Charter

Illustration 17. pp. 15b-16a of the Charter



drachma/day.

Foundation Money Collector in Kar›nâbat, 4

drachma/day.

Foundation Clerk in Kar›nâbat, 2 drach-

ma/day.

Foundation Money Collector in Vize, 4

drachma/day.

Foundation Clerk in Vize, 4 drachma/day.

Foundation Money Collector in Mihal›cc›k,

4 drachma/day.

Foundation Clerk in Mihal›cc›k, 5 drach-

ma/day.

Money Collector of Suvari, 6 drachma/day.

Money Collector of Ayl›kc›, 2

drachma/day.

2 Foundation Paymasters, each 4 drach-
ma/day.

Tax collector, 2 drachma/day.

Person burning the incense, 1
drachma/day.

Person responsible for locking the cellar
and storage rooms, 1 drachma/day.

Other expenses, 10 drachma/day.

Oil for lamps, 9 drachma/day.

Mosque and tomb matting, 1 drachma/day.

Food Cooked in the Soup Kitchen
for the Poor:
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Each morning a rice and a wheat meal will

be cooked twice (with the exception of special

days). Two meals will be served to people who

come. On Fridays and religious holidays, a

wheat meal will be served in the mornings, but

more delectable meals will be offered in the

evenings. 

Each day 30 oka mutton will be bought; half

of it will be cooked in the morning and the other

half in the evening. During Ramadan evenings

all of it will be cooked and served.

Everyday, 2.5 bushels of good quality rice

and 2.5 bushels of best quality wheat will be

brought from ‹stanbul to make soup.

The foundation requires that the following

be bought as indicated:

5.5 bushels of flour for bread everyday,

13.5 bushels of shortening and 12.5 oka

honey every Thursday,

450 drachma saffron per year,

2 oka black pepper,

8 oka salt everyday,

1/4 bushel clean chickpeas,

3 oka onions

3 oka raisins,

40 oka (dried) plums, 85 oka (dried) apri-
cots, 35 oka almonds, 120 oka cornstarch and 60
oka thin-sheets of sun-dried fruit pulp per year,
and

48 oka wood for each meal cooked.

The foundation also requires that on
Fridays, Ber’at (the sacred night between the
14th and 15th day of the month Shaban) and
Ramadan evenings Aflure (sweet dish made of
cereals, sugar, raisins, etc), always on Mevlid-i
Nebevî (anniversary of the Prophet’s birthday)
Zerde (dish of sweetened rice colored with saf-
fron), Zerbaç and pilaf made from white rice
should be cooked and served to the poor.

Witnesses:

Vizier Siyavufl Pasha

Mesih, son of Vizier Abdülkadir

Mehmed, son of Vizier Abdülmelik

‹brahim, son of Vizier Abdülvehhab

Sadeddin, son of Hasan

Chief Military Judge of Rumelia

Muhiddin, son of Bali

Chief Military Judge of Anatolia

Abdülhalim, son of Mehmed

Mehmed, son of Sheikh Mehmed

Kethüdazâde Mehmed, inspector of the
Harameyn-i fierifeyn Foundation.
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Written on 17 Recep (seventh month of the
Arabic calender) 24/ August 30, 1615).

Mehmed, the representative of the Affairs
of the Harameyn Foundation and Ali, son of ‹sa,
the Kadi of Scopje.

Another document belonging to the Eyüp
Sultan Foundation is concerned with the
exchange of a butcher shop in Eyüp with a
house-cellar in Hac› Ferhad Neighborhood.

The document states: Arranged at the time
of the trusteeship of Hadji Ferruh in Eba Eyyüb-
il Ensari Foundation.

Document:

Hasan, son of Mustafa who is the son of
Hüseyin, the Kadi of ‹stanbul and the Chief
Military Judge of Rumelia.

Hasan Çavufl, the son of Mustafa, an active
Trustee, and Ferruh Kethüda, the son of
Abdülmennan, have exchanged the entire
butcher shop next to the Eyüp Sultan’s Tomb
which is 1000 yard 14 zir’a (length of forearm
and hand), 8 zir’a 9 parmak (1.25 inch) on the side
facing the water, and 8 zir’a on the Mosque side
and has been evaluated by the Architect of the
Foundation and a group of experts to be worth
20 000 drachma; with 5 houses and a cellar in
Hac› Ferhat Neighborhood which measure 22
yards 5 zir’a in length and 9 zir’a in width and
are worth  55 000 drachma and have obtained
canonical ordinance ascertaining the ownership
of the foundation.

This document was organized during the
first ten days of the fourth month of the Arabic
calendar 1020/ beginning of May (2), 1611.

Witnesses:

Ali Çavufl, son of Pervane

Mehmed Çavufl, son of Abdullah

Hasan çelebi, son of Murad

Abdi Çelebi, son of Kâtip

Süleyman Çavufl

Hasan Bey, the doorkeeper

Bali Zade Veli Bey, the footman

And others present.

———————-

“Fatih Mehmed II Foundation,” Cumhuriyet
Press, Istanbul 1938, p 313-340. Published by the
Office of the General Director of Foundations.
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Was born in Istanbul on 11th December 1952; in 1967 he graduated from the Saint Michel
French Junior High School, in 1970 from the Saint Joseph French Senior High School and in 1975
from the School of Architecture of the State Fine Arts Academy.  In September 1975 he began his
doctorate studies at the Turkish and Islamic Arts Chair of the Arts Faculty of the University of

Istanbul, where in 1976 he became research assistant.  He received  his doctorate in 1990 with a the-
sis titled “Architectural and Decorative Elements of Istanbul Tekkes (Dervish Lodges)”, under the
guidance of first Prof. Dr. Oktay Aslanapa and then of Prof. Dr. Semavi Eyice.  In 1991 he became
associate professor and in 1996 professor.  Presently he is teaching Turkish and Islamic Arts at the

Archaeology and Art History Department of the Arts Faculty of the University of Istanbul.  M.
Baha Tanman is also head of Turkish and Islamic studies at the Turcology Institute of the same

University.  He has participated in many international and national congresses, symposia and semi-
nars, where he has presented papers on the subject of the history of architecture.

THE BUILDINGS OF DERVISH
ORDERS IN EYÜP SULTAN



Over the Ottoman centuries Eyüp Sultan
came to hold an important place in the spiritual
climate and religious folklore of Istanbul, and
was a major center of Sufism.  All of the dervish
orders operating in Istanbul, apart from the
Celvetiyye, were represented in the district by
over sixty dervish buildings.  These buildings
ranged from humble lodges with little or no
architectural merit to fully formed convents and
foundations in the nature of “dervish complex-
es,” but very few of any of these have managed
to survive until the present day.

In the Ottoman era, Eyüp Sultan was essen-
tially a satellite city attached to Istanbul, yet it
displayed a wealth of dervish buildings that
many independent cities could not rival.  There
are samples to be found in the district of every
type of plan used for this kind of building in the
repertoire of Istanbul architecture.  Since this
paper is being prepared for presentation at a
symposium, we will make do with examining
one or two examples from each type. 

As is true throughout Istanbul, it is possible
to group the buildings of sufi orders in Eyüp
Sultan into three, according to their dwelling
arrangements and design outlines.

The examples in Group 1 are all built of
stone or brick, with open courtyards and porti-
cos, and display parallels with characteristic
Ottoman madrasa or schools, or the mosque-
school pairings that are a variation on the
madrasa.  These parallels can be explained
through similarities in the architectural pro-
grams and functional schemes of madrasa and

sufi order buildings.1 It should also be remem-
bered in this context that during the time of the
Seljuks the first madrasa and the earliest reli-
gious sect buildings known as “hankah”
emerged contemporaneously, and displayed a
similarity of design with their central court-
yard/anteroom and Khorasan dwelling places
with four iwans.  In other words, these parallels
go much further back than the Ottoman era.

In these buildings, the open fair courtyard
that forms the center of the design, on the one
hand provides the residents of the convent with
the peaceful “inner world,” far removed from
the hustle and bustle of the surroundings, that is
required for the Sufi life, and on the other hand
allows communication between the ceremonial
rooms contained behind the porticos and the
dervish cells and selaml›k (the section reserved
for males), as well as providing light and air
flow for these areas.  The courtyard was
equipped with a water tank with a fountain or
some sort of taps for ritual ablution, and the toi-
lets, for obvious reasons, were either gathered in
a small courtyard as far away from the places of
worship and living quarters as possible, as in
the classic period Ottoman complexes, or
removed completely from the main gathering
areas.  

Practically all of the religious sect buildings
included in this group had a harem designed as
an independent building removed from the
main area surrounding the courtyard where the
predominantly unmarried dervishes resided.
Here the family of the sheik lived.  In the same
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Illustration 1. fieyhülislam Tekkesi - Western façade of main
building (Tanman 1982).

Illustration 2. fieyhülislam Tekkesi - Southern façade of main
building (Tanman 1982).

1. The sufi order buildings
contained a mosque and
great hall where religious
ceremonies were held
(tevhidhane) in place of the
mosque and lecture halls of
the madrasa, and dervish
cells in place of student
cells, and as with the
madrasa these were
arranged around an open
courtyard that served as a
common area and facilitated
communication.  In early
examples the anterooms off
these courtyards were
domed.



way the kitchen was usually housed separately
from the other buildings, according to ancient
Turkish tradition.

fieyhülislam Tekkesi2

(Sketch: 1, Illustrations: 1-4)

This is situated in the Dü¤meciler
(Buttonmakers) neighbourhood of the Niflanc›
(Niflanca) district, bordered to the south and
west by Baba Haydar Mektebi Street, to the
north by Haydar Çeflmesi Street and to the east
by Balc› Hill.  This tekke (lodge) was connected
to the Nakflibendi sect and is one of the most
impressive dervish lodges of Istanbul.  It was
built in 1744-45 (1157 in the Muslim calendar) by
Feyzullah Efendizade fieyhülislam Seyyid
Mustafa Efendi (died 1745), and has survived
until this day with only a few minor changes.
The son of the founder, Kazasker Seyyid
Abdullah Efendi (died 1767), added a small
mosque-ceremonial hall and a pulpit, and a
wooden harem building that was reconstructed
in the 19th century but that no longer exists

today.  During the Republican era the building
fell into disrepair, until the mosque-ceremonial
hall and the main building containing the
dervish cells were restored in the 1970s by the
Religious Foundations.  However, since the
building was not given a new function these
were again abandoned to their fate, with squat-
ters taking up residence and causing consider-
able damage to the building.

Because the site slopes down towards the
Golden Horn to the east, the buildings are con-
structed on two levels, the higher level contain-
ing the main building, the kitchen to the south-
west and the hamam and toilets to the north-
west, while the lower level contains the hamam
building and a small graveyard.  On the higher
level, the main gate adjacent to the Beyzade
Mehmet Efendi Çeflmesi, dating from 1646
(1056), and opening onto Haydar Çeflmesi Street
is constructed of cut sandstone, and its low arch
contains an inscription in verse belonging to
Katipzade Mehmed Ref’I Efendi (in Persian
script) and giving the construction date of the
lodge.

The main building of the lodge, which
holds its most important sections, measures
32.5x27.75m.  Its walls consist of single rows of
cut sandstone alternating with double rows of
red brick.  Over the low arched entrance located
in the northern façade is an inscription in verse,
the poetry belonging to Kazasker Mirzazade
Neyli Ahmde Efendi (died 1748) and the callig-
raphy to fieyhülislam Veliyeddin Efendi (died
1767).  All of the units that make up the struc-
ture are arranged around a rectangular open-air
inner courtyard (15x11m), fronted by a twenty-
four sectioned portico.  The pointed arches of
the portico are carved from marble and are sup-
ported by marble columns with muqainas capi-
tals.  Some sections of the portico are domed,
some vaulted, and all are covered with lead and
crowned with marble crescents.

To the south of the courtyard, on the sym-
metrical axis, is the mosque-ceremonial hall
with a octagonal prism shaped body-crowned
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Illusturation 4. fieyhülislam Tekkesi - Muqarnas capital head in
portico of the courtyard of the main building (Tanman 1982).

Illusturation 3. fieyhülislam Tekkesi - Southern wing of porti-
co in the courtyard of main building (Tanman 1982).

2. For more detailed infor-
mation, see Haf›z Hüseyin
Ayvansaray›, Hadikat’ül
Cevami, Istanbul 1281, I,
282-284, Tabibzade Dervifl
Mehmed fiürki ibn ‹smail,
‹stanbul Hankahlar› Meflayibi,
Yay. fi. Tekin - G. Alpay
Tekin, Harvard University,
1995, 55, no. 108; T. Öz,
‹stanbul Camileri, Ankara
1987 (2nd print), I, 142; A.
Altunsu, Osmanli fieyhülis-
lamlar›, Ankara 1972, 127;
M. N. Haskan, Eyüp Tarihi,
Istanbul 1993, I, 93-97, 290-
291; M. B. Tanman,
“fieyhülislam Tekkesi,”
Dünden Bugüne ‹stanbul
Ansiklopedisi, VII (1994), pp.
177-178



by dome, and connected to this what must have
been the apartment used for the solitary con-
finement of novices and a room for the serving
of fruit drinks, along with two dervish cells.
There are five dervish cells on each of the east
and west wings.  The windows on the walls of
the mosque-ceremonial hall, which project hori-
zontally and vertically beyond the main block of
the building, conform with classical Ottoman
requirements; being arranged in a double row,
the lower row rectangular with cut stone frames
topped with pointed arches of brick and metal
railings, and the upper row again with pointed
arches has been filled in with plastered win-
dows. In addition, a small plastered window
with pointed arches has been opened on each
corner of the octagonal dome.

Some of the dervish cells are square and
domed, others rectangular and vaulted, but
each have a door and window opening onto the
portico, along with two windows opening to the
outside.  Between the cells on the west wing is a
corridor with five vaults that connected the ser-
vice units on that side (the kitchen, hamam and
toilets) with the main building, which opens
with a low arch onto the portico and the outside.
An octagonal marble water fountain is located
in the middle of the courtyard, its sides decorat-
ed with broken curved arches, rosettes and
cypress motifs.  

In the southern and western walls is the low
vaulted kitchen, with its huge oven, built in hap-
hazard alternating rows of rough sandstone and
brick and covered over with paneled vaults.
The same type of wall was used for the small
hamam and the adjacent rows of toilets, which
were gable roofed.  It is known that the harem
was a two-storied wooden building situated on
an alternately laid base.  There is an undated
inscription over the low arch of the graveyard,
which is surrounded by walls with rectangular
opening windows fronted by railings.

The decorations of the fountain, decorated
capitals of the pillars and the pointed arches of
the fieyülislam Tekkesi all show that at the time

of its construction during the reign of Mahmud
I (1730-1754) classical Ottoman forms continued
to take precedence over Baroque architecture.
As is well known, the complex of Hekimo¤lu
Ali Pafla, dating from 1734-35 (1147), is general-
ly accepted as the last classic building.3 In fact
the fieyhülislam Tekkesi dating from 1744-45
(1157) represents the true turning point in our
architectural history.4

The buildings considered to be Group II
buildings are establishments that served a dou-
ble function, in the nature of mosque-cum-lodge
or masjid-cum-lodge.  This type of building was
widespread throughout the Ottoman Empire,
one the one hand providing a mosque for the
use of the local community and on the other
hand serving as the tekke or lodge for a particu-
lar order.  The mosque section, when not in use
for prayer, served as the ceremonial hall of the
sect used for ceremonies led by the sheik, who
usually also served as the imam (prayer leader).
Some of these were planned for double function
use, and the charters of their foundations were
drafted accordingly, while others were designed
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Illusturation 5. Baba
Haydar Tekkesi - Northern
façade (entrance courtyard)
of the mosque/ceremonial
hall (‹stanbul Ansiklopedesi,
IV, Nezih).

3. See D. Kuban,
“Hekimo¤lu Ali Pafla
Külliyesi,” Dünden Bugüne
‹stanbul Ansiklopedisi, IV
(1994), pp.43-46

4. This is probably a result
of the conservative nature
of the founder, who was a
theologian of the ulema and
a member of the Nakflibendi
order.



to function as mosques only to begin with, and
later became the centers of sufi orders during
the Ottoman era, when additions were made to
their charters and to their architectural struc-
tures under the process termed “vaz-› meflihat”
(the awarding of a sheikdom).  

The roots of these organizations stretched
back for centuries to a time when Sufism was
not organized into orders and separate sect
structures did not exist, so that mosques were
used for gatherings of Sufis and for their cere-
monies.  

In most such examples, which form small
complexes with scattered dwellings, the
mosque-ceremonial hall section is built of brick
or stone and roofed with wood according to
classic Ottoman mosque architecture.  These
sections were designed independently, and gen-
erally had tombs or a small graveyard located to
the east, west and south, while the other build-
ings required by the order (meeting place,
dervish cells, kitchen, etc.), apart from the
harem building, were positioned around the
fountain to the north of the mosque-ceremonial
hall in a haphazard manner, and the harem was
isolated from the fountain courtyard with its
own garden (the harem garden).

Baba Haydar Tekkesi5

(Illustration 5)

This lodge is located in the Dü¤meciler
neighbourhood at the junction of Haydar Baba
Street and Baba Haydar Camii Street.  It was
built as a masjid-lodge by Suleyiman the
Magnificant in the second quarter of the 16th
century in the name of the Nakflibendi sheik
Baba Haydar Semerkandi (died 1550).  During
the reign of Mustafa III (1757-1774) it was con-
verted into a mosque by the addition of a pulpit
thanks to the imam of the Arpac›lar Mescidi in
Eyüp Sultan.

This lodge was constructed on a site falling
steeply toward the Golden Horn from Niflanci

Hill, and has managed to preserve its unique
architecture to a significant degree.  Due to the
slope the site was surrounded with supporting
walls and the courtyard is entered from both
streets via steps.  The mosque-ceremonial hall
consists of an inner sanctuary delimited by
walls of rough stone and an enclosed porch
made of wood.  Both sections are rectangular
with a hipped roof covered with lead, and the
entrances to both are on the northern wall.  The
northern (courtyard) façade of the porch ends
with a wide overhang supported by diagonal
wooden supports.  This detail gives the building
a civil architectural feel and the spiked over-
hang and brick walls of the inner sanctuary
make an interesting impression.  The top of the
porch was used as a gallery, and both stories
have rectangular outwardly opening windows.
Contrary to this the windows of the inner sec-
tion’s façades are of the classic design of the
fieyhülislam Tekke’s masjid-ceremonial hall.         

Of the ornamentation, the domed woven
box of the classic style mihrab and the “Sultan
Mahmud sun” ceiling rose in the middle of the
wooden sanctuary ceiling, highly likely to date
from the second quarter of the 19th century, are
worthy of note.  The square base of the minaret
rising from the northwestern corner of the inner
sanctuary, with its alternating brickwork and
diamond-patterned base have survived from
the original building.  The gallery of the minaret
however, with its cylindrical body and simple
metal railings, must be a later repair job.

The lodge units that should be located
around the courtyard have disappeared.  At the
end of the stairs following the eastern entrance
to the courtyard, in the left wall of the graveyard
(facing south) is a prayer window opening onto
the grave of Baba Haydar Semerkandi.

Another building type that can be consid-
ered as part of this group (or as a subset of it)
are those where the tomb containing the grave
of the lodge sheik has been combined with the
mosque-ceremonial hall, sometimes being con-
nected by a door or window, and sometimes
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5. For more detailed infor-
mation, see Ayvansarayi,
ibid, I, 285; “Babahaydar
Mescidi,” ‹stanbul
Ansiklopedisi, IV (1960/61),
1742-43; Öz, ibid, I, 30; A.
Okan, ‹stanbul Evliyalar›,
Istanbul 1964, 217-225; R.
Akakufl, Eyub Sultan ve
Mukaddes Emanetler,
Istanbul 1973, 314;
“Babahaydar Mescidi,”
‹stanbul Kültür ve Sanat
Ansiklopedisi, II, (1982), 936-
937; H. Algar, “Baba
Haydar,” TDV ‹slam
Ansiklopedisi, IV (1991), 367:
M. B. Tanman, “Baba
Haydar Camii ve Tekkesi,”
ae., IV, 367-368: by the same
writer “Baba Haydar
Mescidi ve Tekkesi,”
Dünden Bugüne ‹stanbul
Ansiklopedisi, I, (1993), pp.
516-517; Haskan, ibid, I, pp.
27-29.



having the intervening wall removed and
being merged with the place of worship.  In
this type of building, the respect and closeness
felt by the sect for their founding fathers is
reflected in the design6, and by departing to
some extent from the set formats for mosques
and masjids, a characteristic peculiar to dervish
buildings is created.

Cemalizade (Cemaleddin Uflflaki)
Tekkesi7

(Drawings 2, 3)

This lodge is located in the Defterdar neigh-
bourhood, just outside E¤rikap› and directly
opposite the E¤rikap› Cistern, which is connect-
ed to the K›rkçeflme water network.  It was buil-
tas a masjid-lodge at the end of the 16th century
by Vezir H›rami Ahmed Pafla (died 1599).  Sheik
Seyyid Mehmed Cemaleddin of Edirne (died
1751), who founded the Uflflakiye branch,
known as “Cemaliyye-i Saniye,” of the Halvetiyye
sect, was the head of the religious order here
from 1742, and when he was buried here after
his death, it became known as the main lodge
and home of the founder of the Cemaliyye-i
Saniye.  The lodge remained in the possession of
the descendents of Cemaleddin Uflflaki, known
as “Cemalizade,” until 1835.  From 1835-1837 it
was acquired by the Sünbüliyye branch of the
Halvetiyye order and from 1837 onwards by the
fialc›zade family, who were members of the
Haliliyye (Geredeviyye) sub-branch of the
fiabaniyye branch of the same sect.  

The major changes made to the lodge after
1742 include the addition of a pulpit to the
masjid-ceremonial hall and the construction of a
nearby school by the bond treasurer Sabih Ali
Efendi (died 1769), the replacement of the
wooden minaret with a brick on by the sword
bearer of the Grand Vezir, Seyyid Mehmed Pafla
(died 1788), the repair of the tomb by Halet Said
Efendi (died 1823) in 1816-17 (1232), the restora-
tion of the lodge by Sultan Abdülhamid II in
1887-88 (1305) and of the tomb by Hamdi Bey,

who was in the service of the same sultan, in
1905-06 (1323).

The rectangular masjid-ceremonial hall
with its alternately patterned wall and adjacent
tomb, gathered together under a single roof, is
an unpretentious example of late Ottoman
architecture that has survived to our day.  The
masjid-ceremonial hall is no different from any
other late-period mosque, with its closed porch,
northern-facing entrance, ordered rows of
round-arched windows on the east and west
walls, male galleries to the north and grilled
women’s galleries above the porch.  The cut
sandstone pedestal and diamond patterned base
section of the cylindrical minaret have survived
from the original.  

The windows of the tomb, which holds a
total of six wooden sarcophagi belonging to Pir
Cemaleddin Uflflaki and the Cemalizade, are in
the neo classical (empire) style of the era of
Mahmud II (1808-1839), when this section was
restored it was crowned with basket handle
arches, and a separate entrance was designed to
the east.  On the southern façade facing E¤rikap›
are two inscriptions in verse, the lower docu-
menting renovations carried out in 1232 (1816-
17) and the upper one those carried out in 1323
(1905-06).  The first was composed and executed
by Yesar›zade Mustafa ‹zzet Efendi (died 1849),
while the verse of the second was composed by
Ahmed Bahai Efendi (died 1923) and the callig-
raphy executed by Mehmed Hulusi Efendi (died
1940).

The only aspect of the design of the
Cemalizade Lodge that is worthy of attention is
the lack of a wall dividing the masjid-ceremoni-
al hall and the tomb, thus fusing the two areas.
The raised floor of the tomb and its facing in the
direction of the Mecca render this fusion more
meaningful.  After the closure of the lodges, this
building began to be used as a mosque only, and
a short time before 1958 it underwent a restora-
tion in which a wall was built between the two
sections, thus depriving the building of its most
striking feature.  The other sections of the lodge
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6. M. B. Tanman “Relations
entre les samahane et les
türbe dans les tekke
d’Istanbul,” Ars Turcica
Akten des IV, Internationalen
Kongresses für Türkische
Kunst, Münich 1987, 312-
322; by the same writer
“Settings for the
Venderation of Saints,” The
Dervish Lodge - Architecture,
Art and Sufism in Ottoman
Turkey, Berkely, 1992, pp.
130-171

7. For more detailed infor-
mation, see Ayvansarayi,
ibid. I, 233-236; M.S.
Vicdani, Tomar-i Turuk-i
Aliyyeden Halvetiyye
Silsilenamesi, Istanbul 1338,
107-108; Tabibzade, ibid. 52,
no. 102: S. N. Ergun, Türk
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Ansiklopedisi, II (1994), p.
399; M. B. Tanman,
“Cemaleddin Uflflaki
Tekkesi,” ae., II, 399-400: M.
B. Tanman - Ö. T. ‹nançer,
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were consigned to history during the

Republican era, and in recent years the façades

of the tomb have been covered with the most

hideous tiles.

As for Group III, this consists of religious

buildings of mixed design, whose inner divi-

sions are as close to civil architecture as their

outer appearance.  Since the earliest sufi build-

ings in Islamic history evolved from the houses

of their sheiks, these examples could be called

“house-tekkes,” and must be regarded as per-

petuating the oldest tradition from among their

peers in Eyüp Sultan.

In examples from this group, the sections
relating to worship and visiting (ceremonial
hall/semahane and tomb), housing, education
and eating (meeting room, harem, dervish cells,
kitchen, refectory etc) were all or partially con-
tained within the same block, with quite com-
plicated connections being established between
these sections according to the functions dictat-
ed by the life and formalities of the lodge.  In
most of these buildings the fusion of the cere-
monial hall and tomb that was discussed above
can be observed.  The design of these establish-
ments most clearly reflect the unity of the wor-
ship-visiting-education-housing-eating spaces
that distinguishes sufi buildings from other reli-
gious structure, and their plans, façades and
details display great proximity to the traditions
of Istanbul’s civil architecture.

Ümmi Sinan Tekkesi8

(Drawings 4-6, Illustrations: 6-11)

This lodge is located on Ümmi Sinan Street
in the Dü¤meciler neighbourhood, and contains
the tomb of Pir Sheik Ibrahim Ümmi Sinan of
the Sinaniyye branch of the Halvetiyye order,
thus being accepted as the home of the founder
of the Sinaniyye.  The original facility must have
been a modest lodge founded in the middle of
the 16th century by Nasuh Dede, one of the
caliphs of Pir Ümmü Sinan.  After the death of
the Pir, a tomb was added in front of the wall of
the ceremonial hall containing the mihrab, and
over time a small graveyard was established to
the south and west of the tomb.  Mahmud II
renewed the ceremonial hall-tomb building,
probably between 1826-1839, with its founda-
tions (and even part of the eastern wall) protect-
ed, and a small imperial Sultan’s pavilion with a
separate entrance and a gallery added to the
east.  The whole structure was subject to a com-
plete overhaul at the end of the 19th century
with the help of Abdülhamid II and some state
dignitaries who were members of the order,
during which the wooden harem and Selaml›k
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Illusturation 8. Ümmi Sinan Tekkesi - The mihrab wall of the
great hall (door and windows opening onto the mausoleum)
and eastern galleries (Tanman 1989). 

Illusturation 6. Ümmi Sinan Tekkesi - Northern façade
(entrance courtyard) of the main building (Tanman 1989).

Illusturation 7. Ümmi Sinan Tekkesi - Western gallery of the
great hall (Tanman 1989).

8. For more detailed infor-
mation, see Mehmed
Süreyya, Sicill-I Osmani,
Istanbul, 1308-1315, III, 217;
Bursal› Mehmed Tahir,
Osmanl› Müellifleri, Istanbul
1333-1342, I, pp. 213-214; J.
S. Trimingham, The Sufi
Orders in Islam, Oxford
1971, 75; S. Erayd›n,
Tasavvuf ve Tarikatlar,
Istanbul 1981, pp. 249-250;
Serin, ibid. pp. 164-166;
Haskan, ibid. I, pp. 143-144;
M. B. Tanman - Ö. T.
Inançer, “Sinanilik,” Dünden
Bugüne ‹stanbul
Ansiklopedisi, IVV (1994), 6-
8; M. B. Tanman, “Ümmi
Sinan Tekkesi,” ae, VII, pp.
336-338.



were completely reconstructed.  During the
Republican era, the lodge remained in the pos-
session of the family of the last leader Sheik
Yahya Galib (Karg›) Efendi (died 1942), who
used it as a residence, and thus it was spared
from ruin.  Some benefactors restored the cere-
monial hall-tomb in the 1980s, and with its
authentic details and furnishings it is protected
like a museum.  The Selaml›k is used for the
study of Sufi music. 

The low-arched main gate located in the
eastern corner of the site opening onto Ümmi
Sinan Street, and the small fountain with a
pointed arch opposite it have survived from the
original construction of the lodge.  They were
built of cut sandstone in the classic style.  The
main building stands to the left (on the south
side) on entering the main gate and covers an
area of 25 x 19 m, consisting of the ceremonial
hall, tomb, hamam and kitchen.  This building is
made up of three main sections, all utilizing dif-
ferent materials and construction features. To
the north, and protruding beyond the main

block to the west, is a two-storied wooden wing
containing the entrance, harem and kitchen.
Behind this (to the south) is first the ceremonial
hall and then the tomb.  These three main sec-
tions were built at different heights in accor-
dance with the slope of the site, and have
hipped roofs.

The main entrance to the structure opens
onto the garden from the north, and the stony
courtyard that lies inside the glass-paned
entrance leads to the ceremonial hall to the
south, the harem and the connected kitchen to
the west and what is known as the “pafla room”9

to the east.  The eastern wall of the nearly square
ceremonial hall, which faces the street, contains
two windows with beveled interiors and plain
low arches.  In the eastern corner of the southern
wall, which is shared with the tomb, there is a
doorway with steps that lead down to the tomb,
while the middle of the wall contains a semi-cir-
cular mihrap alcove, above which can be seen a
small wooden cupboard with a triangular
frontal in which is stored some hairs from the
beard of the Prophet Muhammad.  The tomb
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Illusturation 9. Ümmi Sinan Tekkesi - The sakal-› flerif (beard
hair of the prophet) cupboard over the mihrab in the great
hall (Tanman 1989).

Illusturation 10. Ümmi Sinan Tekkesi - The central decoration
of the ceiling “rose” of the great hall (Tanman 1989).

9. This room was used by a
pasha who was a member
of the lodge but whose
name it has been impossible
to determine, from the reign
of Abdülhamid II, for listen-
ing to and conversing with
the sheik.



can be seen from two windows placed each side
of the mihrap, while the window in the western
corner of the southern wall, which extends past
the tomb, and the three windows in the western
wall of the hall face onto the graveyard.

An area of 7.5 x 6.5m has been set aside for
Sufi ceremonies in the hall.  The northern, west-
ern and eastern sides of this area are allocated to
male audience galleries with raised floors, the
borders of which are delimited by eight octago-
nal wooden pillars on which are supported the
upper galleries of the women.  Simple wooden
railings have been fitted between these pillars,
which are decorated around the top with small
wooden consoles.  In the southwestern corner of
the ground floor galleries is a pulpit that is used
for gatherings such as mevlit (religious ceremo-
ny held in memory of a deceased person), hatim
(recitation of the Koran from start to finish), mer-
siye (dirges) and miraciye (recitation of a poem
recounting the miraculous journey of the
Prophet Muhammad to heaven).  The women’s
galleries are connected to the upper floor of the
harem wing, and are fitted with grills up to the
ceiling on the sides facing the ceremonial hall.
There is a semicircular balcony on the northern
side.  

It is known that prior to the restoration
undertaken during the reign of Abdülhamid II,
there was an imperial lodge in place of the
upper galleries to the east, and this was con-
nected to the sultan’s pavilion on the east side of

the street by a glass-paned bridge, but today no
trace of either the gallery or the pavilion remain.  

The six windows on the western, southern
and eastern walls of the slightly crooked tomb
(8.25 x 6.25 m) are decorated with a basket
weave arch that can only be seen from the
inside, and on the outside with rectangular
opening wooden moldings.  The prayer window
that opens onto Ümmi Sinan Street differs from
the others in that it is surrounded with pilastre
externally and crowned with a basket weave
arch.  The sarcophagus of Pir Ümmi Sinan is
larger than the other eleven sarcophagi con-
tained in the tomb, with a semi-cylindrical lid.
The uprights at the corners of the wooden rail-
ings surrounding the sarcophagus executed in
decoupage in the empire style are topped with
small spearhead crowns.

Both the harem wing and the two-story
detached men’s section situated in the south-
western corner of the site display many of the
design and exterior design characteristics of the
wooden houses of Istanbul in the last century.
The ground floor kitchen in the western corner
of the harem has its own separate entrance.

There were gilded “Sultan Mahmud sun”
style ceiling roses in the middle of the wooden
ceilings of the ceremonial hall and tomb.  The
tomb was given a cement roof in its last restora-
tion, and the ceiling rose was removed.  At the
same time, the pastel colored tiles in the mihrab
with curtain, flower and oil-lamp motifs dating
from the era of Mahmud II were removed.  The
most interesting of the ornamental components
found in the Ümmi Sinan Lodge is the wooden
rose of the fringe over the entrance to the main
building, which consists of sun rays emerging
from the tip of a spearhead crown.  What is
interesting in this composition is the combina-
tion of a sect symbol that was frequently used in
later era convent designs and the sun motif,
which represented the innovations of the reign
of Mahmud II and of this era.
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Illusturation 11. Ümmi
Sinan Tekkesi - View of the
tomb (Tanman 1989).



fieyh Selami Efendi Tekkesi10

(Drawings 7-8, Illustrations 12-17)

This lodge is located in the Niflanca neigh-
bourhood to the south of Naz›r A¤a Çeflmesi
Street.  It was built in 1798-99 (1213) by Sadaret
Kethüdas› Arabac›zade ‹brahim Nesim Efendi
(died 1807) for the Izmir born Sheik Seyyid
Mustafa Selami Efendi (died 1813), of the
Nakflibendiyye order.  The lodge was originally
used by the Nakflibendiyye, but after the death
of Sheik M. Selami Efendi it was used by the
Müfltakiyye branch of the Kadiriyye order
between 1813-1831, and from 1831 onwards by
the R›faiyye, although Nakflibendi thought was
disseminated here until the end.

The lodge was restored at the end of the
19th century, and the main building containing
the ceremonial hall-tomb and male quarters was
repaired by the Religious Foundations in 1985,
after which it was allocated to a cultural foun-
dation.  The ruins of the harem and kitchen sec-
tions have been abandoned to their fate.  

Because of the slope of the land, a support
wall runs along the length of Naz›r A¤a Çeflmesi
Street to the north, with the buildings of the con-
vent arrayed around the courtyard containing
the fountain, which is overshadowed by this
wall.  One proceeds from a raised area laid with
Malta stone through the undistinguished garden
gate into the courtyard, which is paved with the
same stone.  The lintel of the courtyard gate, sur-
rounded by brick columns, contains marble pan-
els with clearly discernable sülüs script contain-
ing on the outer surface the declaration of God’s
unity, and on the inner surface the names of the
founders of the Nakflibendi sect.  The small-scale
goblet shaped ablutions fountain of marble in
the center of the courtyard is of an interesting
style.  It carries an inscription dated 1228 (1813)
belonging to the poet Razi in the name of the
founder and with the phrase “tekye-i darüsselam”
(Convent of the Dominion of Islam).

The main building is an L-shaped block, of
which the 23 meter wing to the south contains

the ceremonial hall-tomb, and that to the east

contains the male quarters.  It consists of a brick

basement floor and a wooden floor that is slight-

ly above the level of the courtyard.  The 7.5 x 6

m area allocated to sufi ritual in the ceremonial

hall-tomb section is flanked to the south by the

external wall, and to the west and north by two-

storied L-shaped galleries, while the tomb area

is located to the east on the same level as the gal-

leries.  Decorative molded railings front the

men’s galleries and the tomb, while grills rise to

the roof from a low parapet in front of the

women’s section.  The northeastern and north-

western corners of the ceremonial area are

rounded to soften their appearance, and the

whole area is enclosed with eight octagonal

columns on which are supported the upper level

of galleries allocated to the women.  Broad

(false) arches of wood have been fitted between
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Illusturation 12. fieyh
Selami Efendi Tekkesi - A
view of the main building
from the northwestern cor-
ner of the courtyard, to the
right is the ceremonial hall-
mausoleum wing (Tanman
1989).

Illusturation 13. fieyh
Selami Efendi Tekkesi -
Fountain (Tanman 1989).

10. For more detailed infor-
mation, see M. Süreyya,
ibid. III, 53: Bursal›, ibid. I,
188-189; Tabibzade, ibid. 53,
no. 105: Bursal›, ibid. III, 53;
Ergun, ibid. II, 476, 641;
Haskan, ibid. I, pp. 137-140;
M. B. Tanman, “fieyh
Selami Efendi Tekkesi,”
Dünden Bugüne ‹stanbul
Ansiklopedisi, 7 (1994), pp.
170-172.



the columns, and the corners of the large open-
ing to the north have been fitted with curved
semi-arches.

The northern wall of the ceremonial hall-
tomb over the courtyard contains a door to the
ceremonial hall with a window to either side,
along with a larger prayer window at the level
of the tomb.  The southern wall contains an
entrance to the ceremonial hall, the mihrap and
a window beside each of these.  The mihrap
alcove is semicircular on the interior and semi-
hexagonal on the exterior and is framed with a
wooden molding, crowned by a rounded arch.
In the northeastern corner of the ceremonial hall
is an anteroom containing the stairs to the

women’s upper galleries and a small service
window, a visiting area to the east of the tomb,
and an area for serving sherbet.  

There are two adjacent spaces in the base-
ment floor of the ceremonial hall-tomb.  To the
west below the ceremonial hall is what was pre-
sumably a storehouse, and to the east below the
tomb are the graves of Sheik Selami Efendi and
his successors.

The ground floor of the male quarters con-
sist of two rectangular anterooms joined by a
glass section with doors to form a T-shape, and
various other rooms of the quarters organized
around these.  The anteroom on the east-west
axis contains stairs to the basement.  It is
thought that the low-ceilinged rooms in the
basement floor, some containing closets for bed-
ding, could have been used for sitting, convers-
ing, eating and sleeping, as the need arose.

The façades and ceilings of the main build-
ing display features of 19th century wooden
houses of Istanbul and reflect the tastes of that
era.  The ceilings were executed using the “çubuk-
lu” or rod method.  However the ceiling roses of
the ceremonial hall, tomb and visiting area are
exceedingly simple, consisting of two intercon-
nected squares.  

The three-storied harem shares the same
materials and construction features as the main
building, with “two-sided” anterooms and sym-
metrically connected rooms.  In the kitchen situ-
ated in the northwestern corner of the harem,
the long chimney, on the verge of collapse, only
survives by being propped against the outer
support wall.  The small graveyard is in the back
garden of the harem.

The unity of the ceremonial hall and the
tomb which can be seen in his lodge, whose out-
ward similarity to a wooden mansion of the last
century and architectural details make it a typi-
cal example of late period Istanbul convent
architecture, is an unique and ancient practice in
the buildings of sufi orders.  The most interest-
ing architectural aspect of the Sheik Selami
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Illusturation 14. fieyh
Selami Efendi Tekkesi - A
view of the main building
from the mausoleum with
the sarcophagus removed
(eastern view) (Tanman
1989).

Illusturation 15. fieyh
Selami Efendi Tekkesi -
Women’s entry to the cere-
monial hall, door and ser-
vice window  (Tanman
1989).

11. Two examples are the
Tafll›burun (La¤eri) Tekke
in Bahariye, which was an
important centre of Sufi cul-
ture in its time and the
Hatuniye Tekke in
Gümüflsuyu.  All that is left
of the Tafll›burun Tekke is a
ruined tomb and part of the
graveyard, while what
remains of the Hatuniye
Tekke is the ruins of the
minaret of the mosque-cere-
monial hall, the surround-
ing walls and part of the
graveyard.  Neither the
arrangement of these tekke
nor their architectural prop-
erties have been able to be
determined.

12. Examples in this context
are Baba Haydar, ‹slam Bey
and Cemalizade Tekke.

13. Take for example, the
Kaflgari Lodge in
Gümüflsuyu; the mosque-
ceremonial hall is used as a
mosque, the adjacent harem
and men’s quarters are used
as residences by those who
work in the mosque, while
the dervish cells have disap-
peared.

14. The fieyh Murad Tekke
and the fieyh Selami Efendi
Tekke in Niflanc› have been
recently restored and put
into use as cultural centres
for the research of the Sufi
culture.  More recently still,
the Valide Sultan (Emin
Baba) Tekke outside
Edirnekap› has been
restored by the Istanbul
Municipality.



Efendi Lodge arises in relation not to its status
as a religious building but from a feature of
Anatolian Turkish architecture that it displays;
that is the continued use at the end of the 19th
century of the crypt vault style, which was
largely abandoned as a technique in the early
Ottoman era, albeit with a completely different
appearance.  

In summary, as with tombs and grave-
stones, it is possible to determine the develop-
ments in Ottoman architecture with regard to
religious structures and their typology from the
middle of the 15th century until 1925 by exam-
ining the buildings of religious order in Eyüp
Sultan alone.  Sadly, it cannot by any means be
claimed that these treasures of Eyüp Sultan have
been protected and valued as they should have
been.  As was touched on at the beginning, not
many of the dervish lodges of Eyüp Sultan have
survived until the present day, and not much is
known of the architectural features of those that
have disappeared.11 None of those that have
survived have done so architecturally intact; in
other words all of the complexes that survive
today are missing some of their original struc-
tures.  Of these, the buildings discussed in
group II above that operated as both mosque
and lodge generally continued to have their cer-
emonial hall used as a mosque after 1925, but
the other sections went out of use (male quar-
ters, harem, kitchen etc) and went to ruin over
time or were altered for other purposes.12 The
same is true for some of the complex plan lodges
that we discussed in group III above.13 Some of
those buildings that did manage to survive have
been restored in recent years by foundations

and put to cultural use.14 Some continue to lie
abandoned and in ruin.

The urgent steps that need to be taken with
regard to the sufi order buildings of Eyüp Sultan
can be summarized under two main headings:

1) An identification of all the convents con-
tained within the boundaries of the Eyüp Sultan
district, both existing and vanished, based on
documents and archaeological data; following
the completion of this inventory study, the
undertaking and publishing of a history of these
buildings, their sheiks, architectural features
and place in our cultural history.15

2) The renovation of those buildings that
have survived thus far, even if in ruins, and the
restoration of the lost architectural features that
can be identified on other buildings, and their
allocation for use in cultural activities.  In this
regard, the undertaking of the Eyüp Sultan
Municipality to rebuild the Bahariye
Mevlevihanesi, an influential center of Sufism
and culture in our recent history, and convert it
into an international cultural complex gives us
some reason to be optimistic with regard to the
future* of the city, will give this file, which we
provided to him, the attention it deserves.  A
new value and inheritance will be returned to
Istanbul. 
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Illusturation 16. fieyh
Selami Efendi Tekkesi -
Details of the eaves on the
western façade
(entry/courtyard) of the
male section  (Tanman
1989).

Illusturation 17. fieyh
Selami Efendi Tekkesi -
Details of the ceiling of the
men’s hall in the western
direction (Tanman 1989).

15 The said study has been
begun by Ekrem Ifl›n and
myself.  Publisher’s Note:
We would like to extend our
sincerest gratitude to Mr.
Tanman and Mr. Karanin
for their effort over six
months in the preparation
of “Studies on the
Restoration and
Construction Project for the
Bahariye Mevlevihane.”  We
hope that the Mayor of
Istanbul R. T. Erdo¤an, him-
self a lover of the city, will
give this file, which we pro-
vided to him, the attention it
deserves.  A new value and
inheritance will be returned
to Istanbul. 
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Drawings

1. fieyhülislam Tekkesi - Plan of main building (Tanman/Vak›flar, Erko¤lu from the 1970s).
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4. Ümmi Sinan Tekkesi - Plan of location (Tanman 1980)
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5.  Ümmi Sinan Tekkesi - Ground floor plan of main building (Tanman 1980)
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7. fieyh Selami Efendi Tekkesi - Basement floor plan of main building (Tanman 1985).

8. fieyh Selami Efendi Tekkesi - Ground floor plan of main building (Tanman 1985).
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The shores of the Golden Horn have always
been among the most important settlement
areas of Istanbul, and its districts have been
populated throughout history by Christians,
Jews and Muslims.  For example, of these dis-
tricts Balat was a centre for Jews, Fener for
Christians and Eyüp for Muslims.1 Ayvansaray,
whose name has always been mentioned togeth-
er with that of neighbouring Eyüp, was a
Christian settlement, but after the conquest of
Istanbul turned into a strongly Muslim area.
Today Christians and Muslims live side by side.
However, following the conquest, the Turkish
character of Ayvansaray began to come to the
fore and the region exerted a strong influence on
Istanbul culture, from its old Turkish houses to
its streets, from its lifestyle to its folklore.  In
recent years Ayvansaray has become rundown
and neglected.  Detailed articles by Reflad

Ekrem Koçu, Muzaffer Esen and ‹smail Ersevim
on this district and its characteristics can be
found in the Istanbul Encyclopaedia, whose
publication was never completed.  The person
who brought Ayvansaray back onto the agenda
with a monographic work encompassing all its
aspects was Prof. Dr. Semavi Eyice.2

The Ayvansaray district is located on the
northwest of Istanbul’s historical peninsula, at
the place where the interior land walls meet the
sea walls of the Golden Horn.  Today the district
is under the administration of Fatih.
Ayvansaray remained an important area down
through history, both during Byzantine and
Ottoman empires, and traditionally consisted of
three neighbourhoods: Karabafl, Atik Mustafa
Pafla and Abdülvedud.3 Demirhisar Caddesi,
which runs from Balat towards Eyüp, ends at
the junction with Kalafatç› Hüsnü Sokak, taking
the name Ayvansaray Caddesi and running
between the walls of the Golden Horn and the
sea until it reaches Kalafat Meydan›, where
ships and boats were built until the 1980s.
Ayvansaray Ferry Dock is located here
(Illustration 1).  Here Ayvansaray Caddesi ends;
the road that continues towards Eyüp is known
as Yavedut Caddesi.4 An old postcard with a
photograph of Kalafat Meydan› shows a row of
ruined buildings all along the shore.5 The land
on which Ayvansaray is positioned rises steeply
to the west of Ayvansaray Caddesi until it
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Illustration 1. Plan of Ayvansaray (S. Eyice, “‹stanbul’da
‹hmal Edilmifl Tarihi Bir Semt Ayvansaray”, TAÇ, Volume 2,
Issue. 5, page 40-41)

Illustration 2. In this plan drawn by Christoph Weigel in 1720,
Ayvansaray is shown as region number 14 during the reign of
Emperor Theodosius II (408-450).  (Cahit Kayra, Maps of
Istanbul, Türkiye Sinai Kalk›nma Bankas›, Istanbul 1990, p. 62)

1. ‹lber Ortayl›, ‹stanbul’dan
Safalar, (3rd Print), ‹letiflim
Yay›nlar›, Istanbul, 1995, p.
115-118; ‹lber Ortayl›,
“Eyüp’te Sanayi ve Çevre
Kirlenmesi”, Tülay Artan
(June Issue) Eyüp:
Dün/Bugün 11-12 December
1993 (Symposium hand-
outs), Tarih Vakf› Yurt
Yay›nlar›, Istanbul, 1994, p.
125, Ekrem Ifl›n, ‹stanbul’da
Gündelik Hayat, ‹letiflim
Yay›nlar›, Istanbul, 1995, p.
20-21.

2. Semavi, Eyice, “‹stanbul’-
da ‹hmal Edilmifl Tarihi Bir
Semt Ayvansaray”, TAÇ,
Vol. 2, Issue: 5, (Turkish
Foundation for the
Protection of Monuments
and Environments of
Touristic value), Istanbul,
April 1987, p. 33-49.  This
article by Eyice, in particu-
lar, from among his other
articles on the same subject,
contains a wide range of
information and visual
materials, and is an invalu-
able resource.  See also;
Ahmet Kamil Gören,
“Ayvansaray’›n Tarihi”, Art
Decor/AD, Issue: 45,
Istanbul, December 1996, p.
78-92; A.K. Gören, “Tarih
Boyunca Ayvansaray” ,
Sanatsal Mozaik, Issue: 17,
Istanbul, January 1997, p.
38-49; A. K. Gören,
“Ayvansaray”, ICOC
(Istanbul Chamber of
Commerce), Issue: 48,
(April), Istanbul, 1997, p.
70-83.

3. Semavi Eyice,
“Ayvansaray”, Dünden
Bugüne ‹stanbul Ansiklopedisi
(DBIA), vol. 1, Ministry of
Culture and Historical
Foundation Publication,
Istanbul, 1993, p. 491;
Eyice, “‹stanbul’da ‹hmal
Edilmifl...”, TAÇ, vol. 2,
Issue: 5, p. 33; S. Eyice,
“Ayvansaray”, Islamic
Encyclopaedia, vol. 4, Turkish
Religious Foundation,
Istanbul, 1991, p. 289;
Reflad Ekrem Koçu,
“Ayvansaray”, Istanbul
Encyclopaedia, vol. 3,
Istanbul, 1960, p. 1642-1643. Illustration 2a. Anselmi Banduri marked the Ayvansaray dis-

trict as number 14 in his Plan of Istanbul dating from 1729.
The major buildings located in each region are indicated in
writing. (Kayra, Istanbul Haritalar›, p. 81)
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reaches the Tekfur Saray (Palace) at the upper
limits of the district.  The district is characterised
by narrow streets, sometimes stepped, contain-
ing samples of old Istanbul houses that have
survived against the odds, along with ruins
from the Byzantine and Ottoman eras.6

COMPETING CLAIMS RELATING
TO THE NAME OF THE DISTRICT

A variety of opinions and theories have

been put forward as to the origin of the name of

the Ayvansaray district, bound as it is on one

side by the Golden Horn and on the other by the

land walls.  One of these is that Ayvansaray

evolved from the phrase “hayvan saray” (the

palace of the animals) which was used among

the people due to the practice of using the cis-

terns remaining from the Byzantine era for the

shelter of animals brought from hot countries.7

According to another theory, the Byzantine

palace located here was known as the “Eyvan

Saray” - “eyvan” meaning tall vaulted building -

and over time this evolved into the name

Ayvansaray.   However, Eyice indicates that he

finds neither of these two theories particularly

convincing.8 The famous 18th century Istanbul

historian P.⁄. ‹nciciyan, of Armenian origin,

believed that the name of the district came from

“Ay Mam Saray›” based on the assumption that

it was founded in the name of “Ay Mamas”

(Hagios Mamas), but it seems safe to say that

this claim is nothing more than a flight of fancy.

Turkologist J. H. Mordtmann claimed that the

name Ayvansaray came from Eyyüb Ensari; a

gap in the walls at the start of the road to Eyüp

known as the “Eyyüb Ensari Kap›s›” (Gate) hav-

ing become known over time as the “Ayvansary

Kap›s›.”  The famous traveller Evliya Çelebi

noted in the 17th century that this gate was

named “Ayyub Ansari.”9 In 16th century

Western sources the district is named variously

as Hagiobazazi, Ayuanzari Capi, Aybazari and

Eiubasar Cap›.10

AYVANSARAY WAS LOCATED

IN THE 14TH REGION OF ISTANBUL

DURING THE REIGN OF EMPEROR

THEODOSIUS II

According to the Latin text of the book

Notitia Urbis Constantinopolitanea, which was

written during the reign of Theodosius II (408-

450) and outlines the neighbourhoods of

Istanbul at that time, Ayvansaray was included

Illustration 4. The Church of Vlaherna Meryem (Panhagia
Blakhernae), a major Orthodox places of worship in
Ayvansaray. (27.7.1996)

Illustration 3. The entrance gate to the garden of the Church of
Vlaherna Meryem (Panhagia Blahernon/Blakhernai/Blachernae),
one of the most important Orthodox places of worship in
Ayvansaray. (27.10.1996)

4. Eyice, DBIA, V: 1, p. 491;
Koçu, “Ayvansaray Kalafat
Yeri”, ‹stanbul Ansiklopedisi,
V: 3, p. 1651; For plans and
streets of Ayvansaray see
Eyice, “Istanbul’da ...”,
TAÇ, V:2, Issue: 5, p. 40-41.
Istanbul, 1960, 

5. Perihan Sar›öz, Bir
Zamanlar ‹stanbul, ‹dea
‹letiflim, Istanbul, 1996, p.
76 (A total of 371 selected
postcards are contained in
this 311 page book).

6. Eyice, DBIA, V:1, p. 491.

7. Eyice, DBIA, V:1, p. 491;
Eyice, “Istanbul’da ...”,
TAÇ, V:2, I: 5, p. 33

8. Eyice, DBIA, V:1, p. 491;
Eyice, “Istanbul’da ...”,
TAÇ, V:2, I: 5, p. 33

9. Eyice, DBIA, V:1, p. 491;
Eyice, “Istanbul’da ...”,
TAÇ, V:2, I: 5, p. 33

10. Eyice, “Istanbul’da ...”,
TAÇ, V:2, I: 5, p. 33



in the 14th region (regio) of Istanbul. (Illustration
2, 2a) According to this work, at that time
Ayvansaray was in the nature of a town adja-
cent to Istanbul, or Byzantium as it was then,
and was surrounded by its own walls.  Inside
those walls were located a church, a palace, a
nymphaeum (public fountain and resting place),
public baths, a theatre, a lusarium (place of
games), two main colonnaded streets and 167
houses.11 The district was then known as
“Blacharnae”, which is thought to be either
because of the ample amounts of blehron (wild
mint) or blehon (e¤reltiotu) growing in the area or
because of the plentiful “lahernai” (bonito) that
were to be caught along the shores of the Golden
Horn.12 According to Dionisios Byzantios, who
is believed to have lived in the 2nd century, the
town took its name from a Thracian chief or
leader called Blachernas.  Eyice considers this
the most likely source of the name.13

When the Byzantine land walls were
enlarged and strengthened in the 5th century,
the Blachernae region was annexed by Istanbul
and the town became a neighbourhood or sub-
urb of the city.  It is believed that at this stage the
walls to the north and east of the Blachernae
region were demolished, since they were no
longer necessary.  

Despite having become a neighbourhood or
region of the city, Blachernae retained a special
status by continuing to be governed as an inde-
pendent site under the old system of adminis-
tration, libera civitas, during the 5th century.14

The three sections of Blachernae along the

shores of the Golden Horn which remained out-
side the walls were sacked during the Avar
siege of 626.  In 627 the Emperor Heraklios
expanded the walls to protect the excluded
region and the Theotokos ton Blahernon
Church, or the Church of Blachernae, where the
robe of Mary (the maphorion)* was housed.
(Illustration: 3,4)  In 813 Emperor Leon V had a
reinforced tower built in front of the walls for
the purpose of defending the gates to the tower.
Thus the fort containing the small Toklu Dede
Mescidi (Masjid) and hazire** in its inner court-
yard were created.  (Illustration 5, 6 and 7)  This
inner fort was known as “Pterion” in the
Byzantine era.  After the Blachernae palace was
expanded and came into regular use by the
emperors, Emperor Manuel Comnenus (who
reigned from 1143-1180) had a single story wall
built, starting from slightly below the Tekfur
Saray and continuing in a broad curve as far as
the Heraclian Walls, in order to protect the
upper slopes of Ayvansaray.15 Another wall
stretched out from the corner where the land
walls joined the sea walls of Golden Horn down
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Illustration 6. View of the walls of the fort around Toklu
‹brahim Dede Cometery. (27.10.1996)

Illustration 5. The entrance to Toklu ‹brahim Dede Cometery
(27.10.1996)

11. Eyice, DBIA, V:1, p. 492;
Eyice, “Istanbul’da ...”,
TAÇ, V:2, I: 5, p. 33

12. Eyice, DBIA, V:1, p. 492;
Eyice, Istanbul’da ...”, TAÇ,
V:2, I: 5, p. 33-34, For the
story of bonito in the
Golden Horn see O¤uz
Tekin, “Byzantion’un
Palamutlar› ve Alt›n
Boynuz”, Tarih ve Toplum,
Issue: 135, Istanbul, March,
1995, p. 43-46

13. Eyice, DBIA, V:1, p. 492;
Eyice, “Istanbul’da ...”,
TAÇ, V:2, I: 5, p. 34

14. Eyice, DBIA, V:1, p. 492;
Eyice, “Istanbul’da ...”,
TAÇ, V:2, I: 5, p. 34

15. Eyice, DBIA, V:1, p. 492;
Eyice, “Toklu Dede
Mosque”, DBIA, V: 7, p.
272-273; Eyice, “Istanbul’da
...”, TAÇ, V:2, I: 5, p. 34;
Nancy Patterson Sevconko-
Alekander Mazdhan,
*”Maphorion”, A. Kazhan
(Ed.), Alice Mary Talbot et
al, The Oxford Dictionary of
Byzantium, Volume: 2,
Oxford 1991, p. 1294;
Sözen-Tanzeli Sanat Kavram
ve Terimleri Sözlü¤ü, p. 102

**Hazire: A small graveyard
bound by walls or railings
located in the garden of a
mosque.

Illustration 7. Graves in the Toklu ‹brahim Dede Graveyard
(21.02.1996)
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towards the water, separating the shore section
from the outer region.  A gate named Ksiloporta
in this wall connected the shoreline to the out-
side region.  It is known that this wall and gate
continued to exist for many years and were
finally demolished in 1868.16

PALACES GAIN IMPORTANCE IN
AYVANSARAY FROM THE 10TH
CENTURY ONWARDS

The Byzantine Emperors and their
entourage previously resided at the Great
Palace of Byzantium situated on a huge area
between the Hippodrome and the Marmara Sea.
However, in the 11th century this palace began
to be neglected.  Instead, from the 10th century
until the fall of the empire the Blachernae Palace
of Ayvansaray tended to be preferred by the
emperors and their court.17 It is thought that
Blachernae (or Blahernai) Palace was located on
the terrace where the Ivaz Efendi Camii stands
today.  In all probability, the Blachernae Palace

was founded in a triklinos (great hall) containing
a place of worship, an audience hall and a bed-
room that is known to have existed here in the
5th century.  This triklinos was later expanded
to four buildings, which were named Soros,
Danubios, Anastasios and Okeanos.18 It is
thought that Manuel Comnenus I built the
Tekfur Saray, which was located within the
Blachernae Palace complex.  The walls built by
Manuel Comnenus in order to protect the
Blachernae Palace stretch down towards the
Golden Horn and end at the northern edge in
the underground prison known as the Anemas
Dungeons (Illustration 26, 27, 28).  Anemas was
a Byzantine commander who lived at the end of
the 11th and the beginning of the 12th century.
He was found to be involved in an assignation
plot against Alexios Comnenus in 1107, and was
first incarcerated in a tower adjacent to the
Blachernae Palace that had previously been
used as a prison.  This tower is thought to have
been part of the walls encircling the Toklu Dede

Illustration 8. Blachernae Palace and Tekfur Saray in
Hartmann Schedel’s wood graving of Istanbul in 1493.
(Kayra, Istanbul Haritalar›, p. 65)

Illustration 8a. Blachernae Palace and Tekfur Saray in a pirate
print of Hartmann Schedel’s wood graving of Istanbul dated
1493. (This plan is held in our archives as a separate card.)

16. Eyice, DBIA, V:1, p. 492;
Eyice, “Istanbul’da ...”, TAÇ,
V:2, I: 5, p. 34

17. Eyice, DBIA, V:1, p. 493

18. Eyice, DBIA, V: 1, p. 493;
Cyril Mango, “Blachernai,
Church and Place of” The
Oxford Dictionary of Byzantium,
V: 1, p.293; S. Eyice,
“Blahernai Saray›” DBIA, V:
2, p. 263; see also G.
Schlumberger “Le palais des
Blachernes” which is quoted
as a source by Eyice, Les iles
des Princes, Paris, 1884.



graveyard.  However, the towers in front of the
courtyard of the Ivaz Efendi Mosque later began
known as the holding place of Anemas, which
was not strictly correct.  Of the group of build-
ings that made up the Blachernae Palace, today
only the building known in the Turkish era as
Tekfur Saray remains (Illustration: 29).  This
palace is an authentic example of Byzantine civil
architecture, and was known by foreigners in
the 16th century as Constantine’s Palace
(Palatium Constantini) (for example it was
named the Constantini Palast by Schweigger)
and later as Palace of the Porphyrogenitus.  A
term used to describe the Byzantine emperors
and potentates in the early Ottoman era led to it
being called the Tekfur Palace.19 Although
Mango attributed Tekfur Saray to the
Palaeologos based on the use of embrasures and
household coat-of-arms, Eyice has pointed out
that there is no trace of the Byzantine and
Palaeologos coats-of-arms which it is claimed
could be seen in the past and that these claims
are not based on fact.20 Furthermore, as was
mentioned above, Cyril Mango also mentions
that Alexios Comnenus (born 1057, died 1118,
became emperor on 4 April 1081) and Manuel
Comnenus I (born 1118, died 1180, emperor
from 1143-1180) extended the Blachernae
Palace.21 The Blachernae Palace can be seen in
an engraving in the 1493 book named Weltkronik
(World History) by Hartmann Schedel, who was
one of the first chroniclers of Istanbul.  A pavil-
ion with a gabled roof is shown at the edge of
the group of buildings that make up the palace,

which is assumed to be Tekfur Palace, as
described above (Illustration: 8, 8a).  The
Istanbul designs were created by Wolgemuth,
and the wood engravings by Wilhelm
Pleydenwurff.22 Additionally, some of the build-
ings making up the palace complex can be seen in
the Portrait of Istanbul (Illustration: 9) from the
1st Volume of the Hünername of Nakkafl Osman
and his team, the 1550 Istanbul plan attributed to
Sebastian Münster (in fact it is not known for cer-
tain who created this plan) (Illustration: 11), the
plan by Lokman Çelebi dated 1584 (Illustration:
12) and Giovanni Andrea Vavassore’s Plan of
Istanbul, believed to date from about 1530-1550
(Illustration: 13) and various other visual docu-
ments (Illustrations: 14, 15, 16, 19) included in
Corneille le Bruyn’s Voyage au Levant, pub-
lished in Paris in 1714, (Illustration: 9).  In some
plans and illustrations Ayvansaray is indicated
only with a single letter (Illustration: 20).
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Illustration 9. The walls of the Ayvansaray region can be seen
in a detail from an engraving entitled Golden Horn
Panorama, 28.6x190cm, from the work.“

Illustration 10. The district of Ayvansaray in a detail taken
from the depiction of Istanbul in the first volume of the
Hünername of Nakkafl Osman and his team dated 1584-85.

Illustration 11. Ayvansaray and to the left Tekfur Saray in a
detail from a 16th century Map of Istanbul, artist unknown.
This engraving print from a wooden mould, identified with
the writing “Constantinopel Griechischen Keuserthums
Hauptstadt/im Landt Thracia am Meere gelegen”  is
20.5x30.8cm in dimension and is held in the library of
Topkap› Palace (Yüzy›llar Boyunca Venedik ve Istanbul
Görünümleri, p. 22)

19. Eyice, DBIA, V: 1, p.
493; S. Eyice, “Tekfur
Saray›”, DBIA, V: 7, p. 233-
235; Cyril Mango, “Tekfur
Saray›”, The Oxford
Dictionary of Byzantium, V: 1,
p. 2021-2022; For more
detail on the Anemas
Dungeons see: Semavi
Eyice “Anemas Zindan ve
Kulesi”, DBIA, V: 1, p. 269-
271; Eyice, “Istanbul’da ...”,
TAÇ, V:2, I: 5, p. 35

20. Mango, “Tekfur
Saray›”, The Oxford
Dictionary..., V: 1, p. 2022;
Eyice, “Tekfur Saray›”,
DBIA, V: 7, p. 235; for vari-
ous old photographs see:
Robert Ousterhout-Nezih
Baflgelen, Monuments of
Unaging Intellect - Historic
Postcards of Byzantine Istanbul,
Tür Tan›t›m, Istanbul, 1996,
p. 90-94

21. Mango, “Blachernai”,
The Oxford Dictionary..., V: 1,
p. 293

22. Semavi Eyice, “‹stan-
bul’un En Eski ‹ki
Gravürü”, Antik-Dekor, I:21,
Istanbul, 1993, p. 34, 47-38;
Semavi Eyice, “Schedel
Hartmann”, DBIA, V: 6,
Istanbul, 1994, p. 475-476;
Eyice, “Gravürler ‹stanbul”,
Sanatsal Mozaik, I: 2,
Istanbul, October 1995, p.
10-16
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Furthermore, in one of the samples generally
accepted the first depictions of Istanbul’s plan by
Christoforo Buondelmonti, dated 1422, some of
the buildings of the Ayvansaray district are
shown in simple outline (Illustration: 17).  The
buildings of the Ayvansaray district and the
walls surrounding the area are shown in two
anonymous drawings and in Lorich’s panorama
(Illustrations: 49, 50, 51)  Tekfur Saray in particu-
lar is depicted in foreign sources under the
name “Palais de Constantin,” as detailed
above.23

AYVANSARAY IN PLANS, ILLUS-
TRATIONS, MAPS, MINIATURES
AND OTHER DEPICTIONS

The Ayvansaray district was labelled with
the letter “p” in the plan/illustration of Istanbul
in the book of Salomon Schweigger, who was a
priest in the imperial embassy of Joachim
Sinzendorf between 1577-1581, which was then
clarified as “Die Vorstade Aifansaria.”
(Vorstadt literally means suburb, or the outer
fringes of a city or town, however, for the sake
of continuity we take it to mean “region” here.)
The mosques included in this plan are labelled
as “kirchen” (churches) by the author.  For exam-

ple, Süleymaniye Camii is labelled “M” in the

plan, and is then clarified as “Des Sultan

Solimans Kirchen,” while Beyaz›t Camii is

labelled “F,” and assigned the full title of “Kirch

des Sultan Bajazet.”  Additionally the New

Sultan Mehmed Mosque, labelled “G,” and the

old Sultan Mehmed Mosque, numbered 3, are

defined as churches.24 That the district of

Ayvansaray, labelled “P” by Schweigger, is

shown on the Hasköy shore of the Golden Horn

is interesting.  Therefore it is difficult to deter-

mine which mosque is depicted with a crescent

on its minaret.  In his talk and slide show given

on Sunday 11 May 1997, Architect Dr. Sinan

Genim, fellow participant in the first Eyüp

Sultan Symposium, stated that the mosque

shown in the Ayvansaray district is the Eyüp

Sultan Camii.25 However, given that this region

is depicting Ayvansaray, we believe that this is

Illustration 14. The district of Ayvansaray in a detail taken
from an 17th century engraving of a Map of Istanbul, dated
1701, Amsterdam, artist unknown.  It is 21x28.5cm in dimen-
sion and is found in the Library of Topkap› Palace (Yüzy›llar
Boyunca Venedik ve Istanbul Görünümleri, p. 25)

Illustration 13. The Ayvansaray region in Giovanni Andrea
Vavassore’s plan of Istanbul datd 1530-50. (Wolfgang Müller-
Weiner, Bildlexikon zur Topographie Istanbuls, Verlag Ernst
Wasmut, Tübingen 1977, p. 33, Illustration 7, For the same
plan also see Berger, ibid. p. 329-330 and illustration 1,
Istanbul Ansiklopedisi, Volume 5, p. 215).

Illustration 12. Tekfur Saray seen in a detail from a plan of
Istanbul by Lokman Çelebi dated 1584. (Kayra, Istanbul
Haritalar›, p. 74)

23. Panorama of Istanbul in
Corneille le Bruyn’s Voyage
au Levant, Paris, 1714
(Anonymous, Yüzy›llar
Boyunca Venedik ve ‹stanbul
Gürünümleri/Vedute di Venezia
ed Istanbul Attraverso I Secoli,
Italian Cultural Centre,
Istanbul, 10 April-10 June
1995, Exhibition Catalogue,
p. 26); Depiction of Istanbul
in the 1st volume of the
Hünername of Nakkafl
Osman and his team dated
1584-85 (Yüzy›llar Boyunca
Venedik ...p. 23); The Plan of
Istanbul attributed to
Sebastian Münster dated
1550 (Cahit Kayra, Istanbul
Haritalar›/Maps of Istanbul, T.
S›nai Kalk›nma Bankas›,
Istanbul, 1990, p. 70) the
same plan is included in
Yüzy›llar Boyunca Venedik ...p.
22 attributed to anony-
mous);  Lokman Çelebi’s
1584 Plan of Istanbul,
(Kayra, Istanbul Haritalar›, p.
74); Wolfgang Müller-
Wiener, Bildlexikon zur
Topographie Istanbuls, Verlag
Ernst Wasmut, Tübingen,
1977, p. 33, illustration 7;
Albrecht Berger “Zur soge-
nannten Stadttansicht des
Vavassore”, Istanbul
Mitteleilungen, Band 44,
Tübingen 1994, p. 329-355;
In relation to these subjects
see also: A. K. Gören,
“Geçmiflten Günümüze
Sanatç› Gözüyle Ayasofya”,
Sanatsal Mozaik, I: 9, Istanbul,
May 1996, p. 30-43; A. K.
Gören” Geçmiflten
Günümüze Gravürlerde,
Minyatürlerde, Tablolarda
Istanbul Temas›, Istanbul’u
Betimleyen Ressamlar”,
Antik-Dekor, I:33, Istanbul,
Februrary 1996, p. 160-164;
Aykut Gürça¤lar, Hayali
‹stanbul Manzaralar›, (ITU
Social Science Institute,
Unpublished Doctoral
Thesis), Istanbul, 1996;
Gürça¤lar, “Do¤u-Bat›,
Hayal›-Gerçek, Topografik
Resimler ve Istanbul Kenti”,
Antik-Décor, I: 41, Istanbul,
June 1997, p. 128-134.



more likely to be the Ivaz Efendi Camii.
Schweigger has not fully defined some regions
in this plan/illustration.  For example, the dis-
trict numbered “2,” defined simply as “Die
Vorstadt” (suburb), is most likely Ayvansaray’s
neighbouring district Balat.  Keeping in mind
that such plans, illustrations, maps, engravings,
miniatures etc have their own individual logic
or system, it is hard to claim that a “naturalist”
approach was always employed in these docu-
ments.  Therefore it cannot be said that the artist
always aimed to depict the objects that they
drew in exactly their correct place.  The
Ayvansaray region is visible in the detail we
have shown from Matrakç› Nasuh’s famous
work the Beyan-› Menazil (Illustration 18).  We
can call to mind the location of Topkap› Palace
not in the third court where it actually is but in
the second court, and its orientation facing the
Marmara.  Similarly, the region depicted with
the letter “P”, as mentioned above, must be
Ayvansaray.  In another research work by Prof.
Dr. Uflun Tükel, who completed his doctorate
on the Official Language of the Beyan-› Menazil,
he reminds us that these “non-naturalist” draw-
ings contained something other than documen-
tary value, and that each of them were created
according to a certain illustrative logic.26

However, we can approach the items repre-
sented in these uniquely executed drawings as
individual depictions of “real” 27things - while
still accepting Tükel’s point.  That is, the reality

of whether the thing depicted - no matter what
the nature of the depiction is (naturalist28/real-
ist29/imaginary) - be it building, region, etc. is
actually found at that location.  If you notice,
almost all places of worship are represented in a
similar manner, with either domed or gabled
roofs and tower style minarets topped with a
crescent (the cross on the top of the tower of the
Greek Orthodox Patriarchate, which is depicted
with the letter “L” and the presence of crescents
on top of one of the towers and of the gable of
the Armenian Patriarchate, marked “H”, along
with a circle on the other tower, is interesting)
rising from their side.  Even if their location,
scale, shape and other characteristics are not
correctly represented, nonetheless the presence
of the buildings that existed in the city at that
time in these works gives them their factual
basis.30 In an assessment of the issue carried out
together with Tükel31, we stressed the fact that
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Illustration 16. Ayvansaray in a detail from the Braun and
Hogenberg copy of a Vavassore etching which was copied
and reprinted in 1566 and 1573 in Venice, with the sultans
added.  (Cahit Kayra, Istanbul Mekanlar ve Zamanlar,
Istanbul 1990, no. 1 of the maps included separately at the
back)

Illustration 17. The Ayvansaray region in a depiction of
Istanbul (Urbis Constantinopolitane) by Cristophoro de
Bondelmontibus from 1422. (Kayra, ‹stanbul Haritalar›, p. 61)

Illustration 15. Ayvansaray in a detail from the plan-cum-illus-
tration of Istanbul engraved by B. Cl. Duflos. Its dimensions are
25.5x45.7cm and it was taken from M. Guer’in Moeurs et Usages
des Turcs, Leur Religion, Leur Gouvernement Civil, Militaire et
Politique, Avec in Abrege de l’Histoire Ottomane, volume 1, Paris
1746.  It is found in the Library of Topkap› Palace (Yüzy›llar
Boyunca Venedik ve Istanbul Görünümleri, p. 25)

24. Salomon Schweigger, Ein
Newe Reyssbeschreibung Auss
Teutschland Nach
Constantinopel uhd Jerusalem,
Nürmberg 1608 (Identical
print prepared and printed
by Rudolf Neck, Graz,
Austria, 1964), p. 102; for
the same information see
also: Metin And, 16. Yüzy›lda
‹stanbul, Kent-Saray-Günlük
Yaflam, Akbank, Istanbu,
1993, p. 30-31; Anonymous,
“varofl”, TDK Türkçe Sözlük,
V: I-II (7th Print), Ankara,
1983, p. 1249

25. Sinan Genim’s paper
entitled “XV. Ve XVI
Yüzy›lda Eyüp” which he
presented to The History,
Culture and Art of Eyüp Sultan,
Symposium I (see: footnote 10
of Genim’s article “XV. Ve
XVI Yüzy›llarda Seyreyle
Gözüm Eyüp’ü” included in
this book of symposium
presentations)

26. Uflun Tükel, “Natüralist-
Olmayan Betimleme
Kiplerine ‹liflkin Gösterim
Üzerine”, Sanat›n Ortaça¤›,
Türk, Bizans ve Bat› Sanat›
Üzerine Yaz›lar (Prepared by
E. Akyürek), Kabalc›
Yay›nlar, Istanbul, 1996, p.
117-124, see also: U Tükel,
Beyan-› Menazil’in Resim Dili:
Bir Yap›sal Çözümleme, (I.U.
Social Sciences Institute,
Unpublished Doctoral
Thesis), Istanbul, 1990, p. 60
(Note: This thesis is being
prepared for publication by
Kabalc› Yay›nevi.)

27. The meanings of the
terms that we have chosen
here: Anonymous, TDK
Türkçe Sözlük, V. I-II (7th
print), Ankara, 1983, p. 439
“true”: Something that
exists as situation, a thing or
a quality, whose existence
cannot be denied, that is a
fact, “hakiki.”
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these (the symbols used to depict things) were

used in the nature of “pictograms.”32

THE DEPICTION OF THE REGION
IN ENGRAVINGS AND SOME
SELECTED BUILDINGS

In the old panoramic engravings of the

Golden Horn (such as those of Thomas Allom,

Bartlett, Schranz and Sebatier), we can see that

the land walls stretched down towards the

Golden Horn, ending at Ayvansaray.33 Again in

some engravings, and in particular in one work

by Melling (Illustration 22), elements that are
probably the Ivaz Efendi Mosque and also the
boatyards can be seen, although they do not cor-
respond to what we know today of their loca-
tion and architecture.  Another important struc-
ture was Hatice Sultan’s waterside place, situat-
ed between the small Abdülvedud Mosque at
the foot of today’s Golden Horn Bridge and the
place where the land walls end.  We will con-
sider this palace in more detail later.  This palace
can be seen clearly in the engravings.34

There are two gates in the area that could
be known as the Ayvansaray Gate.  The first of
these is the “Eyyub Ensari Kap›” which we
mentioned in relation to Mordtmann’s explana-
tion of the naming of the district.  As we stated,
Mordtmann thought that this could have
evolved over time into “Ayvansaray Kap›”.
Today, however, no trace remains of this gate.35

The true Ayvansaray Gate was located at the
foot of today’s small Ayvansaray Mosque built
on the Golden Horn side of the walls.  No trace
remains of this gate either, though it was the

Illustration 19. The Palais de Constantin shown as number 9
in G. L. Le Rouge’s Istanbul, dated 1767-1773.  (Kayra, Istanbul
Haritalar›, p. 87)

Illustration 20. Ayvansaray shown with the letter V in
Moryson’s map (Metin And, 16. Yüzy›lda Istanbul, Kent-Saray-
Günlük Yaflam, Istanbul 1993, p. 33)

Illustration 18. The Ayvansaray district in Matrakç› Nasuh’s
1537 miniature of Istanbul (Topkap› Palace Library), (Kayra,
‹stanbul Haritalar›, p. 69)

28. Metin Sözer-U¤ur
Tanyeli, “Naturalism”,
Sanat Kavram ve Terimleri
Sözlü¤ü, Remzi Kitabevi,
Istanbul, 1986, p. 171
“Naturalism”: An under-
standing that aims to
depict natural reality in a
work of art without alter-
ing anything, that embel-
lishes without stylising or
idealizing.  In the same
place “Naturalist”:
Characterises in general, in
every type of art and every
era, especially in art and
sculpture, the artistic
approach that tries to
remain faithful to the natu-
ral reality being depicted,
artists who adopt this
approach and the works
which have been produced
with this understanding

29. Sözen-Tanyeli, Sanat
Kavram ve Terimleri Sözlü¤ü,
p. 89 “Realism”: The
understanding in art and
sculpture that aims to
directly copy reality from
the non-art world in the
figures and shapes of the
work.  All figures in a
work created under this
approach should be recog-
nisable as existing objects
or living creatures.  In
addition, they should be
depicted in a manner that
conforms to relations in the
real world.  Realism is an
approach that is encoun-
tered in many historical
periods.  Even the prehis-
toric cave drawings have
an aspect of realism.  On
the other hand, there was
little realism in the early
agricultural civilisations
until that of ancient Greece.
After the realistic tenden-
cies of Ancient Greece and
Rome, the middle ages can
be characterised more as
expressionist.  Realism
entered European art with
the Renaissance and domi-
nated it until the birth of
Modern Art at the begin-
ning of the 20th century



westernmost gate on the Golden Horn side of
the city walls, and must have been the gate
known as the Koiliomene Porta (Hollow or Low
Gate) during the Byzantine Empire.  According
to Schneider this gate was not one of the origi-
nal gates to the city, but was opened after the
Blachernae Gate was bricked up and made
unusable.  (For various views of the walls see
illustrations 23, 24, 25).36 Opposite this gate
was a landing for the Sultan’s caique to dock
when he came to visit the Church and Sacred
Fountain of Theotokos ton Blahernon by sea.
While there is no conclusive evidence, it is
thought that the small bay to the east of the
Ayvansaray Dock was the site of the imperial
landing place.37 The Theotokos ton Blahernon
Church was built by Emperor Marcian and his
consort Pulheria (Pulcheria) who reigned from
450-457.  The robe of Mary was stored in the
additional round building built by Leon I.  A
sacred spring was added at the same time.
Sources tell us that the church was in the form
of a basilica and contained mosaics of extraor-
dinary beauty.  The building was destroyed by
a series of fires, the last one in 1434, and never
recovered its former glory.  The Church and
Sacred Fountain of the Panhagia Vlaherna
(Blachernae) that are located there today were
built by the Greek Orthodox Furrier
Community.38

The book Notitia Urbis Constantinopolitanae

speaks of a wooden bridge to be found in the 14th

district, where Ayvansaray was located.  In fact

it claims that this bridge was later converted to

brick.  It could be thought that such a bridge

connected Blachernae to the opposite shore of

the Golden Horn.  During the relatively recent

construction of the Golden Horn Bridge, two

Byzantine column capitals with very unusual

ornamentation were found.  These are now on

display at the Istanbul Archaeological Museum.

Furthermore, we will deal a little further on

with the famous Jewish Bridge which is know to

have been built on this site.39
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Illustration 21. In Salomon Schweigger’s Reyssbeschreibung
aus Teucschland nach Constantinopel u. Jerusalem, from
Nürnberg dated 1608, “Die Vorstadt Aifansaria”
(Ayvansaray District) is shown with the letter P.  The mosque
and the fact that Ayvansaray is shown on the Hasköy side of
the Golden Horn makes its definition more difficult.  (An
exact copy of the work was printed by Rudolf Neck in Graz
in 1966). (And, 16. Yüzy›lda ‹stanbul, p. 31)

Illustration 22. A view of the Hatice Sultan Palace and the
Ayvansaray walls in a panorama of the Golden Horn from
Eyüp in the work of Antoine Ignace Melling entitled Voyage
Pittoresque de Constantinople et Rives de Bosphore, Paris
1819.  (Antoine Ignace Melling, Voyage Pittoresque de
Constantinople et Rives de Bosphore (An exact copy of the Paris
1809-1819 print) Yap› Kredi Bankas›, Istanbul (Panel 14)

30. Schweigger, Ein Newe
Reyssbeschreibung..., p. 102-
103

31. An assessment of the
subject with Prof. Dr. Uflun
Tükel made on Friday, 20
June 1997.

32. Sözen-Tanyeli,  Sanat
Kavram ve Terimleri Sözlü¤ü,
p. 190 “Pictogram”: A pic-
torial component used to
represent a concept in
hieroglyphics or similar
writing systems.

33. Necla Arslan, Gravür ve
Seyahatnamelerde Istanbul, 18.
Yüzy›l Sonu ve 19. Yüzy›l,
Istanbul, 1992, p. 40, 42

34. Antoine Ignace Melling,
Voyage Pittoresque De
Constantinople et De Rives Du
Bosphore, Yap› Kredi
Bankas›, Istanbul (Panel:
14) (Paris 1809-1819,
Identical print)

35. Eyice, DBIA, V:1, p. 493

36. Eyice, DBIA, V:1, p. 493;
Eyice, “Istanbul’da ...”,
TAÇ, V:2, I: 5, p. 34

37. Eyice, DBIA, V:1, p. 493;
Eyice, “Istanbul’da ...”,
TAÇ, V:2, I: 5, p. 34

38. Eyice, DBIA, V:1, p. 493

39. Eyice, DBIA, V:1, p. 494;
Eyice, “Istanbul’da ...”,
TAÇ, V:2, I: 5, p. 35-6; G.
Tanyeli-Y. Kahya,
“Ayvansaray Köprüleri”,
DBIA, V: 1, Istanbul, 1993,
p. 495-496

Illustration 22a. In the 1776-1786 plan of Istanbul (“Plan de la
Ville Constantinople”) by Fr. Kauffer - M. Le Chevalier, a
large boatyard is shown and beside it the Sultan’s Villa
(Sultan Keuchk).  (Kayra, ‹stanbul Haritalar›, p. 91)
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The Ayios Basileios Spring, which existed
until the beginning of this century inside the
Toklu Dede graveyard, has been lost under
stones and rubble.  A square tower is located in
the northern corner of the graveyard.  It contains
two friezes worked on thin marble, whose
inscription in embossed lettering tells us that
Emperor Romanos built this tower.  It is thought
that this refers to Romanus III who ruled from
1028-1034.  The dedication of this tower to Saint
Nicholas is shown as proof of the claim that this
was the site for the Church of Saint Nicholas
mentioned in Byzantine sources.40

The largest of many Byzantine era cellars
and cisterns found in this district is that situated
under the Emir Buhari Mescidi and Tekke (con-
vent for dervishes).  This cellar consists of a
series of small, interconnected rooms.41

THE OTTOMAN ERA IN
AYVANSARAY

It is known that Ayvansaray was the site of
violent clashes during the siege of Istanbul in
1453 prior to its conquest.  The Byzantine
brigades led by the Emperor Manuel
Palaeologus II and the Venetian Leonardo
Langoso defended the area against the Ottoman
brigades under the command of Rumeli
Beylerbeyi Karaca Bey.  Because of the presence
of graves of companions of the Prophet
Muhammad, Ayvansaray turned into a Muslim

neighbourhood after the conquest.  Hüseyin
Ayvansaray›, author of “Had›katü’l Cevami”,
which describes Istanbul and in particular its
mosques, and many other works, was born and
died here.  His grave should be in the Toklu
Dede Graveyard, but no headstone with his
name has been found.42

It is thought that Ayvansaray prospered in
the 18th century.  In a journal dating from 1814-
1815 belonging to the Bostanc›bafl› (Commander
of the Imperial Guards with jurisdiction over
the Bosphorus), which listed the mansions,
houses and other buildings lining the shores of
Istanbul it is stated that there were boatyards,
houses and mansions on the shores of
Ayvansaray.  Among these were the mansions
of the former Supervisor of the Dockyards
Vah›d Efendi, the Former Mullah of Bosnia, the
Bezircibafl› (chief linseed oil seller) [Kayra-
Üyepazarc› and Ortayl› give this as Bezcibafl›
(chief cloth seller)] Salih Efendi, Mustafa the
Butcher and of Sad›k A¤a.43

THE SHORE PALACE OF HATICE
SULTAN AND A REASSESSMENT OF
THE OTHER HATICE SULTAN
PALACE IN THE REGION

According to Semavi Eyici, the shore side
palace of Hatice Sultan, daughter of Sultan
Mehmed IV who died in 1743, was situated
between the small Abdülvedud Mosque at the
foot of today’s Golden Horn Bridge and the
place where the land walls end.  This waterside

Illustration 23. A view from the walls in Ayvansaray near the
Ivaz Efendi Camii and the Anemas Dungeons, with the
Golden Horn Bridge in the background (27.10.1996)

Illustration 24. A view of the walls at Ayvansaray from the
Golden Horn Bridge. (21.02.1996)

40. Eyice, DBIA, V:1, p. 494;
Eyice, “Istanbul’da ...”,
TAÇ, V:2, I: 5, p. 36

41. Eyice, DBIA, V:1, p. 494;
Eyice, “Istanbul’da ...”,
TAÇ, V:2, I: 5, p. 36

42. Eyice, DBIA, V:1, p. 494;
Eyice, “Istanbul’da ...”,
TAÇ, V:2, I: 5, p. 36-37

43. Eyice, DBIA, V:1, p. 494;
Eyice, “Istanbul’da ...”,
TAÇ, V:2, I: 5, p. 37; Cahit
Kayra-Erol Üyepazarc›,
‹kinci Mahmud’un ‹stanbul’u,
Istanbul Metropolitan
Municipality, Istanbul,
1992, p. 103, (Note: For a
critique of this book see:
fiinasi Tekin, “‹kinci
Mahmut’un ‹stanbu’u”,
Tarih ve Toplum, I: 114,
Istanbul, Une 1993, p.
57/377-61/381; Ortayl›,
‹stanbul’dan Sayfalar, p.23,
125

44. Eyice, DBIA, V:1, p. 494;
Eyice, “Istanbul’da ...”,
TAÇ, V:2, I: 5, p. 37;
Gültekin Oransay, Osmanl›
Devletinde Kim Kimdi?
Mehmed IV’s daughter “Hatice
Sultan” in Sicill-i Osmani
yahud Tezkire-i Meflahir-i
Osmaniyye’nin düzeltilip
geniflletilmifl edimsel yeni bas›m›
I. Osmano¤ullar›, Kü¤ Yay›n›,
Ankara 1969, p. 179 (Note:
Only 960 copies of this
book were printed and it
was dedicated by Dr. G.
Oransay to the memory of
his teacher Prof. Dr. Franz
Babinger.)



residence was beside the Palace Hamam (baths)
or the Yal› Hamam.  It is visible in a depiction of
the Golden Horn made by Melling, who is
famous for his engravings of Istanbul, in 1806.
In the Bostanc›bafl› Journals for 1814-1815, the
site adjacent to the Palace Hamam is shown as
vacant.  Given this, we can suppose that this
palace disappeared between 1806-1814.44

Separately, in her encyclopaedic work and
articles based on documents from the Prime
Ministerial Archive, Tülay Artan states that the
waterside palace located at the Defterdar Iskele
(Dock) in Eyup (outside of Ayvansaray) was
built by Hatice Sultan (1722-1822), daughter of
Mustafa III and Adilflah and sister of Selim III
who was the son of Mustafa III and Mihriflah.
However, Tülay Artan also points out that locat-
ing many of the palaces situated along the
waterfront of the Golden Horn in the old
records is complicated, with many contradic-
tions; some palaces were passed on and
repaired, sometimes the same building was
given different names in alternative descriptions
(for example, the residence of the daughter of
Ahmed I, Fatma Sultan, at the Yavedud Iskele,
and the residence of Hatice Sultan, daughter of
Mehmet IV, outside Ayvansaray) and some
buildings changed owners, etc.  Necla Arslan
also contains information in her book that the
waterside palace of Beyhan Sultan, daughter of
Mustafa III and Adilflah was later passed to
Hibetullah Sultan, and that Hatice Sutlan’s
palace was later than these.  Although they are

present in the related photographs (in the cap-
tions under the photographs they are described
as the mansions of Heybetullah/Hibetullah
Sultan, Hatice Sultan (This palace is considered
as belonging to the Hatice Sultan who was the
daughter of Mustafa III and sister of Selim III.
This sultan was known to have had a love affair
with the famous architect and artist Antoine-
Ignace Melling (1763-1831)), Han›m Sultan Zade
and Hançerli) in Sedad Hakk› Eldem’s book, the
palace and boatyard just outside the
Ayvansaray walls mentioned by Eyice are not
mentioned.  In her article contained in the book
entitled Eyüp: Dün/Bugün, T. Artan mentions
Eyice’s Hatice Sultan Palace; however she
stresses that it is not clear whether this belonged
to Fatma Sultan, daughter of Ahmed I or Hatice
Sultan, daughter of Mehmed IV, as mentioned
above.45 Separately, Ça¤atay Uluçay mentions
that Hatice Sultan, daughter of Mehmed IV who
died in 1743, and who was wife first to the sec-
ond vezir Musahip Mustafa Pafla in 1675 and
then to Moral› Hasan Pafla in 1691, had a water-
side palace built in Ayvansaray.  He adds that in
1711 she had the Abdülvedud Mosque repaired
and a fountain and drinking water font built
beside it.46 All of these opinions give us signifi-
cant evidence for the Hatice Sultan waterside
palace of which Eyice spoke.  Accordingly, in
the first plan of Istanbul, drawn up in 1776 by
the engineer Fr. Kauffer using a scientific
method (this plan was reprinted in 1786, again
by Fr. Kauffer but this time with corrections by
M. Le Chevalier, and is known as the “Plan de la
Ville Constantinople”), a large boatyard with
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Illustration 25. The land walls of Ayvansaray in an old post-
card, with Tekfur Saray at the top (Ahmet Eken,
Kartpostallarda Istanbul, Istanbul Metropolitan Municipality
Cultural Department, Istanbul 1992, p. 30)

Illustration 26. A view of the entrance to the Anemas
Dungeons.  The entrance to the dungeons is located in the
garden of the Ivaz Efendi Camii.  (27.10.1996)

45. M. Ça¤tay Uluçay,
Padiflahlar›n Kad›nlar› ve K›zlar›,
(2nd print), TTK, Ankara
1985, p. 98-99, 104: see also:
Oransay, ibid, Mehmed IV’s
daughter “Hatice Sultan” on
p. 180; Tülay Artan,
“Bo¤aziçi’nin Çehresini
De¤ifltiren Soylu Kad›nlar
ve Sultanefendi Saraylar›”,
‹stanbul Dergisi, I:3, Istanbul,
October 1992, In footnote 26
on p. 113, from the Prime
Ministial Archive Cevdet
Saray 5586 (1211) Defterdar
Iskele; from the Prime
Ministial Archive Cevdet
Nafia 370 (1241) and Nafia
(29677 (1172) are outside
Ayvansaray; see also: T.
Artan, “Hatige Sultan
Sahilsaray›”, DBIA, V: 4,
Istanbul 1994, p. 19; Tülay
Artan “Eyüp’ün Bir Di¤er
Çehresi: Safiye ve
Sahailsaraylar”, T. Artan,
(June Issue) Eyüp: Dün/Bugün
11-12 December 1993,
(Symposium papers), Tarih
Vakf› Yurt Yay›n, Istanbul,
1994, p. 110-111, Sedad
Hakk› Eldem, Istanbul
An›lar›/Istanbul Reminiscences,
Alarko, Istanbul 1979, p.
204-205, Illustration: 130-
131; N. Arslan, Gravür ve
Seyahatnamelerde Istanbul,
Istanbul, 1992, p. 140; N.
Arslan, “Melling, Antoine-
Ignace”, DBIA, V: 5, p. 387-
388 

46. Uluçay, Padiflahlar›n
Kad›nlar›, p.68-69; Eyice
“Istanbul’da ...”, TAÇ, V:2, I:
5, p. 37
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the Sultan’s Villa immediately adjacent are

shown. (Illustration 22a)  It is clear that this

palace, which is know to have existed in both

1776 and 1786, belonged to Hatice Sultan,

daughter of Mehmed IV, who died in 1743.  The

palace which is indicated to have been built by

the Hatice Sultan who was the daughter of

Mustafa III and sister of Selim III in 1796 at

Eyüp’s Defterdar Iskele, must have been situat-

ed between the Defterdar Iskele and the Zal

Mahmud Pafla Iskele, as stated by T. Artan.47

FIRES IN THE REGION AND THE
GRADUAL DECLINE OF THE DIS-
TRICT

Ayvansaray experienced a number of major
fires during the Byzantine era, in 1069, 1203 and
1434.  An enormous fire that broke out on 27
July 1729 destroyed an area stretching from
Balat to the shores of Ayvansaray.  Various
other large fires occurred in the district, among
them those of 1755, 1773, 1862, 1864, 1880 and
1911.  These disasters caused the district to fall
into decline.48

THE TWO MAIN MOSQUES OF
AYVANSARAY

Ayvansaray has two large mosques.  One of
these is the Atik Mustafa Pafla Camii
(Illustration 30, 31), also known as Hz. Cabir
Camii due to the belief that the grave of Hazret-
i Cabir is located here.  This building is believed
to have been constructed as a church and later
converted to a mosque, and according to the
renowned researchers Papdapulos, Schneider
and Eyice, it was the original building of the St.
Tecla Church.49 The second is the Ivaz Efendi
Camii, which is located along the Golden Horn
outside the land walls (Illustration 32, 33, 34).  It
is sometimes claimed to be the work of Mimar
Sinan (1489?-1587) in his final years, aged 95 and
having returned from the pilgrimage to Mecca.
However there is no mention of it in his bio-
graphical memoir.  Abdullah Kuran does not
include this building among the list of Sinan’s

Illustration 27. A view from the top of the tower over the
Anemas Dungeons. (27.10.1996)

Illustration 28. A detail from the brick technique used in the
lower part of the tower over the Anemas Dungeons.
(27.10.1996)

Illustration 29. Tekfur Saray in an old postcard.  (Eken,
Kartpostallarda Istanbul, p. 32)

47. Eyice “Istanbul’da ...”,
TAÇ, V:2, I: 5, p. 37; In
addition for Fr. Kauffer’s
Istanbul Plan and the boat-
yard and Sultan’s Palace
shown here see: Cahit
Kayra, ‹stanbul Haritalar›,
Istanbul, 1990, p. 90-91,
Plan: 26.  When you exam-
ine this plan under a mag-
nifying glass the boatyard
and waterside palace by
the Golden Horn directly
outside the walls of
Ayvansaray can be seen.
The original maps are held
by the Istanbul Library and
Cahit Kayra; A.K. Gören,
“Ayvansaray’›n Tarihi”,
Art+Décor/AD, I: 45,
Istanbul, December 1996, p.
78-92, (In the first slide for
this article the waterside
palace of Hatice Sultan,
daughter of Mustafa III and
sister of Selim III, was
inadvertently used.  For the
palace of Hatice Sultan,
daughter of Mehmed IV,
see the detail in plan 14 of
Melling, Voyage Pittoresque...
We later published the cor-
rect photograph in Sanatsal
Mozaik.  A.K. Gören “Tarih
Boyunca Ayvansaray”,
Sanatsal Mozaik, I: 17,
Istanbul, January 1997, p.
38-49; A.K. Gören
“Ayvansaray”, ICOC, Issue:
48, (April) 1997, Istanbul, p.
70-83

48. Eyice, DBIA, V:1, p. 494;
Eyice, “Istanbul’da ...”,
TAÇ, V:2, I: 5, p. 37

49. Eyice, DBIA, V:1, p. 494;
Eyice, “Istanbul’da ...”,
TAÇ, V:2, I: 5, p. 37; S.
Eyice, “Atik Mustafa Pafla
Camii, DBIA, V: 1, Istanbul,
1993 p. 406-407, and for
other details see: from the
other sources quoted by
Eyice, J. Papdopulos, Les
palais et les eglises de Blachernes,
Thessalonica, 1928, p. 162-
165: A.M. Schneider,
Byzanz. Voragbeiten zur
Topographie und Archaologie
der Stadt, Berlin 1936, p. 53.



works.  The general failure to include the name
of the architect along with the name of the bene-
factor and the year of construction in the inscrip-
tions on Ottoman buildings makes the identifi-
cation of architects more difficult.  The same is
true for Sinan’s other buildings.  The only struc-
ture that carries Sinan’s name is the
Büyükçekmece Bridge.50 According to various
sources, the Ivaz Efendi Camii was constructed
as a külliye, complete with school, college, foun-
tain and the other buildings that make up such
complexes.  However, no trace remains today of
these other buildings.  The unattributed foun-
tain in front of the mosque is said to have been
built together with the mosque (Illustration 35).
The Ivaz Efendi Camii is almost square with six
pillars.  Its porch was removed in 1935 and did
not survive.  An unusual feature of this mosque
is the lack of a central entrance-portal.  Instead
there are double doors at the left and right sides
of the façade.51 Another unique feature is the
minaret located on the western end of the south-
ern wall of the mosque.  The unusual thing
about the minaret is its location to the left of the
mosque on the wall that contains the mihrab.  It
is the only such example in Istanbul.52 The door
in the base of the minaret opens to the side.  The
northern façade of the minaret contains a small
mihrab.  This mihrab is that of the porch, which
encloses three sides of the mosque.  Thus a sec-
ond porch has been created outside the
mosque.53 The tiles of the mihrab of Ivaz Efendi
Camii contain very impressive designs of
pomegranate flowers and green shoots in coral
red, leaf green, blue and navy on a white back-

ground whose naturalist forms have all the
characteristics of the second half of the 16th cen-
tury.54

MOSQUES IN AYVANSARAY

The Toklu Dede Mescidi is a small building
near the shore in Ayvansaray that was convert-
ed from a Byzantine church.  Even nearer to the
shore, perched within the walls, was the
Ayvansaray Mescidi, also known as Korucu
Mehmed Mescidi.  This mosque was built by
Korucu Mehmed Çelebi in 1590-1591 (999 in the
Muslim calendar), but did not survive to our
time.55

The Ç›narl›çeflme Mescidi located on
Ç›narl›çeflme Caddesi was built between 1713-
1716 by Sadrazam fiehit Ali Pafla.  Today the
ruins of its walls are all that remain, but in an
old photograph that is thought to date from the
1920s it can be seen to be in good condition.
Insofar as can be judged from the photograph,
the mosque was rectangular with a tiled roof
and a wooden minaret.56

The Emir Buhari Mescidi and Tekkesi are
today in ruins. (Illustration 36, 37)  The tekke is
located on the left of the hill on Derviflzade
Sokak that leads down to Ivaz Efendi Camii and
was founded by Ahmed Buhari, otherwise
known as Emir Buhari, who was responsible for
introducing the Nakflibendi sect to Istanbul.
This is the second tekke of the same name, the
first being located in Fatih.  It was originally
built in 1512-13 (918), and then expanded by
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50. Eyice, DBIA, V:1, p. 494;
Eyice, “Istanbul’da ...”,
TAÇ, V:2, I: 5, p. 37-38;
Hüseyin Ayvansarayi,
Hadikatü’l Cevami, V: 1,
Istanbul, 1281, p. 147;
Abdullah Kuran, Mimar
Sinan, Hürriyet Yay.,
Istanbul, 1986, p. 17; Metin
Sözen et al, Türk Mimarisinin
Geliflimi ve Mimar Sinan,
Istanbul, 1975, p. 367-374,
in the catalogue prepared
based on the primary
sources no mention of ‹vaz
Efendi or Kazasker ‹vaz
Efendi was found; Selçuk
Mülayim, Sinan ve Ça¤›
Marmara University
Faculty of Science and
Literature, Istanbul, 1989,
p. 60 and 115.

51. Hale Tokay, “‹vaz
Efendi Camii”, DBIA, V: 4,
Istanbul, 1994, p. 310-311;
for more detailed informa-
tion see: Oktay Aslanapa,
Osmanl› Devri Mimarisi, ‹nki-
lap K›t., Istanbul, 1986, p.
302: Abdullah Kuran,
Mimar Sinan, Hürriyet
Vakf›, Istanbul, 1986, p.
154, Jale Erzen, Sinan
Dönemi Cami Cepheleri,
Ankara, 1981, p. 192

52. Aygün Ülgen, Klasik
Devir Minareleri Osmanl› Cami
Plan›nda Minarenin Konumu,
Alfa, Istanbul 1996, p. 192

53. Semavi Eyice, “Istanbul
Minareleri”, Türk Sanat›
Tarihi Araflt›rma ve ‹ncelemeleri,
I: 1, Istanbul, 1963, p. 58 (In
addition Eyice prepared a
masters thesis entitled
“‹stanbul Minareleri” in
1947 for Istanbul
University’s Literature
Faculty) 

54. Tokay, “‹vaz Efendi
Camii”, DBIA, V: 4, p. 311;
for more detailed informa-
tion see: Tarcan Esnaf, ‹vaz
Efendi Camii, Mehmet A¤a
Camii, Mesih Pafla Camii,
Ramazan Efendi Camii, Takkeci
‹brahim A¤a Camii, Çinilerinde
Kullan›lan Çiçek Motifleri
(unpublished thesis for
Istanbul University
Literature Faculty),
Istanbul, 1965

Illustration 30. A general view of the south-eastern apse sec-
tion of the Atik Mustafa Pafla or Hz. Cabir Camii. (27.10.1996)

Illustration 31. A general view of the western entrance to the
Atik Mustafa Pafla or Hz. Cabir Camii from the street (from
the south-west) (27.10.1996)
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fieyh Muslihüddin Mustafa Muslu, who was
married to the granddaughter of Emir Buhari
and who died in 1648.  The tekke was restored
in the middle of the 19th century.  The buildings
were abandoned after 1925, and the harem
apartment burned down in 1946.  A second fire
in 1962 destroyed the mosque and the gathering
place.  Some of the sources indicate that cere-
monies were held here on Sundays, others men-
tion Thursday.57 The disintegrating walls of the
Emir Buhari Tekkesi, built over a vaulted
Byzantine structure, were built with rubble
stones supported by carelessly built brick hori-
zontal beams.  The entrance to the rectangular

building is located in the north-western corner,
and the remains of the small inner courtyard,
the double doors opening onto the harem and
ground floor quarters and the steps leading to
the second floor quarters can be made out still.
Inside the curved arch of the mihrab, the traces
of tiles with a depiction of the Ka’ba can be seen.
There is no trace of the building’s harem, which
was partially single-storied and partially two-
storied, and is known to have contained 17
rooms.  The graveyard that lies between the
mosque building and the harem building con-
tains a number of fascinating headstones.58 It is
claimed that the Abdülvedud Mescidi, com-
monly known as Yavedud, which lies outside
the walls on the left of the road to Eyüp, was
build by fieyh Abdülvedud of Buhara.  It lay in
ruins at the end of the 17th century but was
restored by the Hatice Sultan, daughter of
Sultan Mehmet IV and wife of Kulo¤lu Mustafa
Pafla, and became known as the Sultan Camii
(Illustration 44).  After falling into ruin again in
1804-1805, the mosque was restored once more
and survived in this state until the 1960, when it
was gutted by fire.  It was then restored for a
final time.59

FOUNTAINS OF AYVANSARAY

Water was of major significance from the
first days of the Ottoman Empire; for this reason
water installations have always had an impor-
tant role in Turkish-Ottoman civilisation.  This
can be seen in Ayvansaray.  Some of the ancient
fountains have disappeared; the ones that have
survived are generally in terrible condition.  The
oldest of these fountains is the Simkeflbafl›
‹skender Bey Çeflmesi, dating from 1567-68
(975), next to the Ayvansaray (Korucu) Mescidi.
The crescent moon embossed on the keystone of
the arch of the fountain leads to the assumption
that it was restored at a later period.60

Another ancient fountain is the fiat›r Hasan
A¤a Çeflmesi, which is made of cut stone in the
classic style, and dates from 1692 (1104)

Illustration 32. A view of the entrance façade to Ivaz Efendi
Camii (27.10.1996)

Illustrations 33. A view from the north-east corner of the Ivaz
Efendi Camii (27.10.1996)
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(Illustration 38).  The inscription on this foun-
tain belongs to the poet Vehbi.61 The Iskender
Bey Çeflmesi located below Korucu Camii on
Kuyu Sokak is another classic example built
from cut stone and dating from 1567 (975).62

The Saliha Sultan Fountain dates from 1735
(1148), and is situated on the outskirts of
Ayvansaray in Eyüp’s Defterdar and immedi-
ately below the Golden Horn Bridge
(Illustration 39).  This cut stone fountain is
buried under earth up to its arch.  The inscrip-
tion on the fountain remains in place and next to
it there is a hydrostatic balance.63 Prof. Dr. H.
Örcün Bar›flta of the Archaeology and Art
History Department of Gazi University’s
Science and Literature Faculty and his team car-
ried out excavations at the Saliha Sultan
Fountain and surface research around Defterdar
Caddesi and Feshane Caddesi, and published
the results of their studies.  Among their find-
ings were fired pieces of pottery, tripods used
for cooking with ceramics, ceramic pieces that
had been prepared for glazing but never glazed,

some of them decorated and many green glazed
ceramic pieces.  Based on these findings, it was
deduced that Eyüp Sultan had been an impor-
tant centre for the production of ceramics and
crockery.  Research in this area continues.64 It is
known that there were crockery kilns and work-
shops in the area.  In fact Evliya Çelebi gave
their numbers as a market of three hundred
stores in addition to 250 other crockery stores.65

According to Çelebi and another famous chron-
icler of Istanbul’s history Kömürciyan, these
stores produced all types of crockery, pitchers,
plates and containers for oil, honey, wine and
water.66 Toys for children of all ages were also
produced.67 The Pertevniyal Valide Sultan
Fountain, dating from 1856 (1273) and located
opposite the Abdülvedud Tomb on Yavedud
Caddesi near Eyüp’s Defterdar ‹skele (dock)
and below today’s Golden Horn Bridge, is a fine
example of Turkish baroque architecture.
During the construction of the bridge it was
removed from its original standing place and
reinstalled a little further back.68 (Illustration 40)
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63. Tan›fl›k, ‹Ç, V: 1, p. 148-
150; Egemen, ‹stanbul’in
Çeflme..., p. 728; Eyice,
“Istanbul’da ...”, TAÇ, V:2,
I: 5, p. 44 

64. H. Örcün Bar›flta, “...Ve
Eyüp Sultan Kaz›lar›: ‹stan-
bul Eyüp Sultan’da 1996
Yaz› Yap›lan Kaz› ve Yüzey
Araflt›rmalar›ndan Baz›
Yeni Bulgular”, Sanatsal
Mozaik, I: 14, Istanbul,
October 1996, p. 20-21

65. Halil ‹nalc›k, “Eyüp
Projesi”, T. Artan (June
Issue), Eyüp: Dün/Bugün, 11-
12 Aral›k p. 7; 

66. ‹nalc›k, “Eyüp Projesi”,
Eyüp: Dün/Bugün, p. 7

67. ‹nalc›k, “Eyüp Projesi”,
Eyüp: Dün/Bugün, p. 7; For
detailed information and
sources regarding the toys
of Eyüp see: Tosun
Yalç›nkaya, “Eyüp’te
Oyuncakç› Ç›kmaz›”,
Sanatsal Mozaik, Issue: 18,
Istanbul, February 1997, p.
40-44

68. Tan›fl›k, ‹Ç, V: 1, p. 270;
Egemen, ‹stanbul’in Çeflme...,
p. 689-691: Mehmet Nermi
Haskan, Eyüp Tarihi, V: 1,
T.T.O.K. Istanbul, 1993, p.
129

69. Tan›fl›k, ‹Ç, V: 1, p. 344;
Egemen, ‹stanbul’in Çeflme...,
p. 692-695; Haskan, Eyüp
Tarihi, V: 1, p. 130

Illustration 34. A view of the graveyard in front of the mihrap
section of Ivaz Efendi Camii. (27.7.1996)

Illustration 35. The Ivaz Efendi Çeflmesi, located in front of
the Ivaz Efendi Camii at the intersection of Derviflzade Sokak
and Mahkeme Külhan› Sokak. (27.10.1996)

Illustration 36. The ruins of the Emir Buhari Tekke on
Derviflzade Sokak, taken from the street (27.10.1996) 

Illustration 37. The ruins of the Emir Buhari Tekke on
Derviflzade Sokak, a view to the north-east from the interior
(27.10.1996) 
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There was a second Pertevniyal Valide Sultan
Foutain on the right corner of Yavedud Çeflmesi
Sokak where it intersects with Yavedud ‹skelesi
Sokak but this fountain dated 1908 (1326) has
disappeared.69

Apart from these humble fountains of
Ayvansaray, there is also the pious fountain,
primary school and public water font of Hatice
Sultan, daughter of Mehmed IV, dated 1711
(1123) as mentioned above.  Of these struc-
tures, the public water font disappeared dur-
ing road works in the 1970s.  The primary
school remains, though in ruins.  The fountain
stands, having lost some of its stones70

(Illustration 41).

BATHS OF AYVANSARAY

The existence of old baths in Ayvansaray is
also known.  These include the long obliterated
Mustafa Pafla Bath, situated above the Atik
Mustafa Pafla Mosque; the Hançerli Bath on
Hançerli Yokuflu, which is thought to have been
built by the pious foundation of Hatice Sultan,

daugher of Bayezit II; and the Yal› Bath, of
which only the location is known today.71

GRAVES AND TOMBS OF COM-
PANIONS OF THE PROPHET IN
AYVANSARAY 

The greatest concentration of graves of com-
panions of the Prophet Muhammed in
Ayvansaray are found in the inner courtyard of
the castle known during the Byzantine era as the
Pterion (This is referred to as Pentapyrgion
(Five Towers) in Inalc›k based on information
provided by Paul Wittek, but according to Eyice
in TAÇ, there is no historical basis for such a
claim.)  The grave of Ebu fieybet el-Hudri is
found here.  The grave of Cabir bin fiemre or
Cabir bin Abdullah is found inside the Atik
Mustafa Pafla Camii.  The tomb of Ebu Zerr el
G›fari is adjacent to the Ç›narl›çeflme Mescidi.
The official tomb of Muhammed el Ensari is to
be found at the foot of a tower on the sea walls.72

The tomb on the left side of the road out-
side the walls that leads to Eyüp is the fieyh

Illustration 38. The fiat›r Hasan A¤a Çeflmesi, standing to the
north-west of Atik Mustafa Pafla or Hz. Cabir Camii
(27.10.1996)

Illustration 39. The 1735 (1148) Saliha Sultan Çeflmesi and the
hydrostatic balance rising above it (27.10.1996)

70. Eyice, DBIA, V:1, p. 494;
Eyice, “Istanbul’da ...”,
TAÇ, V:2, I: 5, p. 44; M.
Ça¤atay Uluçay, Padiflahlar›n
Kad›nlar› ve K›zlar›, (2nd
Print), T.T.K., Ankara, 1985,
p. 68-69

71. Eyice, DBIA, V:1, p. 494;
Eyice, “Istanbul’da ...”,
TAÇ, V:2, I: 5, p. 45

72. Eyice, DBIA, V:1, p. 494;
‹nalc›k, “Eyüp Projesi”,
Eyüp: Dün/Bugün, p. 2; see
also: P. Wittek in footnote
two of the same article,
“Yazijioghlu Ali on the
Christian Turks of the
Dobruja”, Bulletin of the
School of Oriental and African
Studies, XIV-3, pp. 639-668;
Eyice, “Istanbul’da ...”,
TAÇ, V:2, I: 5, p. 34 and 45

73. Eyice, DBIA, V:1, p. 494;
Eyice, “Istanbul’da ...”,
TAÇ, V:2, I: 5, p. 46

74. Eyice, DBIA, V:1, p. 494;
Eyice, “Istanbul’da ...”,
TAÇ, V:2, I: 5, p. 46
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(Illustration 42, 43).  The most important grave-
yard in Ayvansaray is that of Toklu Dede.  Since,
along with revered Islamic graves and tombs,
this small graveyard contains a sacred fountain
know as Ayios Basileios, it has been a place of
pilgrimage for Christians for many years.74 The
fact that Mustafa Efendi, who translated Ibn
Sina’s work The Law into Turkish in 1766-67
(1180), and the master calligraphers Osman A¤a
and Haf›z Hüseyin, who had many books and
Korans to their name, were buried here shows
that Ayvansaray was one of the important cen-
tres of cultural life in 18th century Istanbul.75

SIGNS OF THE COEXISTENCE OF
THE THREE MAJOR RELIGIONS
ALONG THE GOLDEN HORN 

It is interesting that three centres of the
three major religions are strung out along the
Golden Horn: Balat, Fener and Ayvansaray.  Of
these Balat, Ayvansaray and Hasköy were
Jewish centres while Fener and Cibali were
Christian76 centres.   Ayvansaray however was
also an important settlement area for Muslims,
reflecting their way of life in its waterside docks,
mansions and palaces.  Despite all of these
Islamic characteristics, the fact that Ayvansaray
was regarded as a sacred place by the Orthodox
religion also means that there are significant
Orthodox sites here too.  Some Christian build-
ings that have survived up to the present time
are the Church of Ayios Dimitrios Kanavis and
the Church and Sacred Fountain of
Blachernae.77

THE EXISTENCE OF THE JEWISH
BRIDGE OR THIRD GOLDEN HORN
BRIDGE THAT IS SAID TO HAVE
BEEN BUILT AT AYVANSARAY

The Golden Horn has been known
throughout history as much for the bridges that
have been built over it as for the buildings,
lifestyle and culture of its settled areas.78 The
history of the bridges that have been built over
the Golden Horn stretches as far back as
Byzantium.  The Latin text of the book Notitia
Urbis Constantinopolitanae, which dealt with the
neighbourhoods of Istanbul and was written
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Illustration 40. A general view of the Pertevniyal Valide
Sultan Çeflmesi, a fine example of Turkish baroque architec-
ture dating from 1856 (1273) (21.02.1996)

Illustration 41. The Muhammed El Ensair Hz. Tomb and the
Hatige Sultan S›byan Mektebi and Çeflmesi adjacent to it out-
side the walls on Ayvansaray Caddesi and facing the Golden
Horn (21.02.1996)

Illustration 42. Abdülvedud Hz. Tomb (21.2.1996)

75. Eyice, DBIA, V:1, p. 494;
Eyice, “Istanbul’da ...”, TAÇ,
V:2, I: 5, p. 46

76. Eyice, DBIA, V:1, p. 495;
Eyice, “Istanbul’da ...”, TAÇ,
V:2, I: 5, p. 47; Ekrem Ifl›n,
Istanbul’da Gündelik Hayat,
‹letiflim Yay., Istanbul, 1995,
p.20-21

77. Eyice, DBIA, V:1, p. 495;
Eyice, “Istanbul’da ...”, TAÇ,
V:2, I: 5, p. 47

78. I will not provide
detailed sources for the his-
tory of the bridges that is
included here.  For detailed
information and bibliogra-
phy on the history of the
bridges over the Golden
Horn see: A. K. Gören,
“Tarih Boyunca Hal›ç’te
Galata ve Unkapan›
Köprüleri, Tüm Köprülerin
Kolayca Tan›nabilmesi için
Kücük Rehber”, Antik-Dekor,
I: 32, Istanbul, November
1995, p. 120-125

79. Eyice, “Istanbul’da ...”,
TAÇ, V:2, I: 5, p. 35
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during the reign of Emperor Theodosius II,
mentions the existence of a wooden bridge in
the region of Ayvansaray, the 14th region of the
city, which leads one to think that this bridge
could have linked Blachernae with the opposite
shore.  That this bridge was later replaced with
brick is nothing but an assumption.  The famous
traveller Ibn Batuta, who visited Byzantium in
the 14th century, stated that there was no bridge
over the Golden Horn, while Albili Pierre Gilles
(1489-1555), who visited during the reign of
Süleyiman the Magnificent, stated that especial-
ly during the summer months the wooden sup-
port of a bridge could be seen in the waters of
the Golden Horn directly in front of the point
where the walls ended.79  Mahmut II built the
first permanent bridge over the Golden Horn
between Unkapan› and Azapkap›.80 The bridge
was made entirely of wood and was built under
the supervision of Kaptan-I Derya Vekili Fevzi
Ahmet Pafla in Tershane.  It was 456 metres long
by 10 metres wide.  There was a humped pass
on either side, under which small vessels could
pass; for larger boats, a drawbridge was put into
action.  Mahmut II ceremoniously opened this
first Unkapan› Bridge on 3 September 1836, and
the Sultan was the first to cross it, seated on his
horse.  It had been decided to levy a toll on pas-
sage across the bridge in order to pay for its
upkeep; however when the Sultan heard this he
objected, and insisted that it be free.  For this
reason the bridge became known as
“Hayratiye” or the Bridge of Piety.  In 1853, nine
years after the construction of the first bridge in
1845, a second bridge across the Golden Horn

was built, the First Galata Bridge.  Subsequently
the earlier bridge became known as “Cisr-i
Atik” (cisr: bridge) and the new bridge as “Cisr-
I Cedid”.81 The First Galata Bridge served for 18
years, after which it was replaced with a second
wooden bridge in 1863.82 In 1853, the Second
Unkapan› Bridge was built to replace the origi-
nal Bridge of Piety.  This new bridge (it was
named the Mahmudiye Bridge in 1864) was
slightly higher than the original, and was built
based on the design for the First Galata Bridge.83

A third bridge was added to the existing bridges
at Galata and Unkapan› in 1863.  (Listed chrono-
logically we have the Bridge of Piety or the First
Unkapan› Bridge in 1836, the First Galata Bridge
in 1845, the Second Unkapan› Bridge in 1853, the
Second Galata Bridge in 1863, and fifthly, the
third bridge, which was built in 1852.) This
bridge is mentioned frequently in historical
texts as the Jewish Bridge, for it was a private
venture financed by the moneylender Cezayirli
M›g›rd›ç.  It connected Ayvansaray with
Piripafla and was built on wooden stakes.
However, because its toll was lower, the boat-
men of the region, in fear of losing their liveli-
hood, burned it down after only ten days.  Based
on information obtained from Galip Alnar,
fiehsuvaro¤lu tells us furthermore that the
bridge was demolished because it was causing
the pollution of the Golden Horn, and the scrap
obtained was auctioned off, with the sharehold-
ers receiving the proceeds.  In the expanded
1863 edition of the book that he wrote after com-
ing to Istanbul in 1851, Theophile Gautier also
stated that the Golden Horn had a third

Illustration 43. Headstones around the Abdülvedud Hz.
Tomb (21.2.1996)

Illustration 44. The Yavedud Camii, dated 1219 in the Muslim
calendar, on the Ayvansaray side of the Golden Horn Bridge.
(27.10.1996)

80. Gören, “Tarih Boyunca
Hal›ç’te ...”, Antik-Dekor, I:
32, p. 121

81. Gören, “Tarih Boyunca
Hal›ç’te ...”, Antik-Dekor, I:
32, p. 122

82. Gören, “Tarih Boyunca
Hal›ç’te ...”, Antik-Dekor, I:
32, p. 121

83. Gören, “Tarih Boyunca
Hal›ç’te ...”, Antik-Dekor, I:
32, p. 125

84. Gören, “Tarih Boyunca
Hal›ç’te ...”, Antik-Dekor, I:
32, p. 122; Theophile
Gautier, ‹stanbul, Istanbul
Kitabl›¤›, (Undated), p. 98;
G. Alnar on p. 166 of
fiehsuvaro¤lu, As›rlar...,
“Haliç’te Köprüler”, Akflam
(‹stanbul, May 1939)



bridge.84 Previously no photographs of this
bridge had been included in any of the texts
dealing with it.  However, a photograph con-
tained in Sedad Hakk› Eldem’s Istanbul An›lar›
seems in all probability to be of this bridge,
made from wood (Illustration 48) and stretching
from Ayvansaray to Hasköy on the opposite
shore.  As stated this bridge is said to have dis-
appeared within as little as ten days, though the
exact veracity of this claim is debatable.  If true,
Robertson was undoubtedly a very lucky per-
son (to be in the right place at the right time to
capture such an historically significant illustra-
tion).  In a joint article by Gülsün Taneyli and
Yegan Kahya, who have studied this subject,
they state that detailed information on this
bridge was published in the French language
Journal de Constantinople dated 19 February
1852.  According to that newspaper article the
bridge between Hasköy and the other side had
been completed by a construction company,
having cost a million kurufl to its financier
Cezayirli M›g›rd›ç.  Again Taneyli and Kahya

tell us that the bridge is present in a panoramic
watercolour of the Golden Horn painted by
Preziosi from a vantage point on the hilltop in
Eyüp, signed and dated 1853 by the artist him-
self.  In an engraving by J. Schranz dating from
1853 and an anonymous engraving dated 1861
the bridge is again visible stretching from
Ayvansaray to Hasköy.  Accordingly, in our
opinion the date of completion of the so-called
Jewish Bridge should be adjusted from 1863 to
1852.  In addition, it might be worth re-examin-
ing the claims that it stood only for ten days.  Is
it possible that this bridge lasted not for ten days
but for ten years, and that it was removed in
1863?  The joint research of Taneyli and Kahya
mentions that it is not known for how long this
bridge was used.  They add that in the appen-
dices to a book published in 1858 three bridges
are shown on the Golden Horn.85 We can see
another photograph of this bridge in Eldem’s
book in a panoramic shot of the Golden Horn.
However the whole bridge can barely be made
out, and only with a careful eye can one see the
humped pass to the left of the bridge at the far
side of the Golden Horn.  This photograph
includes all three bridges over the water, the one
to the front being the Second Galata Bridge and
the next one the Unkapan› Bridge.86 Thanks to
the photographs taken as a result of the spread
of photography, we can trace the condition of
the bridges in every succeeding era.  James
Robertson, who came to Istanbul with Felici
Beato as a result of the Crimean War of 1854-
1855, took the earliest photograph of the First
Galata Bridge.  (He first came in 1841 during the
reign of Sultan Abdülmecid.  His second trip
was in 1847-1848.  However during these trips
he worked on various medallions and other
works in the Imperial Mint.  He is generally
accepted to have taken up photography in about
1853.) It is known that about this time photogra-
phy began to take off in Istanbul.87 It is proba-
ble that the photograph of the Jewish Bridge
contained in Eldem’s book was taken around
1863, when it was built.  As stated this bridge is
said to have disappeared within as little as ten
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85. Sedad Hakk› Eldem,
‹stanbul An›lar›/Istanbul
Reminiscences, Istanbul, 1979,
p. 190-191, Illustration: 117;
Gören, “Tarih Boyunca
Hal›ç’te ...”, Antik-Dekor, I:
32, p. 122; G. Tanyeli-Y.
Kahya, “Ayvansaray
Köprüleri”, DBIA, V: 1,
Istanbul, 1993, p. 495-496;
Y. Kahya-G. Tanyeli,
“Haliç’in Köprüleri”,
Arredamento Dekorasyon, I: 63,
Istanbul, October 1994, p.
120; For Preziosi’s illustra-
tion see: Mesut Koman,
Eyüp Sultan Loti Kahvesi ve
Çevresi, T.T.O.K., Istanbul,
1986, p. (18); Prepared by
Mustafa Sevim, Gravürlerle
Türkiye/ in Gravures Türkiye
‹stanbul, V: 1, Ministry of
Culture, Ankara, 1996, No.
077 “Eyüp S›rtlar›ndan
‹stanbul. Le Bosphore et
Constantinople, Paris (c. 1855)
(National Librarh Book
Collection no. 154/1373);
also from Gravürlerle
Türkiye 076, an anonymous
work Ho Brettanikos aster, V:
2, Londinon 1861, on p. 4.

86. Eldem, ‹stanbul An›lar›, p.
74-75, Illustration: 43

Illustration 45. A view from Kafesçi Yümnü Sokak showing
typical houses of the area (27.10.1996)

Illustration 46. The tradition of boat building in the region
can be gleaned from this photograph taken from Toklu
Ibrahim Dede Sokak in Ayvansaray (Photographs: A.K.
Gören, 27.7.1996)
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days, though the exact veracity of this claim is
debatable.  If true, Robertson was undoubtedly
a very lucky person (to be in the right place at
the right time to capture such an historically sig-
nificant illustration).88

EVIDENCE OF THE RAPID
DECLINE OF THE DISTRICT FROM
THE MIDDLE OF THE 19TH CENTU-
RY AND INTO THE 20TH CENTURY

The historical character of Ayvansaray
began to change as a result of two main factors;
one being the fires that devastated the area
many times during its history, and the second
being the increasing industrialisation that came
in the wake of an effort at westernisation that
began in the middle of the 19th century
(Illustration 45, 47).  At one time factories of var-
ious sizes, workshops, warehouses and even a
windmill were located out side the sea walls.
All of these buildings were demolished in the
1980s, and the shore of the Golden Horn was
turned into a park.  There used to be a boatyard
where ships of up to 300 tons were docked and
repaired, and the famous Ayvansaray caiques
were built. (Illustration 46)  Those who
remained living in the area were mostly labour-
ers, small tradesmen, sailors and fishermen.
The middle parts of the district became a gypsy
colony.  As a result of the waves of immigration
that Istanbul experienced in the 1950s, the pop-
ulation and culture of the district underwent
major changes.  Since those who lived there

were generally low-income families, there were
no longer apartments, entertainment places or
large shops.  The demolition of the industrial
buildings and warehouses along the shore in the
1980s and the building of the Golden Horn
Bridge and ring-roads had a significant affect on
the region.  Those who had worked and lived in
the district lost their jobs in these workplaces,
with a resulting effect on the tradesmen of the
area.  Today, despite the access to transporta-
tion, the district remains rundown and poverty
stricken.89 The shanty-style houses in the
dwelling areas off the narrow upward-sloping
streets of Ayvansaray obscure the green spaces
on which they are located.  The trees and flower
beds that surround these badly-built houses
give a clue as to how, with good planning, they
could be turned into mysterious corners.
Without a doubt, the importance of creating

Illustration 47. The front façade of an old abandoned build-
ing on Derviflzade Sokak, which leads to Ivaz Efendi Camii.
(27.7.1996)

Illustration 49. The Ayvansaray district in Melchior Lorch’s
famous panorama of Istanbul. (The original is found in
Leiden University Library.)  (Ennio Concina, il Doge e il Sultano
Mercatura, arte e relazioni nel primo ‘500/Doç ve Sultan, 16. yüzy›l
bafllar›nda ticaret, sanat ve iliflkiler. (Translated to the Turkish by
Sema Postac›o¤lu Banon) Logart Press Roma (undated), p. 77)

Illustration 48. This photograph in all likelihood proves the
existence of the so-called Jewish Bridge, which was built
between Ayvansaray and Piripafla by Cezayirli M›g›rd›ç.
(Sedad Hakk› Eldem, ‹stanbul An›lar›/Reminiscences of Istanbul,
Alarko, Istanbul, 1970, p. 190-191, Illustration 117)

87. Semavi Eyice, “Tarih
‹çinde ‹stanbul ve fiehrin
Geliflmesi”, Atatürk
Conferences VII, 1975, TTK,
Ankara, 1980, p. 139;
Gilbert Beauge-Engin
Çizgen, Images
D’Empire/Türkiye’de Foto¤raf›n
Öncüleri, Istanbul, 1993, the
panorama on p. 18-19 and
p. 261; James Robertson
Pioneer of Photography in the
Ottoman Empire, Eren Yay.,
Istanbul, p. 19-21, 64; Julie
Lawson, James Robertson,
‹stanbul
Foto¤rafç›s›/Photographer of
Istanbul, British Council
Exhibition Catalogue,
London, 1991, Cover pho-
tograph: Eldem, ‹stanbul
An›lar›, p. XII

88. A. K. Gören’s note.s89.
Eyice, DBIA, V:1, p. 495;
Eyice, “Istanbul’da ...”,
TAÇ, V:2, I: 5, p. 47; For a
wide-ranging and detailed
description of
Ayvansaray’s social life,
entertainment places, gyp-
sies and the district in gen-
eral, see Jak Delon, Balat ve
Çevresi Bir Semt Monografisi,
Can Yay., Istanbul, 1991, p.
146-174; ‹lber Ortayl›, ‹stan-
bul’dan Sayfalar, (3rd Print),
‹letiflim Yay., Istanbul,
1995, p. 135

90. Research and photogra-
phy carried out by A.K.
Gören in the district on 19-
25 February 1996, 27-28
July 1996, and 1-9 March
1997

91. Eyice, “Istanbul’da ...”,
TAÇ, V:2, I: 5, p. 47



awareness not just among the local authorities
but also among the local residents, so that they
stand up and take control of their district, can-
not be ignored.  The research that I carried out in
the area for this paper to be submitted to the 1st
Eyüp Sultan Symposium shows once again that
no major change has yet occurred in the area.90

I would like to end this paper by including the
desires of our beloved teacher Eyice, who speci-
fied some of the measures that need to be taken
in the area.  These include the restoration of the
Golden Horn Walls and the re-planning of the
neighbourhoods within the walls along the lines
of the original streets.  However, along with
these, it is impossible not to concur with Eyice
when he added the heartfelt wish that a memo-
rial be erected in a small square somewhere in
Ayvansaray to honour Haf›z Hüseyin
(Ayvansarayi) Efendi, creator of so many valu-
able works relating to the history of Istanbul, a
man who was born and grew up in the district,
and died in his house near the Toklu Dede
Mescidi.91
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Illustration 51. The Ayvansaray District in an anonymous
panorama of Istanbul.  (The original is held in the Austrian
National Library in Vienna) Concina, il Doge e il Sultano
Mercatura..., p. 19-20)

Illustration 50. The Ayvansaray District in an anonymous
panorama of Istanbul.  (The original is held in the Correr
Museum in Venice) Concina, il Doge e il Sultano Mercatura...,
p. 24-25
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THE TOMBS OF EYÜP



Before progressing to the tombs of Eyüp, I
believe it would be appropriate to touch briefly
on the general development of the architecture
of Turkish tombs and the issue of how it came
about that tombs and graves centred about the
grave of a holy or spiritual personality.   

It will be readily agreed that the true pur-
pose of mausoleums or tombs, among the earli-
est type of buildings in the history of world
architecture, is to immortalise the memory of
the persons laid to rest there and ensure that
they are remembered by future generations.
The emergence of memorial graves most likely
occurred after the acceptance of death as a natu-
ral phenomenon.  In fact not all societies had
respect for the dead, and for long periods some

primitive tribes would simply
abandon the bodies of their dead.
Some of these threw such bodies
to the sharks, offered them to car-
nivores or to white ants.  The cus-
tom of burying the dead became
widespread at a later time in the
history of civilisation.

The tradition in Islam is to
bury the bodies of deceased
Muslims underground.  A verse of
the Koran relating to the case of
Cain and Abel sheds light on this
issue.  It was the custom in the
Prophet’s time and it is how he
was laid to rest.  Among the

Prophet’s behests was that valuable materials
not be used in the construction of graves.
Naturally, as a result of this the construction of
tombs in the form of a building over a grave was
not deemed appropriate.

However, especially from the 3rd century of
the Muslim calendar onwards, the related
hadith were interpreted differently, and as a
result the building of tombs became more
widespread in the 4th/10th century.  In the
regions ruled by Turks, from the Karahanli to
the Ghazenli Dynasties, from the Harzemshah
to the Great Seljuks, an enormous variety of
tomb types, together with original and monu-
mental decorations, were brought into being.
Primary among these are the Arab Ata Tomb in
Tim dating from the last quarter of the 10th cen-
tury, with its ornate façade, the Ayfle Bibi Tomb
in Talas, flanked by minarets, the fieyh Faz›l
Tomb, with its interesting rim and dome, the
Sultan Tekefl Tomb with its monumental struc-
ture and rich embellishments, the eastern-west-
ern Harrekan Tombs, with their octagonal struc-
ture, corner towers, elaborate brick decoration
and double-walled cupolas, the Künbed-i Surh,
with its distinctive pedestal on the corpse floor
and its attractive external appearance and final-
ly the Mümine Hatun Tomb with its mature
proportions and elegant niches.

While the Great Seljuk tombs are essentially
harmonious in their features, tombs during the
era of the Anatolian Seljuks underwent certain
changes related to natural and historical condi-
tions.  Amongst the most noteworthy tombs are
those of Emir Saltuk in Erzurum, Sitte Melik in
Divri¤i, Melik Gazi in P›narbafl›, Usta fiagird in
Ahlat, Mama Hatun in Tercan and Gömeç
Hatun in Konya.

Let us now look at the issue of how tombs
and graves tend to be gathered around the tomb
of a spiritual leader or holy personality.  

Leaving aside graveyards and cemeteries in
the general sense, the Islamic world contains
numerous examples of groups of tombs.  When
we exclude some necropolis such as the
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Illustration 2. Zal Mahmud
Pafla türbesi, General view

Illustration 1.
Abdurrahman
Pafla Türbesi, General view
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Muradiye tombs of Bursa, we can see that these
are generally congregated around the tomb of a
companion of the Prophet or holy man.  For
example, it is striking that the fiah Zinde tombs
in Samarkand are gathered around the tomb of
Kussem ‹bn Abbas, conquerer of Samarkand
and nephew of the Prophet, the tomb and
graves of Kubbe-i Hadra around the grave of
Mevlana, the graves at the Emir Sultan Tomb in
Bursa around the grave of the said holy man,
and finally the graves and tombs in Eyüp
around the tomb of Halid bin Zeyd Ebu Eyyup
el-Ensari.  What can be the reasons for wishing
to be buried around or near to a companion of
the Prophet or holy man?  

In all probability, the desire of Ebu Bekir
and Ömer to be buried beside the Prophet
Muhammad, the first such example of Islamic
burial, was interpreted as approved behaviour.
As is known, Ebu Bekir requested of his daugh-
ter Ayfle on his deathbed that he be buried
beside the Prophet.  After Ömer was stabbed
with a dagger by Ebu Lü, he sent his son
Abdullah to Ayfle to inform her that he wished
to be buried beside the Prophet.  On receiving a
positive answer, he said, “I have no other wish
or desire today than to be buried beside my
friends.”  It can be assumed that later Muslims
tried to emulate the attitude of these eminent
persons in Islamic history, where it was possible
for them to do so.

Furthermore, it is likely that the words of
the Prophet on this issue influenced the emer-
gence of this custom, “Whosoever visits me in
Medine as a good deed, he will be my neigh-
bour.  I will intercede for him on judgement
day.”  The analogous belief must have emerged
over time that just as the Prophet promised to
intercede on behalf of his neighbours, so too
holy men who were beloved of God would
intercede on behalf of their own neighbours.

From another point of view, this practice
could be interpreted as an example of the values
of this world spilling over into the other.  We
can add to these the desire to be visited by as

many people as possible, to have prayers said
over one’s grave and to be remembered.
Certainly, the adoption and spread of such
notions among the public was a factor in the for-
mation of the said groupings of tombs.

After these short explanations, let us move
on to a consideration of the tombs of Eyüp.

One does not need to be a careful observer
to notice that Eyüp is practically a city of graves
and tombs.  This aspect of the district has been
noticed by many foreigners and has been men-
tioned in many of their works and writings.  For
example, Michel Racon reports the following
observation by Lucien
Auge, who visited Istanbul
towards the end of the 19th
century: “There are more
people dead here than
alive.  The roads are bound
on either side by grave-
yards surrounded by
walls.  In the middle of the
graveyard is a path lined
with stores selling toys.
Children come there to buy
puppets and dolls.  They
run and play among the
graves.”  “People sitting on
stones drink their coffee
with great pleasure and
indulge in conversation a
few steps from the tall

Illustration 3. Mirimiran
Mehmed Pafla
Türbesi, General view

Illustration 4. Ferhad Pafla
Türbesi General view



cypress trees shading the
graves.”  The same author
goes on to say that small
gardens where colourful
butterflies flitted and bees
buzzed were frequently
bordered with graves.
Occasionally the tomb of
a prince or a sultana
spread out into the road,
its courageously designed
cover carried by auda-
cious columns. 

Architect Julien
Guadet visited Istanbul at
the start of this century,
and pointed out in his
book that far from being
frightening, graveyards
were places of excursion
for city dwellers.  He also

stated that the city of the dead was situated side
by side with the city of the living, and that
Muslims were on familiar terms with death.  As
Ahmet Hamdi Tanp›nar indicates in Befl fiehir,
no other people have domesticated death as
much as us, nor softened its terrifying reality so
effectively.  

The graves in Eyüp can be divided into
three main groups.  The first of these are stan-
dard tombs surrounded by walls and topped
with a dome; the second are open tombs, other-

wise known as Baldaken tombs; and finally the
third type are open overhead but surrounded by
a wall or railings, so that they form a small
enclosed graveyard.  We can regard these latter,
particularly the larger square ones, as an indi-
vidual family burial ground.  Some of these may
have been left open intentionally under the
influence of the Kad›zade movement.  The other
two main groups can be considered works cre-
ated in connection with our traditional burial
place architecture.  However most of these are
attractive experiments with regard to their plans
and schema, structures and decorations.  The
existence in Eyüp of many variations of the
polygonal prism, such as structures that are
octagonal on the outside and hexadecagon on
the inside, dodecagonal both inside and out, or
octagonal on the outside and cross-shaped on
the interior means that we are faced with a rich
array of polygonal tombs.  The variety is not
limited just to this type of structure, and sec-
tioned structures also vie for the researcher’s
attention.  Thus, mausoleum architecture in
Eyüp involves not only monumental examples
but at the same time original applications used
in their different variations.

Let us look briefly at some examples of
these:

While the external and internal octagonal
plan, lower and upper tiers of windows and the
materials used in the tomb of Abdurrahman Pafla
(1648) may give it the appearance of a standard
Ottoman tomb, the drawing together of the
upper and lower tiers of windows by increasing
the height of the upper windows, the overhang-
ing eaves and the dome resembling a Jewish
skullcap, which gives the impression of only cov-
ering only a part of the structure, proclaim it as
the product of a mind searching for originality.

The octagonal Zal Mahmud Pafla tomb
(1580) designed by Sinan uses a cross-shaped
plan that was repeated in the fiehzade Tomb in
the enclosed graveyard of Aya Sofya Mosque,
and with slight variation in the tomb of K›l›ç Ali
Pafla.  The energetic use by Sinan of two win-
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Illustration 5. Siyavufl Pafla
Türbesi, General view

Illustration 6. Mihriflah
Valide
Sultan Türbesi,
General view
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dows above and below on the façades of the
fiehzade Mehmet tomb is utilised here only on
the façades on the main axis; on the side facades
a single window is used in the upper tier.  This
work is a classic piece of Sinan’s architecture,
with its unusual façade arrangement and its
well-balanced proportions. 

The Sokullu Mehmed Pafla tomb (1568-
1569), another of Sinan’s creations, is octagonal
on the outside, but its interior does not fit into
any established template for interior design.
What is in question here, as in the Hurrem
Sultan tomb, is a sixteen-cornered design with
alternative niche and window arrangements.
The embellishment of the lower row of win-
dows with a lacework design in metal and the
similarity of the doorway to that of the madrasa
make this design an unusual work that does not
fit with Sinan’s customary trademarks.

The Mirimiran Mehmed Pafla Tomb (1589)
is also an interesting design based on an interior
and exterior dodecagonal plan.  In particular, its
slightly deep, narrow and tall facades surround-
ed by semi-cylindrical mouldings induce a feel-
ing of ascendancy, which is limited from above
by the pelmeted overhang.  The alternative com-
position of the plain façades, lightened by a
double row of windows, provides the opportu-
nity to achieve a balanced accord.  The dome is
practically lost within a narrow rim.  With its
colonnaded portico with fake arches, the interi-
or window niche arrangement and its elegant
well-proportioned structure, the Mirimiran
Mehmed Pafla Tomb is one of the most striking
of mausoleum designs.

There are two examples in Eyüp of the hex-
adecagon tomb, a type of which no examples
remain dating from the time of the Anatolian
Seljuks. One of these is the Ferhad Pafla Tomb
(1595), which is also hexadecagon on the inside,
and is one of the most highly admired structures
of its type, thanks not only to this design but
also to its well-proportioned structure and its
energetic frontal arrangement.  The façades fac-
ing the street have been lightened by the addi-

tion of well-balanced windows.  The pointed
arched frontals on the lower row of windows
have been left empty and have been closed with
marble latticing.  The use of sandstone and red
stone on this façade has added additional
colour.  In all the façades facing the street the
windows on each corner are alternatively
arranged so that when open they display a win-
dow on opposite corners with plain corners,
each one conceived of as a veritable prayer win-
dow.  The Ferhad Pafla Tomb has a three sec-
tioned portico in front of its entrance, and the
well-proportioned arrangement of its double
tier of windows, the elegant mouldings with
which they are framed and the dome which
rises from the circular ledge to complete the
building, set it aside as one of the crowning glo-
ries of the Eyüp tombs.

Next let us consider the tomb of Siyavufl
Pafla (1582-84), again a hexadecagon on the exte-
rior.  Its interior is different however, being
octagonal, and brings to mind the galleried inte-
rior of the Tomb of Sultan Süleyman the
Magnificent.  There, the shape was achieved by
placing a column in each corner of the octagonal
shape.  In this tomb however, it is achieved
without galleries using the wall supports.  In
addition, the interior is richly ornamented with
tile and calligraphy.  Its 16-cornered polygonal
structure, proportions and mass call to mind the
Ferhad Pafla tomb.  However this tomb is lack-
ing the energy and dynamism of that one.  The

Illustration 7. fiah Sultan
Türbesi, General view



single arched portico at the
entrance does not seem to be
in harmony with the propor-
tions of the rest of the struc-
ture.  

The Nakkafl Hasan Pafla
Tomb (1623) is an authentic
example of a square tomb
located in Eyüp.  Structurally
it reflects an attempt to render
a conventional form in an
unconventional manner, with
its three-sectioned portico at
the entrance, double tier of
windows and its high rim.  

Another example of this
almost square plan is the
Feridun Pafla tomb (1583).

While it is plain on the outside, the portico in
front of its off-centre entrance and its internal
decoration set this building apart from its peers.
The Feridun Pafla tomb can be considered an
Eyüp tomb that is unique without being preten-
tious.

The tomb of Mihriflah Valide Sultan (1796),
with its dodecagonal, sectioned structure light-
ened by an upper and lower tier of windows, is
similar to that of Ferhad Pafla. This tomb is an
interesting experiment with its marble overlay,
the decoration of the corner of each section with
a double tier of columns, its sectioned rim and
other features reflecting the style of the era.

The fiah Sultan tomb (1800-1801) is in fact
cylindrical in shape, but four towers have been
added to provide it a regular square shape, giv-
ing the appearance of a sectioned structure.  The
interior space is cylindrical.  The shape of its
body, the oval upper windows and the corner
towers combine to give the fiah Sultan tomb an
architecturally innovative design.

A dilemma posed by these last two struc-
tures attracts one’s attention.  Both of these
tombs belong to Mihriflah, who was the wife of
Sultan Mustafa III.  One of the tombs is said to

be the resting place of the Valide Sultan, and the
headscarf is inscribed Mihriflah Valide Sultan,
while the other is dedicated to the second wife
of Mustafa III and the mother of fiah Sultan.  Of
these the Mihriflah who is known as the Valide
sultan died in 1805, and the second female
Mihriflah died in 1800.  If these were two sepa-
rate historical personages, it raises serious ques-
tions as to whether Selim III and the mother of
fiah Sultan were actually born of the same moth-
er, as is commonly supposed.

Only one of the Ottoman sultans is buried
in Eyüp.  Sultan Reflad had expressed the desire
that “my eternal resting place be amid the sound
of water and children’s voices.”  While still alive
he had his tomb built along the shore of the
Golden Horn (1913-1914), and a primary school
constructed next to it.  The work is one of the
best examples of a new artistic understanding of
the architecture of graves.  In its splendour and
flamboyance it competes not only with the
tombs of Eyüp but also with the foremost graves
of the classical era.  Its interior embellishments,
with walls entirely covered in tiles are, reflected
in the exterior through corner columns, its over-
hang consisting of rows of pelmets and ledges
and the crown door.  Finally let me suffice to say
that the Pertev Pafla tomb and the other open
tombs are also worthy of a mention.

I have only dealt in the briefest manner with
these structures, but it should be sufficient to
establish that they are unique works of art, each
one more original and unique than the next.  It
is not just their shapes or façades that are strik-
ing; their interior decoration and their marble
tombs are also outstanding.  Most of these
tombs belong to eminent personalities of their
time.  The lifetime dramas, happiness and suc-
cesses of these people can occasionally be found
in the lines of a book.  When these structures are
combined with their individual stories, they
become a telling and forceful witness of their
era.
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EYÜP SULTAN AND THE GIRDING OF
THE SWORD CEREMONIES OF

OTTOMAN SOVEREIGNS
(TAKL‹D-‹ SEYF)



Throughout history, whenever a new
sovereign took the reins of power in his hands,
ceremonies that today we call ‘coronation’ or
‘enthronement’ were held for the purpose of
declaring that the new ruler was the lord of all
and every thing.  These ceremonies were
renowned for their characteristic pomp and cir-
cumstance.  It was all this pomp that brought
people to respect the entity, both as an individ-
ual and as an institution, and to become its sub-
jects.  At the same time, the happiness and pride
related to being the subjects of such a powerful
and magnificent sovereign were carefully
emphasized.  In addition to these sociological
observations, one must also note the presence
in such ceremonies of religious factors like reli-
gious symbols and the clergy; the purpose of
this was to underscore that the authority over
society was based on divine permission.  A
good example of this is the Sed coronation cer-
emony of ancient Egypt, where Buto the god-
dess of the North and Nekhbet the goddess of
the South were assumed to have given the
pharaoh his crown.  In later ages, the kings
were crowned by the Pope or by people repre-
senting the Pope.  Even in the 20th century,
when the Shah of Iran R›za Pehlevî was
crowned, he kissed the Quran in the hands of
the chief cleric ‹mam Cuma.

The situation in the Ottoman Empire, which
lasted more than six centuries, was totally dif-
ferent.  As long as the Empire was in existence,
the sultans descendant of Osman Gazi, mem-
bers of the Ottoman Dynasty (Hanedan-› Âli
Osman), organised cülus (accession) ceremonies
symbolising their accession to the throne and
bi’at (oath of allegiance) ceremonies symbolising
the acceptance of their sovereignty.  Since
throughout history, crowns have never existed
among the regalia of the Turks, the Ottomans
did not use them and thus coronation cere-
monies were not carried out. Nevertheless there
were approximate Ottoman versions of coronation
ceremonies: the girding of the sword (taklid-i seyf)
ceremonies, mostly performed at Eyüp, and the
ensuing sword procession (k›l›ç alay›).  It is these

taklid-i seyf ceremonies that are the subject of the
present article.

The facts that these sword processions were
magnificent, that the swords used were among
the Islamic sacred relics (emanat-› mukaddese),
that the people girding the Sultan with the
sword were very high level clerics and that the
place where these ceremonies were held was a
sacred place like Eyüp, reinforce the thesis that
this ceremony was the Ottoman version of coro-
nation ceremonies.  Professor Uzunçarfl›l›, while
describing Ottoman court organisation, has
clearly stated that the girding of the sword was
equivalent to European coronations.  Also, in his
book titled Saray ve Ötesi (The Palace and the
Rest), Halid Ziya Uflakl›gil compared the gird-
ing of the sword to coronation ceremonies and
pointed out that the magnificence of the cere-
mony was not matched by a magnificence of the
route of the procession, concluding that, “The
sword procession, the inner meaning and sym-
bolism of which was similar to the girding itself,
should have been of the same nature.  Or else it
should have been abolished.” Osman Ergin,
writer of Mecelle-i Umur-u Belediye (Code of City
Administration Affairs) has studied the girding
of the sword from the point of view of Akhi reli-
gious trade guilds, coming to the conclusion
that this was very similar to the ceremonial gird-
ing (fled ba¤lama) of the apprentices with the sash
(fled) symbolising the guild, by the masters of the
trade.  In his study titled Bir Türk Kurumu olan
Ahilik (Akhi Guilds as a Turkish Institution),
Prof. Dr. Neflet Ça¤atay has stated that these
similarities were a question of perception.

The main point we should clarify, as far as
our subject is concerned, is why it was chosen to
underline the sovereignty of the Sultan by
means of the taklid-i seyf and thus why the main
object of the ceremony was a sword.  The choice
could have fallen just as well on other weapons
like the gürz (iron mace) or the fleflper (six edged
halberd), which traditionally denote wealth,
nobility, rank and supremacy or on sacred sym-
bols like the tu¤ (horsetail attached to a helmet
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or flag-staff) or the alem (banner or metal object
like a crescent or star, attached to a flag-staff)
and the ceremony could have been named
accordingly.  To understand this point, we
should study the conceptual meaning of the
sword in Turkish society, within the context of
social, political and military history.

As it is well known, the sword has very
ancient origins and a symbolic value present
even in our days in certain ceremonies.  This
deeper meaning and symbolic value of the
sword was even stronger in Turkish societies.
The fact that the sword had a definite place in
society as a cultural value, since the very earliest
Turkish societies and in addition to its more
prosaic function as a weapon, put it in a privi-
leged position among weapons.  There are many
examples underlining the importance of the
sword in pre-Islamic Turkish societies.  A statue
of a Hun warrior on horseback, found in the
Second Paz›r›k fortification of the Altays, had a
sword hanging on the saddle.  References to the
sword are present in a very old manuscript writ-
ten with the Göktürk script and a Göktürk
inscription mentions how Kül-Tigin killed six
warriors with a lance and the seventh with his
sword.  As is the case in many other Turkish
tribes, the K›rg›z also used the sword as an ele-
ment fortifying an oath of allegiance.  During
such ceremonies they placed a sword between
the two people swearing allegiance to each other
by saying Bu gök girsin, kaz›l ç›ks›n (Let it enter
clean and come out bloodied).  In the shaman
religion, which was one of the main Central
Asian religions of Turks, when the shaman
prayed for safety from Erlik Han, the evil spirit,
he described him as having a sword made of
‘green iron’.  This is the first example of the
sword being mentioned in a religious context.
This same concept appeared during Islamic
times as Seyfullah (sword of God).

After the Turks’ conversion to Islam, the
sword gained in importance, both conceptually
and as far as its shape was concerned.  In
Kutadgu Bilig (Yusuf Has Hacib 1070, Section

VI), which was one of the first works of the
Turks’ Islamic period, the vizier ÖGDÜLMÜfi,
called on his ruler KÜNTOGDI IL‹⁄: “Oh my
ruler!  Three things are necessary for the rule of
a country and of a state.  A sword on the right
hand, a favour to be bestowed on the left and
sweet words in the mouth. A pen will be as
much needed as the sword is.  A conqueror of
provinces, conquers them with his sword, but
administers them with his pen.”  As one can
clearly see from these expressions, a strong rela-
tion existed between the sword on the one hand
and the social, political and cultural aspects of
society on the other.  Kaflgarl› Mahmud men-
tions the sword in a proverb included in his
work Divan-› Lügati’t Türk:

“K›l›ç tat›ksa ifl yunç›r, er tat›ksa er tunç›r.” (If
a sword gets rusty, it will not serve its purpose,
if a warrior gets rusty, his blood will degener-
ate)

In the Book of Dede Korkut (a Turkish epic)
Bams› Beyrek, who had fallen in love with Banu
Çiçek, swore by asking to be “carved up by my
own sword” if he failed.  Also in the Book of
Dede Korkut, Salur Kazan stated, “I have taken
my invincible sword and fought with it, con-
sumed with the love of the religion of
Muhammad”, thus pointing out not only the
strength of his sword, but also the fact that he
has been using it for a noble purpose.  When
Sultan Mehmed the Conqueror, after the con-
quest of Istanbul, swore to safeguard the colony
in Galata, he did not omit mentioning his sword,
by swearing on the ‘honour of the sword with
which I am girded’.

These examples stressing the significance
and importance of the sword can be repeated
many times over, in contrasting fields like pop-
ular poetry and Divan (classical) poetry, Central
Asian wall frescoes and Anatolian folk paint-
ings, tombstones and monumental structures,
symbols on flags or banners and the Ottoman
coat of arms, names of persons and of places.
All these examples could even be subjects of
separate studies.



While on the one hand the concept of sword
was being enriched in meaning, its physical
aspect was also being enriched by means of
intricate decorations.  These decorations took
the shape of various patterns, inscriptions
carved with great care within medallions or car-
touches, in the kûfi, talik, sülüs or celî sülüs
scripts and sometimes of a mühr-ü Süleyman (a
geometrical figure, Solomon’s seal).  The
inscriptions included the name and title of the
owner of the sword or elements that were
thought to instil sanctity to the sword and
power to both the sword an the warrior, like
some of the names of God (‹sm-i Celâl), verses
from the Quran or hadis (sayings of the Prophet
Muhammad or recordings of his acts).  The most
famous hadis-i flerif (noble hadis) in this context,
is the one that refers to the Prophet
Muhammad’s sword Zulfikar, which he is said
to have given to Hz. (abbreviation of Hazreti
used as a title for exalted personages) Ali during
the battle of Uhud (625), when his own sword
broke and to the bravery of Hz. Ali with this
sword: “Lâ Fetâ illâ Ali, Lâ Seyfe illâ Zulfikar”
(There is no one braver than Ali and there is no
sword but Zulfikar).  As it has become clear
after all this, the nature of the sword girding cer-
emony called taklid-i seyf and the fact that a
sword was considered as the symbol of transfer
of power, instead of the more usual crown, were
not coincidences.  They were consequences of
the sanctity of the sword, which went as far back
as pre-Islamic times and to the intimacy
between sword and Turks.

Many sources state that the taklid-i seyf and
the following sword procession were done on
the basis of the Resm-i Dirin-i Selâtin (ancient
ceremonies of the Sultans) or of the Kanun-u
Selâtin-i Kiram (laws of the noble Sultans), but
do not specify what these rules and laws were,
nor when they started to be applied.
Nevertheless Professor Uzunçarfl›l› informs us
that in the Nimeti Efendi Regulations and in
some protocol books, there are sections devoted
to sacrificial slaughters and to the granting of
favours during these ceremonies.  In addition to

this, it is also certain that the ceremony was
organised according to the wishes of the new
Sultan, in accordance with traditions.

Both the sword processions and the way the
Sultan arrived at and left from Eyüp Sultan
changed through the centuries. Some Sultans
came by sea and left overland, while others
came overland and left by sea. The use of these
two different routes was a visual way of under-
lining the fact that the Sultan ruled both the
lands and the seas.  Sultan-ül Berreyn ve Hakan-
ül Bahreyn Es’sultan ‹bn’üs Sultan (Sultan of the
lands and Lord of the Seas, Sultan son of a
Sultan), this was one of the titles of the Sultans
that were spelled out in written documents,
before his name or his tu¤ra (monogram).

After the conquest of Constantinople, these
ceremonies were always held at Eyüp Sultan.
The choice of this place as the site of these cere-
monies was due to the desire to be in the good
graces of an extremely important Muslim Saint
like Hz. Eyyüb el Ensarî, who would, it was
hoped, have helped the Ottoman Sultan during
his lifetime and interceded for him in the after-
life, to the desire to ascend to the throne with
Hz. Eyyüb el Ensarî as heavenly witness, but
also to the desire to underline the religious
aspect of Ottoman rule and thus increase its
authority.  It was because of this last point that
the individual girding the Sultan with the sword
were personages like the Nakib-ül Eflraf (title
which means chief of the descendants of the
Prophet and which was given to the representa-
tive at Istanbul of the Sherif of Mecca), the fieyh-ül
‹slâm (Ottoman official responsible for matters
of canon law) or other very high level Ottoman
scholars.  As examples we could mention Emir
fiemseddin Mehmed Buharî for Murad II,
Akflemseddin for Sultan Mehmed the
Conqueror, Üsküdarl› Aziz Mahmud Hüdai for
Murad IV, Nakib-ül Eflraf Kazasker
Abdürrahim Efendi for Abdülmecid, fieyh’ül
‹slam Hayrullah Efendi for Abdülhamid II and
finally the Senussi Sheikh Seyyid Ahmed, who
came to Istanbul from Bengazi on a submarine,
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for the last Sultan Mehmed VI Vahideddin.

The swords used for these ceremonies were
the swords kept as part of the emanat-› mukaddese
(sacred relics), which had belonged to the
Prophet Muhammad, Hz. Ömer or Halid Bin
Velid, or swords of previous Sultans like Osman
Gazi, Sultan Mehmed the Conqueror and Sultan
Yavuz Selim.  While some Sultans were girded
only with one of the sacred swords, others were
girded with both a sacred sword and the sword
of one of their ancestors.  This served the pur-
pose of underlining the fact that the new ruler,
just like his ancestors, held both spiritual and
temporal power.  As spiritual ruler he was the
Caliph of Muslims and Z›llullah-› fil Âlem ve fil
Arz (God’s shadow on the Universe and on the
Earth).  As temporal ruler he was the sovereign
of all lands and people under the domain of the
Hanedan-› Âli Osman (Ottoman Dynasty).

We may summarise by coming to the con-
clusion that by means of the taklid-i seyf, the
Sultan declared his authority in matters reli-
gious and national, with the Sacred sites of Eyüp
as a backdrop and in this way not only legit-
imised his authority, but also in a way estab-
lished a solemn covenant, which had divine
approval, between ruler and subjects.
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Yâ Vedüd was a small neighborhood out-
side of the Haliç (Golden Horn) Walls, the
boundaries of which extended from the end of
Ayvansaray Walls on the south shore of the
Golden Horn to Defterdar neighborhood
towards the Eyüp District.  

Ya Vedüd area was surrounded by the
Ayvansaray Walls in the south, a natural hill in
the north and the shoreline that ran parallel to
the Golden Horn and was filled up at various
times to make it broader.1

The area was not used as a settlement in the
Byzantium era, but began to develop in that
capacity during the XII.  century.2 There used to
be a gate in the city wall that opened from lower
Blakhernai (Ayvansaray) to the Golden Horn.  It
was known as the “Blakhernai” or the “Emperor
Gate,” because when the emperor arrived by
way of the sea he would come through this
gate.3 A pier existed on the Golden Horn close
to the Blakhernai Gate where the emperors used

to land.4 In addition to being the place where
this gate existed, the Ya Vedüd region was also
important as a necropolis where there were
many significant religious structures.  

According to Semavi Eyice, our teacher, the
emperor, Justinian I (527-565) had a church built
for the Virgin Mary in the area outside of the
Ayvansaray Walls.  The same emperor also had
the churches called Priskos or Nikolaos con-
structed in the area.  Prokopios, in his work
called the “Secret History”, writes that the latter
church was buried under the water.5 Two col-
umn heads were discovered in Ya Vedüd area in
1972, during the construction of the third bridge
over the Golden Horn, which are now in the
Istanbul  Archeological Museum.

Semavi Eyice claims that these column
heads, which are skillfully and elegantly
embossed with animal figures and were dated
to the VII.  century, belong to one of the struc-
tures built here by the emperor Justinian I.
Janen, in Constantinople Byzantine, writes that
a wall extended towards the Golden Horn orig-
inating at the corner where the back walls
between Ayvansaray and Ya Vedüd met those

Yâ Vedüd region on a French map from Pertevifl, probably
drawn in the first quarter of the 20th century but bearing no
date or signature. (Cahit Karya, Eski ‹stanbul’un Eski
Haritalar›, ‹stanbul Büyük fiehir Belediyesi Kültür ‹flleri Daire
Baflkanl›¤› Yay›nlar›, No. 1, ‹stanbul 1990, p. 31)

The plan of Yâ Vedüd region in 1970. (S. F. Göncüo¤lu
Archive)

The plan of Yâ Vedüd neighborhood in Eyüp Sultan Township
of Fatih District, as given in ‹stanbul City Guide, 1934.

The plan of Yâ Vedüd-Ayvansaray region. (Eyice)

1. During the construction
of the third bridge over the
Golden Horn, fragments of
some buildings were found
at the present location of
the Yâ Vedüd Tomb, which
is far inland.  It is assumed
that these once belonged to
the church built by Emperor
Justinian VI (527-565) in the
name of the Virgin Mary
and the other two churches
called Priskos and Nikolaos.
The pier used by emperors
on their way to the
Blakhernai Palace is non-
existent today, but its gener-
al location may be guessed
from written documents.
However, there is an uncer-
tainty here, because the
sloped topography of the
area has changed due to
erosions, constructions of a
palace and shore residences
in the 18th century and the
fill ups along the shore,
which were done to build
factories beginning at the
start of the 20th century.  

-Dirimtekin, Feridun,
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to the Conquest), Istanbul
Enstitüsü (Istanbul
Institute), Istanbul, 1956,
pp. 7-8.
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265-266.
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History), ‹.T.Ü.  Haliç
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Symposium on Golden
Horn), December 10-11,
1975, Istanbul, 1976, p. 265.

3. Eyice, Semavi, “Tarihte
Haliç” (The Golden Horn in
History), ‹.T.Ü.  Haliç
Sempozyumu  (‹.T.Ü.
Symposium on Golden
Horn), December 10-11,
1975, Istanbul, 1976, pp. 265.

The Blakhernai gate, one of
the main entrances to the
city, connected Ayvansaray
area to the Golden Horn
and was bricked up at some
unknown date.
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which ran parallel to the
shores of the Golden Horn,
and separated the shore
from Ya Vedüd area.
Apparently there was a
wooden gate called “ksilo-
porta” (xylopocte) on this
particular wall.  Mortman
states that this gate served

to connect “kozmidyon” or Eyüp to the shore.
It is known that this wall and the gate survived
for some years, but were finally demolished in
1868.6 Small burial cells with coved ceilings and
tiled or painted inner walls were discovered

under the grounds of
Tokmak Tepe Fetih
Cemetery, which was
removed during the con-
struction of the third
bridge over the Golden
Horn.  These support the
fact that the Ya Vedüd
area, which was at the far-

thest end of the Haliç (Golden Gate) Walls in
Istanbul , was used as a necropolis.  However,
we have obtained all this information in person
from Aslan Ölçgen, an engineer in the Office of
the General Director of Highways who directed
the activities in the area during the construction
of the bridge, but apparently no written docu-

ments have been kept.

According to the foun-
dation charters of the 15th
century, informations on
the beginning date of estab-
lishment in the region,
which is the first area out-
side the City Walls where
the Ottomans began to get

settled and on the development of the Turkish-
Islam character are all legendary.  The region
still retains its Byzantine character as a necropo-
lis.  According to Evliya Çelebi, Sheik Abdül-
Vedüd, a mystic from Bukhara, lived in Istanbul
at the time of its  siege and used to worship in
Haghia Sophia.  It was for the sake of Sheik

Abdül-Vedüd, God’s beloved servant, that
Istanbul  could not be conquered for days.  The
day when he died was the fiftieth day of the
siege and Istanbul  was conquered.  The story
continues as follows:

On the Friday following the conquest of
Istanbul , when Sultan Mehmed Khan visited
and gazed at Haghia Sophia, a divine radiance
glimmered at a spot called “Terler Direk”
(Perspiring Beam) and everbody went there.
What they saw was a white body lying in the
midst of this divine radiance, facing the kiblah.
On his chest, under the cover of the divine light,
was written Yâ Vedüd with red water.  Upon
this, Ak fiemseddin, Sivasi Kara fiemseddin and
seventy great mystics exclaimed:

“There our Sultan, is the reason why it took

fifty days to conquer Istanbul.  We were

informed earlier that this dervish, carried away

by a mystical experience, yielded his soul to

God in prayers for a miracle to happen so that

Istanbul  could be conquered.”

All learned, godly and virtuous immediate-
ly wanted to wash his blessed dead body.  At
that moment a divine voice was heard from the
direction of Haghia Sophia facing the
“Perspiring Beam” which said, “The deceased
has been washed, bury him immediately.” So,
when the sheiks placed Yâ Vedüd Sultan’s body
in a coffin and proceeded towards the cemetery
of the fallen for Islam, they found themselves at
the pier in Eminönü.  They took a caique from
there.  The caique moved by itself without oars
or sails and stopped close to His Grace Ebâ

The Yeni Mahalle Mosque
and the Hadji Mehmed
A¤a Fountain in 1972, prior
to being demolished in the
construction of the third
Golden Gate Bridge.

The Hadji Hüsrev (Yeni
Mahalle) Mosque and the
Hadji Mehmed A¤a and
Mehmed A¤a Fountains, in
ruins at their original sites,
prior to being moved to
their new locations.
(Photographs above and
below-February
Göncüo¤lu)

4. Eyice, Semavi, “Tarihte
Haliç” (The Golden Horn
in History), ‹.T.Ü.  Haliç
Sempozyumu  (‹.T.Ü.
Symposium on Golden
Horn), December 10-11,
1975, Istanbul, 1976, p. 265.

5. Eyice, Semavi, “Tarihte
Haliç” (The Golden Horn
in History), ‹.T.Ü.  Haliç

The Yâ Vedüd Mosque. (S. Faruk Göncüo¤lu, December 1996
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Eyyûb Ensari.  The coffin, by God’s command,
left the caique and proceeded to a grave that
was dug and ready.  A sound coming from the
grave called “Yâ Vedüd.”  So, his holy body was
buried there.7

The place where Sheik Abdül-Vedüd,
whose eminence is emphasized in the above leg-
end, was buried is the cemetery where all who
fell during the conquest rest.  This historical
cemetery is at the eastern foot of the hill called
Tokmak Tepe (Mallet Hill) that overlooks the
Golden Horn.  Yâ Vedüd Cemetery and the
Tomb are a continuation of this cemetery.  

Yâ Vedüd, situated in the geographical area
between the Ayvansaray Walls and the third
bridge over the Golden Horn, was both a settle-
ment and a cemetery.  The neighborhood, begin-
ning at the foot of the hill on top of which the
cemetery was located, extended along the
Golden Horn and the city walls.  Until it was
demolished in 1972, Yâ Vedüd contained two

masjids, two dervish lodges, two cemeteries, two
Turkish baths, a primary school, two police sta-
tions, two water towers, two mills, two piers, a
tannery, a flour and bulghur mill, two water
wheels for irrigation and eight fountains.

The Yâ Vedüd neigborhood, including the
area at the end of the Ayvansaray Walls, the
vegetable garden, the part which belonged to
“Külli-i Zemin” foundation and the historical
Tokmak Tepe (Mallet Hill) cemetery where the
fallen during the conquest of Istanbul  were
buried, was completely demolished by legal
expropriation between 1972 and 1973, for the
construction of the third bridge over the Golden
Horn.  Now the bridge and the connecting high-
ways cover the area between the Ayvansaray
Walls and the Defterdar neighborhood.  

While some of the social structures such as
the mosque, the fountain, the water wheel for
irrigation and the tomb were transported from
their original sites to their present locations,
some others were completely left to their own
fate and some were demolished and became
buried under the ground.

The view of Yâ Vedüd neighborhood in 1969. The neighbor-
hood was demolished between 1972-74 during the construc-
tion of the III. Golden Horn Bridge. (S. F. Göncüo¤lu Archive)

The Yâ Vedüd neighborhood and the Tokmak Tepe Cemetery
at the beginning of the 20th century. (Ahmet Eken,
Kartpostallarda ‹stanbul, ‹stanbul Büyük fiehir Belediyesi
Kültür ‹flleri Daire Baflkanl›¤› Yay›n›, ‹stanbul 1992, p. 30)

The Yâ Vedüd neighborhood at the beginning of 1970. In the
south, the Ayvansaray Walls run parallel to the neighbor-
hood. (Hayri Fehmi Y›lmaz Archive)

The photograph of the Yâ
Vedüd neighborhood
showing Yâ Vedüd
Cemetery on the left, taken
around 1930. The bound-
aries of the cemetery
reached the middle of the
present Eyüp-Defterdar
Avenue. The minaret of the
Yâ Vedüd Mosque and
some of the structures in
the neighborhood are seen
on the right. (Necdet ‹flli
Archive)
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Mosques and Dervish Lodges in Ya
Vedüd Neighborhood

According to the book Hadikatü’l Cevami,
the Yâ Vedüd Mosque, also known as the
Hatice Sultan Mosque, was built by the Holy
Sheikh Abdül-Vedüd, a mystic from Bukhara,
immediately after the Conquest of Istanbul
(1453-55).  Although the exact original date of
its construction is not clear, it is known that it
was re-built by Hatice Sultan (death 1743) in
1711 (1123 in Muslim calendar), the daughter of
Mehmed IV, who had a palace on the shore of
Golden Horn.  It was converted into a mosque
during 1738-39 by the addition of a pulpit to the
Masjid.  Parts of the mosque, other than the
ground floor and the minaret, were renewed
using timber in 1804.  

Again, according to Hadikatü’l Cevami, the
original masjid was built along with a dervish
lodge and when Hatice Sultan had it rebuilt, it
was actually transformed into a small “külliye”
with all its other functional structures.  As Prof.
Dr.  M. Baha Tanman points out, this place of
worship was functionally a dervish lodge and
exhibited a Lodge-Mosque character.  Its wood-
en parts burned in a fire around 1965 and were
re-constructed in its exact original form by foun-
dations.8 In 1972-74 and also in May of 1998, the
stone parts and the worship area, which is
below the entrance level, were endangered by
other fires.  

A second place of worship in the region is
the Yeni Mahalle (New Neighborhood) Masjid,
which is also known as Hac› Hüsrev (Hadji
Hüsrev) or Ümmi-Hân Hatun (Lady Ümmi-
Hân) Masjid.  According to Hadikatü’l Cevami,
Hadji Hüsrev is the name of its founder and
Ümmi-Hân Hatun is Hadji Hüsrev’s daughter.9

The original date of construction of the masjid is
unknown, but Haskan writes that it was built
shortly before the Mehmed A¤a fountain (1691
or 1103 in Muslim calendar) which stands next
to it.10 We learn from Hadikatü’l Cevami that
the Grand Vizier Dividâr Mehmed Pasha had
the pulpit put in.

The masjid was a  two-story structure and
had stone walls.  The women’s section and the
ceiling of the room for the last congregation
were constructed with timber.

The masjid, which was located at the corner
of Yeni Mahalle Sokak (New Neighborhood
Street), behind the Yâ Vedüd Tomb and the
cemetery and Hac› Hüsrev Camii Sokak (Hadji
Hüsrev Mosque Street) has been abandoned in a
hollow ground with its top demolished after the
construction of the third Golden Horn bridge.
In 1997-98, during work on the widening of the
3rd Golden Horn bridge, the Istanbul
Municipality moved the masjid, which by then
was in ruins,  from its original place on that hol-
low ground to a new location in front of the
Ayvansaray Walls where the old vegetable gar-
den used to be.  It has been renovated, but no

The Yâ Vedüd Cemetery.
The photograph was taken
by Historian Faz›l
Ayano¤lu between 1925-
1930 (glass negative). (S.
Faruk Göncüo¤lu Archive)

A photograph taken by
Historian Faz›l Ayano¤lu
between 1925-1930, show-
ing part of a sarcophagus
ornamented in a manner
similar to the curtain cover-
ing the Kaaba at Mecca,
which was in a ruined
cemetery outside of the Yâ
Vedüd Cemetery,  on the
present road to Defterdar.
(S. Faruk Göncüo¤lu
Archive)

Houses by the wall
between the Yâ Vedüd
neighborhood and
E¤rikap›.
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longer reflects its original character.  

Aside from the Yâ Vedüd Lodge-Mosque
combination, there is another dervish lodge in
the neighborhood, which is registered as
“Tomar” (Scroll)11 It is a dervish lodge that we
have no information on other than its registered
name.  It is known to have been in the Tokmak
Tepe Tekke (Mallet Hill Lodge) neighborhood,
but nothing is known of its history or identity.

The Tomb and The Cemeteries

The Holy Kâ’b (R.A) Tomb, located close to
Ayvansaray Walls, on what is known as the Hofl
F›r›n (Pleasant Bakery) Street, which is referred
to as the Ya¤hane De¤irmeni (Oil Factory Mill)
in the 1934 Istanbul  City Directory, was an
important pilgrimage site in the neighborhood.
It is not known whether part of this tomb, which
is also called the Holy Kâ’b Masjid, was also
used as a masjid in the past as it is today.
Obviously, the tomb, which used to be located
on a street of the neighborhood among a line of
houses, has lost a lot of its original character.  

It is known that this ruined tomb for which
we have very little information, was renovated
in 1835, along with other tombs and masjids.12

The tomb was renovated in 1960 and then,
much more extensively, in 1992 when a wooden
pulpit and a niche were added and its interior
was restored with satin paint.  

The neighborhood gets its name from its
most significant tomb and the cemetery.
Mehmed Ziya Bey, in his book titled the
Bosphorus and Istanbul (p. 348), writes that the
region was organized by Tokmak Dede (Mallet
Grandfather), the first caliph of the Holy Yâ
Vedüd foundation, and the tomb where the Holy
Sheikh Abdül-Vedûd, a mystic from Bukhara,
was buried was located in the cemetery which
became the property of the Pertevniyâl Valide
(Mother) Sultan Foundation in the 19th century.
It was renovated to its present condition by

The Yâ Vedüd Tomb and the cemetery, 1968. (The
Photograph Archives of the German Archeology Institute)

A road was built through some of the graveyards for the
movement of cranes during the construction of the III.
Golden Horn Bridge in the beginning of 1996. (April 1998)

10. Haskan, Mehmet Nermi,
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Belediyesi Yay›n›, (II.
Bask›), Istanbul  1996, pp.
240-41. ‹flli, Necdet, “Yâ
Vedüd Sultan Mezarl›¤›”
(Yâ Vedüd Sultan
Cemetery), Arkitekt,
Istanbul, (April) 1996, p. 90-
91.

14. Eyice, Semavi, “Istanbul
‘da ‹hmal Edilmifl Tarihi Bir
Semt: Ayvansaray”
(Ayvansaray, A Neglected
Historical Neighborhood in
Istanbul), TAÇ, April 1987,
Vol. 2, Number 5, p. 46.

The foundations at the new
location of the Yâ Vedüd
Tomb, prior to being
removed from its original
site. (S. Faruk Göncüo¤lu
Archive)

The Yâ Vedüd Tomb at its
new location in 1972.
(February 1996)
The Yâ Vedüd Cemetery.
(In the same period)
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Pertevniyâl Valide Sultan (death 1883), the
mother of Sultan Abdülaziz (1861-1876), in 1875
(1292).13 The inscription above its entrance
reads, “Renovated and completed in memory of
the noble spirit of Sultan Abdülaziz Khan in
Heaven by his venerable Mother Pertevniyâl
Valide Sultan, 1292.”  So, this epitaph was writ-
ten after the death of Sultan Abdülaziz on June 4,
1876 (11th of the fifth month of the Arabian lunar
year, 1293), but the year given was the date the
restoration work started.14

There are three epitaphs on the tomb, which
is built by an almost square rectangular plan
using cut-stone.   Prior to its transport, the sur-
rounding area of the tomb stood on a bank of
cut-stone reached by three steps.  The Empire
Style structure is covered by a wooden roof.  

The tomb was moved to its present location
in 1972.  In the meantime, the cemetery where
the tomb came from has also been greatly
ruined.  Most of it disappeared in the construc-
tion of the bridge and the connecting highways
and now a factory stands at what used to be the
northern part of the cemetery.  Finally, during
the enlargement of the 3rd Golden Horn bridge
in March-April of 1996, a road was built through
the cemetery and on top of the graves for  cranes
to pass.  Thus, the last of the original graves
were also gone.15

The gravestones in the Tokmak Tepe ceme-
tery, where the fallen during the conquest of
Istanbul were buried, were very interesting.
The cemetery on a natural hill in Eyüp was the
first Muslim Turkish cemetery and constituted
the oldest major area in Istanbul, a place that
attracted many visitors.16 Besides cubical tomb-

The view of Yâ Vedüd Locality from the Ayvansaray Walls:
What is left of old Yâ Vedüd neighborhood are the Holy
Ka’b (R.A.) Tomb, the Yâ Vedüd Mosque, the Grand Vizier
water tower and part of the Yâ Vedüd cemetery; the rest of
the area is desolate. The vacant land which was once a veg-
etable garden was used as the fruit and vegetable market in
1980’s and was later abandoned to make room for construc-
tion huts used in the construction of the Golden Horn col-
lectors. The Hadji Hüsrev Mosque and Mehmed A¤a and
Hadji Mehmed A¤a fountains are seen at their original loca-
tions. (S. F.Göncüo¤lu 1996)

The Grand Vizier Süleyman Pasha Hydrostatic Balance.
Göncüo¤lu, S. Faruk, October 1996) E¤rikap› Reservoir (December 1996)

15. ‹flli, Necdet, “Yâ Vedüd
Sultan Mezarl›¤›” (Yâ
Vedüd Sultan Cemetery),
Arkitekt, Istanbul, (April)
1996, pp. 90-91.

16. Ünver, Sohorl›,
“Istanbul ‘un En Eski
Mezarl›¤› Hakk›nda
Tokmak Tepe” (Tokmak
Tepe, The Oldest Cemetery
in Istanbul ), Arkitekt,
Istanbul, 1950, pp. 110-112.

17. Haskan, Mehmet Nermi,
Eyüp Sultan Tarihi (History of
Eyüp Sultan), Eyüp
Belediyesi Yay›n›, (II.
Bask›), Istanbul, 1996, p.
388.

A photograph taken by
Historian Faz›l Ayano¤lu
between 1925-1930, show-
ing the vegetable garden in
Yâ Vedüd. The Ayvansaray
Walls of that time are also
in the picture (glass nega-
tive). (S. Faruk Göncüo¤lu
Archive)

The bricked up Blakhernia
gate, the entrance to the old
Yâ Vedüd neighborhood
and the Municipality Gate
opened in 1998. (S. Faruk
Göncüo¤lu, May 1998).
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stones of the Fatih era, which are erroneously
called the “Executioner Graves”, the cemetery
also contained the tombstones of the Janissary.
Some of these tombstones were moved to M›s›r
Tarlas› (Corn Field) neighborhood in
Edirnekap›, thus the cemetery became com-
pletely demolished.

Fountains, Aqueducts and Water
Towers

In 1973, the Hadji Mehmed A¤a or the so-
called called Butcher Head fountain, the only
remaining one out of eight fountains, was
moved from its original location at the corner of
Yeni Mahalle Sokak (New Neighborhood Street)
and Öküz Arabalar› Ç›kmaz Sokak (Ox-Carts
Dead End) to its new site near the Yeni Mahalle
masjid.17 The date on its epitaph, which no
longer exists, was 1820 (1236).  The fountain has
a high basin and three arched brick spouts.  The
fountain was moved a second time in February
of 1998, from the location where it was trans-
ported to in 1973 to its present site close to the
new neighborhood masjid and Kâ’b Tomb.  It
lost much of its original character as it moved
from one place to another.  

The Mehmed A¤a Fountain, which is one of the
oldest fountains in the area, is built of stone in a
classical style and has a pointed arch.  There are
two inscriptions on it.  One of them belongs to
Hakkakzâde, the founder, and dates it back to
1690 (1102). The second one has been written in
1762 (1176) when it was repaired by the pilgrim
‹brahim Efendi, the head clerk of the Mint.18

Presently, neither one of these inscriptions are

on the fountain.  According to Haskan, the orig-
inal one was stolen, upon which the Office of
Istanbul Municipality Parks and Gardens had
the second one removed in 1990.19 The fountain,
together with the Hac› Mehmed A¤a Fountain,
was moved to a new location near the
Ayvansaray Walls at the beginning of 1998.

The Saliha Sultan Fountain and hydrostatic
balance, which are now buried under the
columns of the third Golden Horn Bridge, were
built by steward La’li Hac› Mustafa Efendi upon
the orders of Saliha Sultan.  The inscription con-
sisting of five couplets is dated 1735 (1148).  The
fountain has a classical style.  The hydrostatic
balance rising above the fountain and the rest of
the system, which was buried in the ground up
to its arch, were partially dug up in the summer
of 1996, by the efforts of an excavation group
lead by Prof.  Dr.  Örcün Bar›flta.20

The Grand Vizier Süleyman Pasha Fountain
dated 1664 (1075), which was located adjacent to

Mehmed A¤a Fountain at its original location, 1997. (Hayri
Fehmi Y›lmaz Archive)

The condition of the Mehmed A¤a Fountain at its original
location, prior to being moved, 1997 (Hayri Fehmi Y›lmaz
Archive)

Hazinedar Ustas› (the second
woman supervisor of the
Harem) fiemsi Cemal Usta
Fountain dated 1906 (1314).

Saliha Sultan Fountain and
water balance dated 1735
(1148).
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the old police station across from the Yâ Vedüd

Mosque did not survive to the present.  During

the construction of the third Golden Horn

bridge, the hydrostatic balance was untouched,

but the fountain which had an epitaph written

in verse by Bahti was demolished.21

The balance still exists.

The epitaph on the Valide (Mother) Sultan

Fountain, which Valide Sultan had built in 1831

(1273), is just as interesting as its founder.  It was

composed by Sheikh Ahmed Muhtar Efendi, the

Sheikh of Sütlüce Has›rizâde Dervish Lodge

and its calligrapher was Haf›z (one who knows

the whole Koran by heart) Emin El Eyyubi.22

The fountain in the Turkish baroque style is

presently buried under the columns of the third

Golden Horn Bridge.  

The fountain next to the Yâ Vedüd Tomb

founded by fiemsi Cemal Usta, the second

woman supervisor of the Harem of

Abdülhamid II, was built in 1906 (1324).   It was

originally located close to the Fethi Çelebi

Mosque, but was moved to the cemetery
grounds in 1957.23 The basin of the fountain was
made of a tombstone.  

Among the fountains built in the Yâ Vedüd
neighborhood, Pertevniyal Valide (Mother)
Sultan Fountain, one of the two which have not
survived to the present, was the second fountain
that the Valide Sultan had built in this neigh-
borhood.

It can be assumed that the second Valide
Sultan Fountain, which is non-existent today,
was also built at the same time with the first
(1856).  The second of Valide Sultan’s fountains,
which was located at the corner of the Pier and
Fountain Streets in Yâ Vedüd, was not as lucky
as the first one.  It burned in the Defterdar Fire
on July 6, 1905, was restored on April 17, 1908
(15th of the third month of the Arabic calendar,
1326), but then demolished by legal expropria-
tion in 1972.24

The other fountain that is known to have

The Ka’b Tomb in 1950’s.

The Ka’b Tomb nowadays (April 20, 1998)

Pertevniyal Valde Sultan Fountain, dated 1931 (1273).

Hadji Mehmed A¤a Fountain, dated 1820 (1236).
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existed near the Yeni Mahalle Masjid (New
Neighborhood Masjid) is the fiat›r Hasan A¤a
Fountain.  fiat›r Hasan A¤a has another fountain
in the courtyard of Küçük (Little) Mustafa Pasha
Church-Mosque in Ayvansaray.25

Apparently, as indicated by the two existing
water towers, part of the water was supplied to
fountains in the Yâ Vedüd neighborhood from
regional sources, and another part was piped
from E¤rikap› reservoir, an important junction
of K›r›kçeflme water facilities in front of
E¤rikap›.  

The Water Wheel in the vegetable garden
near the Ayvansaray Walls met the water
requirement of the garden as well as that of the
tannery.  The Yeni Mahalle Mosque (New
Neighborhood Mosque) and the Hac› (Hadji)
Mehmet A¤a and Mehmed A¤a fountains have
now been moved to this area.  

The two Turkish baths that used to be in Yâ
Vedüd have not survived to the present.  One of
these, the Hatice Sultan Bath, was built in 1675,

as part of the Sahilsaray (Shorepalace) on the
shore of the Golden Horn.  When Sahilsaray was
torn down, the bath became a public bath.  After
1815, the Ayvansaray Mill was built in place of
this public bath.26

According to Hadikatü’l Cevami, a second
Turkish bath in the neighborhood was the
Kerpiç Hamam (Sundried Brick Bath), next to
the27 Yeni Mahalle Mosque (New
Neighborhood Mosque).

The hill going down from E¤rikap› to Yâ Vedüd neighbor-
hood and part of the Tokmak Tepe Cemetery on the left.
(Albert Gabriel, En Turquie, Paris 1935)

Hatice Sultan Shore Palace. (I. Melling, Voyage Pittoresque
de Constantinople et de Srives du Bosphore, Paris 1819, 14)

A part of the Yâ Vedüd neighborhood facing the Ayvansaray
Walls and E¤rikap›. (Albert Gabriel, En Turquie, Paris 1935)

The present day condition of the area along the wall that used
to be lined with houses. (April 1998)

Yâ Vedüd Police Station.
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Primary Schools

The only known primary school in the
neighborhood was built at the time of the Grand
Vizier Nevflehirli ‹brahim Pasha (1718-1730).
The school was not found on the 1875 list of
Istanbul Primary Schools, so it must have been
demolished or stopped functioning before that
date.  

Police Stations

Looking at the Pervetifl maps of the region
and a photograph in the album of Abdülhamid
II, it seems that there were two neighborhood
police stations.  One of these was a stone build-
ing and the other was made of wood.  The stone
building stood next to the Grand Vizier
Süleyman Pasha Fountain, across from the Yâ
Vedüd Mosque and at the corner of Ya¤hane
De¤irmeni and Yeni Mahalle Streets.  The build-
ing known as the Eski Ç›nar Karakolu (Old Oak
Police Station) was built during the reign of
Mahmud II, 1808-1839 (1251/1835).  It was
abandoned in 1950, after which the ground floor

became a store and the upper floor was used as
living quarters.  The building was torn down by
legal expropriation in 1972.29

The second police station in the neighbor-
hood was adjacent to Pertevniyal Valide Sultan
Fountain on Yâ Vedüd main road.  This was a
small, single story wooden building.  There is a
photograph of the building in the album of
Abdülhamid II, but the date of its construction is
unknown.30

Piers

The Yâ Vedüd neighborhood could be
reached from E¤rikap› and Edirnekap› by land,
but it also had two piers on the Golden Horn.
One of these was a public pier called the Yâ
Vedüd Pier.  The Saliha Sultan Fountain was on
the way to this pier and so it was also called the
Pier Fountain.  The second one was the so-called
Çamur ‹skele (Mud Pier) where potters clay
brought from ‹stinye to Eyüp arrived.  The
Pertevniyal Valide Sultan Fountain was on the
way to this pier.31

Tokmak Tepe Cemetery facing E¤rikap›. (The Photograph
Archives of the German Archeology Institute)

The present condition of what used to be the Tokmak Tepe
Cemetery, the original cemetery in ‹stanbul where the fallen
during the conquest of the city were buried.

Tokmak Tepe Cemetery (Necdet ‹flli Archive).

The Yâ Vedüd neighborhood viewed from the top of the
E¤rikap› Walls. The Tokmak Tepe Cemetery is at the upper
left corner of the picture. (The Photograph Archives of the
German Archeology Institute)
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Public Buildings and Hatice Sultan
Shore Palace

According to Bostanc›bafl› Notes on the Yâ
Vedüd neighborhood written in 1814-1815, this
shore of the Golden Horn was lined with water-
side residences, beginning at Yâ Vedüd pier and
the adjacent Sad›k A¤a residence and going all
the way to the Defterdar pier.  On the
Ayvansaray side  were the house of Karaa¤aç
Ustas›zâde Ahmed Efendi, the waterside resi-
dence of Sab›k Bosna Mollas› (former Mullah of
Bosnia), the waterside residence and the
boathouse of Bezircibafl› Salih Efendi and, final-
ly, the waterside residence of Kasap Mustafa
(Butcher Mustafa).32

It is known that there was a shore palace
here belonging to Hatice Sultan (death 1743), the
daughter of Mehmed IV (1648-1687), between
the dates 1776 and 1786.  We see this palace in a
1806 description of the Golden Horn by
Architect-Painter Antoine Ignace Melling (1763-
1831), who has worked on engravings depicting
Istanbul.  The Bostanc›bafl› Notes, dated 1814-
1815, show empty grounds next to the Palace

Bath in Yâ Vedüd.  So, this palace probably
either burned down or was demolished between
1806 and 1814.  According to Melling’s engrav-
ing, the boathouse at the waterfront of the Hatice
Sultan Shore Palace had a series of places for
boats and only one floor above the boathouse
overlooked the water. The palace also appears in

1960’l› y›llar›n sonunda Yâ Vedúd Bostan›’n›n görünüflü

The Yâ Vedüd Vegetable Garden at the end of 1960’s.

The Dakik Flour Factory in
Yâ Vedüd in the process of
being pulled down at the
beginning of the 1970’s.

The view of the Yâ Vedüd
neighborhood at the begin-
ning of the 20th century.
(The Municipality
Archives)

The panorama from Eyüp
towards Ayvansaray at the
beginning of the 20th cen-
tury. The Tokmak Tepe
cemetery is seen rising
behind the trees in the
upper right corner. The Yâ
Vedüd neighborhood used
to be where the trees are.
The large building with a
saddle-like roof, on the
shore of the Golden Horn
close to the Ayvansaray
Walls, is the  Dakik Flour
Factory.

Yâ Vedüd today. (S. F.
Göncüo¤lu, May 1998)
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Yâ Vedüd neighborhood, outside of the
Ayvansaray Walls, in a city plan of Istanbul  pre-
pared by Fr.  Kauffer in 1786.  Later, we see the
Hatice Sultan Shore Palace once again in another
city plan of Istanbul put as a supplement to his
book by J.  Von Hammer in 1821.33

The legends about Sheikh Abdülvedûd
Dede (Yâ Vedûd in the language of the people)
go all the way back to the time of the conquest
of Istanbul.  According to Evliya Çelebi, people
were in awe of miracles worked through his
agency at the time of his death and funeral and
so made him the sultan of their hearts.  The pres-
ence of his tomb in the region has always meant
a great deal to the people of Istanbul.  It is also
very important that the tombs of Sahabeden
Muhammedü’l El Ensari and Ebu fieybetü’l
H›dri, as well as the cemetery of the Fallen at the
time of the conquest are in the same area.  Yâ
Vedûd is a significant cemetery area outside of
the City Walls and a place of pilgrimage.

Besides being a cemetery area, this side of
the Golden Horn, lined with many waterside
residences and the Shore Palace was a popular
summer resort area up to the middle of the 19th
century.  

We learn from Bal›khane Naz›r›
(Superintendent of Fish Marketing) Ali R›za Bey
that a rose market was set up in Yâ Vedûd at
dawn every year, which remained throughout
the rose season.34 Those who visited Eyüp
brought along young girls and widows, took
them to Tokmak Tepe (called Tokmak Baba
among the people) and had them run up the hill
calling out “O Fate!”.35 Beginning with the 20th
century, small factories and workshops began to
grow in the area, where the tannery at the base
of the Ayvansaray Walls and the Ayvansaray
Mill were the initial industrial establishments.  

The Ayvansaray Mill was built in the mid-
dle of the 19th century at the site of the Palace
Bath, which remained after the Hatice Sultan
Palace was torn down during the second quarter
of the 19th century.

The level ground between the Ayvansaray
Walls and Tokmak Tepe used to be the veg-
etable garden of the neighborhood and the
water wheel that was in the garden supplied
water both to the garden and the tannery.
Starting with the beginning of the 20th century,
in parts of Yâ Vedûd towards Defterdar small
dockyards and repair docks began to develop
and following the expropriation of land in 1970
in preparation to build the third bridge over the
Golden Horn, the region was completely aban-
doned to factories and workshops.

Most of Yâ Vedüd belonged to the founda-

tion and the region maintained a unique charac-

ter from the 16th century on. The first interven-

tion with the unity of the region, other than

prior changes which took place along the shores

of the Golden Horn, occurred when the veg-

etable garden, which was registered in the name

of the foundation, was put up for sale on May

22, 1951 for 81.770 TL.

When the beginning of 1970’s was reached,

the history of the area was doomed to vanish.  It

was decided that the 3rd Golden Horn Bridge

and the connecting highways would be located

in the Yâ Vedüd Neighborhood and Tokmak

Tepe Fetih (Conquest) cemetery.  Due to expro-

priations of land, done on a haphazard basis

and under the pretext of construction of a

bridge, the area now has a deserted and derelict

appearance.
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Our surface exploration and excavations in
the area known as the Eyüp Potters’ Quarter
have been going on since 1991 with the permis-
sion of the Turkish Ministry of Culture General
Administration of Memorials and Museums.1

Since 1995, excavations have been conducted
with the participation of the Museum of Turkish
and Islamic Art with Cihat Soyhan as the repre-
sentative of the museum. The artifacts that have
been discovered therefore are in the care of the
Museum of Turkish and Islamic Art. The work
was suspended between 1996 and 1998, but con-
tinued again in 1999. Throughout the process,
the Eyüp Municipality has assisted us with both
material and moral support. Our work will con-
tinue in the oncoming years, and the results will

be presented to the academic world in a mono-
graph with a wide scope. The results of the work
done between 1993 and 1995 were presented in
1994 and 1995 to the Turkish Ministry of
Culture, and were published in 1996.2

GOAL:

The project in the Eyüp Potters’ Quarter,
which is a part of a larger research project on
Istanbul Pottery, was begun with specific ques-
tions in mind. There are no previous studies on
this subject. Apart from what was written in
the 17th century by Evliya Çelebi and
Kömürciyan, and in the 18th century by ‹nci-
ciyan, information is very limited.3 Neither his-
torical nor archeological studies provide infor-
mation about the pottery production that took
place in this area in the past. In addition, no
research has been made on the social and eco-
nomic history of the neighborhood. As a result
important questions to be asked concerning the
pottery production in the area are: What are
the influences that ensured the continuation of
pottery production in this neighborhood from
approximately the end of 15th century until the
last pottery workshop closed in 1936? What
types of pottery were being produced? Is it
possible to locate pottery workshops men-
tioned by Evliya Çelebi? What did the group of
people described as pottery tradesmen by
Evliya Çelebi sell? What kind of pottery was it
that gave a delicious flavor to the water that
was stored in it? Was the 15th century produc-
tion known as the white paste which contem-

1. We together with Prof.
Dr. Ebru Parman, Prof. Dr.
Baba Tanman and Assoc.
Prof. Dr. Nergis Günsenin
began this project. 

2. Filiz Yeniflehirlio¤lu,
“‹stanbul Tekfur Saray›-
Osmanl› Dönemi Çini
F›r›nlar› ve Eyüp
Çömlekçiler Mahallesi
Yüzey Araflt›rmalar›,” T.C.
Kaz› ve Araflt›rmalar›
Sonuçlar› Toplant›s›,
Ankara, 1996, p.535-566;
“Çömlekçilik”, Dünden
Bugüne ‹stanbul
Ansiklopedisi, Tarih Vakf›
Yay›n›, ‹stanbul, 1995.  

3. See y.a.g.m.

Illustration Top Left. Excavation of Workshop I, 1994. Illustration Top Right. Soil at Workshop I where unglazed
ceramic pieces were found, 1994.

Illustration Bottom.
Location of Workshop II,
1994.
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porary researchers call Golden Horn Ware4 and
Istanbul Ware (Eser-i ‹stanbul)5, the porcelain
that some researchers believe was produced
near the Golden Horn, produced in this neigh-
borhood? Our goal therefore was not only to
define production of this important center of
Istanbul pottery, but to investigate the factors
that allowed the production continue, the orga-
nizational model and the social and economic
factors involved. 

AREA AND METHOD OF
RESEARCH

Our research in the area was focused on the
Potters’ Quarter, which, according to archive
records had existed since the 15th century6, and
was centered on Çömlekçiler Caddesi,
Çömlekçiler Arkas› Sokak, Arpac› Hayrettin
Sokak, Künkçü cul-de-sac and their environs.
Among the pottery found here, there were
pieces similar to those found in the Tekfur
Saray›. Thus for the first time, we were able to
establish that the products known as “rough
19th century Istanbul pottery” from the earlier
Saraçhane excavations, were actually manufac-
tured in Eyüp.7

Urban archaeology requires attention to
concerns that are different from those of the
archaeology of uninhabited sites. First of all, the
areas that are under research are built up by
houses and shops. Therefore, it is not always
possible to make even small scale excavations or
soundings. Secondly even in empty fields, the

data discovered might not be investigated to its
full extend since these areas might be used for a
variety of purposes. For example, a site that was
positively identified as a workshop by the resi-
dents of the neighborhood is currently utilized
as a scrap-iron depot. Approval must be
obtained from the property owners in order to
survey any empty area be it a residential garden
or a depot. Thirdly in areas where construction
took place, it is certain that the soil was dis-
turbed or moved. This is particularly true in the
case of roads. The demands of the developing
technology and the development of municipal
services toward the end of the 19th century
resulted in the establishment of water, gas and
electrical facilities, along with their eventual
restorations. This caused a constant disturbance
of the soil of the roads. It is clear that the dates
of the pottery findings are not in accord with the
depth of the soil in which they were found.
Nevertheless, one of the interesting aspects of
urban archaeology is that in spite of all move-

Illustration Top. Survey
excavation at Workshop II,
1995.

Illustration Bottom Left.
Soil at Workshop I where
unglazed ceramic pieces
were found, 1994.

Illustration Bottom Right.
Green glazed, red paste lid
and candleholder near
Workshop I.

4. Filiz Yeniflehirlio¤lu,
“Haliç ‹fli,” Dünden
Bugüne ‹stanbul
Ansiklopedisi, Tarih Vakf›
Yay›n›, ‹stanbul, 1995.  

5. Filiz Yeniflehirlio¤lu,
“Eser-i ‹stanbul,” Dünden
Bugüne ‹stanbul
Ansiklopedisi, Tarih Vakf›
Yay›n›, ‹stanbul, 1995.  

6. Halil ‹nalc›k, “Eyüp
Mahalleleri,” Eyüp
Sempozyumu, Tarih Vakf›
Yay›nlar›, 1994. 

7. J. W. Hayes, Excavations
at Saraçhane in ‹stanbul,
The Pottery, Princeton
University Press, New
Jersey, 1992. 



ment of soil, certain areas have remained

untouched until this time. This situation at least

allows us to continue our research in a sound

fashion.               

In the Potters’ Quarter, we first systemati-

cally surveyed the residential gardens in the

vicinity of the streets mentioned above. Glazed

and unglazed shards found on the surface were

collected and analyzed in terms of their nume-

rical abundance and their distribution among

other surface findings throughout the neighbor-

hood. We talked to the inhabitants and asked

them when their houses were built, when they

started to live in them, whether pottery shards

were found before or in the process of construc-

tion. We learned that some homeowners dug

their gardens up in order to plant vegetation but

nothing was found in the process. Some home-

owners showed us shards that were found in the

neighborhood before or during the construction
of their houses. These were photographed,
sketched and documented. We investigated
houses dating from the 19th century, and found
large earthenware jars and similar pottery in
their kitchens. A water jar was invariably buried
in the earth in the kitchen area. Our database
was therefore widened through investigation by
a variety of methods.

During our research, we had the opportu-
nity to meet R›fat Özkil who operated the last
pottery workshop in the Potters’ Quarter, which
was closed in 1936. He provided us a great deal
of information about both his family, who were
potters, and about the pottery production of that
time.8 In addition, we obtained many different
examples of jars, jugs and pots that his father
had produced, along with shards that had been
stamped with the cachet of the pottery. As this is
the subject of another article, I will not elaborate
further on this research. 

The most concentrated information came
from areas with disturbed soil. The excavations
for the foundations of residences and for the
repair of water and sewage systems facilitated
soundings and excavation that the researchers
are unfortunately unable to do themselves pro-
fessionally. It therefore became evident for us
that the researchers dealing with urban archae-
ology have to keep their sites under constant
observation in order for such chances not to
escape their attention.
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Illustration Top. White
paste blue-and-white
underglaze decorated
pieces (general discoveries).

Illustration Bottom Left.
Red paste pieces, decorated
in marbling and slip (gen-
eral discoveries). 

Illustration Bottom Right.
Typical form of mouth
found on closed forms such
as water jugs and pitchers.

8. Part of this information
may be found in
“Çömlekçilik,” Dünden
Bugüne ‹stanbul
Ansiklopedisi, Tarih Vakf›
Yay›n›, ‹stanbul, 1995.
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WORKSHOP I:

During the course of the investigation, two
areas were established as the likely locations of
the workshops. The first one is at the corner of
Künkçü Ç›kmaz› and Arpac› Hayrettin Soka¤›,
where a two-meter deep pit was formed when a
one-storey house was burned down. At a dept
of 0.09 to 1 meter below the level of the current
road, a large quantity of unglazed pottery
shards were found at the sides and the bottom
of the pit. Among these were rounded handles,
retorts, teapot and jar lids, spouts, necks of
water jugs and candle holders. Examples of the
same pieces covered in dark green glaze were
also discovered. The paste of the unglazed
pieces was soft and light pink. No other addi-
tives were discovered. Because of the characte-
ristics of the paste, location of the pieces close to
the surface, and as a result of the comparisions
with other findings in this region, we can say
that these pieces were produced in the 19th cen-
tury. 

When we investigated the west side of the
same pit a year later, we found that the soil from
the excavation of the foundation, which was 4 to
5 meters deep, contained ceramic pieces that
were from an earlier period. Two kiln stilts
found in this area prove that there had defini-
tely been a kiln here. Inner faces of the pieces of
the monochrome glazed (particularly in differ-
ent tones of green) bowl-shaped vessels stilt
marks were found. This indicates a production
date as early as the 15th century. Intended as
items for daily use, this type of pottery contin-
ued to be produced in the 16th and 17th cen-
turies. Examples of bowls and candleholders
made of white paste with green glaze can be
considered as a part of this group.

A very small piece made of white paste and
decorated in the blue and white underglaze
technique was discovered in the same location,
but at a dept of 3.50 meters. It bears resemblance

to the examples from the 15th and 16th century.
However, the absence of any other discoveries
in the same location of pieces made of white
paste and decorated in the underglaze tech-
nique render it doubtful that this piece had been
a product of this workshop.

As a result, even if we were not able to
establish the exact perimeters of the workshop,
we can now speak confidently of production at
this location dating back to the 15th century
which probably continued into the 16th century.
The second period which
can be firmly established
is the 19th century. At this
stage, the production
consisted primarily of
objects of daily use such
as tea pots and jugs with
spouts; large and small
unglazed jars; and earth-
enware water pipes. The
fact that these were locat-
ed below the level of cur-
rent road, along with the
existence of 0.90 meters
of asphalt and clean soil,
gives us an indication of
how much the level of
road might have risen. 

Illustration Top.
Fingerprints left when the
handles were pressed onto
the body of the jar.

Illustration Bottom.
Unglazed earthenware
pipes used in water con-
duits, with glazed pipes for
clean water.



The name of the area where the workshop is
located, Künkçü cul-de-sac (the term künkçü
refers to the makers of the earthenware water
pipes), can be found on insurance maps pre-
pared at the turn of the century.9 This name and
the discovery of the earthenware water pipes in
this area provide an indication of the nature of
the potters located there. The water pipes were
of two types: glazed and unglazed. We were

able to confirm during the course of our
research that these pipes were used in situ with-
in the quarter. The earthenware pipes were a
part of the infrastructure beneath the houses
that were constructed in the 19th century. While
unglazed pipes were used in the lower levels, at
the higher levels a new water distribution sys-
tem was developed, where glazed pipes were
fitted inside the unglazed ones in an effort to
provide clean water.

WORKSHOP II:

The second area that we established as the
location of a workshop is on the plot 12 of
Çömlekçiler Caddesi and in the earthen wall
adjacent to the plot 13 where a new apartment
building was completed in 1993. 10 cm. below
the foundation level, a heavy concentration of
unglazed teapot or jar lids, and glazed and
unglazed candle holders made of a red or pink
paste were found just as at the site of the
Workshop I. Two kiln stilts recovered in the dis-
turbed soil from the construction of the apart-
ment building indicate the presence here before
the 19th century of a production area and a kiln.   

Based on the surface findings, in 1995 we
began to excavate in order to search for the
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Illustration Top Left. Large
jar made by S›tk› Özkil
(1930’s), private collection.

Illustration Top Right.
Small jar made by S›tk›
Özkil (1930’s), private col-
lection.

Drawing 1. Research areas
in the Eyüp Potters’
Quarter.

9. See Istanbul-Atatürk
Library Map Collection.
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remains of the workshop.10 As Drawing 1
shows, this area was used at least two, perhaps
even three times, as the site of a workshop du-
ring its history. At the level of 2.30 meters there
is thewater table. Because of the slope, this area
is closer to the water than the workshop in the
Künkçü cul-de-sac. Investigation of the small
scale workshops located at the basements of the
houses behind Çömlekçiler Street shows that the
water table is at the same level also in this loca-
tion. In the trench excavated at the Workshop II,
a large quantity of unglazed red pottery shards
was discovered between -10 cm and -30 cm, and
between -1.10 m. and -1.50 m. Judging from the
flat bases and the forms of the majority of these
shards, it can be argued that they are fragments
of flower pots. At the level where the concentra-
tion of pottery decreases, between -30 and 1.10
m., a strata of clay and kiln waste and ash were
found. It was at the highest level and between
the excavation and the apartment building that
the above mentioned fragments of everyday life
were discovered.

In the summer of 1999, permission was
obtained from the owner of the plot 13 to exca-
vate his garden. However, because of a wire fac-

tory which used to be located on this plot and on

the plot we excaveted earlier, all that was found

down to a level of 3.50 m. was the factory’s

refuse. Some large pieces of rock covered with a

transparent glaze were recovered from this

refuse. However, in this section we could not

achieve the same kind of information that we

gathered in other sections although it was the

part of the same area.  

We must not forget that a workshop con-

sists of a variety of seperate sections dedicated

to diverse functions such as refining the clay,

shaping it, drying the finished pieces, storage of

materials, not to mention the area where the kiln

was situated. Hopefully future renovations in

the fabric of the city near certain workshops will

help in the discovery of the location of these dif-

ferent functions in the workshops. 

Drawing 1. Cross-section of
Workshop II.

Drawing 2. Unglazed water
jug - neck and handle.

10.  My sincere appreciation
to the owner of Alev Atefl
Tu¤la Sanayi, and Mr.
Hüseyin Dilber of Eyüp, for
giving us permission to
excavate and for providing
us with every form of facili-
ty and support.



EXAMPLES OF OTHER

CERAMICS:

Plates with Marbled Designs: 

In addition to the above mentioned exam-
ples, another type of ceramics found in this
region consists of plates made of red paste and
decorated in underglaze technique with mar-
bled design. There is no decisive information
about the site of production of this type of plate,
examples of which were found in excavations in
other areas of the Ottoman Empire. 

This type, found in large quantity at the
Tekfur Saray› excavation, was also discovered in
the excavation of the Dimetoka (Greece)
Ottoman period kilns. Bakirtzis dates these kilns
and the findinds to the 19th century.11

Same type was excavated also in the
fortresses of Sudak and Kefe in Crimea. Certain
sections of these Genoese fortresses conquered
by Mehmed II were used by the Ottoman sol-
diers till the first quarter of the 17th century. In
this region, Crimean archaeologists discovered
marbled ceramics in addition to the everyday
pottery made of red paste with a monochrome
green glaze. In 1998, we examined the shards
from this region, which the Crimean archaeolo-
gists described as being of foreign production,
and we observed striking resemblences to the
Eyüp pieces. There is a great likelihood that
both the monochrome glazed and the marbled
design plates had come there from Istanbul.
Although the subject has not been examined by
Ottoman scholars, Russian historians and
archaeologists are aware of the different types of
large earthenware jars and water jugs that are
unique to the Black Sea trade. Within the frame-
work of this type of commerce, it is possible that
the pottery needed by the soldiers might have
been also sent to Crimea, and perhaps local pro-
duction was begun there at some point. In addi-

tion, certain flower motifs that we have encoun-
tered in stonework in Kefe dating to the 16th cen-
tury bear notable stylistic resemblance to the
ornamentation of some 16th century Eyüp grave-
stones, strenghtening the argument for the rela-
tionship between the two centers. As a result,
we can suggest that a portion of both
monochrome glazed red and white pottery and
marbled plates were produced between the 15th

and 17th centuries, since the dates of Ottoman
occupations of Kefe and S›rdak fortresses are
definitely established.12 Thus the marbled wares
in Eyüp can be dated as early as the 15th century
and its production was continued until the 20th

century.         

Imported European Plates:       

Known as “soft porcelain” in the 19th cen-
tury particularly in England,  the category of
imported European plates consisted of ceramics
that did not have the hard consistency of
Chinese porcelain. The body resembles porce-
lain with the clay and the glaze not quite vitri-
fied. This type of ceramics were produced in the
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11. Ch. Bakirtzis,
“Didymoteichon, Un centre
de céramique post-byzan-
tine,” Balkan Studies,
vol.21, 1980, p. 147-153.

12. Similar examples were
found also during the
pavement and natural gas
renovation work done in
1997 on Defterdar Caddesi.
Örçün Bar›flta, “Tafl›yla
Topra¤›yla ‹stanbul’dan
Eski Bir Semt: Eyüp
Sultan’da Yeni Bulgular
Üzerine,” II. Eyüp Sultan
Sempozyumu, Eyüp
Belediyesi Yay›nlar›,

‹stanbul, 1998, pp. 128-140.

Drawing 4. Red paste,
monochrome glazed bowl,
cross-section of bottom and
foot.
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factories during the 19th and at the beginning of
the 20th century in England, and was introduced
to the Turkish market at that time. In most of the
examples of this type also found in Tekfur
Saray› excavation, the name and the brand of
the producer can be found at the back.
Decoration is done by printing than by hand. 

Clay Pipes: 

A large number of clay pipes were dico-
vered on the surface during the surveys. There
is a great variety in the color of the paste, deco-
ration and signatures of the artisans. 

Local Imports:

In the Eyüp Potters’ Quarter, not only pot-
tery was produced but also pottery coming from
other regions were sold. The Pottery market is
mentioned in Ottoman documents.13 There is
information on the subject in the Istanbul Es’ar
Defterleri (register of established market prices),
in which  the price of pottery coming from
places like Enez is listed seperately. 

Fragments of Çanakkale ceramics were dis-
covered on the surface in the surveys in the
Potters’ Quarter. Also some jars were described
as Biga jars by residents of the neighborhood in
the interviews. A piece of ceramic stove tile in
the Art Nouveau style is among the interesting
finds from the quarter.   

All of these examples serve to emphasize
the necessity of working very carefully in order
to be able to distinguish the production of Eyüp
from that of other areas. 

Chemical

Analysis: 

The findings of the
Tekfur Saray› excavations
similar to those of the Eyüp
Potters’ Quarter were sent
to Prof. Dr. Emel Geçkinli
for chemical analysis. 

Evliya Çelebi states
that the pottery produced
in Eyüp was made of clay
obtained from the Golden
Horn. In order to obtain
sound scientific results, in
1995 during the construc-
tion of the bridge annex for
the TEM highway, we requested samples of
mud from Golden Horn, from beneath the earth
that had accumulated as the result of erosion
that feed into the sea. The engineers who
worked in the construction of the steel legs of
the bridge stated that when they were erecting
the legs, they sank approximately twenty meters
under their own weight. This meant that the
Golden Horn had built up approximately 20
meters of silt and that its real floor began after
that point. They therefore provided us with
samples of mud they removed from 20 and
22 meters. According to Geçkinli’s analysis, this
clay matches the clay used in the production of
some of the pottery and pipe bowls that we
hypothesized to have been produced in Eyüp.
As a result another hypothesis was validated in
the course of our work.

CONTRIBUTIONS OF SOCIAL
AND ECONOMIC LIFE TO POTTERY
PRODUCTION:

The continuity of pottery production in
Eyüp over the centuries depends on many rea-
sons. 

Drawing 5. Shard of a jar.

Drawing 6. Lids.

13. For a view of the 19th
century Eyüp Çömlekçiler
Çarfl›s› (Potters’ Market) see
Müller-Wiener, XIX. Yüzy›l
‹stanbul Foto¤raflar›, ‹stan-
bul, 1989, pp. 34-35.



Most of the pottery produced here consists
of items designed to meet the daily needs of the
population such as eating, drinking and storage.
The production in Eyüp served not only its own
residents, but also the entire population of the
city. When we consider the population and the
rate of consumption of Istanbul, it becomes evi-
dent that the need for this type of wares was
great in every period. Also the pipes produced
for water distribution add to the significance of
Eyüp in the production of earthen wares. The
factories producing bricks for construction of
housing were built beyond Eyüp at the begin-
ning of the 20th century. These factories, too,
point to the continued significance of this area in
such production.

Special conditions in the Eyüp region
favored this production. The first of these was
the Eyüp market and the toy makers. Apart
from wooden toys, water jugs with whistles
made specifically for children were produced
here. Examples can be found in the Istanbul
Municipal Museum. Secondly, the Eyüp
Cemetery was one of the Istanbul’s largest
cemeteries. In a society where it is the custom to
water the graves, the water jug was used not
only at home, but also for this function. Thirdly,
Eyüp was a district known for its vegetable gar-
dens and flower trade. One would not be mis-
taken to assume that someone coming to buy
flowers would also buy flower pots, or someone
buying vegetables for pickles would also buy

jars. For example, the big establishment selling

flowers and pots at the plot number 45 on

Abdurrahman fieref Bey Caddesi was active

until 1995. Fourthly, the Feshane factory was

right across from Çömlekçiler Mahallesi.

Specially trained experts were brought to

Istanbul from Tunis as the Tunisians were well

known for their skill in the manufacture of fez.

In the course of my research in Tunis in 1996

and 1999, I observed that the fez are stored on

bases made of potters’ clay in order to preserve

their shape. I do not think that it is unreasonable

to suggest that the same custom was valid also

in Istanbul in the 19th century, and this type of

base was produced in the Potters’ Quarter. I

believe that our future research will shed even

further light on these subjects.
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Drawing 7. Spout of teapot.

Drawing 8. Construction pit
at the location of Workshop I.
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Assistant Profesor Dr. Ahmet Kamil GÖREN

He was born in Istanbul in 1956.  After having graduated from the Department of
Archaeology and Art History of the Faculty of Literature of the Istanbul University in 1987, he
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MINORITY, LEVANTINE AND

FOREIGN PAINTERS WHO

DEPICTED EYÜPSULTAN



After having studied individually all the
artists that depicted or photographed Eyüp
Sultan, which has always been such an impor-
tant area of Istanbul that it has attracted both
local and foreign artists, we worked to prepare
an extensive study titled “Eyüp Sultan as seen
by Artists”.  The prints included in the first sec-
tion of this study were presented with the
title,”Eyüp in Prints”, by art historian Gündegül
Parlar, during the First Eyüp Sultan
Symposium, held on 9-10-11 May 1997.1 We
know that in addition to prints, paintings about
Eyüp Sultan, in various techniques like oil paint,
water colour, pastel etc., were also done by
Turkish and some foreign and Levantine
painters.  Last year we presented the Turkish
painters who depicted Eyüp Sultan2 and this
year we shall present minority, Levantine and
foreign painters.

During our research we found examples of
paintings about Eyüp Sultan made by Levantine
and foreign painters, but as of now we have not
been able to find a painting about Eyüp Sultan
by a minority artist. Nevertheless it is probable
that there should also exist paintings by minori-
ty artists on this subject.  It is for this reason that
we have also chosen to include in minority
artists our study, since they were part of the
same artistic context, even though they did not,
at least apparently, depict this subject.

One notices that, beginning from the 1850’s,
the artistic world of Istanbul, which was the
administrative and cultural centre of the
Ottoman Empire, acquires a rather complex
structure. In the second half of the 19th century,
Turkish paintings began to resemble their
European counterparts.  Even though the
painters of the Ottoman Empire were all rather
different from each other, this variety can be
analysed on the basis of its common points.
Some of the painters were graduates of military
schools while some of civilian schools and some
had studied in Europe while others within the
Ottoman territory.  While some of the painters
were members of the Christian minorities, oth-

ers were Europeans who had settled in the
Middle East or mixed with the locals by means
of marriage, in other words Levantines.
Preziosi, whose work we shall be studying in
this article, could be considered a foreign artist,
but having settled in Istanbul and having been
buried at his death in a Latin cemetery at the
Yeflilköy district of Istanbul, can also be consid-
ered a Levantine artist.

OTTOMAN CHRISTIAN AND
OTTOMAN JEWISH ARTISTS

We can comfortably state that the artists
from the Christian minorities of the Ottoman
Empire made an important contribution to the
Westernisation process of Turkish painting.3

Minorities also played an important role in gen-
eral in the history of the Ottoman Empire’s
development.  In the 1530’s the total population
of Ottoman lands was 6.5 million and of these,
520,000 or in other words 8% of the total were
minorities.  In the 19th century (in 1844 to be
more exact) this percentage increased to 18.7%,
which meant that out of a total of 16 million, 3
million were minorities.4 In 1906 this percent-
age had reached 34%, with 5.3 million non-
Muslims versus 15.5 million Muslims.5 As for
the situation in Istanbul, 50% of its population
was made up of non-Muslims and of these 40%
were Ottoman subjects, while 10% were foreign-
ers.  Almost all foreigners lived in the districts of
Galata and Pera.  Due to how common the
French language had become then in Pera, that
district felt like a smaller version of Paris.  At the
end of the 19th century, there were 70.000 pupils
studying in French.  In 1836, while the first
newspapers in Turkish, like the Takvim-i Vekayi,
Ceride-i Havadis and Tercüman-› Hakikat had a
total print run of 32,000 among them, newspa-
pers in foreign languages were printed in more
than 60,000 copies.  Among the newspapers in
foreign languages, those in English or French
were printed in 25,000 copies, while those in
Greek in around 17,000 - 18,000 copies.  With its
modern shops, theatres, European style enter-
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1. For more information and
bibliography on this subject,
see: Gündegül Parlar,
“Gravürlerde Eyüp,” I.
Eyüpsultan Sempozyumu
Tebli¤ler, published by the
Municipality of Eyüp,
Istanbul, 1997, pp. 23-32.

2. Ahmet Kamil Gören,
“Türk Resim Sanat›nda
Eyüpsultan’› Betimleyen
Ressamlar,” II. Eyüpsultan
Sempozyumu Tebli¤ler, 8-
10 May 1998, published by
the Municipality of Eyüp,
Istanbul, 1998, pp. 238-259.

3. Semra Germaner, “1850
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Kaynak ve Konular,” Osman
Hamdi Bey ve Dönemi
Sempozyumu, 17-18 December
1992, Tarih Vakf› Yurt
Yay›nlar›, Istanbul, 1993, pp.
69-74; Sezer Tansu¤, Ça¤dafl
Türk Sanat›, Remzi Kitabevi,
Istanbul, 1986, pp. 37-38;
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Tarz› Resmin ‹stanbul
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Ald›¤› Ortamlar,” 19. Yüzy›l
‹stanbul’unda Sanat Ortam›,
(Habitat II’ye Haz›rl›k
Sempozyumu, 14-15 March
1996, papers), Sanat Tarihi
Derne¤i Yay›n›, Istanbul,
1996, p. 132.

4. Stefanos Yerasimos, Az
Geliflmifllik Sürecinde Türkiye,
Bizans’tan 1971’e, (3rd print-
ing), Istanbul, 1980, page
324, fn. 1015; Ömer Lütfü
Barkan, “Osmanl› ‹mpara-
torlu¤unda Nüfus ve Arazi
Say›mlar› ve ‹statistikleriyle
‹lgili Defter-i Hakaniler,” fn.
1016, A. Ubucini, Lettres sur
la Turquie, ‹ktisat Fakültesi
Mecmuas›, vol. II, Istanbul
1940; Tu¤ray Kaynaknur
Nirven, “Bat›l›laflma
Döneminde ‹stanbul’un
Az›nl›k, Lövanten ve
Yabanc› Sanatç›lar›,” Artist
Plastik Sanatlar Dergisi,
Istanbul, November-
December, pp. 25-27.

5. Mustafa Cezar, XIX.
Yüzy›l Beyo¤lusu, Akbank,
Istanbul, 1991, p. 356.

6. ‹. Aksü¤ür Duben, 1873-
1908 Pera Ressamlar›,
Beymen, Istanbul, 1990, p. 7.
In addition see: the follow-
ing publication in footnote 2
of the previous work,



tainments, foreign schools, bank main offices
and embassies, Pera appeared as the symbol of
the empire’s drive towards modernisation and
Westernisation.6 In parallel to the political tur-
bulence that the Ottoman Empire went through
in this period, the world of Ottoman art was also
very dynamic.  The art of painting was taken up
especially by minorities rather than by Turks and
among the minorities it was especially the
Armenians, who were active in this field.  Among
these we may mention Sarkis Direnyan (Istanbul
1860 - died in Paris, but the date is not known),
M›g›rd›ç Civanyan (Istanbul 1848 - 1906),
Yazmac›yan, Rupen Manas (Istanbul 1810/15 -
his death must have occurred sometime after
1875), Tuzcuyan, Azaryan, Miflçiyan, Kirkor
Koçeo¤lu (Istanbul circa 1845 - Paris 1883).
Among these painters, M›g›rd›ç Civanyan is the
most famous.  His paintings are noteworthy for
the presence of a sentimental atmosphere.  It is
known that Civanyan also worked in the deco-
ration of various buildings.  We also know
about a certain Kapriyel Kalfa (M›g›rd›çyan),
who worked for the decoration of the
Dolmabahçe Palace’s Muayede Hall (where the
Sultan received in state).  One should not con-
fuse Kapriyel M›g›rd›çyan with M›g›rd›ç
Civanyan, who worked on the decoration of the
Beylerbeyi Palace.  Among Greek painters we
could mention Hac› Anesti.7 An article by
Kevork Pamukciyan, who has made a very in
depth study of this subject, is very useful also
because of the detailed bibliography added to it.
In this article Pamukciyan has listed 24
Armenian painters, who between 1873 and 1908
participated in exhibitions held in Beyo¤lu.  Of
course there is the fact that Pamukciyan skipped
from 10th to 12th, omitting 11th place, so the
artists are actually 23.  If we add M›g›rd›ç
Civanyan’s brother Harutyun Civanyan, who
was also a painter, but did not participate in any
exhibition, we once again reach the number of
24.  These artists were: 1. Viçen Abdullah(yan)
(Born in Istanbul in the 1840’s - died in the same
city in 1900).  He is the brother of the famous
court photographers Kevork (1839 - 1882) and

Hosvep Abdullah (? - 1902).  2. Simeon Agopyan
(Istanbul 1857 - 1921), known as a landscape and
portrait artist.  3. Anna Aslanyan (not much is
known about her life).  Probably, she was the
sister of Viçen Aslanyan and wife of Oskan
Efendi.  She participated with one painting each
in the exhibitions inaugurated in Beyo¤lu on
15th April 1902 and on May 1903.  4. N›vart
Aslanyan (not much is known about her life).
Probably she was the sister of Anna Aslanyan
and participated in the exhibition inaugurated
in Beyo¤lu on 15th April 1902.  5. Viçen
Aslanyan (Istanbul 1866 - 1942), in 1881 he
enrolled in the Sanayi-i Nefise Mektebi (as the
Fine Arts Academy was known in those years)
from where he graduated in 1887.  He partici-
pated with four paintings in the exhibition inau-
gurated in Beyo¤lu in May 1903.  Three of his
paintings were exhibited in the Galatasaray
Exhibition in 1921.  6. Aram Bakkalyan (Istanbul
1875 - Paris 1959), he enrolled in the Sanayi-i
Nefise Mektebi in 1890.  In 1902 he entered the
Académie Julian in Paris and graduated from it.
He is known for his still lives and Istanbul land-
scapes.  7. M›g›rd›ç Civanyan (Istanbul 1848 -
1906) frequented the Academy of Design and
Painting opened by Pierre Désiré Guillemet and
wife.  He studied in Italy in 1876 - 1879, where
he also sang in operas.  He participated in the
exhibition organised by the Elifba Club in 1881,
at the Petits-Champs Gardens in Tepebafl›, with
four floral paintings.  In 1894 his paintings were
exhibited in the Russian Embassy in Beyo¤lu.
Also his younger brother Harutyun Civanyan
was a painter and painting instructor.  8. Sarkis
Diranyan (born in Istanbul in 1860 circa, died
probably in Paris on an unknown date).  He
studied at Guillemet’s Academy of Design and
Painting in 1875.  In 1883 he exhibited his work
titled “The Sorceress” at the photographic stu-
dio of the Abdullah Brothers.  Upon its sale, he
used the proceeds to finance his studies at the
Fine Arts Academy in Paris, from where he
graduated in 1889 as a student of Jean-Léon
Gérôme.  He won the honour prize in the
International Paris Exhibitions of 1892 and 1900.
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Kemal Karpat, Ottoman
Population 1830-1914
Demographic and Social
Characteristics, The
University of Wisconsin
Press, 1985, pp. 95-105; in
addition the Touring Club
of Turkey published a book
with extensive information
about Beyo¤lu, by Said
Duhani, Eski ‹nsanlar Eski
Evler XIX Yüzy›lda Beyo¤lu’-
nun Sosyal Topografisi,
(Translated by Cemal
Süreya), Istanbul, 1982; Said
Duhani, Beyo¤lu’nun Ad›
Pera ‹ken (Geri Dönmeyecek
Zamanlar), (Translated from
French by Nihal Önol),
Çelik Gülersoy Vakf› ‹stan-
bul Kütüphanesi Yay›nlar›,
Istanbul, 1990. Cezar’s work
titled XIX Yüzy›l Beyo¤lusu,
should be studied in its
entirety.

7. Sabiha Tansu¤, Ça¤dafl
Türk Sanat›, p. 39 and fn. 33;
Pars Tu¤lac›, Osmanl›
Mimarl›¤›nda Bat›l›laflma
Dönemi ve Balyan Ailesi,
‹nk›lap ve Aka Yay›nevi,
Istanbul, 1981, pp. 180, 207;
Adolphe Thalasso, L’Art
Ottoman, Les Peintres de
Turquie, Paris 1910, facsimile
reprint by Arkeoloji ve
Sanat Yay›nlar›, Istanbul
1988, p. 11; Pars Tu¤lac›,
The Role of The Balian Family
in the Ottoman Architecture,
(2nd ed.) YÇK (Yeni Ç›¤›r
Kitabevi), Istanbul, 1990,
pp. 180 and 397; Kaynak
Nirven, ibid. p. 27; Kevork
Pumukciyan,“ 1867 Y›l›
Paris Sergisine Kat›lan
Osmanl› Sanatkârlar›,” Tarih
ve Toplum, volume 18, num-
ber 105, ‹letiflim Yay›nlar›,
Istanbul, September 1992,
pp. 35/163 - 37/165.

8. Kevork Pumukciyan,
“Osmanl› Döneminde ‹stan-
bul Sergilerine Kat›lan
Ermeni Ressamlar,” Tarih ve
Toplum, vol. 14, number 80,
‹letiflim Yay›nlar›, Istanbul,
August 1990, pp. 34/98 -
41/105.

9. Jean M›chel Casa, Le
Palais de France à Istanbul /
‹stanbul’da bir Frans›z Saray›,
Yap› Kredi Yay›nlar›,
Istanbul, 1995, p. 83.

10. Kevork Pumukciyan,



9. Telemak Ekserciyan (Istanbul 1840 - 1891) was
a student of Apraham Sakaryan and lived in
Beyo¤lu in 1870 - 1872.  He participated in the
first painting exhibitions inaugurated at the
Mekteb-i Sanayii (School of Industry) at
Sultanahmed on 27th April 1873 and at the
Darülfunun (university, at the building present-
ly occupied by the Press Museum) on 1st July
1875.  10. Esayan (very little is known about
him).  There is a certain fiavarfl Esayan who was
a designer and painter, born in Talas in 1850 and
died in Aleppo in 1937, who taught painting in
Istanbul before 1899, who may be the above
mentioned Esayan.  He participated in an exhi-
bition inaugurated in 1896, in the Angelidis
Shop, in Beyo¤lu at number 331 Cadde-i Kebir
(the main road of Beyo¤lu).  12. (11th place has
been omitted, skipping from 10th place directly
to 12th) Kirkor Köçeo¤lu (Istanbul 1845 - Paris
1883).  He participated in the exhibitions on 1st
July 1875 at the Darülfünun, in September 1880
at the Tarabya Greek Girls’ School and at the
exhibition organised by the Elifba Club in
Tepebafl› on 8th April 1881.  The inscriptions at
the Zühtü Pafla Mosque in K›z›ltoprak were
made by him.  13. Rupen Manas (Istanbul
1810/15 - 1875).  In 1847 he was the chief inter-
preter of the Ottoman Embassy in Paris.  In 1869
he served as the Ottoman consul in Milan.  He
participated in the exhibition held on 1st July
1875 at the Darülfünun.  In 1850 he did a portrait
of Fatma Sultan (1840 - 1883), eldest daughter of
Sultan Abdülmecid.8 A 93x124 cm. oil-painting
portrait of Sultan Abdülmecid, dated 1850 in the
building of the former French Embassy is also
noteworthy.9 14. Mihran Mardikyan (date and
place of birth unknown - died in Istanbul in
1907).  Participated in the exhibition inaugurat-
ed in Beyo¤lu in 1896.  15. M›g›rd›ç Melkonyan
was born at the beginning of the 19th century -
date and place of death unknown).  He partici-
pated with two portraits, one of the Abdullah
Brothers, the other of Madame Leval, in the
Tepebafl› exhibition on 8th April 1881.
According to Pamukciyan, it is more probable
that these two portraits were painted by Melkon

Diratzuyan (1837 - 1904?).  16. O. Miaser (not
much is known about his life).  He participated
with three paintings in an exhibition inaugurat-
ed in May 1903 at the Singer Shop.  17. Misak
Efendi (not much is known also about the life of
this artist).  He is mentioned among the partici-
pants of the Tepebafl› exhibition inaugurated on
8th April 1881.  18. Yervant Oskan Efendi
(Istanbul 1855 - 1914).  He is very famous as a
sculptor, painter, instructor and administrator,
within the context of Ottoman art.  He studied at
the Fine Arts Academy of Rome in the years
1873 - 1877.  He enrolled in the Paris Fine Arts
Academy in 1878.  In that same year he partici-
pated in an international exhibition held in
Paris.  He began teaching at the Sanayi-i Nefise
Mektebi on 1st March 1883.  He participated
with six marble busts and three paintings in the
“Istanbul Salon” painting and sculpture exhibi-
tion, inaugurated in Beyo¤lu in 1901.  He partic-
ipated with three paintings and two statues in
the second edition of this exhibition, held in
1902.  In 1883 he participated in the excavation
of the Nemrud Mountain tumulus, together
with Osman Hamdi Bey.  He married one of the
sisters of Vicen Aslanyan (either N›vart or
Anna).  19. Apraham Sakayan (Istanbul 1821 -
1876).  He was sent to Paris to study painting.
He participated in the exhibition at the
Darülfünun on 1st July 1875.  20. Rupen
Seropyan (Van 1875/76 - Istanbul 1917).  He
graduated from the Sanayii-i Nefise and from
the Académie Julian in Paris.  He participated at
an exhibition at Bab-› Ali on 3rd October 1907.
21. Serpasyan (not much is known about her
life).  According to Pamukciyan her true name
was Ç›rpaflyan.  There was a family with this
surname once in Van, whose members are now
living in Erivan or Paris.  She is mentioned
among the participants of the Darülfünun exhi-
bition on 1st July 1875.  22. Serviçen (born in
circa 1845, nothing is known about his death).
He is mentioned among Ottoman artists partici-
pating in the 1867 Paris International Exhibition.
23. Bo¤os fiafliyan (nothing is known about the
dates when he was born and died).  He partici-
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Az›nl›k, Levanten ve
Yabanc› Ressamlar,” Antik
& Dekor, p. 40, Istanbul,
April 1997, pp. 88-89.

11. Semra Germaner, “19.
Yüzy›l Bat› Resminde ‹stan-
bul Manzaralar›,” Sanat
Tarihi Etkinlikleri VII, (con-
ference notes), 28th
November 1996 Thursday
18.30, Istanbul Beyo¤lu
Aksanat; for detailed infor-
mation on how the subject
of Istanbul was taken up in
prints and travelogues, see:
Necla Arslan, Gravür ve
Seyahatnamelerde ‹stanbul,
(18. Yüzy›l Sonu ve 19.
Yüzy›l), ‹stanbul, 1992,
Necla Arslan, “Gravürlerin
19. Yüzy›lda ‹stanbul’un
Kültür ve Sanat
Ortam›ndaki Yeri,” 19.
Yüzy›l ‹stanbul’unda Sanat
Ortam›, (papers for the
Habitat II Preparatory
Symposium 14-15 March
1996), Sanat Tarihi Derne¤i
Yay›n›, pp. 63-74; Necla
Arslan, “19. yy. ‹stanbul’un
Kültür ve Sanat Ortam›nda
Gravürlerin Yeri,” Sanatsal
Mozaik, p. 13, Istanbul,
September 1996, pp. 18-26;
for detailed information on
artists depicting Istanbul
see, Ahmet Kamil Gören,
“‹stanbul Ressamlar›,” Artist
Plastik Sanatlar Dergisi, p.20,
Istanbul May 1993, pp. 16-
17; Ahmet Kamil Gören,
“Istanbul Impressions of the
Artists,” ICOC, Issue 45,
Istanbul, December 1995,
pp. 64-77; Ahmet Kamil
Gören, “Geçmiflten
Günümüze Gravürlerde,
Minyatürlerde, Tablolarda
‹stanbul Temas›, ‹stanbul’u
Betimleyen Ressamlar,”
Antik-Dekor, p. 33, Istanbul,
February 1996, pp. 160-164;
Mehmet Özel (ed.),
Ressamlar›n F›rças›ndan /
From the Paintbrush of the
Artists, Istanbul, Culture
Ministry, Ankara, 1995; for



pated in the exhibition in September 1880 at the
Tarabya Greek Girls’ School and in the exhibi-
tion inaugurated on 8th April 1881 at Tepebafl›.
Both exhibitions were organised by the Elifba
Club.  24. Melkon Diratzuyan (Istanbul 1837 -
1904).  As we mentioned when presenting
M›g›rd›ç Melkonyan, it is thought that the
painter, who participated in the exhibition on
8th April 1881, was Melkon Diratzuyan.  He
graduated first from the Murad - Rapayelyan
School in Venice in 1857 and then from the Fine
Arts Academy in that same city.  He was famous
as a portrait artist.  During the 1870 Beyo¤lu fire,
around forty of the paintings he brought from
Venice burned.10

LEVANTINE AND FOREIGN
PAINTERS

During the same period there were also
Levantine and foreign painters who were much
admired by Ottoman Sultans.  It was during the
18th century that foreign painters began to come
to the lands of the Ottoman Empire and in par-
ticular to Istanbul, with a certain frequency.  A
noteworthy aspect of the works of that period is
the existence among them of many illustrations
and paintings that did not correspond to reality,
but owed a lot to imagination.  An important
part of the foreign painters working in the
Ottoman Empire in those days were engravers
who did the illustrations for all the travelogues
being written and published in the same years.
In those years the output of illustrations and
paintings having Istanbul as subject increased
and even though there were good quality works
among them one cannot say that they reached
the heights reached by Renaissance paintings.11

The following are the Sultans who reigned dur-
ing the period when foreign artists began to
come to the Ottoman Empire, beginning from
Ahmed III at the beginning of the 18th century,
when it is thought that the process of
Westernisation began: Ahmed III (1703 - 1754),
Mahmud I (1730 - 1754), Osman III (1754 - 1757),
Mustafa III (1757 - 1774), Abdülhamid I (1774 -

1789), Selim III (1789 - 1807), Mustafa IV (1807 -
1808), Mahmud II (1808 - 1839), Abdülmecid
(1839 - 1861), Abdülaziz (1861 - 1876), Murad V
(1876 - 1876), Abdülhamid II (1876 - 1909),
Mehmed V Reflad (1909 - 1918) and Mehmed VI
Vahideddin (1918 - 1922).  The period we are
going to study with particular attention begins
with Selim III, who was overthrown in 1807 and
includes Mustafa IV, Mahmud II, Abdülmecid,
Abdülaziz, Murad V and Abdülhamid II.  As for
the painters to come to the Empire, we know
that first of all there was the Parisian fashion of
the Turquerie (Turkish things), which later
became a romantic attachment to the Middle
East.12 During the reign of Selim III, at the end
of the 18th century, first Ignatius Mouradgea
d’Ohsson and then the French Ignace Melling
came to Istanbul.  Among these two, d’Ohsson
presented Selim III with his book illustrated
with prints and titled Tableau Général de l’Empire
Othoman.  Melling on the other hand felt a great
attraction towards Hatice Sultan, sister of Selim
III.  In addition to his projects for palaces,
Melling illustrated and published a book with
prints that constitutes a very important set of
documentation concerning Istanbul at the end
of the 18th and beginning of the 19th century.13

After the one-year reign of Mustafa IV in
1807 - 1808, relations with the West continued
during the reign of Mahmud II, during 1808 -
1839.  In this period, Istanbul saw the presence
of famous English engravers who made prints
illustrating travelogues of Oriental countries.
These were William Henry Bartlett (1809 - 1854),
who came to Istanbul for the first time in 1834
and Thomas Allom (1804 -1872), who lived in
Istanbul in 1836 - 1838.  Allom illustrated Robert
Walsh’s “Constantinople and the Scenery of the
Seven Churches of Asia Minor,” published in
London in 1839 in two volumes.  Bartlett illus-
trated Miss Julie Pardoe’s famous “The Beauties
of the Bosphorus” printed in London in 1838.
These artists, who contributed to the formation
of an artistic colony in Beyo¤lu and to the gen-
eral knowledge concerning Istanbul in Western
countries, were also known as “Early
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torate thesis), Istanbul, 1996.
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Sanat Yay›nlar›, Istanbul,
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Fakültesi Yay›nlar›, Ankara,
1985, pp. 39-50.

13. Semavi Eyice, “19.
Yüzy›lda ‹stanbul’da Bat›l›
Yazarlar, Ressamlar,
Mimarlar, Edebiyatç›lar ve
Müzisyenler,” 19. Yüzy›l
‹stanbul’unda Sanat Ortam›
(papers for the Habitat II
Preparatory Symposium 14-
15 March 1996), Sanat Tarihi
Derne¤i Yay›n›, Istanbul,
1996, pp. 25-26; Antoine
Ignace Melling, Voyage
Pittoresque de Constantinople
et de Rives du Bosphore, Yap›
Kredi Bankas›, Istanbul
(undated) (facsimile repro-
duction of the Paris 1809 -
1819 edition, but in a small-
er size).

14. Semra Germaner -
Zeynep ‹nankur, ibid., pp.
77-78; Mustafa Sevim (ed.),
Gravürlerle Türkiye, Istanbul,
volumes 1, 2, 3, T. C. Kültür
Bakanl›¤›, Ankara, 1996.  In
the introduction with no
page numbers there are
biographies of the
engravers, in the chapters
there are the prints, while in
the final part there are the
sources of the prints.  (This
three volume work includes
269+290+292=851 big sized
prints)

15. Semra Germaner -
Zeynep ‹nankur, ibid., p. 81.



Orientalists.”14 Since the prints of these two
artists, included in the books can be sold for
much more separately, they are very much
sought after by antiquarian bookstores and auc-
tion houses.

The reforms of Mahmud II in as disparate
fields as the army and public instruction,
administration and clothing, were important
milestones in the Ottoman Empire’s process of
westernisation.  During this period interest in
things Western manifested itself also in the art
of painting.  Developments like Mahmud II
having Rupen Manas sent to Paris so that he
could study painting, having his own portrait
painted and hung at the Bab-› Ali (“Sublime
Door” or in other words the see of Ottoman
Government), appointing the Italian Giuseppe
Donizetti as chief of the military band and con-
sequently re-orienting music towards western
canons, the inauguration of the first theatre, the
introduction of elements of Empire and
Baroque styles in architecture and design and
many more such novelties, describe the nature
of this period.15

Among the artists to come to Istanbul dur-

ing the reign of Mahmud II there were the
Frenchmen Alexandre-Gabriel Decamps (1803-
1860) and Audrien Dauzats, the Swiss Charles
Gabriel Gleyre (1808-1874) and the Belgian
Jacob Jacops.  While up until the mid 19th cen-
tury, Western artists tended to depict the archi-
tectural beauties of Istanbul, its views and cos-
tumes, in the second half of that century they
began to also depict scenes from daily life in
addition to the usual subjects.16

An oil painting, about the painter of which
we know nothing, apart from the fact that he
must have been a foreigner, shows the Friday
prayers procession (cuma selaml›¤›) of Mahmud
II as it was passing near the Mihriflah Sultan
Sebil (free water distribution point) on Bostan
‹skelesi Street in Eyüp Sultan. (Illustration 1)  It
may be that this painting was copied from a
print in the two volume work published in 1839,
titled Constantinople and the Scenery of the
Seven Churches of Asia Minor, by Thomas
Allom (1804-1872), who was in Istanbul in the
years 1836-1838 and Robert Walsh.  On the basis
of the fact that this book was published in 1839,
we can also reach the conclusion that this
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Illustration 1. Anonymous,
“Mahmud II’s Friday
Prayers Procession at
Eyüp”, 37x45 cm., oil paint-
ing on canvas.
(Anonymous, Antik A.fi.
185th Auction, Istanbul 4th
May 1997, lot number 248)

16. Semra Germaner -
Zeynep ‹nankur, ibid., p. 81,
Anonymous, “Decamps,
Alexandre Gabriel,”
Webster’s Biographical
Dictionary, A. Merriam-
Webster, G. and C. Merriam
Company, U.S.A. (undated),
p. 399, p. 600 of the same
work, “Gleyre, Charles
Gabriel.”

17. Necla Arslan, Gravür ve
Seyahatnamelerde ‹stanbul
(18. Yüzy›l Sonu ve 19.
Yüzy›l), ‹stanbul Büyükflehir
Belediyesi Kültür ‹flleri
Daire Baflkanl›¤›, Istanbul,
1992, pp. 187-188, I would
like to thank the Esteemed
Prof. Dr. M. Baha Tanman,
who provided me with his
opinions on this subject.

18. Semra Germaner -
Zeynep ‹nankur,
Oryantalizm ve Türkiye, pp.
91-92.

19. Semra Germaner -
Zeynep ‹nankur,
Oryantalizm ve Türkiye, Türk
Kültürüne Hizmet Vakf›
Sanat Yay›nlar›, Istanbul,
1989, p. 137.

20. Cezar, Sanatta Bat›’ya
Aç›l›fl, Volume II, 2nd print-
ing, pp. 448-449; M. Cezar,
XIX Yüzy›l Beyo¤lusu,
Akbank, Istanbul, 1991,
p.276; H. Edhem, Elvah-›
Nakfliye Koleksiyonu,
Istanbul, 1924, (adapted to
modern Turkish by
Gültekin Elibal) Milliyet
Yay›nlar›, Istanbul, 1970,
pp. 36-38; Semra Germaner
- Zeynep ‹nankur, ibid.; pp.
5-6, 82-83, 91-92, 95, 121,
132, 153 and 167; P. Julian,



anonymous painting must have been done
sometime after that date.17

Ayvazovsky came to Istanbul for the first
time in 1845, during the reign of Sultan
Abdülmecid (1839-1861) and returned twice
during the reign of this same sultan.
Ayvazovsky travelled to Istanbul once more in
1874 during the reign of Sultan Abdülaziz.  This
visit was followed by eight more visits through
the years.  He depicted various parts of Istanbul,
among which also Eyüp Sultan.  In the follow-
ing chapter we shall see a more detailed biogra-
phy of the artist and an analysis of his painting
having Eyüp Sultan as subject.

IVAN CONSTANTINOVICH
AIVAZOVSKY

(FEODOSIA 1817 - FEODOSIA
1900)

Aivazovsky was born in the Crimean town
of Feodosia, the son of an Armenian family with
Ottoman citizenship.  While he was studying at
high school in Simferopol, the sketches he drew
caught the attention of Czar Nicholas I, who in
1833 gave orders for young Aivazovsky to con-
tinue his studies at the Saint Petersburg Imperial
Fine Arts Academy.  During his artistic studies
the artist was influenced by the works of
painters like Salvator Rosa, Ruisdael, Claude
Lorrain and Théodore Gudin, painter of mar-
itime scenes.  Later he was employed as assis-
tant to the French maritime scene painter
Philippe Tanneur, who painted for the Russian
Court.  In the 1840’s he travelled for four years
in countries like Italy, Spain, Portugal, France,
England, Holland and Malta, to develop his
technique and in the meantime he exhibited his
paintings.  Upon his return to Russia, he was
appointed to the Navy Ministry as first painter.
In 1844 he became a member of the Fine Arts
Academy and in 1847 a professor.  He was pre-
sent at the Crimean War, about which he drew
extensively in situ.  In 1857 he went to Paris,
where a personal exhibition of his work was

held at the “Salon de Peinture,” as a result of

which he was awarded a gold medal and the

“Légion d’Honneur.”  Aivazovsky was the most

famous Russian painter of maritime scenes and

travelled extensively both in Russia and in other

countries.  The more than five thousand paint-

ings done by him, had as subjects, historical

events, folk tales, the Scriptures, urban and nat-

ural scenery, as well as the maritime scenes for

which we know him.

In 1845, the artist embarked on a ship under

the command of Admiral Lütke, founder of the

Russian Geographical Society, to accompany

Crown Prince Grand Duke Constantin

Nikolayevich on a trip around the shores of

Anatolia and the Isles of the Aegean Sea.  It was
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Illustration 2. Ivan
Constantinovich
Aivazovsky, “Moonlit
Eyüp,” (1874), oil painting
on canvas. (Dolmabahçe
Palace collection) (Semra
Germaner - Zeynep
‹nankur, Oryantalizm ve
Türkiye, Türk Kültürüne
Hizmet Vakf› Sanat
Yay›nlar›, Istanbul, 1989, p.
93)



during this trip that he saw Istanbul for the first
time.  During the reign of Sultan Abdülmecid he
came to Istanbul twice more and gave one of his
paintings to the Sultan, who awarded to him a
Niflan-› Alî decoration, Fourth Class.
Aivazovsky was in Istanbul for two months, in
1847, during the reign of Sultan Abdülaziz.
Architect Sarkis Balyan, of whom he was the
guest, presented him at court and he did many
paintings to be hung at the Dolmabahçe Palace.
For this activity a Niflan-› Osmanî decoration,
Second Class was awarded to him.  The news-
papers of the day reported that he also painted
an oil-portrait of Sultan Abdülaziz.
Aivazovsky, who visited Istanbul eight more
times during the next years, painted Istanbul
scenes in romantic settings like sun-rise, dusk or
moonlit nights.  In addition to these, he painted
scenes containing people as in the case of such
works as “People getting on a boat in Istanbul”,
“A coffee-house on the Tophane Wharf” and
“Portrait of Murad V” and exhibited them dur-
ing many exhibitions held in Istanbul.  The last
and most important of these exhibitions was the
one organised by his nephew in 1888, in which
twenty-four paintings of the artist were shown.
There are Aivazovsky paintings at the

Dolmabahçe Palace, the Küçüksu Imperial
Mansion, the Istanbul Military Museum, the
Istanbul Maritime Museum, the fiale Imperial
Mansion, the Istanbul Armenian Patriarchate,
the Çankaya Presidential Residence in Ankara
and various private collections.18

Aivazovsky’s oil painting depicting Eyüp
Sultan is essentially a panoramic view of the
Golden Horn, as seen from the Pierre Loti Hill.
(Illustration 2)  The Defterdarburnu area of
Eyüp Sultan is visible on the right-hand side of
the painting.  Even though the artist made this
painting from a point located in a cemetery, it
seems that he knowingly did not reflect this in
his painting.  The main and most visible ele-
ments of this painting are the full-moon high in
the sky, the tall cypress and the two people sit-
ting at the bottom of the tree.  On the back-
ground a typical Istanbul silhouette with
mosques and minarets is visible.  This painting
of Aivazovsky reflects a romantic view of
nature.

The main painters to visit the Ottoman
Empire during the reign of Sultan Abdülmecid
were the Germans Carl Haag (1820-1915), Adolf
Schreyer (1828-1899), Maximilian Schmidt; the
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Illustration 3. Amedeo
Preziosi, “Excursion on the
Pierre Loti Hill,” (signed),
34x53 cm., watercolour on
paper. (Küsav Art Gallery,
Istanbul, 1993, number 2)

The Orientalists (1st printing
in English), Phaidon Press
Ltd., Oxford, 1977, pp. 67
and 189, (Original title Les
Orientalistes, Fribourg 1977),
pp. 70, 188, 189, 191, 194
and 196; Thalasso, ibid.; pp.
11, 71 and 78; N. Berk, Türk
ve Yabanc› Resminde ‹stanbul,
T.T.O.K. Yay›n›, Istanbul,
(undated), pp. 6-8; O.
Öndefl, ‹stanbul Afl›¤› Ressam
Preziosi, Milliyet Yay›nlar›,
‹stanbul, 1972, pp. 39-44;
Zeynep ‹nankur, “19.
Yüzy›l›n ‹kinci Yar›s›nda
‹stanbul’a Gelen Bat›l›
Sanatç›lar,” Osman Hamdi
Bey ve Dönemi Sempozyumu,
17-18 Aral›k 1992, Tarih
Vakf› Yurt Yay›nlar›,
Istanbul, 1993, pp. 75-82;
Zeynep ‹nankur,
“Ondokuzuncu Yüzy›lda
Osmanl› Saray›’n›n
Ressamlar›,” 10th
International Congress of
Turkish Art, (Summaries),
Geneva, September 17-23,
1995 (There are no page
numbers in the small book-
let with the summaries); for
Aivazovsky, see: S. Öner,
“Milli Saraylar Tablo
Koleksiyonu Ifl›¤›nda ‹van
Konstantinoviç Ayvazovski
ve Osmanl› Saray›,” Milli
Saraylar 1993, TBMM Milli
Saraylar Daire Baflkanl›¤›,



Belgian Jean-Baptiste Huymans (1826-?); the
Frenchmen Narcisse Berchere (1819-1891),
Alexandre Bida (1823-1895), Hercule Brabazon,
Jean-Joseph Benjamin Constant (1845-1902),
Germain-Fabius Brest (1823-1900), Theodore
Frere (1814-1888), Eugène Napoléon Flandin
(1809-1876), Constantin Guys (1802-1892), Jules
Laurens (1825-1901), Camille Rogier (according
to information found on page 195 in Philippe
Jullian’s book, The Orientalists, the exact dates of
the birth and death of this painter are not known,
but it is known that he lived in Istanbul and par-
ticipated in many exhibitions between 1839 and
1848), Adolphe Yvon, Horace Vernet (1789-
1863); the Englishmen Richard Dadd (1819-
1887), William Holman Hunt (1827-1910), John
Frederick Lewis (1805-1876), and Edward Lear
(1812-1888).  In addition to these, the Maltese
Amedeo Preziosi (1816-1882) and the Bavarian
Jean Schranz (1794-1872), who also resided in
Malta, also visited the Ottoman Empire and
lived in it.  After the “A View of the East” exhi-
bition, artists like Carlo Bossoli (1815-1884) and
Ippolito Caffi (1809-1866, who worked in
Istanbul in 1843) were active in Istanbul.

In the following chapter we shall see a biog-
raphy of Preziosi and an analysis of his paint-
ings having Eyüp Sultan as subject.

AMEDEO PREZIOSI (VALETTA
1816 - ISTANBUL 1882)

Amedeo Preziosi was born in the Maltese
city of Valetta, to an aristocratic family that was
active in local politics.  He first started to paint
at the atelier of Giuseppe Hyzler and continued
his art studies at the Ecole des Beaux-Arts in
Paris.  After his return to Malta, seeing that his
father opposed his wish to become a painter, he
moved to Istanbul in 1842, where he stayed until
his death.

A short while after he came to Istanbul,
Preziosi became famous for his work illustrating
the daily life of Istanbul.  His work can be clas-
sified in two categories, beautiful views of the
most attractive districts of Istanbul and scenes of
the life of the various people inhabiting the city.
The artist tried to reflect the variety of cultures
in the city, within the framework of daily life, by
depicting people from different professional cat-
egories and also from different ethnic groups
like Turks, Greeks, Albanians, Armenians,
Bulgarians and Jews that in a way were a mirror
of the population of the Ottoman Empire.  These
pictures that Preziosi first drew with a pencil or
ink and then coloured with watercolours, were
among the main souvenirs bought by the trav-
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Illustration 4. Amedeo
Preziosi, “The Golden Horn
Seen from Pierre Loti,”
40x59 cm., watercolour on
paper. (Istanbul Painting
and Sculpture Museum
Collection), (Hâlenur
Kâtipo¤lu [ed.], Mimar
Sinan Üniversitesi ‹stanbul
Resim ve Heykel Müzesi
Koleksiyonu / The Collection of
Istanbul Museum of Painting
and Sculpture Mimar Sinan
University, YKY, Istanbul,
1996, p. 142).

Ankara 1993, pp. 106-119;
Nikolai Novouspensky,
Aivazovsky, Aurora Art
Publishers, Leningrad, 1989,
p. 19; P. Tu¤lac›, Ayvazovski
Türkiye’de, ‹nk›lap and Aka
Yay›nevi, Istanbul, 1983, pp.
5 and following; G. Uzelli,
“XVIII-XIX Yüzy›llarda Rus
Resmi” (Unpublished art
history doctorate thesis at
the Social Sciences Institute
of the Istanbul University),
Istanbul, 1995; G. Uzelli,
“‹van Konstantinoviç
Ayvazovskiy (1817-1900),”
Antik-Dekor, p. 37, Istanbul
November 1996, pp. 75-78;
A. Çoker, Osman Hamdi ve
Sanayi-i Nefise Mektebi,
Istanbul, 1983, p. 10;
Arseven, Türk Sanat› Tarihi,
p. 131; G. ‹repo¤lu,
Feyhaman, Istanbul 1986, p.
18; Tansu¤, Ça¤dafl Türk
Sanat›, p. 93; “Haag, Carl,”
Webster’s Biographical
Dictionary, p. 646, at p. 149
“Bida, Aexandre,” at page
342 “Constant, Benjamin,”
at p. 559 “Frere Theodore”
at pp. 645 and 169 “Bonnat,
Léon Joseph Florentin”; G.
Renda, “Resimlerde ‹stan-
bul,” Yüzy›llar Boyunca
Venedik ve ‹stanbul
Görünümleri / Vedute di
Venezia ed Istanbul Attraverso
i Secoli, Istituto Italiano di
Cultura / ‹talyan Kültür
Merkezi, ‹stanbul, catalogue



ellers coming to Istanbul in those days.  That is
why, apart from his paintings in the Istanbul
Painting and Sculpture Museum, the Maritime
Museum, the Topkap› Palace and some private
collections, most of his paintings are outside
Turkey.  Lithographic copies of his paintings
were published in two albums, “Stamboul
Recollections of Eastern Life” in 1858 and
“Stamboul Souvenir d’Orient” in 1861.  The
work of Preziosi was exhibited in Paris in 1858,
in London in 1863, in Paris at the International
Exhibition in 1867 and in Istanbul in 1880 and
1881 in exhibitions organised by the ABC Club.
When Preziosi noticed that beginning from the
1860’s Istanbul was losing some of his exotic
charm in the eyes of Westerners, he decided to
search for new subjects and went to Egypt in
1862 and to Romania in 1868 and 1869.  Very lit-
tle is known about the last years of his life, apart
from the facts that he was the court painter for
Sultan Abdülhamid II, lived in Yeflilköy and
kept his atelier in Beyo¤lu and that he died the
day after having been wounded on 27th
September 1882 as a result of a hunting accident,
not far from Yeflilköy.  He was buried at the
Catholic Cemetery of Santo Stefano in
Yeflilköy.19

Preziosi, who was famous for the way he

managed to recreate the most beautiful corners
of Istanbul, while at the same time depicting
moments of daily life, also painted scenes of
Eyüp Sultan.  In one of these he painted a group
of women with ferace (long coat formerly worn
by Turkish women when going out) and a small
boy with fez, during an excursion to Eyüp
Sultan. (Illustration 3)  In this painting he did
not neglect to also depict a group of the famous
stray dogs of Istanbul, which throughout the
years have always attracted the attention of for-
eign travellers, photographers and painters,
who happened to come to Istanbul.  The human
figures are the main element of this painting,
which has the houses of the Eyüp Sultan district
and its small mosques in its lower right and left-
hand foreground corners, while the background
is occupied by a view of the Golden Horn.
Apart from the usual Istanbul silhouette, the
Bridge of Unkapan› and the sailing boats on the
Golden Horn are the other elements completing
this painting.  On the left-hand far background
the Çaml›ca and Bulgurlu hills are visible.  As
was the case with Aivazovsky’s “Moonlit Eyüp”
(Illustration 2), Preziosi also seems to have
knowingly neglected showing tombs, which are
the most characteristic element of Eyüp.  In
addition to this, the Eyüp Sultan Mosque, which
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Illustration 5. Amedeo
Preziosi, “Eyüp Seen from
Pierre Loti,” (signed, 1893),
40x52 cm., watercolour on
paper. (Antik A. fi. 148th
Auction, Istanbul 15th
November 1992, lot number
160)

of the exhibition held on
10th April - 10th June 1995,
pages 13-14; for additional
information on artists that
depicted the Orient, see:
Do¤u’ya Bak›fl: Neoklasik’ten
Yirminci Yüzy›la ‹talyan
Grafik Sanat›nda ‹slâm
Dünyas›, Istanbul, 1996 (cat-
alogue of the exhibition
organised by the National
Palaces Directorate of the
Turkish Parliament and the
Istanbul Italian Cultural
Centre and held on 18th
December 1996 - 31st
January 1997, at the
Entrance Hall of the
Apartment of the
Concubines of the Harem of
the Dolmabahçe Palace), pp.
57, 58 and 120-121; for Jean
Baptiste Huymans, see:
Catalogue of the XX
Auction of Antique Books
organised by the Librairie
de Péra, Istanbul 29th
September 1996, lot number
71;* for Sarkis Direnyan’s
“Men Reading
Newspapers” (a painting
51x38 cm.) and for the other
works of art at the Istanbul
Museum of Painting and
Sculpture, see: H. Katipo¤lu
(ed.), Mimar Sinan Üniver-
sitesi ‹stanbul Resim ve
Heykel Müzesi Koleksiyonu /
The Collection of Istanbul
Museum of Painting and
Sculpture Mimar Sinan
University, Yap› Kredi
Yay›nlar›, Istanbul, 1996, p.
449.

21. Semra Germaner -
Zeynep ‹nankur, ibid., p. 82;
THALASSO, ibid., p. 11;
Semra Germaner, “Osmanl›
‹mparatorlu¤u’nun
Uluslararas› Sergilere
Kat›l›m› ve Kültürel



is the most visible element of the district, has
also been left outside this scene.

In another painting done with watercolours
(Illustration 4), Preziosi depicted the tombstones
on the Pierre Loti Hill and the cypresses of the
cemetery on the foreground, with a turbaned
old man and a small child on a donkey and a
group of stray dogs, making up the living ele-
ments of the composition.  On the background
are visible the Mosque of Eyüp Sultan that con-
trary to the previous painting, has been depict-
ed in this one, further back the Zal Mahmud
Mosque, a cluster of houses of the Eyüp Sultan
district on the shore of the Golden Horn in the
centre, further back the Unkapan› Bridge with
its two humps and the two sides of the Golden
Horn with all the characteristic elements of the
Istanbul silhouette, i.e. the Galata Tower, the
Tower of Justice of the Topkap› Palace, Haghia
Eirene, Saint Sophia, The Mosque of
Sultanahmed, the Tower of Bayezid and the
Mosques of Süleymaniye and Fatih.

Preziosi did another painting almost identi-
cal to the above-mentioned one.  As in the pre-
vious work, Preziosi depicted in watercolours a
panoramic view of Eyüp Sultan and the Golden
Horn, as seen from the Pierre Loti Hill.
(Illustration 5)  The group of stray dogs, visible
in the previous painting was not repeated in this
one.  Apart from this, one could say that all the
other elements of this picture are the same as in
the previous one.

Also during the reign of Sultan Abdülaziz
(1861-1876), who was a sultan of the period of
the Tanzimat reforms, many Orientalist painters
came to the Ottoman Empire.  Among these
there was the Venetian Filippo (Pietro) Bello
(1830/1-1909/11) (See page 226 of the catalogue,
A Look to the East).  Seeing that he married in
Istanbul in 1866, he must have come shortly
before that date and thus during the reign of
Sultan Abdülaziz.  Among the artists that paint-
ed for Sultan Abdülaziz there was Pierre Desire
Guillemet (1827-1878).  According to informa-
tion provided by Thalasso, in 1874, thanks also

to the support of the Sultan himself, Guillemet
and his wife opened the first private academy
teaching design and painting in the Western
sense of the word, in Kalyoncu Kullu¤u Street.
According to Mustafa Cezar, who has studied
this subject at depth and with a critical eye, this
academy called “Design and Painting Academy,”
was inaugurated in September 1874 at number 60
of Hammalbafl› Street in Beyo¤lu and after a
three year activity, closed down in 1877.  As has
been previously mentioned, among others also
Sarkis Direnyan*, who lived in Paris for many
years, and M›g›rd›ç Civanyan studied at this
academy.  Other artists of that period were the
Austrian Rudolph Ernst (1855-1935), the
Englishmen Walter Charles Horsley and Lord
Frederick Leighton (1830-1896), the Swiss
Leopold Carl Müller (1834-1892 and known to
have been active in the 1850’s) and Rudolph
Weisse, the Italian Alberto Pasini (1826-1899),
the Frenchmen Jean-Léon Gérôme (1824-1904)
(came to Istanbul in 1854 [reign of Sultan
Abdülmecid], in 1875 [reign of Sultan
Abdülaziz] and in 1879 [reign of Sultan
Abdülhamid II]), Léon Joseph Florentin Bonnat
(1833-1922) and Charles-Emile de Tournemine
(1812-1872).20 Sultan Abdülaziz was present at
the inauguration in 1867 of the International
Paris Exhibition and later went to Vienna, where
he admired the paintings at the Belvedere
Palace.  During this trip the Sultan bought paint-
ings to be hung at the palace.  In this he was
assisted by fieker Ahmed, who at the time was
studying painting in Paris, and by Osman
Hamdi.  Among the paintings bought there
were works by famous artists of those days like
Jean-Léon Gérôme, Adolphe Yvon, Gustave
Boulanger, Washington, Van Marcke, Huguet,
Harpignies, Daubigny and Schreyer.
Aivazovsky, Guillemet and Stanislaus
Chlebowski were also painting for the court.21

Undoubtedly, one of the most important artistic
events of that period was the first exhibition by
fieker Ahmed Pafla, who had returned from his
studies in Paris, held at the Art School at
Sultanahmed in Istanbul, in 1873, two years
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Sonuçlar›,” Tarih ve Toplum,
p. 95, ‹letiflim Yay›nlar›,
Istanbul, November 1991,
pp. 33-40; S. Öner,
“Tanzimat Sonras› Osmanl›
Saray Çevresinde Resim
Sanat›”, Milli Saraylar 1992,
TBMM Milli Saraylar Daire
Baflkanl›¤›, Ankara, 1992, p.
58-77.

22. Semra Germaner -
Zeynep ‹nankur, ibid., p. 83;
Thalasso, ibid., p.15;
Kaynak-Nirven, ibid., p. 24.

23. Semra Germaner - Zeynep
‹nankur, ibid., p. 84; Thalasso,
ibid., p. 17; Kaynak-Nirven,
ibid., p. 24-25.

24. Thalasso, ibid., pp. 11,
28-36, 65-70, 46-55 and 56-
62; Tansu¤, Ça¤dafl Türk
Sanat›, pp. 40-41; Germaner-
‹nankur, ibid., p. 84; S.
Germaner, “Jean-Léon
Gérôme ve Topkap› Saray›,”
Antika Dergisi / The Turkish
Journal of Collectible Art, p.
36, Istanbul, April 1988, pp.
38-48; Semra Germaner,
“Jean-Léon Gérôme”, Yeni
Boyut Plastik Sanatlar
Dergisi, Year 4 / Number
30, Ankara, March 1985, pp.
15-17; Arseven, Türk Sanat›
Tarihi, volume III, p. 132;
Julian, ibid., pages 183, 184
and 191; A. K. Gören, “Türk
Sanatç›lar›n Paris’teki
Hocalar›ndan Jean-Léon
Gérôme (1824-1904),”,Antik-
Dekor, number 34, Istanbul,
April 1996, pp. 102-107; A.
Gürça¤lar, “Fausto Zonaro
ve Ça¤dafllar›n›n ‹stanbul
Manzaralar›” (art history
thesis at the Istanbul
Technical University),
Istanbul, June 1991; Z.
Sönmez, “Türk Sanat›nda
‹talyan Ressamlar ve
Etkileri,” Aslanapa Prize,
Istanbul, 1996, pp. 239-252;
A. Batur, “19. Yüzy›l ‹stan-
bul Bas›n›nda Sanat ve
Mimarl›k,” 19. Yüzy›l ‹stan-
bul’unda Sanat Ortam›, ‹stan-
bul, 1996, pp. 109-113.
Among the information col-
lected from newspapers at
the Atatürk Library there is
the address of Fausto
Zonaro’s house and atelier
at Ayaspafla in Istanbul and
information about fieker
Ahmed Pafla.



after it had been announced in 1871.  In addition
to fieker Ahmed, in that exhibition there were
also works by Turkish painters like Mesud Bey,
Said Bey, Naim Bey, Yusuf Bahaeddin Bey and
Ahmed Bey and by foreign painters like
Guillemet and his wife, Hayette, teacher of
painting at the Mekteb-i Sultani and Acquaroni.
This exhibition was a milestone in the artistic
life of Istanbul, since it created an interest for
painting among the population and also a mar-
ket for paintings.22 The second exhibition was
held in 1875 at the then Darülfünun building
(the present day Press Museum at Çemberlitafl).
In 1883, the Sanayi-i Nefise Mektebi (Academy
of Fine Arts) was officially inaugurated.  Also in
later years similar exhibitions were held.23

The painters active during the reign of
Sultan Abdülhamid II (1875-1909) were the
Italian Fausto Zonaro (1854-1929), who came to
Istanbul in 1891 and Leonardo Mango (1843-
1930), who came to Istanbul in 1883.  Salvatore
Valeri (1856-1946), who taught at the Sanayi-i
Nefise Mektebi in 1883, came to Istanbul in 1880.
Valeri stayed on in the Ottoman Empire until
1915, by which date Sultan Mehmed V Reflat had
already ascended to the throne.  Warnia Zarzacki
(1850-?) came to Istanbul in 1883.  The above-
mentioned Jean-Léon Gérôme (1824-1904) came

to Istanbul for the first time in 1854, during the
reign of Sultan Abdülmecid.  Among the other
artists present in those days we could mention
the German Ferdinand Max Bredt, the
Frenchmen Albert Aublet, Edouard Debat-
Ponsan, Jean-Jules Antoine Count of Nouÿ (1842-
1923), Paul Alexandre Alfred Leroy (1860-1942),
Emile Bernard (1868-1941), the Englishmen
Frank Brangwyn (1867-1943), Edwin Weeks, the
Dutchman Marius Bauer (1867-1932) and the
American John Singer Sargent (1856-1925).24 We
could also add to this list Cesare Biseo (1843-
1909), who drew the illustrations for Edmondo
de Amicis’s “Costantinopoli,” as we saw in the
exhibition “A Look to the East” and Gabriele
Carelli (1820-1920), who in 1884 made a water-
colour painting of Istanbul.25 Even though
because of religious reasons Ottoman society did
not look too kindly towards the drawing of
images, the fact that Christian painters did not
have such religious limitations and were active
in painting, over time brought a relative freedom
on this subject in Ottoman circles.  Another factor
with the same influence was the decisive attitude
of military painters.26 Foreign painters present in
the Ottoman Empire during the second half of
the 19th century, painted subjects concerning
Istanbul, which they perceived as an Oriental
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Illustration 6. G. C.
Michelet, “The Golden
Horn Seen from Pierre
Loti,” oil painting on can-
vas. (Alper Can Yak›n -
Yüksel Kanar - Hatice Kot
[ed.], Kendini Yazan A¤aç,
‹stanbul Büyükflehir
Belediyesi, ‹STAÇ, ‹stanbul
1997, p. 251).

25. A Look to the East, pp.
142-144, 172-195 and 232-
233.

26. Tansu¤, Ça¤dafl Türk
Sanat›, pp. 37-40 and 55.

27. Semra Germaner, “1850
Sonras› Türk Resminde
Kaynak ve Konular,” Osman
Hamdi ve Dönemi, pp. 72-73.

28. N. Bayraktar, ‹stanbul
Cam ve Porselenleri, Istanbul,
1982, pp. 7-10; O.
Küçükerman, Anadolu’nun
Geleneksel Hal› ve Dokuma
Sanat› ‹çinde Hereke Fabrikas›,
Saray’dan Hereke’ye Giden
Yol, Ankara, 1987, p. 73;
‹repo¤lu, Feyhaman, p. 20.

29. Cezar, Sanatta Bat›’ya
Aç›l›fl ve Osman Hamdi, vol.
II, 2nd printing, pages 435-
438; ‹repo¤lu, Feyhaman, p.
20; Yetik, ibid., p. 110.

30. Cezar, Sanatta Bat›’ya
Aç›l›fl ve Osman Hamdi, vol.
II, 2nd printing, pp. 442-445;
Duben, Pera Res., pp. 12-13.

31. A. K. Gören, “Türk
Resim Sanat›nda
Eyüpsultan’› Betimleyen
Ressamlar,” II Eyüpsultan
Sempozyumu Tebli¤ler, p.
242, illustration 15.



town, with an Orientalist viewpoint.  On the
other hand the Levantine artists of Pera and envi-
rons painted portraits and sacred images of reli-
gious events or saints for their own churches.27

There were also a lot of painters employed
by the Y›ld›z Porcelain Factory.  Among these:
Hüseyin Zekâi Pafla (1859-1919), Mustafa Vasfi
Pafla (1857-1905), Halid Naci (1875-1927), Osman
Nuri Pafla (1839-1906), Hoca Ali R›za (1858-1930),
Ömer Adil Bey (1868-1928) and Fausto Zonaro
(1854-1929).28 There were exhibitions inaugurat-
ed also in this period, like the ones organised by
the Elifba Club, which were very popular.  The
second of these, organised in 1881, saw an
increase in the number of works exhibited.29 In
1901, Alexandre Vallaury, teacher at the
Architecture Department of the Sanayi-i Nefise
Mektebi and Régis Delbeuf, made the first
attempt to create a salon in Istanbul, within the
structure of which, painters of Istanbul could
exhibit their works.  Thus the first salon in
Istanbul was inaugurated at the residence of a
certain Bourdon, French merchant, at the Passage
Oriental.  This was repeated, thanks to the efforts
of the same people, both in 1902 and in 1903.30

A certain Michelet, about whom we were
not able to find information, did an oil painting
with a panoramic view of Eyüp Sultan and the
Golden Horn, seen through the tombstones and
cypresses on the Pierre Loti Hill. (Illustration 6)
On the right hand corner the district of Eyüp
Sultan and the Mosque of Eyüp Sultan, as a
dominant element, are visible.  Further back one
can see the area of Ayvansaray and the city
walls.  Nam›k ‹smail’s painting titled “The
Golden Horn as Seen from Pierre Loti,” which
we mentioned in a previous publication, was
drawn from the same perspective and what is
more interesting, with very similar characteris-
tics.  Thus we could state that Michelet must
have done this painting at the very beginning of
the 20th century.31

After seeing these examples that we found
as a result of having gone through a great vari-
ety of books, catalogues, pamphlets, magazines

etc., we can state that even though many prints
having Eyüp Sultan as subject were made from
the 18th to the 19th century, especially from the
19th century on, minority, Levantine and for-
eign artists, preferred doing oil paintings or
watercolours of places like the Bosphorus,
Fenerbahçe, the port of Istanbul at the mouth of
the Golden Horn, Galata, Pera or Eminönü,
rather than of Eyüp Sultan.  We also saw how
some of the painters neglected showing the
tombstones, which are a symbol of Eyüp Sultan,
on the basis of their views, even at the cost of
distorting the actual conditions of the place.
Nevertheless it is clear that the paintings were
drawn as a result of observations made in those
places and were not the result of pure imagina-
tion as had been the case in illustrations done in
previous centuries.
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KÜLL‹YE IN EYÜP SULTAN



I received an invi-
tation to the 4th
Symposium on  “Eyüp
Sultan, Its History,
Culture and Arts” only
a very short time before
its beginning date. So, I
thought that it would
be better for me not to
attend, since not much
work could possibly be
done in such a limited
time. Besides, the topic
of this symposium was
pre-selected, just as in
the previous ones. 

Upon insistent
demands in a telephone
conversation held for
some other reason, I
searched the book of
papers that were to be
presented at this sym-
posium. I realized that
there were no articles in
which the art history of
“Eyüp Sultan Külliye”
was evaluated.
Therefore, I decided to
prepare a paper on this
subject. Now I want to
share it with you.
While my work pro-
gressed, I kept asking myself some questions for
which I searched the answers. Here are some of
these questions:

- How did the Eyüp Sultan Külliye first
come into existence and how was the harmony
of the functional structures with the topography
attained? 

- What kind of alterations and additions
were made over the years?

- What does the plan for the initial mosque
of the külliye look like and in what ways does it
structurally contribute to the history of art?

- How was the main structure of külliye con-

structed; what was the plan used in re-building

and covering the roof of the Mosque and were

there new structures or sections added during

the restructuring of the külliye for the second

time?

- How does the külliye stand in relation to its

environment?

- And, naturally, whether or not there is any

original literature on it?

If we start with the last question:1
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Ilustration 1. Original Eyüp
Sultan Külliye, the plan of
the mosque, medresse and
tomb (E. H. Ayverdi).

1. The original information
on Eyüp Sultan Külliye is
found in issues of the
Charters of Fatih’s
Foundation:

A. Charter No. 1872 in the
Museum of Turkish and
Islamic Arts is a translation
of the charter written in
Turkish which is in the
Archives of the Office of the
General Director of
Foundations and its exact
copy was published by that
Office in 1938.

B. Charter No. 1872 which
is in the Archives of the
Office of the Prime Minister
is a short section of the
Charter 1872 which is in the
Museum of Turkish and
Islamic Arts.

C. The charter written in
Arabic which is at Topkap›
Palace is an exact transla-
tion by the German Institute
(Tahsin Öz, “Zwei
Stiftungsurkunden des
Sultans Mehmed II. Fatih,”
‹stanbuler Forschungen IV,
Istanbul 1935). This issue is
also a summary of the
translation from main
Arabic charters registered
as A and C which was
made in the 16-17th cen-
turies. It is written like a
book of instructions. An
exact copy of this issue has
also been published in
Volume 1 of the Review of
Charters in 1938. 

D. The Charter in Arabic
which was prepared by
Bayezid II. in his father’s
name.

E. The Charter in Arabic
which is at the General
Office of Real Estate and
Land Registry. (The two
charters D and E are identi-
cal).

F. Another charter in Arabic
registered as No. 2182 in the
Museum of Turkish and
Islamic Arts. An exact copy
of it was published in the
Issue of Fatih Mehmed II.



There are two foundation documents direct-
ly concerning the Eyüp Sultan Külliye which
was built by Sultan Mehmet II (Fatih).2 One is
the document known as “Eyüp Foundation
Charter”which is found at the Office of the
General Director of Foundations. In 1938, a fac-
simile of pages 286-325 of the document was
published on page seven of the Fatih Mehmet II.
Foundation Charter in Turkish. There is a
marginal note in the charter which has been
taken from the book called Garib üt tezhib by
Allâme ibni Haceri Askâlanî. It introduces Halid
‹bn-i Zeyd ‹bni Küleybi Ansarî Ebu Eyyub and
reports, one by one, the properties belonging to
the foundation. Although all of Eyyub District is
a foundation, there are various others including
Edirne, to the west; Philippopolis (Plovdiv) and
Anatolia from Bursa to Ayd›n. A foundation in
Silistre, in the north, is also mentioned. The doc-
uments contain detailed information on person-
nel and the collection and expenditure of foun-
dation revenues. 

The second document is the one which is
registered in Topkap› Palace Museum as number
7744 and is also called  the ”Eyüp Foundation
Charter.” It lists the foundations established by
Fatih for the facility built by Sinaneddin Yusuf
Pasha near the Eyyüb Tomb.3

One may find the revenues of the Eyyüb
Külliye Foundations between (h. 894-
895/m.1489-1490) in the Book of Accounts.4

According to original references, the initial
construction of the Eyyüb Sultan Külliye includ-
ed  the tomb, mosque, medresse, soup kitchen,
and the Turkish bath. These sources also indi-
cate that the külliye was built around the tomb
which was the original structure constructed.

As was pointed out by Evliya Çelebi, “the
mosque was built by Fatih Sultan Mehmed
Khan who gave the God’s reward for this pious
act to Hazret-i Ebû Eyyüb as a gift.”

We read in Evliya Çelebi’s Book of Travels
that every time he returned to Istanbul, he
would go to Eyyüb Sultan Mosque where he
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Ilustration 2. The plan of
the mosque, medresse and
tomb of Eyüp Sultan
Külliye in 1800. (E. H.
Ayverdi)

Ilustration 3. Aerial photo-
graph of Eyüp Sultan
Külliye. (Istanbul
Municipality photo
archives).

Ilustration 4. Eyüp Sultan
Külliye viewed from the
Golden Horn, May 1999.
(G. Cantay archive)

Charters, Office of  the
General Director of
Foundations, Turkish
Charters No. 1 (Ankara
1938).

G. Another charter is regis-
tered as “Hududname” in



read the Koran. So, the information which he
gave about the Eyyüb Mosque cannot be mis-
leading.

As a matter of fact, he realistically writes
about the Mosque, “... It has been built on level
ground in the Capital of Islam, near the
Seashore.” The statement indicates that the
buildings of the külliye, particularly the mosque,
were constructed on alluvion grounds between
the hill and shore, a fact that is also true.5

We know of the plan for the original
mosque in the külliye from the restoration plan
of E.H.Ayverdi who has carried out very accu-
rate source investigations. However, concerning
the structure of the original mosque, E. Çelebi
writes, “ ... it has a single dome, there is a semi-
dome in the direction of Mecca, but it is not very
high, there is no column inside. There are strong
arches around the middle-dome...”

Thus, E.H. Ayverdi interprets the plan
based on this information.

So, the interior of the original mosque in the
Eyyüb Sultan Külliye was planned with a  rect-
angular scheme breadthwise.  The mihrab sec-
tion in the direction towards Mecca, which was
also rectangular in width and was covered with
a semi-dome, constituted a lower part of the
inner volume. Two broad pointed arches sup-
ported by two wall pillars on the north side and
two other arches stretching along two walls
defined a square the top of which was covered
with a dome about 12 meters in diameter. This
particular central dome constituted  nearly half
of the roof of the breadthwise rectangular struc-
ture. The other half was covered with two semi-
domes connected to arches on two sides. 

We are concerned with the roof problem of
the original mosque for the following reason.
Even though there have been previous exam-
ples of  prototype semi-domes, it is in this
structure, for the first time, that the static and
contruction techniques for building adjoining
central and semi-domes have been utilized suc-
cessfully. 
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Ilustration 5. Eyüp hills,
May 1999.

Ilustration 6. General view
of Eyüp Sultan Mosque.

Ilustration 7. Eastern view
of Eyüp Sultan Mosque.

Ilustration 8. Courtyard
entrance to Eyüp Sultan
Külliye.

Ilustration 9. Courtyard of
Eyüp Sultan Mosque.

2. This exact copy of the
charter is kept in a safe, but
is also registered on pages
193-197of Müceddet
Anadolu, No 25 at the
Office of  the General
Director of Foundations.

3. Eyyüb Zaviyesi Charter
(Topkap› Palace) is found as
a scroll which is inlaid with
gold. The original document
was prepared at the time of
Fatih (861/1457) and was
reorganized by Murat III.
Fatih’s charters were orga-
nized during 867-875/1463-
1470. (See Fatih Mehmet II.
Vakfiyeleri, Ankara, 1938, p.
10 and others). E. H.
Ayverdi has basically taken
the charter which was orga-
nized during the time of
Murat III. towards the end
of January 1582 (Fatih Devri
III, Istanbul, 1989, p. 348
and others).

4. Barkan, Ö. Lütfi,
“Muhâsebe-i Evkaaf-›
Hazret-i Eyyüb’ül Ensârî
“Aleyhirahmet’il-Bârî”, ‹kti-
sat Fakültesi Mecmuas› 23, c.
1-2, ‹stanbul, 1962/3, pp.
373-379

the General Office of Real
Estate and Land Registry; it
is a written copy of the
Arabic Charter (in E) regis-
tered as No. 2182 in the
Museum of Turkish and
Islamic Arts, which was
deciphered by Turcologist
fiükrü Güllüo¤lu and pub-
lished by B. N.
fiehsuvaro¤lu in “Türk
‹stanbul’da T›p Ö¤reni-
minin 500. Y›ldönümü”,
‹stanbul T›p Fakültesi
Mecmuas›, XXXIV, 1971, pp.
831-841.



The same type of construction was to be used
later in Sheikh Vefa Mosque in Vefa, which was
again built by Fatih (881/1476) based on a rect-
angular plan in width, with a dome of 11 meters
in diameter and two adjoining semi-domes.

The planning of the original mosque in the
Külliye that Fatih had built in his name during
1463-1470, would reflect the same scheme previ-
ously used in the Rum Mehmet Pasha Mosque
in Üsküdar, constructed in 876/1471-2 . The lat-
ter mosque was designed in the shape of a
square prism with a semi-dome built into the
same arch in mihrab area. 

Architect Sinaneddin Yusuf would be very
successful in the construction of the above

mosque. He, for the first time, adjoined a semi-
dome in mihrab area to a central dome 26
meters in diameter and 44 meters high, using a
square plan, free and supported by a bearing
wall. This would lead to the 16th century suc-
cess of Sinan and his school of architects.

Let’s go back to another question; what
kind of alterations and additions have taken
place in the külliye over the years? 

Clearly, here we should consider not only
the changes made in the interiors of structures,
but the exterior alterations as well.

The sanctuary which has two minarets and
is surrounded by a porch on three sides, as men-
tioned in written sources of information, must
refer to where the last congregation gathered, as
well as the medresse area on both sides of the
courtyard. The octagonal tomb is located north-
west of the medresse courtyard.

Thus, the tomb, the mosque and the
medresse, all of which are located on the axis of
the mihrab, share the same courtyard. The idea
was to form an organic bond between these
three structures by giving them a common
courtyard. This kind of planning is not observed
in early Ottoman külliyes and was first used in
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Ilustration 10. Exterior
courtyard and fountain of
Eyüp Sultan Külliye.

Ilustration 11. Entrance
door to Eyüp Sultan Tomb.

Ilustration 12. Courtyard to
Eyüp Sultan Külliye.

Ilustration 13. Tiles on the
walls of the courtyard of
Eyüp Sultan Tomb.

5. Evliya Çelebi,
Seyahatname, vol. 1, ‹stan-
bul, 1314, pp. 396-367.



Mentefleo¤lu ‹lyas Bey’s Külliye in Milet (1404).
In this Külliye, the mosque, the tomb and the
medresse share the same courtyard, which con-
tains a fountain.

The plan used in Eyyüb Külliye and the
way in which the topography was evaluated
would later be utilized by Sinan and other archi-
tects belonging to his school. Some of the exam-
ples are the Ahmet Pasha Külliye in Topkap›
(1555-1558), Sinan Pasha Külliye in Befliktafl
(1555), Mihrimah Sultan Külliye in Edirnekap›
(1558), Sokullu Külliye in Kad›rga (1572) and the
Sokullu Külliye in Lüleburgaz (1579-1580).

The information, particularly in relation to
the mosque in the Eyyüb Külliye, as given in
Hadikat’ül-Cavami by Ayvansarayî, reveals that
this mosque was in ruins towards the end of the
18th century. One week after the restoration
work started, the structure was completely
demolished (1798) to its foundations.6

The article in Rûz-name concerning the
decision to pull down the whole structure is
important.

Based on what has been written in
Hadikat’ül-Cavami, it is understood that almost
every structure of this külliye has either under-
gone renovations or new parts have been added
by various persons and particularly, by different
sultans. These may be summarized as follows:7

In 1592, Defterdar Ekmekcibafl› Ahmet
Pasha made an addition in front of the stone on
which the coffin is placed.

In 1724, the two minarets were made higher
to hang the messages between them, spelled out
by lights during Ramadan. So, now each one
had two balconies from which the call to prayer
could be made. The minaret facing the sea was
struck by lightening in 1726 and was restored.
K›zlara¤as› Hac› Beflir A¤a had two private
enclosed spaces built outside the mosque where
he is buried.

Sultan Ahmed I had the consultation win-
dow put in and moved the Prophet Muhammad’s
footmark to another location (1732).
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Ilustration 14. Interior of
Eyüp Sultan Tomb.

Ilustration 15. Prayer win-
dow of Eyüp Sultan Tomb.

Ilustration 16. Ramp of sul-
tans’ lodge at Eyüp Sultan
Mosque.

Ilustration 17. Sultans’
lodge at Eyüp Sultan
Mosque.

6. Ayvansarayî, Hadikat’ül
Cevâmî, vol. 1, Istanbul,
1281.

7. Ayverdi, E. Hakk›, Fatih
Devri Mimarisi, vol. 3,
Istanbul, 1989, p. 351, fn. 1.



The Grand Vizier Sinan Pasha had the sum-

mer palace above the fountain built.

Hatice Sultan, the mother of Osman II had a

cüzhane (the place where the Koran is read) next

to the door of the tomb constructed and

Çandarl› ‹brahim Pasha had the fountain built.
The faucets on two sides of the courtyard were
put in by Bezirgânbafl› ‹smail A¤a.

Other than these, many graveyards and
tombs are found in the vicinity of the mosque
and the medresse.

If the work undertaken following the
demolishing of the mosque, as written in Rûz-
name, is considered, it becomes apparent that
the decision to tear it down was a correct one,
after all. The new mosque was constructed on
an embankment formed by erecting stakes on
four sides. The very bottom formed the actual
foundation and the center surrounded by the
embankment was filled with rubble. The thresh-
old of the mosque was placed in 1798
(December 18, Tuesday-Recep 13). The con-
struction was finished on Monday, May 26, 1800
and the renovation work on the exterior of the
Tomb started immediately. The restorations
were finished on October 16, 1800. All this work
on külliye carried out at the time of Selim III is
very important. 

When the time came to again renovate the
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Ilustration 18. The  plan of
the bath in Eyüp Sultan
Külliye(E. H. Ayverdi).

Ilustration 19. Eyüp Sultan
Külliye bath.

Ilustration 20. Eyüp Sultan
Külliye kitchen.

Ilustration 21. Eyüp Sultan
Külliye graveyard.

Ilustration 22. Eyüp Sultan
Külliye graveyard.
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structure, it was realized that the foundation
was weak and would not support all that weight
in the future.  It was necessary to strengthen it
and to renew the infrastructure. Thus, the basic
area covered by the new mosque became twice
that of the previous one. The north wall of the
previous mosque was moved to the same level
with the rooms of the medresse, adjacent to the
minarets, and two pillars were erected where
the original wall was located. The inner doors of
the minarets were closed up and new doors
were constructed externally. This destroyed the
organic bond between the tomb, the medresse
and the mosque.  While the tomb was left out-
side of the courtyard, the entrances to rooms of
the medresse disappeared.

Thus, the pyramidal silhouette of the New
Mosque, with new traditional Sinan accessories
supported by the eight beams that were added
to its central dome, rose at the shore of the
Golden Horn. A sultan’s lodge with a platform
stood on the southwest side of the mosque; after
Sultan Ahmet Mosque, this was the first time a
civil architectural structure would show up next
to a mosque. Among the structures of this kül-
liye, the kitchen and the public bath with two
divisions, one for women and the other for men,
have survived so far having undergone various
alterations.  The door opening to the exterior
courtyard of the külliye has been  renewed. On
the other hand, structural damage and losses in
various parts of the külliye are apparent. Only
part of the medresse remains, the open space
present is where the bakery once stood and the
public bath has disappeared behind the new
constructions.

The Eyyüb Sultan Külliye, as a symbol of
the togetherness of the Prophet Muhammad and
Eyyüb El Ensâri who came from holy lands and
died for Islam, always has been a special place
of pilgrimage in the Turkish Islam world.          
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OBSERVATIONS ON S‹NAN’S
MOSQUES AND MASJIDS IN EYÜP



It would not be inappropriate to consider
Sinan, the famous architect of the 16th century,
as the reigning architect of Istanbul.  Istanbul
has the greatest share of art created by Sinan,
more than four hundred works. Istanbul, a city
that ranked as the most important cultural, art
and trade center of the world in the 16th centu-
ry, was the symbol of Ottoman-Turkish
sovereignty. In this sense, Istanbul with its loca-
tion which displayed the political, commercial,
cultural and artistic power of the Ottoman
Empire, had an important architectural status. It
should not be forgotten that Sinan, in relevance
to the political power and perception of the
state, intensified his architectural endeavors on
this city after it became a world capital. 

The Eyüp Sultan district has the greatest
share of the works of art by Sinan. We have
identified 28 structures in Eyüp that were con-
structed by Sinan. According to types, they are:
10 tombs, 8 mosques and masjids, 4 educational
structures, 3 public baths, 2 palaces and 1
dervish lodge. This distribution of structures
shows that Eyüp was considered to be the most
important necropolis of Istanbul.

One can list Sinan’s works of art in Eyüp by
structural types as follows.

MOSQUES AND MASJIDS

Arpac›bafl› Masjid

Davut A¤a Masjid

Defterdar (district treasurer) Mosque

Dökmeciler (people doing casting) Masjid

Niflanc› (marksman) Mustafa Pasha

Mosque

Süleyman Subafl› (Karc› Süleyman,

Müzevvir or Münzevi) Masjid

fiah (shah) Sultan Mosque

Zal Mahmut Pasha Mosque

EDUCATIONAL STRUCTURES

Sokullu Mehmed Pasha Medresse

Sokullu Mehmed Pasha Darülkurra

Zal Mahmud Pasha Medresse (Upper

Medresse)

Zal Mahmud Pasha Medresse (Lower

Medresse) 

TOMBS

Aya Pasha Tomb

Dukaginzade Mehmed Pasha Tomb
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Illustration 1. Arpac›bafl›
Masjid.
(Photo: Aras Neftçi)



Lala Hüseyin Pasha Tomb

Pertev Pasha Tomb

Semiz Ali Pasha Tomb

Siyavufl Pasha Tomb

Siyavufl Pasha Child’s Tomb

Sokullu Mehmed Pasha Tomb

Sokullu Mehmed Pasha Child’s Tomb

Zal Mahmud Pasha Tomb

PUBLIC BATHS

Dere (Akarçeflme/Çömlekçiler) Bath

Niflanc› Mustafa Pasha Bath

Tomb (Old New) Bath

PALACES

Semiz Ali Pasha Palace (there are 2 palaces
in the literature, but we have no knowledge
about them).

DERVISH LODGE

Shah Sultan Lodge (non-existent today)

Most of Sinan’s works in Eyüp are still
standing today. Presently, out of  28 structures
only four have disappeared. In this paper, we
will consider the mosques and the masjids built
by Sinan in Eyüp.

Arpac›bafl› Masjid

Arpac›bafl› Masjid is in Akarçeflme, Eyüp. It
was built by Arpac› Hayrettin. The time when it
was built is not definitely known. The masjid,
which has framed walls and a wooden roof, has
an asymmetrical design. The present masjid,
which exhibits a completely different design
from its original one, was renovated in 1901 and
again in 1986. Today, it does not reflect Sinan’s
style in any way. (Photograph 1)

Davut A¤a Masjid

Also known as Kap›a¤as› Masjid, this
masjid is in Eyüp Niflancas›. Davut A¤a, its
founder, died in 1555 and is buried in front of its
minaret. It is a small masjid which has a roof
and a short minaret. Even though it has gone
through a number of renovations, it has been
preserved, relatively speaking. Some interior
alterations were made, such as the addition of a
room that is used as a library. Unfortunately, the
use of inappropriate materials has damaged its
original simple and naive outer appearance. The
asphalt road which goes right along its side has
been raised and the windows on its boundary
wall have become level with the ground. It is
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Illustration 2. Davut A¤a
Masjid.
(Photo: Aras Neftçi)

Illustration 3. Davut A¤a
Masjid, damages done to
the surrounding wall.
(Photo: Aras Neftçi)

Illustration 4. Davut A¤a
Masjid, the interior room
added.
(Photo: Aras Neftçi)



apparent that occasional collisions of heavy
vehicles with this wall have broken and shat-
tered the wall and window jambs.Thus, certain
precautions should be taken to save this masjid
from further damage. (Photographs 2, 3 and 4) 

Defterdar (Nazl› Mahmud

Efendi) Mosque

This mosque is in a district with the same
name in Eyüp. According to its epitaph, it was
built in 1540. The mosque, which has an almost
square design, has a short minaret. The mosque
has a roof built at an angle and its main walls are
made of coarse cut-travertine. Obviously, its
hipped-roof covered with tile has been restored.
It underwent extensive renovations after the
earthquakes in 1768 and 1895. It is known that
Nazl› Mahmud Efendi, the founder of this
mosque, was a calligrapher.Inside the enclosed
graveyard in the grounds of the mosque, there is
a canopy-shaped tomb facing south which has
the features of Sinan’s style similar to Ayas
Pasha Tomb.

There is a crack on the kible wall of the
mosque starting from the arched-window far-
thest to the left of the top series of windows and
gets deeper along its path towards the window
below. This may be serious and should be taken
care of. (Photographs 5 and 6)

Dü¤mecibafl› Masjid

(Dü¤meciler Mosque)

Calling this structure, which is located in
Olukbay›r, the Dü¤meciler (button-makers)
Masjid has become a commonly accepted error.
The masjid, which is built of stone, is designed

with a square shape and is
roofed. Its minaret is of cut-stone
and sits on square footing. In
1822, through the efforts of
Lalezar Kalfa, the third treasurer
of the Harem of Mahmud II and
Ayvansarayi, the writer of
Hadika, first the paths to the
fountain used for ritual ablu-
tions, then the masjid were
restored for five silver coins and
the floors were covered with new
straw matting. The structure
which was later damaged by the
1894 earthquake, was renovated
in 1897 (Hegira 1313) through
endowments bequeathed by
Emine and Fatma Han›m. The epitaph docu-
menting this renovation used to be in place until
recent years.

During our last visit to the structure, we
realized that it had undergone still another
restoration. Both the interior and the exterior
parts of the mosque have been covered with
new materials. It seems that its minaret  has also
been restored recently and has been ornamented
with paint. Aside from these unseemly interven-
tions, the missing inscription for the 1897 reno-
vation is also interesting. Why the epitaph was
removed and where it went is a mystery.
(Illustration 7)

Niflanc› Mustafa Pasha Mosque

It is not known when this mosque was built,
but we do know that it was commissioned by
Mustafa Pasha, the son of Celaddin from Tosya
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Illustration 5. Defterdar
(Nazl› Mahmud Efendi)
Mosque.

Illustration 6. Defterdar
Mosque, the crack on the
Kible wall.

Illustration 7. Dü¤meciler
Mosque.



(who died in 1567-8). The mosque has nearly a
square design, a four-sided roof, ceiling and a
single minaret. It was renewed after the fire in
1780 and thus lost its original design, architec-
tural features and, in short, its identity.

It was observed that the front wall, where
the main door of the present mosque is located,
has been erected with inappropriatly painted
bricks, and supposedly a last assembly room has
been created which seems to have been covered
with inferior quality materials. Apart from
these, the ritual ablution area and the toilets
have not been properly constructed either.

The stone building with  walls of alternat-
ing colors, which is in the area next to the
mosque,  has a fountain and stores in its ground
floor. A stairway on the side leads to the upper

floor where there is a room which looks more
like a classroom. It is claimed that the building,
which is now used as a library, was once the
Rami Mehmed Pasha School. (Photograph 8)

Süleyman Subafl› Masjid

This masjid is known as Müzevvir (mischief-
maker), Münzevi (hermit) and Karc› (snow-sell-
er) Süleyman Masjid. The most interesting fea-
ture of the mosque, whose date is unknown, is
its dwarf minaret. Its design is nearly square,
has a roof and the walls are made of rubble
stone. The most recent renovation of the masjid
must have been an exaggerated attempt to dec-
orate it. As a result, the restoration of the main
door in the front and the new structure fused to
the back of the mosque have damaged its tradi-
tional features. 

The masjid has no courtyard (enclosed
graveyard), but there is a fountain that bears no
inscription and is located on the street, in the
direction to k›ble. The most interesting aspect of
the fountain is its possession of a small spring.
Due to continual elevation of the road, the
drinking basin of the fountain is now almost
buried in the ground. The fountain also has a
dirty appearance because it is continuously
spattered by dust and soil as vehicles pass on
this road that has no sidewalk. (Photograph 9)

Shah Sultan Mosque

This mosque in on Silahtara¤a Street in the
Bahariye district of Eyüp. According to its epi-
taph, it was built by the daughter of Yavuz
Sultan Selim in 1556. The mosque is rectangular
in width and has a roof. It has stone-brick main
walls and a tiled roof. The last assembly area in
the front has wide eaves and wood columns.The
main walls and the pulpit of the minaret date to
the 16th century. The minaret itself is believed to
belong to the 18th century. It is understood that
the wood columns were erected in 1971. The
mosque was demolished in the 1766 earthquake
and was reconstructed during the time of
Mustafa III. Since the decision to remove the
buildings along the Golden Horn, it has been
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Illustration 8. Niflanc›
Mustafa Pasha Masjid, last
assembly hall.
(Photo: Aras Neftçi)

Illustration 9. Süleyman
Subafl› Masjid.
(Photo: Aras Neftçi)

Illustration 10. Shah Sultan
Mosque.
(Photo: Aras Neftçi)



standing alone, all by itself. As a result, its
assembly has been greatly reduced and it has
lost its liveliness due to decreased interest of the
people. (Photograph 10)

Zal Mahmut Pasha Mosque

Grand Vizier “Damat” (son-in-law) Zal
Mahmud Pasha was the founder of this mosque.
It stands at the center of Sinan’s most important
“külliye” (the charitable buildings of a religious
facility, usually composed of schools, a mosque,
mental hospital, hospital, soup kitchen, etc) in
Eyüp. This külliye had much to contribute to the
historical identity  of Eyüp. The rectangular
mosque in cubical form, with its four-rows of
windows, dominates over the other elements of
the institution. Its minaret, which was demol-
ished in the 1894 earthquake, was reconstructed
and the whole structure underwent extensive
renovation between 1955-1963.

In spite of its great significance, the külliye,
as a whole, has been deprived of the care it
deserves. Particularly, the western walls of its
grounds have become very dirty,  due to speed-
ing vehicles on the road which goes along these
walls. Undoubtedly, closing this road, which is
narrow and has no sidewalk, would also be
desirable to save these structures from immi-
nent damages that would arise from ground
vibrations caused by the fast moving traffic. It
was also observed that the stone railings in the
last assembly hall and in the upper medresseh
were broken in parts. The first step to be taken
should be to repair these before any further
damage. It should also be noted that both the
madrasa and the other structures in the külliye

deserve a much closer attention and that they
should be handled with more care. (Photographs
11 and 12)

Finally, it can be stated that all mosques and
masjids that were built by Architect Sinan in
Eyüp have survived until the present. The
important monuments, such as the Zal Mahmud
Külliye, have retained their identity. While
some of the mosques and masjids survived with
loss of their original identity, others were par-
tially preserved. Particularly, most of the district
masjids suffered damage because of unfortunate
interventions. Obviously, many such interven-
tions were motivated by good intentions; even
so, acting without expert opinion and an evalu-
ation of the value of the structure and worst of
all, intervening with no official authorization
cause irreversible damages in these works of art.

Aside from all of these, recent damages to
some structures which have so far been pre-
served are beginning to be apparent. In fact,
some are now in poor condition due to negli-
gence and misuse and others are being eroded
by improper treatment. We must be reasonable
and logical in our appproach to these works of
art.

All institutions, official-civil or central-local,
as well as individuals in all levels of the society
should be more sensitive towards the preserva-
tion of these architectural values, which are the
documents of our cultural history. Their protec-
tion from further damages caused by improper
acts of renovation, should be a part of our
responsibilities as citizens.
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Illustration 11. Zal Mahmud
Pasha Mosque, the condi-
tion of the west wall of the
külliye suffering from traffic.
(Photo: Aras Neftçi)

Illustration 12. Zal Mahmud
Pasha Mosque, the condi-
tion of railings in the last
assembly room and the
upper madrasa. 
(Photo: Aras Neftçi)
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ARCHITECTURALLY ARRANGED
SARCOPHAGI IN 

CEMETERIES OF EYÜP SULTAN



As is well known, the district of Eyüp is the
first Turkish-Islam settlement to have been
established outside of the city walls after the
Conquest of Istanbul. Eyüp’s most important
religious identity in history is, undoubtedly, the
grave of Ebu Eyyûb Halid ibn Zeyd el-Ensâri,
the host of the Prophet Muhammad, which was
founded by Akflemseddin, the teacher of Sultan
Mehmet II, the Conqueror. Eyüp became an
important religious center of the Turkish-Islam
world following the construction of a külliye at
the site of Ebu Eyyûb Halid ibn Zeyd el-Ensâri’s
grave by Sultan Mehmet II. The külliye consisted
of a tomb, a mosque, a madrasa (theological
school), a kitchen and a Turkish bath.
(Illustration 1) This complex was designed so
that the pilgrims would first visit Eyüp, perform
the Friday prayer there, and in fact would not
step on Eyüp’s grounds without performing the
ritual ablution.1 On the other hand, the Eyüp
Sultan Tomb obviously played a very important
role in the state protocol, since the sword gird-
ing ceremonies of the Sultans were held there.2

Soon after the conquest, Turkish communi-
ties from various parts of Anatolia were brought
to Istanbul and were settled in the capital of the
Empire. Aksaray and Çarflamba are typical

examples of such settlements. In line with the
same policy, people from Bursa were brought to
Eyüp and, in fact, Sultan Mehmet II advised his
teacher Akflemseddin to also live in Eyüp in
order to develop a more refined society there.

Settlements in Eyüp developed systemati-
cally until the 19th century. On one hand, the
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Illustration 1. The Eyüp
Sultan Külliye and vicinity.

Illustration 2. The west
view of Saliha Sultan’s sar-
cophagus.



shores of the Golden Horn prospered with reli-
gious and social structures such as mosques,
madrasa, kitchens, dervish lodges, fountains,
kiosks and Turkish baths, and on the other
hand, they were transformed into a fairyland
with newly built shore palaces, mansions and
summer residences. However, the radical
changes in traditional life style during the 19th
century and the assimilation of influences from
western cultures directed the attention of the
palace residents towards the Bosphorus. The
buildings on the shores of the Golden Horn
slowly became empty and unkempt and were
torn down by the order of the sultan in order to
erect industrial facilities in their places.3 In spite
of this change, which affected the physical and
the socio-cultural features of Eyüp, it continued
to maintain its character with one major loss.
The Eyüp Cemetery, which began to develop
with the construction of the Eyüp Sultan Tomb,
extended its boundaries from the shores of the
Golden Horn to Karya¤d› Bay›r› and Edirnekap›
and  included Üç fiehitler, ‹slâm Bey, Cezerî
Kâs›m and Gümüflsuyu neighborhoods.4 The
Eyüp Sultan Külliye was at the center of the
Eyüp cemetery, which contained the graves of
common people, as well as the sarcophagi and
tombs of sultans, grand viziers, daughters of
princesses with commoners, poets, religious fig-
ures and the learned. 

In Islam, based on the words of the Prophet
Muhammad, it is advised that the graves be
simple and unimposing. So much so that even
for simple graves certain measurements have
been assigned.5 It is believed that these limita-
tions on structures of graves were enforced to
conserve monotheism in a society that had only
recently stopped practicing polytheism, as well
as to prevent extravagance.6 However, such
limits set could not prevent the construction of
monumental tombs and particularly those
Turks who accepted the Islamic faith continued
to follow their old traditional ways (in terms of
grave designs, burial procedures, etc.) and so a
particular style of architecture known as dome-
shaped/conical-roof-tomb developed which
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Illustration 3. The elevation
details of Saliha Sultan’s
sarcophagus.

Illustration 4. The head
tombstone of Saliha
Sultan’s sarcophagus and
the inscription on its outer
surface.

Illustration 5. The head
tombstone of Saliha
Sultan’s sarcophagus and
the botanical ornaments on
its inner surface.



was unique to Islamic cultures. Also, parallel to
the construction of monumental tombs, the
graves of normal size began to be shaped in var-
ious forms to stand out among the others. While
the graves of simple folk have no character of
their own with their simple organization and
tombstones, those belonging to important peo-
ple could form a chapter in the history of art
with their unique architecture and ornamented
elevations. It is no doubt that the social and the
economical status of persons determined the
architecture of their graves.

As indicated by inscriptions on sarcophagi,
the graves built for outstanding people, some of
which form the topic of this article, date back to
the 11-12th centuries.7 However, with the pass-
ing of time these have become so enriched by
new designs and have so much increased in
variety that it has become necessary to make a
classification among them. Although there has
been no detailed study on this subject, there are
individual, but complementary scientific studies
on specific aspects.8 A particular classification
based on types of sarcophagi has been proposed
for a particular cemetery with a limited number
of examples. Undoubtedly, this can be broad-
ened and developed to include other examples.
As a matter of fact, some examples which we
have come across in Süleymaniye and Mahmut
II. enclosed cemeteries, could be placed within
this classification, but on the other hand, they
also possess certain specific features. It certainly
would be possible to supplement the classifica-
tion with more examples by a more detailed
study of the topic. However, in this article we
will be concerned with five special sarcophagi
found in the Eyüp Sultan Cemetery, which are
of particular interest due to their structures and
designs of elevations.

Although most of the similar sarcophagi
date to the late 19th and the early 20th centuries,
the particular sarcophagus which we will now
consider is nearly a century older than those and
is dated to 1778/1192. It belongs to Safiye
Sultan, the daughter of Sultan Ahmet III, and
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Illustration 6. The corner
details of Es-seyyid
Muhammed Salih Bey’s
sarcophagus.

Illustration 7. The side ele-
vation of Es-seyyid
Muhammed Salih Bey’s
sarcophagus.

Illustration 8. The general
view of Es-seyyid
Muhammed Salih Bey’s
sarcophagus.



reflects the architecture of its time in all its fea-
tures, even though it is one of the original ones
of its era. It has a simple rectangular design
adorned with large leaf motifs and has been
placed on a rather high pedestal (Illustration 2).
All sides are arranged in continuous harmony.
The miniature columns in the front are connect-
ed on top by ornamented arches and plates of
fruits have been embossed between the columns
(Illustration 3). Another row of columns that
stand outwards along the edges encircle the
inner ones and are attached to the surfaces of the
sarcophagus only by their base and head parts.
They are also connected to each other by orna-
mented arches with oyster shells at the centers,
producing a gallery-like appearance. The sar-
cophagus has rectangular tombstones erected
on its narrow edges. The bottom corners of the
head tombstone are ornamented with baroque
style S designs and the outer surface is adorned
with an inscription (Illustration 4). The top of
each triangular tombstone is crowned with an
oyster shell and the two side edges curve like an
S. The back of each tombstone is adorned with
flower motifs (Illustration 5). 

The second example is Es-seyyid
Muhammed Salih Bey’s sarcophagus, which is
located on a piece of land in the direction of the
Golden Horn reached via a path from the Eyüp
Sultan Cemetery. Es-seyyid Muhammed Salih
Bey’s lived between 1789/1204-1888/1306 as
indicated on the head tombstone of his grave.
His sarcophagus is placed on a beveled pedestal
and has the dimensions of 1.97 x 0.60 m. The
diagonally extending corners of its pedestal are
integrated with corner corbel heads of the sar-
cophagus (Illustration 6). The surfaces of the fig-
urative moldings at the fusion of the pedestal
with the sarcophagus are lightly adorned with
botanical motifs. The narrow elevations of the
sarcophagus are ornamented with baskets of
flowers. Curving branches extend from the bot-
tom of each basket towards the two sides. The
composition used on side elevations is focused
on the center and develops outwards. The flow-
er baskets used on narrow elevations of the sar-
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Illustration 9. The foot
tombstone of Es-seyyid
Muhammed Salih Bey’s
sarcophagus.

Illustration 10. The head
tombstone of Es-seyyid
Muhammed Salih Bey’s
sarcophagus.

Illustration 11. The head
tombstone of fierife Aifle
Atiyye Han›m’s sarcopha-
gus and the inscription on
its inner surface.



cophagus are also used on the sides where they
are placed at the center of a wreath. Here one
sees oyster shell designs and C-like curving
branches which extend towards the sides. All
elevations of the sarcophagus have a row of cor-
bels at the top edge (Illustration 7). The corner
corbels are decorated with garlands of flowers
and oyster shells in the style of the times. The
edges of the top cover project eaves-like beyond
the sides of the sarcophagus in sectioned dress-
ings, which resembles the plain architectural
façade designs of the final Ottoman era. Two
tombstones have been erected on the lid of the
sarcophagus close to the two narrow corners
(Illustration 8). The cylindrical tombstones are
set at the center of acanthus leaves and are
adorned all around with garlands of flowers
having small rosettes at their centers
(Illustration 9). The head tombstone is more
densely adorned and contains an inscription on
its front side facing the street. The two borders
of the inscription are ornamented with botanical
designs and a fez is embossed on the upper part,
which identifies the sex and the profession of
the deceased.9 The fez is part of a crown that
also contains a centrally placed oyster shell with
leaves around it. The crown has been integrated
with the boundary decorations of the inscription
(Illustration 10).

Another sample sarcophagus is the one
belonging to fierife Ayfle Atiyye Han›m, the
daughter of  Fahreddin Bey, who was a digni-
tary in the Ottoman Empire. According to the
date on the head tombstone, it belongs to year
1890/1308 (Illustration 11). This sarcophagus is
set on a 0.17 m high pedestal and has a simple
rectangular design (1.92 x 0.60) m. It has minia-
ture spiral columns trimmed with an hour-glass
at each corner and its upper edges are decorated
with a row of stalactites (muqarnas). The oppo-
site elevations are symmetrically ornamented
(Illustration 12). While the narrow elevations are
relatively simply adorned with big rosettes in a
rectangular frame, the side elevations are richly
decorated with rosettes surrounded by palm
leaves and zoomorphique motifs, also embossed
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llustration 12. The side ele-
vation of fierife Aifle Atiyye
Han›m’s sarcophagus.

Illustration 13. The corner
details of fierife Aifle
Atiyye Han›m’s sarcopha-
gus.

Illustration 14. The general
view of R›fat Pasha’s sar-
cophagus.

(9). Çal, Halit, “Istanbul
Eyüp’teki erkek mezar
tafllar›nda bafll›klar,” Tarihi,
Kültürü ve Sanat›yla
Eyüpsultan Sempozyumu, (28
May›s-30 May›s 1999/
Istanbul). Tebli¤ler, Istanbul,
2000. The capitals of tomb-
stones belonging to graves
of men have been classified
on page 212. According to
this classification, the fez
on Es-seyyid Muhammed
Salih Bey’s head tombstone
is of the kind worn during
the reign of Sultan
Abdulhamid II. which was
used by makers/sellers of
amber objects, dervishes,
students and civil servants.



within a rectangular frame (Illustration 13). The
upper edges of the sarcophagus are trimmed
with palm leaves. The 1.25 m high tombstones
have a flattened rectangular shape (0.11 x 0.36
m). They are characterized by miniature, spiral
columns with palmetto crowns that have an
hourglass at each corner and a row of stalactites
(muqarnas) around the upper edges. An inscrip-
tion on the front side of the head tombstone
gives the identity and the date of death of the
deceased (Illustration 11).

The fourth example is the sarcophagus
belonging to R›fat Pasha of the Ruse Dynasty,
which is found in the cemetery behind the Eyüp
Sultan Kitchen. According to the date on the
head tombstone, R›fat Pasha died in 1901/1319.
The modest, baroque type architecture of the
sarcophagus dominated by undulating contours
is also reflected in its design (Illustration 14).
However, when it is evaluated as a whole, its
architecture appears to be based on an eclectic
mixture of empire, rococo and neo-classic styles.
The oval-shaped sides with clover-like designs
are richly embossed in ornaments. On the nar-
row sides facing the east and the west, the orna-
ments are of rococo style characterized by leaf-
motifs and garlands of flowers embossed in a
curly decorative fashion. The composition is
bordered by a row of ovolo (Illustration 15). A
similar type of rich ornaments covers the wider
north and south elevations. However, the ele-
mental constituents of the decorations on latter
elevations are somewhat different. A globe sym-
bolizing the earth has been placed at the center
of the leaf-motifs and garlands of flowers and
the composition includes an inkstand and a
scroll of paper (Illustration 16). Small, vertically
fluted columns with gradual upward broaden-
ing in the neo-classical style are placed between
the multiangular projecting joints of the oval
elevations at four corners, joining the pedestal
and the lid of the sarcophagus. The bottom of
each column, which is set on a multiangular
base, is entwined with acanthus leaves as in the
tombstones of Es-seyyid Muhammed Salih
Bey’s sarcophagus. The upper parts of the
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Illustration 15. The narrow
elevation of R›fat Pasha’s
sarcophagus.

Illustration 16. The side ele-
vation of R›fat Pasha’s sar-
cophagus.

Illustration 17. The south
elevation of R›fat Pasha’s
sarcophagus.

Illustration 18. The
Garment Room, the main
elevation of Mecidiye
Köflkü.



columns are adorned with garlands of flowers
(Illustrations 17 and 18). The lid covering the
sarcophagus is also reflective of the neo-classical
style with its fascial botanical ornaments and
overhanging edges. The crowns with fluted sur-
faces placed on the lid are integrated with the
miniature columns of the sarcophagus.

The cylindrical tombstones, which broaden
upwards, constitute the vertical elements of the
sarcophagus and are erected on antique-style
pedestals entwined with acanthus leaves at their
bases. Of the two tombstones, each of which has
a crown on top with a fluted surface, the one
placed at the head of the sarcophagus bears a
dense fourteen-line inscription and a date on its
backside. A low, onion-shaped goblet full of
flowers is put on a rather wide pedestal at the
center of the lid, as a supportive element of the
architectural design. The goblet is a typical ele-
ment of the baroque style and has been exten-
sively used in all areas related to architecture
(interior decoration, façade arrangement). Other
places where it is found are the civil architec-
tural structures such as the Küçüksu Kasr›
(1856-57), Ihlamur Kasr› (1849-55) and Mecidiye
Köflkü (1859) (Illustration 14, 19, 20).  The nar-
row oval elevations of the sarcophagus have
oval pediments adorned with botanical designs
(Illustration 21).

Still another sarcophagus of interest is that
of ‹brahim Edhem Bey found in Eyüp Sultan
Cemetery and is dated to 1908/1326 (Illustration
22).  This is the most recent one among those
discussed so far. Although the niches on its ele-
vations give it an oriental appearance, its design
and façade arrangement is typical of the
Ottoman neo-classical style.

This sarcophagus, which is set on a 1.05 m
high stone pedestal, is rectangular with dimen-
sions of (0.91 x 2.15) m. It has an animated struc-
ture all around. Each one of its narrow eleva-
tions contains a tri-partitioned blank niche
around which zoomorphic ornaments are
embossed (Illustration 23).  In contrast to simple
ornamentation of the narrow elevations, the side

elevations exhibit a more sophisticated architec-
tural arrangement. Similar to narrow elevations,
the side ones have also been built in a tri-parti-
tioned fashion. Each one of these two sides has a
middle section that extends outwards, forming
an elevation of its own, and a classical-style
crown placed on top constitutes the most impor-
tant element of this architectural design. The
crown is embossed with zoomorphic and pal-
metto motifs and each middle section contains
two niches. The arch of each niche is adorned
with an oyster shell, an element of the baroque
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Illustration 19. The garden
entrance of Küçüksu Kasr›.

Illustration 20. The front
elevation of Mecidiye
Köflkü. 

Illustration 21. R›fat Pasha’s
sarcophagus.



style. There are star and crescent motifs
embossed between adjacent arches, which may
be symbolizing Constitutional Period II (1908).
All elevations have a row of stalactites (muqar-
nas) at the upper edges (Illustration 24, 25).  Two
tombstone with square cross-sections (0.37 x
0.37 m) are erected on top of the sarcophagus
near the narrow edges. These are entwined with
interlocking palmettos at the base and have
hour-glassed columns at the corners. The inter-
locking palmetto design is repeated at the top to
form a crown. While the north surfaces of the
tombstones are unadorned (Illustration 26).
Those facing south towards the courtyard of the
Eyüp Sultan Mosque contain the same inscrip-
tion composed of eight lines with the name, pro-
fession and the date of death of the deceased
written on top. The head tombstone has two and
the foot one has one embossed imperial medal
(Illustrations 27 and 28).  These are also found
on the front sides of the tombstones that face
each other. ‹brahim Edhem Bey’s sarcophagus,
in stature and architectural features, may be
compared with original architectural works of
art of its time among which are the Aksaray
Pertevniyal Valide Sultan Mosque (1871) and
the Y›ld›z Hamidiye Mosque (1886). 

In conclusion, it is known that the western-
ization movement in the Ottoman Turkish Art
initiated with the baroque style, continued with
rococo born within baroque, and then blended
with the empire and the neo-classical forms. The
transformations between these different forms
of art have been so subtle that often times when
a work of art is analyzed in detail, it is not pos-
sible to decide which element belongs to which
style of art. This has led to the birth of the eclec-
tic (selecting from various forms) style that is
composed of elements of various forms of art.
Thus, the sarcophagi mentioned, being the
products of the westernization period in the
Ottoman Turkish Art, reflect the chaotic art style
of that period. They are genuine architectural
works of art exhibiting the simple features of the
eclectic style. When one studies the roots of the
Turkish grave architecture, one observes that
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Illustration 22. A general
view of ‹brahim Edhem
Bey’s sarcophagus.

Illustration 23. The north
and east elevations of
‹brahim Edhem Bey’s sar-
cophagus.

Illustration 24. A general
view of ‹brahim Edhem
Bey’s sarcophagus from the
north.



the ancient burial mounds (tumuli) obtained in
archeological digs have a unique home-like
character and are designed to provide the per-
son with his immediate needs in a life after
death, including certain objects, burial presents
and even his horses. In later periods, the monu-
mental graves built above ground utilized buri-
al tents (especially dormitory-type tents), the
abodes of people of those times, which not only
shaped the architecture, but became a new buri-
al tradition.10

The correlation of grave with home is
observed in all stages of grave architecture.
Clearly, this should be valid for the 19th centu-
ry architecture as well and graves of that era
should be viewed and evaluated with this corre-
lation in mind.

When the sarcophagi introduced in this arti-
cle are considered individually, it is observed
that the prominent features of particularly the
‹brahim Edhem Bey and R›fat Pasha sarcophagi
are not only the decorative elements and the
arrangement of elevations, but also includes its
layout plan. Again, the fact that elevations were
evaluated with respect to the road, with the
front elevation being more monumental and rel-
atively more densely ornamented, as in ‹brahim
Edhem Bey and the similar Hüseyin Avni Pasha

Tombstones (1877/1294 in the Süleymaniye
Cemetery), shows that in lay-out plans special
attention was given to the architecture of the
front elevation. Another example to this is
found on ‹stiklal Street.
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Illustration 27. The head
tombstone of ‹brahim
Edhem Bey’s sarcophagus.
and the inscription on it.

Illustration 28. The foot
tombstone of ‹brahim
Edhem Bey’s sarcophagus
and the inscription on it.
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EYÜPSULTAN:
A SCHOOL OF MUSIC 

(AN ECOLE)
IN THE HISTORY OF TURKISH MUSIC
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In this piece of writing, first I would like to
say a few things on “Eyüp Sultan” and on
“Turkish Music,” which form the title of the arti-
cle, and then will try to explain why Eyüp
Sultan is a School of Music (an Ecole) in the
History of Turkish Music.

Eyüp Sultan, for one thing, has been a place
where Moslem Turks came to settle before
Istanbul was conquered. As the late historian
‹brahim Kafeso¤lu pointed out, similar to the
case of  the Turks who came to live in Eastern
Anatolia before the Malazgirt Victory, these
Turks came to live in Eyüp Sultan.

Naturally, the area outside the city walls
and along the shores of the Golden Horn, with
its woods and streams was very attractive for
immigrating Turks. As would be expected, the
population of this piece of land continually
increased at the time of the conquest and in the
days following. After Akflemsettin confirmed
that Eyüp Sultan’s tomb would be established in
Eyüp, the place acquired a spiritual character,
began to attract many visitors and more families
came to live there.

Furthermore, a population explosion

occurred when Eyüp Sultan became the admin-
istrative center of Çatalca, Silivri, Bak›rköy,
Kas›mpafla-Hal›c›o¤lu, Kemerburgaz and more
recently, Bayrampafla.

The immigrant Turkish people of Eyüp
Sultan, who came all the way from Asia,
brought their arts along which flourished in
their new homeland.

Actually, the music of these people was just
as much appreciated in those far away lands as
it was in Eyüp Sultan after their arrival here.

It is known that the Hatay Turks who immi-
grated from the Motherland to Northern China
used musical notes.

On various epitaphs obtained in Asian
archeological digs are figures playing the “saz”
(a stringed instrument which somewhat resem-
bles a lute and is used to play traditional
Turkish music).

Today, we know that in Turkistan Palaces
members of the Parliament listened to music
during intermissions.

We have the books written on Turkish Music
by Fârâbi, a great genius, and his student ‹bnî Sina.

Illustration 1. The ceremo-
nial band on Pier Street in
Eyüp, 1985.
(Metin Türkmeno¤lu Archive)
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Urmiyeli Safiyüddin, a physicist of music
whose musical knowledge is still valid today,
was from the city of Urmiye by Lake Urmiye in
Persia. Another Turkish musician is Meragal›
Abdülkadir, who comes from Meraga at the
other end of the same lake. He is a music genius
and a composer with a broad repertoire of
Classical Turkish Music who has also estab-
lished the Herat School of Music.

Marking rhythm by tapping was intro-
duced to Anatolia by the Turks who immigrated
from Asia.

Turkish music became an important part of
the dervish lodge of the Mevlevi Order in
Konya. Similarly, it was played in the dervish
lodge of Eyüp Sultan called the Bahariye
Mevlevihanesi. Other than these, the melodies
of  Turkish Music would also frequently be
heard in many excursion spots, in mosques,
other dervish convents and lodges and in
madrasahs.

Nothing else, other than poetry and music,
seemed to exist in Ka¤›thâne and Sadâbat. Many
composers of the Tulip Age of the Ottoman
Empire, whose names occupy a significant
place in the History of Music thrived there. The
names of these great musicians are mentioned
one by one in Atrabü’l Âsar (a biography of com-
posers) written by fieyhülislam Mehmet Esat
Efendi, still another Tulip Age composer: Kara
‹smail Agâ, Odabafl›-zâde Efendi, Parsa-zâde
Abdülbaki Efendi, Tosun-zâde, Tesbihçi-zâde
Emir Çelebi, Çar-fleb Mustafa A¤a,
Serhanendegân Hasan A¤a, Haf›z R›fat, Reflit
Çelebi, fiehla Mustafa Çelebi, Kabudan-zâde,
Molla Mehmet Efendi, Nazim Çelebi, Nâbi
Efendi (poet), Yusuf Çelebi, Acem Salih A¤a,
Kas›m Mehmet, Salihzâde (a kadi (judge) from
Edirne), Halil Efendi (the muezzin of
Cerrahpafla), Ali Dede (Nâli-zâde), ‹zzettin
Efendi, fieyh Bursal› Hac› Eflref-zâde,
Abdurrahman Bahir Efendi (Arap-zâde),
Hüseyin Dede (Eyyubi Dervifl Neyzen),
Zaharya, Tanburi Mustafa Çavufl, Ahmet Vefki
Efendi, Haf›z Ali Efendi, Boncukçu, Benli Zakir

Hüseyin Efendi, Molla Hüseyin Efendi, Mehmet
Çelebi, Muhsin Çelebi, Mahmut I (Gazi sultan-›
Evvel), Mehmet Tulûhi Efendi (sheikh),
fieyhülislam Dâmar-zâde Feyzullah Efendi,
Kemanî ve Tanbûri H›z›r A¤a, Tab’î (Kassam-
zâde Ser-müezzin-i fiehriyari Hattat Mustafa
Efendi), Tanbûri ve Hanende Dilhayat Kalfa
and others...

Music never ended in waterside residences
along the Golden Horn, particularly in the  palace
of Mustafa Faz›l Pasha, the nephew of Egypt
Khedive. These residences were on the banks of
Golden Horn in the Baharîye area, the promi-
nent ones being the Bahariye Mevlevihane
(Mevlevi Dervish Lodge) and the fiahsultan
Tekke (Dervish Lodge).  These served as Schools
of Turkish Music until the law closing dervish
lodges was passed. 

It was so much so that just like on the nights
of the full moon on the Bosphorus, people
would come close to the banks of the Golden
Horn in their boats to listen to the melodies fill-
ing the air. 

The music teachers of the times used to give
lessons at their own homes or at the residences
of their pupils.

The first name that comes to mind in this
respect is Ebubekir A¤a, the great composer of
the Tulip Age. Then there was Eyyubi Mehmet
Bey, a composer who was Zekâi Dede’s teacher.
He was a person full of encouragement who at
one point introduced Zekâi Dede to  Dede of
Akb›y›k in Sultanahmet to help him further his
knowledge of music. Dede’s teachings turned
out to be extremely beneficial for Zekâi Dede
who ended up memorizing the music prior to
Dede’s time, as well as Dede’s personal pieces,
preventing them from sinking into oblivion.

Zekâi Dede worked hard to educate stu-
dents in music until his death, mainly at the
fiahsultan Dervish Lodge, but also in his own
home or at Darüflflafaka School.

Hüseyin Fahrettin Dede transformed the
Bahariye Mevlevi Dervish Lodge into a School



of Music, as in the case of fiahsultan Dervish
Lodge, where he trained many capable students. 

The Bahariye Mevlevi Dervish Lodge was
the third dervish lodge, after Yenikap› and
Galata Lodges, where the theory and practice of
Turkish Music was taught. Here, Mevlevi order
music was played during worship and other
immortal pieces were practiced before going on
stage for the public at Semâhane. As in all other
dervish lodges, the music performed in hr
Bahariye Mevlevi Lodge was not limited to reli-
gious pieces, but other forms of Turkish Music
such as Kâr (the first piece sung after the peflrev-
an overture played at the beginning of a song- in
a classical fas›l-a program of musical pieces all
written in the same makam or mode), beste (a
musical composition consisting of four verses

each followed by the same melodic passage),
semâi (a rhythmic pattern of three beats) and
flark› (song- a rhythmic pattern of thirteen beats)
were also played. Fas›l used to be practiced
twice a week in the Bahariye Mevlevi Lodge.
The famous names of the time such as Zekaî
Dede, Hafiz fievki Bey, Dr. Suphi Ezgi,
Tophaneli Sabri, Müstantik Avni Bey (the
Examining Magistrate), Ortaköylü Aziz Efendi,
Darüflflafakal› Sakall› Kaz›m, Sad›k Bey (the
Accountant of the Municipality), Saadettin
Efendi (the Sheikh of the Tafll›burun Dervish
Lodge), M›z›kal› ‹smail Hakk› Bey, Ahmet ‹rsoy
(Zekaî Dede’s son) and Münir Kökten (Zekaî
Dede’s grandson) also took part in these prac-
tices. Ziya Pasha, the statesman, advanced his
knowledge of music there. 

The music life of the Bahariye Mevlevi
Lodge also included various weddings, ceremo-
nial occasions and entertainments. For example,
the poet Yeniflehirli Avni Bey (Hüseyin
Fahrettin Dede’s uncle) was one of the people
who resided in this lodge. When his daughter
Muhsine Han›m married Haf›z fievki Bey (the
son of Hafiz Abdullah Efendi who lived in Eyüp
and served as the Head Guard of the Palaces),
the wedding took place in the Bahariye Mevlevi
Lodge. An excellent group of musicians who
played traditional Turkish music composed of
Kemâni (violinist who plays Turkish music)
Mike, Udî (player of the lute) Sürur, Neyzen
(player of the reed flute) Aziz Dede and Kanunî
(player of the zither) Ziya Bey (Ziya Pasha) was
gathered. Zekâi Dede lead the performance. The
waterside residence had its liveliest night ever.
The waters of Golden Horn quivered in beams of
light. Various musical compositions were played
following an instrumental improvisation in
Suzinak by  Kemâni Mike and a Suzinak Peflrev
by Emin A¤a.

Upon request, Head Kudümzen (player of
small double drum used for rhythm in Mevlevi
music) Zekaî Dede replaced Arif Dede in the
Bahariye Mevlevi Lodge after his death. The
composition called suzidil, which is the original
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Illustration 2. The
Mehteran Nevhet
(Eyüp Sultan Mosque
square, Mehteran-› Eyüp
Sultan).
(Municipality Archive)
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Mevlevi order music played during worship, was
composed by Zekaî Dede through the encourage-
ment of Mustafa Faz›l Pasha and its first perfor-
mance was held in this Mevlevi Lodge. After the
death of Aziz Dede, (the Neyzenbafl› or the head
player of the reed flute in Bahariye Mevlevi
Lodge), Hakk› Dede became the new
Neyzenbafl›. The Music Board of the Lodge
included Çerkez Ahmed Dede from Gelibolu
and Salih Dede, another player of the reed flute.
Emin Dede and Sabri Bey from Tophane were also
members of the Board as keepers of the Lodge. In
addition to this Mevlevi Lodge, the waterside res-
idences in Bahariye included the Abdurrahman
Pasha Residence, the ‹brahimhanzâde Residence
which came after fiahsultan Mosque and the
Mustafa Faz›l Pasha (the nephew of the Egypt
Khedive) Palace a bit further. Zekaî Dede taught
and performed music particularly at Mustafa
Faz›l Pasha Palace. Among the waterside resi-
dences, there was also the fiahsultan lodge
which had an entrance through a courtyard
from Silahtar A¤a Street. Similar to the Bahariye
Mevlevi Lodge, this one was also like a conser-
vatory. Zekaî Dede used to teach his students
there. Dr. Suphi Ezgi Nazarî, the great genius of
music, wrote the following introduction in the
first volume of his giant work on Practical
Turkish Music: “By the time I was seventeen, I
had learned to read the notes for many songs
and peflrevi’s. At that time, the late Udî
Otakç›larl› Ahmet Efendi, my music companion,
introduced me to master composer Hafiz Zekai
Efendi who accepted me into his Circle of
Instruction. Once a week and on Sundays, Zekai
Dede came together with the Sheikh’s son
Burhanettin Efendi, his son-in-law Avni Bey,
Otakç›larl› Ahmet Efendi, Kemençevi Dr. Arif
Atâ, and Hafiz Aziz Efendi at the gathering
place of the fiahsultan lodge in Eyüp to make
music which I was destined to join. Later,
Muhibbim Ahmet Efendi (postal and telegram
legal adviser), Kanunî Hadji Arif Bey, Üsküdarl›
Hanende Hüsamettin (Singer Hüsamettin from
Üsküdar) and Rauf Yekta Bey also became our
companions.”

Now, to emphasize the power of these peo-
ple as teachers and to stress the accomplish-
ments of their students, the lives and contribu-
tions of some of them will be briefly reviewed.

Dr. Suphi Ezgi - Composer and a genius of
Turkish Music. Besides a five-volume theoreti-
cal work on Turkish music, he authored books
such as the songs of Tanburî Mustafa Çavufl and
“Temcit-Durak-Naat” (prayer praising God
sung from the minarets during the months of
Rajab, Sha’ban and Ramadan - a form in religious
Turkish music - a poem praising the Prophet
Muhammad). He composed around onehun-
dred and seventy pieces of classical style music.

Hüseyin Fahrettin Dede - (He was a student
of Zekai Dede) - He played the flute and the
reed flute and performed double-vocal music.
He composed very few pieces, but his Acem
Aflirân Ayinî (a makam/mode in classical
Turkish music) is the king of all music used in
religious services.

Rauf Yekta Bey - He was a scholar of
Turkish Music and taught courses on the histo-
ry and theory of music at Darülelhan Istanbul
Conservatory at the time it was founded. Later,
he served as the head of the selection committee.
He was interested in physics of music and
acoustics. The Turkish vocal system is ascribed
to him, together with H. Saadettin Arel and Dr.
Suphi Ezgi. He was an excellent composer in the
classical style and composed about fifty pieces
of music. His numerous articles appeared in the
press of his time and he authored the section on
Turkish music in Lavingnac Encyclopedia pub-
lished in Paris. 

Hadji Faik Bey - A Turkish composer. He
wrote beautiful songs and composed great
pieces of music. He taught Dr. Suphi Ezgi the
music notation of the West and learned from
him the kind of music notation which uses cer-
tain letters invented by Hamparsum. 

Ahmet Avni Bey - A Turkish composer and
scholar who learned music from Zekai Dede
and practiced it with Hadji Kerâmi Efendi. He



was a good singer who also composed forty-one
pieces of music. “Kâr-› Nat›k” is a special com-
position which he composed to use in teaching
different modes of music. We have his work
called Hanende which is the best text magazine
for music.

Medenî Aziz Efendi - A Turkish composer
and singer who played the piano, the lute and
the lavta (an instrument like the lute now out of
use). He trained many students among whom
are ‹smail Fennin Ertu¤rul, Leylâ Saz and Dr.
Suphi Ezgi. Among his compositions in kâr (the
first piece sung after the peflrev in a classical
fas›l), beste ( a vocal composition of four verses
each followed by the same melodic passage),
semaî (a rhythmic pattern with three beats) and
ilahî (hymn) musical forms, we only have the
one in ‹sfahan makam (mode) today. His songs
are among his beautiful pieces of music.

Muâllim Kâz›m Uz - A Turkish composer
who was a student of both Zekai Dede and
Fahrettin Dede. He composed religious musical
pieces in forms known as ayîn and durak, as
well as hymn, operetta, peflrev (an overture
played at the beginning of a song- in a classical
fas›l-a program of musical pieces all written in
the same makam or mode), and saz semâi (an
instrumental form in four movements). He
wrote a book on Musical Terminology. Among
the students of these great names in Turkish
music are Ahmet Irsoy, the son of Zekai Dede,

Münir Kökten, his grandson, Abdülkadir Töre
and Santûri Ziya Bey. 

The great teachers and students of Eyüp
Sultan Music have made the area home for the
Turkish music.

In writing about the great musicians of
Eyüp Sultan, one should also mention those
who were born and lived there and are buried in
one of the Eyüp cemeteries.

‹zzettin Hümayu Elçio¤lu, a composer who
was the teacher of Yesarî As›m is buried in
Edirnekap› cemetery. Again, the composer
Mükerrem Ak›nc› rests in the same cemetery.
Hadji Arif Bey, a song composer, was born in
Eyüp. Similarly, Saadettin Heper was born in
Eyüp and his grave is in between the Kaflgari
Dervish Lodge and the road going to Piyerloti.
Ebubekir A¤a was born in Eyüp Sultan and
Mustafa Itrî, whose grave is on Fethu Çelebi
Street in Eyüp, lived in his farm outside of
Edirnekap› where he grew Mustâbey pears.
Eyyubî Mehmet Bey’s grave was somewhere
near Piyerloti, but it no longer exists.

The composer ‹smail Hakk› Bey rests in the
family graveyard in Edirnekap›. Kemani
Memduh (violinist) is buried in Tokmakkap›
cemetery. The song composer Rahmi Bey is at
the K›rkmerdivenler cemetery in Eyüp. The vio-
linist Mustafa Sunar lived in Eyüp. Abdülkadir
Töre’s grave is at the cemetery where the
Kaflgari Dervish Lodge is. Hüseyin Fahrettin
Dede and the Grand Vizier, the Reed Flute play-
er Yusuf Pasha rest at the Bahariye Mevlevi
Lodge. Mehterenbafl› Hasan Tahsin Parsadan
(chief of the band of musicians) and Ali R›za
Sengel are at the Edirnekap› cemetery for the
martyrdom. Zekâi Dede, his son and grandson
are buried at the cemetery on Piyerloti Road.

Finally, the following should also be men-
tioned:

There are still active places in Eyüp Sultan
where music is made. One of these is the Eyüp
Musical Society which was founded by Mustafa
Sunar in 1915, but was later closed. It was initi-
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Illustration 3. The opening
ceremony at the Eyüp
Sultan Mosque square in
1972. (Metin Türkmeno¤lu
Archive)
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ated again in 1985 by Nihat ‹ncekara, who is a
member of the town council and the place today
serves as a core conservatory where the theory,
sound and instrumental techniques of Turkish
music are taught, in the best possible way. The
institution has a chorus which gives concerts
periodically. The most intriguing aspect of this
school of music is its children’s chorus. No other
institution in Istanbul or other provinces has
this feature. The Musical Society in Üsküdar is
working towards this goal, but the one in Eyüp
is so far the promising one for the future.

Music is also made in Ümmü Sinan Dervish
Lodge in Eyüp Sultan. The Eyüp Municipality
has established a Cultural Office which has a
music library where they are trying to collect all
books and documents, old and new, related to
the art of music. This Cultural Office is also
active in organizing symposiums and confer-
ences, as well as putting out various publica-
tions about Eyüp. 

Another favorable accomplisment of the
Eyüp Municipality has been the formation of a
mehter group (band of musicians) in the old tra-
dition, which gives concerts at various times on
television or elsewhere and performs at the
square of the Eyüp Mosque before Friday
prayers. Such activities are controlled by Osman
Sak, the Assistant to the Chief of the
Municipality.

Some of the following are the musicians
who still live in Eyüp Sultan and some are the
ones who recently died:

Rahmi Sönmezocak, the repertoire teacher at
Istanbul Technical University. State Conservatory
of Turkish Music and the singer Mediha fien
Sancako¤lu both grew up in Eyüp and Aka
Gündüz, who plays the reed flute, is a teacher in
Eyüp Musical Society. Mesut Peker, a student of
Emin Dede, retired as the chief muezzin of the Zal
Mahmut Mosque and lives in Eyüp.

Safiye Ayla, the late famous singer, was a
member of the Eyüp Musical Society. Kadri
fiençalar whose grave is in Eyüp was the person

who had the grave of Zekai Dede built. 

In the History of Turkish Music, the heart of

the Turkish Classical Music will forever beat in

Eyüp Sultan, where it found expression under

different roofs and was immortalized by

extraordinary scholars of music who passed

their knowledge onto generations of great musi-

cians over the centuries.
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THE FOREIGN TRAVELER’S
VIEW OF EYÜP



Throughout history, Istanbul has been one
of the most desirable destinations in the world
for sightseers. The legendary attractions of its
natural beauty and the wealth of its architecture
have drawn many travelers toward this magical
city. During their travels, they observed and
recorded the splendors of the eastern empires.
Their descriptions of the Istanbul of the past in
their travel memoirs, in spite of their exaggera-
tions or errors, are invaluable documents.

In the midst of the nineteenth century’s
enlightenment and industrialization, Europe
was in the process of seeking for itself a noble
and well-rooted historical identity, and began
by searching for its roots in antique cultures.
During this period when science was considered
foremost as a source of knowledge, the geogra-
phy of the antique world was the center of sci-
entific research, archaeological studies, explo-
ration and observation. The European’s desire
to both define himself and to discover other
worlds made the orient a center of interest for
researchers, artists and travelers. And so,
Istanbul, one of the most magnificent cities of
the East, remained a much-frequented destina-
tion in this century. The French traveler
Thèophile Gautier first came to Istanbul in 1852.
As his ship turned toward Sarayburnu, he
describes the sight: “A marvelous panorama
resembling the opera décor of an enchanted
play appeared before our eyes.” (Gautier
1971:97) Many other travelers who were delight-
ed to have found the “Oriental” beauty they had
sought shared the conviction of the extraordi-
nary effect of the city’s silhouette. Their descrip-
tions of the city defined an almost surreal, sub-
lime and fairy-tale beauty.

“One cannot imagine a more magnificent
silhouette appearing between the skies and the
sea.” (Gautier 1971:97)

“Istanbul is Babel, a universe, the chaos
before the creation of the world.” (Amicis
1981:26)

“God and man, nature and art have jointly
created and situated here the most magnificent

appearance that the human eye could possibly

find on earth...to want to compare the sight of

this grand and elegant community with any

other view on earth would be to blaspheme the

creation of the universe.” (Lamartine 1971:69)

This and similar romantic expressions do

not give us any information about the city’s

objective characteristics; but they do give us

some clues as to the aura it possessed during

this century. The harmony between its compli-

cated urban fabric and its natural beauty gives

us an image of its physiognomy as a whole.

Even if observations of its muddy roads, old and

unkempt buildings, the stray dogs living in the
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Illustration 1. Courtyard of
Eyüp Mosque. W. H. Bart-
lett Pardoe, Miss. Beauties of
the Bosphorus, 9, Virtue and
Co., London, 1838



streets and the ‘strangely’ garbed Turks disturb
this impression somewhat, Istanbul is still for
western travelers a magnificent and picturesque
city of the Orient. As for Eyüp, in spite of its
importance to Ottoman society, it only became a
destination of foreign travelers in the 19th cen-
tury. Established as the first Ottoman settlement
during the conquest of Istanbul as the site of
Ebu Eyyüb el-Ensâri’s grave, it marks the devel-
opment of the growth of the city. This most
sacred of places in the Ottoman Empire was the
location of the Sultan’s investiture with the
sword of sovereignty and played an important
part in the political life of the dynasty. It was in
this manner that this important religious site
outside the dark walls of Constantinople north-
east of the Golden Horn developed, with its
urban and architectural qualities in addition to
its political and ethnic characteristics, into a pic-
turesque settlement in Ottoman Istanbul. Thus
was Eyüp depicted by European travelers in the
period just before it was affected by the indus-
trial development that began on the shores of
the Golden Horn.

The French poet Alphonse Marie Louis
Lamartine arrived in Istanbul by sea on 20 May
1822, and visited Eyüp on 22 June. He explains
that it was here that the emperors came to be
girded with their swords. There were colorfully
painted wooden houses surrounding the Eyüp
Mosque. (Lamartine 1971:130) Sultans’ palaces

lined the shores of the Golden Horn. The poet,
planning to leave Istanbul the following day,
ascends the quiet winding roads leading to the
hillside above the Eyüp cove, and passing over
the naked hillsides reaches the walls of the city.
These observations dating from the first half of
the 19th century give us clues to the size and
scale of the small town, as yet untouched by the
results of industrialization. The physical devel-
opment of the Eyüp mosque and its surround-
ings had not reached the dimensions of its con-
temporary occupation of the hillsides and
beyond. Consequently, the undestroyed green
fabric of Eyüp is the most important factor in the
descriptions of the city. The two preeminent
ingredients in its silhouette are the predomi-
nantly religious structures and memorials and
the striking green of its makeup. 

When Miss Pardoe later traveled to Istanbul
in 1838, she described Eyüp as the Turks’ most
sacred site. She was greatly affected by the
scenic variety of greenery and trees rising
immediately behind the Eyüp mosque and cov-
ering the graves (Illustration 1).  According to
Miss Pardoe (1838:9-13), the cemetery that
formed the backdrop of Eyüp’s urban physiog-
nomy provided a very striking and picturesque
appearance. One of the buildings that she
describes as the most important and imposing
of the well-constructed buildings that make up
the orderly town of Eyüp is the Esma Sultan
Palace. Her description of this waterside palace
used by the elder sister of the Sultan Selim (sic)
indicates the architectural preferences of the
period. There is also on the shores of the Golden
Horn a factory established to provide the fez
supply for the court and the army. The view
from the highest point of the cemetery behind
the mosque that encompasses the entire Golden
Horn and part of the Bosporus is magnificent
(Illustration 2).  Robert Walsh, who also visited
Istanbul in 1839, expresses similar impressions.
He expresses the opinion that “Eastern” cities
have the advantage of topography and natural
situation over some western cities like Paris and
London, and that Istanbul has more than its
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Illustration 2. Sebil ve Tür-
beler Soka¤› T. Allom
Walsh, R. Constantinople the
Seven Churches of Asia
Minor, 49 Fisher, Son, & Co.,
London&Paris, 1839



share of these advantages. The approach to this
magnificent city from the Sea of Marmara is
more beautiful than all the other cities in the
world. (Walsh 1839: 1) When he visits Eyüp, he
is greatly affected by the picturesque beauty of
the sacred center where the Sultan is girded
with the sword (Illustration 3).  For Walsh, noth-
ing can surpass the variety of the plants and the
impression they convey. (1839: 50) It is as if God
has presented all the wealth of nature to this
town where the flowers spread their most beau-
tiful scents and the nightingales sing in their
most beautiful voices. The Eyüp Mosque and
Tomb rise from the midst of all this beauty and,
together with the buildings created by other
foundations, make up the streets of this town.
(Walsh 1939:50) Again, the romantic expressions
bring to mind rather a tranquil and pastoral
place of rest, but still give an impression of the
‘aura’ of the city.

The Italian writer Edmondo de Amicis vis-
ited Istanbul in 1874 and contributed to the ori-
entalist image of Istanbul with expressions sim-
ilar to those above. According to Amicis (1981:
18), Istanbul’s most beautiful view was of the
Golden Horn, and it was beyond description.
Walking along the dark walls to the pier,
beyond the Otakç›lar quarter festooned w›th
gardens, “...lay Eyüp, with its elegant mosque
and sparkling white tombs and graves in the
center of a forest of cypress trees, its large ceme-
tery the sacred soil of the Ottomans.” (Amicis
1981:54). Like those of other travelers, Amici’s
Orientalist descriptions seem far from giving us
an objective view of Eyüp. However, we are able
to understand the western observer’s thoughts
about himself and about the “other.” 

“Like a noble town buried in extraordinary
silence, together with an otherworldly melan-
choly inspiring a worldly respect, the white and
shadowed and magnificently beautiful cemetery
is a city...Nowhere else in Istanbul does Moslem
art beautify the representation of death and
allow one to observe it without fear as it does
here so elegantly. “ (Amicis 1981:447) The trav-

eler’s description does not give us an idea of real
life, but does emphasize the influence of Eyüp’s
identity as a center of religion on the image of
the city. It is evidence of the influence of the
tombs, gravestones and greenery on the silhou-
ette of the city.

When Dwight visited Istanbul in the first
half of the twentieth century, he found the town
that had grown up around the Eyüp mosque the
most picturesque settlement in Istanbul.
According to this traveler, the cypress trees and
tombs, together with the beautiful homes that
formed the fabric of the city were at one and in
harmony with one another. “The quarter is
indeed, more than any other, the Pantheon of
Stamboul, so many important personages have
chosen to be buried near the friend of the
Prophet.” (Dwight 1915:139) “The turbehs clus-
ter so thickly between the mosque and the
water, that one avenue is lined by nothing else,
and from it, little paved alleys wander away
between crowded gravestones and arching
trees. Few of the trees are cypresses here. The
cypresses inhabit a hill behind this silent quar-
ter, and through them climbs the most pic-
turesque street in Eyoub.” (Dwight 1915:140)
When one reaches the top of the road leading to
the Pierre Loti Hill, one finds the most magnifi-
cent view in Istanbul. It is the situation of Eyüp
that permits us this view of the silhouette from
afar, with the entire length of the Golden Horn
and its two shores at its feet, emphasizing its
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Illustration 3. Eyüp Mosque,
cemeteries, and view of the
Golden Horn.  W. E. Bartlett
Pardoe, Miss, Beauties of the
Bosphorus, 11, Virtue and
Co., London, 1838 



place within the whole of the city of Istanbul. It
is both inside Istanbul and outside it, not a stop
along the way, but a destination in itself. 

It is primarily romantic and orientalist
descriptions that constitute the basis of the writ-
ings of the travelers who visited Eyüp,
bequeathing us their observations, their expec-
tations and even their prejudices. Therefore,
although they cannot give us any hints about
what living there was like, their work is an
important source of information about the visu-
al effects of the city. The picturesque character of
Eyüp is the result of the objective development
of meeting the conditions of “place,” and is
expressed by all the travelers in their descrip-
tions of its “harmony” and “oneness.”  It is no
longer possible to speak of the ‘picturesque’
quality or urban harmony or magnificent sil-
houette of the Mega-Eyüp that is the result of
industrial development. The growing problems
of a growing city that Eyüp shares with the rest
of Istanbul have made it a symbol, not of its pic-
turesque qualities, but of its social, economic
and political characteristics. In the throes of
urban growth in which there is no defined com-
ponent of architectural and aesthetic tradition
this is an important influence. Consequently, the
‘travelers’ who visit Eyüp in the 21st century
will no longer find a settlement that can be
described in romantic terms. 
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Eyüp Sultan is one of the areas of Istanbul
that is rich in examples of Turkish art in many
different fields. The tombs and cemeteries that
have made the area famous are well known, but
alongside the mosques, masjids, prayer plat-
forms, soup kitchens, madrasas (theological
schools), boys’ schools, libraries, fountain hous-
es, schools for children kiosks built for the dis-
tribution of free drinking water, public baths,
dwellings and other edifices, the area is also
ornamented with a miniature form of architec-
ture that is dedicated to providing shelter for
birds. These tiny structures are a special feature
of this area of Istanbul and have attracted the
interest of artists and scientists, from the arch
formed examples that date from the 16th centu-
ry, through the birdhouses dating from the end
of the 18th to the beginning of the 19th century,
with their forms resembling architectural mod-
els and their three-dimensional aesthetic forms,
and have given Eyüp Sultan a special and
important place among the neighborhoods of
Istanbul. In other words, these small structures,
which are an expression of man’s love of nature,
are in the nature of architectural documents and
are a source of  information about the history of
architecture and frontal decoration, materials
and techniques, enlightening us about some lost
architectural forms and filling in some of the
gaps in the history of architecture. Similar cir-
cumstances can be noted in the water cups and
drinking spouts for birds that decorate the
K›r›m Mehmet Pafla Fountain and others like it. 

The purpose of this paper is to document
and introduce some of the birdhouses found in

Eyüp Sultan’s mosques,
soup kitchens, schools
and tombs and, by offer-
ing an overview of these

structures that adorn the neighborhood, help to
ensure their place in the history of architecture.
By this means we will also demonstrate the love
for animals of the residents of the Eyüp Sultan
district, who have carried on the architectural tra-
dition by continuing today as they have in the
past to both build and protect examples of wood-
en, multi-storey portable authentic and original
birdhouses, whose
Ottoman Empire Period
examples are now lost
to us, but which date
from the beginning of
the 20th century. 

Illustration 1. Pigeons in
Eyüp.

Illustrations 5-6. Movable birdhouses decorating the Eyüp
Municipal Cultural Center, and a detail of the birdhouse.

Illustrations 2-3. The Eyüpsul-
tan Süleyman Subafl› Public
Fountain decorated with wa-
ter dishes for birds that are
made in the shape of a drin-
king fountain.

Illustration 4. Birdhouses in
the Feshane Park.
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The first example is the Eyüp Sultan
Mosque. One side of the structure faces Zal Pafla
Caddesi and Fahri Korutürk Caddesi, and
another faces the island formed by the intersec-
tion of Beybaba Sokak and Boyac› Sokak’s
Bostan ‹skelesi. Another side faces the Eski
Hamam Sokak; the Eyüp Sultan Square is locat-
ed at the front of the mosque. The complex of
buildings adjacent to the mosque was construct-
ed by Fatih, Mehmet the Conqueror, in 862 (1459
AD), but during the reign of Ahmet III (1602-
1617 AD), the minarets were torn down and
rebuilt. During the reign of Mahmut I, in 1136
(1723 AD), the sacred trust of the Prophet
Mohammed’s footprints were moved to the
Tomb; when the structure was damaged during
the earthquake of 1766 AD, it was torn down
and rebuilt. During this renovation, which took
place in 1212 (1798 AD), the minarets were pre-
served.1 The repairs to the mosque and the bird-
houses that adorn the rebuilt structures lead us

to believe that they were constructed during the
period of Selim III.

Fourteen birdhouses made of sandstone,
formed as hollows and annexes, can be found on
the mosque.2 The first example is above the pro-
jection of the prayer niche indicating the direc-
tion of Mecca. Facing southeast, this rounded
center of the arch forms a hollow situated under
the eaves. 

The first of the birdhouses on the eastern
side is in the shape of a hunting lodge
crowning a portal. The two-storey house is set
on a single-footed bracket made of marble and
has a vaulted roof. The lodge, with its rounded
lines and exterior projection, is lighted by
rectangular windows on the first storey, and
two raised arches and a round arched
window on the second storey.

The second, third and fourth examples
decorate a pedestal on the southeastern side.
Two of them are above one another and the
other at a lower level; the first
of the upper two is formed by
a rectangular balcony covered
with vaulted openings. The
third example is on the other
side of the pedestal and is in
the shape of a projecting
window covered, again, with
vaulted openings. Between
the two bases, the area is
decorated with raised marble
arches. Below these is the
fourth example; between two
raised arches carved out of the

Illustration 7 - 8 - 9. Birdhouses adorning the mosque.

Illustration 12. Detail of the
hollow built on a pedestal.

Illustration 11. Birdhouses resembling hollows, on the mihrap
side of the Zal Mahmut Pafla Mosque.

Illustration 10. Birdhouse on
the west side.
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‹mperatorlu¤u Dönemi ‹stan-
bul’undan Kuflevleri, Kültür
Bakanl›¤›, Osmanl› Dizisi,
Sanat Eserleri Dizisi/306,
2000, pp. 93-99.



material of the wall is a rectangular projection
covered with arches, which gives the
appearance of a reviewing pavilion. The fifth
birdhouse, which was below this one, has been
broken.

There are six birdhouses that decorate the
outside face of the eastern wing of the portico like
an annexed structure in the form of five cavities
and a three-walled vaulted antechamber open at
the front. Of the small hollowed shapes, the
entrance openings consist of two raised arches,
one broken arch and one rounded arch, and one
of them has a triangular pediment. On the base,
one can also see a rectangular-shaped hollow.

One of the birdhouses on the western side of
the mosque is under the molding on top of the
support beam. This birdhouse in the form of a
hollow has an entrance shaped like a raised arch. 

Without doubt, the most interesting of the
birdhouses is on the outside face of the wall of
the west facing outer courtyard, under the
sovereign’s kiosk or what is now used as rooms
for the imam and muezzin, built in the form of a
multi-storey caravanserai. Rising from a marble
base, projecting perpendicularly, the rectangu-
lar face of the first two stories of the cara-
vanserai are bordered by columns. The structure
is connected to the wall by similar columns at
either side, and there is an entry system at its
center. The 21 compartments of this construc-
tion are lighted by windows in the shape of
raised arches.  The structure is covered by an
additional vault whose interior serves the func-
tion of a roof. 

The second of the mosques is the Zal
Mahmut Pasha Mosque. This building, situated
on an island in the center of Defterdar Caddesi, is
recognized as the work of Mimar Sinan, and
dates from the 16th century.3 On the footing to
the east side of the mosque’s prayer niche has
been carved a hollow-shaped birdhouse4 and
carved out of the stone wall next to the other foot-
ing are three other hollows. Two of them have
rounded entrances similar to broken arches.
There are also birdhouses in the form of hollows
decorating the building. 

The third structure is the Mihriflah Sultan
‹mareti (soup kitchen). Located at the corner of
Bostan ‹skelesi Sokak and Türbe Ç›kmaz Sokak,
it was constructed in 1209 (1794 AD).5

The courtyard of the soup kitchen
is in the shape of a “U”; on the outside
face of the eastern wing of the sur-
rounding arcade is a birdhouse situat-
ed on a console under the eaves.
Designed as a two-storey house, it is
covered by a beflik (cradle) roof. The
entrances to the birdhouse are shaped
like raised arches, of which there are
two on the first storey and one on the
second storey.6

The fourth building is the fiah
Sultan S›byan Mektebi (school for chil-
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Illustrations 14-15.
Birdhouse decorating the
fiah Sultan Sibyan Mekteb›
and detail of the birdhouse.

Illustration 13. Detail of
birdhouse decorating the
Mihriflah Sultan ‹mareti.

3. Do¤an Kuban, “Zal
Mahmut Pafla Cami,”
Dünden Bugüne ‹stanbul
Ansiklopedisi, Kültür
Bakanl›¤› Tarih Vakf›,
Istanbul, 1994, vol. 76, p.
542.

4. Bar›flta, pp. 178-179.

5. Mehmet Mermi, Haskan,
Eyüpsultan Tarihi,
Eyüpsultan Belediyesi,
Istanbul, 1996, p. 334.

6. Bar›flta, pp. 178-179.



dren). Located on Feshane Caddesi next to the
Zal Mahmut Pafla Mosque, it was constructed in
1215 (1800 AD).7 It is one part of the complex of
tomb, fountain, free drinking water distribution
system and enclosed graveyard built at the
behest of fiah Sultan.

The birdhouse that crowns the drinking
fountain in front of the school is in the form of
an elaborately decorated pavilion. Mounted on
a single-footed console, the left and center sec-
tions of the structure consist of three storeys and
the right-hand section consists of two storeys;
the center of the façade projects outward. There
is an entrance on the right side of the pavilion,
while the left side is completely enclosed.8

The fifth structure is the Feridun Pafla
Türbesi. Located on Beybaba Sokak, the build-
ing was originally constructed in 1583 and was
restored in 1945.9

On this tomb there are two birdhouses, both
carved from stone in the form of hollows. The
first of these is on the right-hand corner of the
façade of the building while the other is at the

side. Both
have entrances
in the shape of
semi-arches.10

The sixth
building is the
Vezir Mir-i
Miran Mehmet Pafla
Türbesi, located on the
block between Cami Kebir
Caddesi and Beybaba Sokak
and constructed in 997
(1589 AD).11

Above the tomb’s por-
tal facing Beybaba Sokak, a
birdhouse with rounded
arched compartments has
been carved from the
stone.12

Alongside the examples that we have
briefly introduced above, we can see numerous
other structures created for feeding birds and
decorated with birds that have been preserved
in Eyupsultan but  have not survived in many
other parts of Istanbul. The water cup portray-
ing birds on the K›r›m› Mehmet Pafla Çeflmesi
(fountain), the multiple small water cups deco-
rating the Süleyman Subafl› Çeflmesi, the multi-
storey portable wooden birdhouse crowning the
Eyüp Sultan Munipal Cultural Center and  the
innovations of the Eyupsultan Mosque, the bird-
houses with attics adorning the Seyh Davut
Han, which was built after the Sah Sultan
Sibyan Mektebi, all point to the special place of
this type of structure in the history of architec-
ture. On the other hand, the hallow shaped or
arch formec birdhouses adorning some of
Mimar Sinan’s 16th century works and some
birdhouses in other parts of Istanbul that can be
dated to the late 18th and early 19th century,
along with the similarities to certain examples
outside of Istanbul, enable us to reach healthy
conclusions about their materials, techniques,
types, shapes and other aesthetic characteristics.
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Illustrations 18-19. Birdhouse adorning the portal of the Vezir
Mir-i Miran Mehmet Pafla Tomb and detail. 

Illustrations 16-17.
Birdhouse decorating the
façade of the Feridun Pafla
Tomb and detail.

7. Hale, Tokay, “fiah Sultan
Külliyesi,” Dünden Bugüne
‹stanbul Ansiklopedisi, Kültür
Bakanl›¤› Tarih Vakf›,
Istanbul, 1994, vol. 7, p. 127.

8. Bar›flta, pp. 221-222.

9. Haskan, p. 169.

10. Bar›flta, p. 229.

11. Haskan, p. 193.

12. Bar›flta, p. 236.



Fadime GELEfi

EYÜP TOYMAKERS
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One tends to associate the phrase “Eyüp
Toys” with a private and local enterprise.
However, it would be more correct to think of it
as a business enterprise centered in Eyüp,
whose products were exported to Istanbul and
outside provinces.

According to various sources, the original
Eyüp Toys were made in the 18th century.
Dökmeci (metal worker) Hasan A¤a, who came
to Istanbul from his village to serve as a soldier
in Nizam-› Cedid (the new regular troops) during
the reign of Mahmud II. (1785-1839) and played
the dümbelek (an instrument made of earthen-
ware bowls one end of which is covered with a
skin and played either with the fingers or sticks)
in the inauguration of the Rami Barracks, settled
in Eyüp. After retiring as a soldier, he sang tra-
ditional folk songs at ‘sahur’(meal taken before
dawn during the Ramadan fasting period) dur-
ing the Ramadan and made toys the rest of the
year. He was known as “Tükürüklü Oyuncakç›”
(Spittled Toymaker).1 There is also a story that
relates that Mahmud II used to pass in front of
toy shops on the way to visit the tomb and at
one time, a child cried as he was passing by

which annoyed him. So, he gave an order to

close these shops, but he was convinced to take

his order back later on.2

Dökmeci Hasan A¤a may be a famous toy

maker, but he probably is not the first one

because Eyüp toymaking must have started ear-

lier than the 18th century. 

Evliya Çelebi, in his Seyahatname (Travel

Book) writes that there were 100 toyshops and

105 private toy makers in Eyüp who were mem-

bers of a guild affiliated to the chief architect. He

also mentions that they displayed their toys on

carriages and acted as mimics in a parade of

guilds organized to celebrate the Baghdad

Campaign (1635).3 A group of guilds having

100 shops in the first half of the 17th century

ought to have originated earlier, but there is no

definite information on this matter.

Eyüp Sultan must have attracted a great

number of visitors with its religious structures

such as the Eyüp Sultan Mosque and the Tomb,

as well as its cemeteries, fish and milk markets,

sellers of prayer beads, hand-painted cloths,

rose oil, kebabs, pottery, toys, animals and the

Friday market, where one could find anything

desired.4
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Illustration 1. Eyüp “Toy
Shops Dead-End Street.”
(Atatürk Library Map
Collection)

Illustration 2. Inv. 371/2-
Carriage.
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Eyüp was an Ottoman settlement with a
market mainly located around the mosque.
Most of the stores were used as workshops and
sales outlets and the streets that contained shops
built in a row that produced and sold the same
kind of goods were named after that particular
merchandise.5

The toyshops in Eyüp used to be on the
street that stretched from the quay to the Eyüp
Sultan Tomb. (Illustration 1) It was also known
as the Toy Shops Dead-End Street. The number
of these shops diminished to 25-30 at the begin-
ning of the 19th century.6 Just as most of our
traditional works of art could not keep pace
with technological developments, the nearly
three-centuries old toy production in Eyüp also
faded away and became a part of history. 

It would be beneficial to get acquainted
with Eyüp toys and their special features
through the “Toy Collections of the District of

Eyüp in Istanbul Municipality” that
was organized by the district itself
and consists of toys produced by the
most recent stores. 

The twenty-eight toys on exhibit
had earlier been on exhibition at the
Museum of  Revolution in Beyaz›t
beginning in 1939. When the muse-

um changed location in 1945, they were
removed from exhibition due to both an
increase in their number and a lack of space. A
temporary exhibition was realized in 1991, after
which the toys were stored away. Although the
information on these rare specimens given in
the Museum’s Inventory Documents is limited,
it is noted that many of them are now tattered.
However, it is also pleasing to know that at least
some of them are in better condition today
because they were taken care of prior to the last
exhibition mentioned above.

Inv. 371/1- Carriage

Dimensions: Length 26 cm, height 26 cm, width with
wheels, 13.5 cm, without wheels, 11.5 cm.

It is made of wood, has a closed top and
four corner columns and is open on all four
sides.  It has an almost triangular, curved pro-

jection in the front. The inside of the carriage is
yellow and the outside is ornamented in red,
white, blue, gilt and spots. The top has a mirror
and the wheels are unpainted and have natural
color. (Illustration 2)

Inv. 371/2- Carriage

Dimensions: Height 15 cm, length 21 cm, width 11cm

The top and the front are open; the sides are
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Illustration 3. Inv. 371/2-
Carriage.

Illustration 4. Inv. 371/4-
Carriage.

Illustration 5. Inv. 370-
Wheelbarrow.

Illustration 6. Inv. 368/2-
Carriage with a Single Bell.

Illustration 7. Inv. 369-
Acrobat.
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open half way up; the carriage has four wheels
with tin centers and in the front there is a pro-
trusion with a hole at the end. The inside of the
carriage is yellow, the outside is red and the
front extension is adorned with gilt and white
ornaments on blue background. 

Inv. 371/3- Carriage

Dimensions: Height 16 cm, length 26 cm, width 15 cm

It is made of wood with an open front. The
back of the four-wheeled carriage slightly
bulges upwards and there is a projecting section
in the front that has a hole and two extending
arms shaped like animal heads. It has an orna-
mented, mirrored top and double windows, the
contours of which are painted in white. Other
parts of the carriage are ornamented in colors of
red, blue, white, black, and with gilt and spots
on green background. (Illustration 3)

Inv. 371/4- Carriage

Dimensions: Height 16.5 cm, length 25.5 cm, width 17.5 cm

It is made of wood, has cylindrical corner
columns that are connected with long and nar-
row strips of wood, and the top and the sides are
open. The front part, as in others, contains a hole
used to pull the carriage by lacing it with string
or wire. It is adorned with undulating white
lines and spots on red background and the con-
tours of the wheels are also red. (Illustration 4)

Inv. 370- Wheelbarrow

Dimensions: Height 14 cm, length 63 cm, width 24.4 cm

It is made of wood, has two handles to push
it with and one wheel at the front. The wheel is
adorned with gilt and white paint on dark green
background. (Illustration 5) 

Inv. 368/1- Carriage with Double
Bells

Dimensions: Height 16 cm, length 61.5 cm, width 14 cm

The carriage consists of two wheels
attached to the ends of a long and narrow strip
of wood with wire. When the wheels turn, the
bell-shaped hollow pieces of wood having tin
bands that hang over the wheels produce a ring-
ing sound. The bells of the carriage are red and
the wheels are green.

Inv. 368/2- Carriage with a Single
Bell

Dimensions: Height 18 cm, length 69 cm, diameter 8.5 cm

The carriage is made of a long piece of
wood with a forked end which has a wheel at
the center. There is a round wooden bell with tin
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Illustration 8. Inv. 367-
Screw Shell.

Illustration 9. Inv. 361-
Ferris Wheel.

Illustration 10. Inv. 382-
Wire Cupboard.

Illustration 11. Inv. 362
Cradle.
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bands over the wheel. The rotating part is red
and the wheel is green. (Illustration 6)

Inv. 369- Acrobat

Dimensions: Height 23.5 cm, length 63 cm, wheel diam-

eter 12 cm

An acrobat with a conical hat and a head
that moves on a piece of stick holds a bar close
to the wheel with which the wheel can be rotat-
ed. The acrobat has black eyes and black hair.
His feet and hat are painted red. The wheel,
which has been partitioned into four by green
paint, is adorned with gilt and spots on white
background. (Illustration 7)

Inv. 367- Screw Shell

Dimensions: Long stick 56.5 cm, short stick 22.5 cm,
medium-length four sticks 43 cm

Six pieces of thin, narrow strips of wood are
mounted using nails in such a way that they can
be moved away from each other or brought
together. There is a stationary animal figure at
the tip of the long stick at the end. (This is simi-
lar to animal heads on the extending arms of the
carriage labeled 371-3). The strips of wood are
blue and pink, and the figure is painted in colors

of red, yellow, green and white. (Illustration 8)

Inv. 361- Ferris Wheel

Dimensions: Height 21 cm, width 19 cm, height of
axle 29.5 cm, total height 32.5 cm, Seats: Height 8.5 cm,
width 3 cm

A hollow rectangular frame stands vertical
on one of its short sides. Two strips of wood are
crossed and fixed between the two long vertical
sides near the top. Four seats hang from the
ends of the crossed strips. The wheel revolves
by means of a wooden cylinder placed between
the two sides. The bottom part of the Ferris
wheel is red, the vertical frame is green and the
base is adorned with undulating white lines and
spots and gilt. The seats are unpainted.
(Illustration 9) 

Inv. 382- Wire Cupboard

Dimensions: Height 18 cm, width 8 cm

It is rectangular with long sides standing
vertical on four legs. The two sides and the front
are made of wire and the inside is divided into
two compartments by a vertical shelf. The door-
knob is a blue bead and a latch closes the door.
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Illustration 12. Inv. 374-
Rattle.

Illustration 13. Inv. 373/1-
Drum.

Illustration 14. Inv. 373/2-
Snare Drum. 

Illustration 15. Inv. 375/1-
Drum with Handle.

Illustration 16. Inv. 375/3-
Drum with Handle.

Illustration 17. Inv. 372/2-
372/3- Tambourine.
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The back of the cupboard is fixed with nails;
there are wire hangers inside and it is unpaint-
ed. (Illustration 10)

Inv. 376- Chair

Dimensions: Height 11 cm, width 5 cm

The wooden chair has an upward broaden-
ing back that consists of two vertical sticks con-
nected horizontally by three thin strips of wood.
It is supported by triangular strips of wood at
the sides and the front of its seat. The chair has
not been painted.

Inv. 362- Cradle

Dimensions: Height 17 cm, length 34 cm, width 17 cm

The wooden cradle has an oval-shaped,
concave body with higher head and foot pieces
that are connected by a wooden bar. It rests on
two wide and arched footing used for rocking.
The body is adorned with white branch designs
on dark background. The wooden bar connect-
ing the head and foot pieces is painted deep
blue, the sides are red with white contours and

lines and the outer surface of the cradle is
adorned with silvery gilt. (Illustration 11)

Inv. 363- Wooden Hammock

Dimensions: Height 26 cm, width 28 cm, Swing: Height

9 cm, length 24.5 cm, width 11.5 cm

The swing made of thin strips of wood
hangs from a rectangular wooden frame that has
green legs. It is a very simple, unadorned toy.  

Inv. 374- Rattle

Dimensions: Handle length 16 cm, body length 17 cm,

body width 2.5 cm

It consists of two rectangular, parallel pieces
of wood with a ratchet wheel in between and a
handle. The handle moves the wheel to make a
rattling sound. (Illustration 12)

Inv. 373/1- Drum

Dimensions: Height 15.5 cm, diameter 6.5 cm

The drumheads at both ends are leather
fixed with nails on wooden rims. The wooden
parts are painted green and the belt used to
carry the drum is purple. (Illustration 13)

Inv. 373/2- Snare Drum 

Dimensions: Height 14 cm, diameter 15 cm

This is a cylindrical, double-headed drum
with leather stretched over both the inner and
outer surfaces of the ends. It has wooden drum-
sticks which move by means of a piece of wire
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Illustration 18. Inv. 365/1-
365/2- Top.
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and beat the drum.  The toy is painted green and
red. (Illustration 14)

Inv. 375/1- Drum with Handle

Dimensions: Length 25 cm, diameter 10.5 cm

It has a flat shape, a thin handle and leather
drumheads. When it is rotated by the handle,
small pieces of material inside produce a sound.
The drum and the handle are partially painted
red. (Illustration 15) 

Inv. 375/2- Drum with Handle

Dimensions: Length 21 cm, diameter 10.5 cm

It has wooden rims, paper drumheads and a
short handle. The rims and the handle are par-
tially red.

Inv. 375/3- Drum with Handle

Dimensions: Length 30.5 cm, diameter 9.5 cm

It has a flat shape, a long handle and leather
drumheads. There are wire disks held with
strings on the sides. To each disk a white and a
larger blue bead are tied which hit the leather
and make a sound as the drum is rotated by the
handle. (Illustration 16)

Inv. 372/1- Tambourine

Dimensions: Rim width 3.5 cm, diameter 21 cm

It has a wooden rim and one leather head
with three pairs of jingling tin disks around it.
The rim has red contours on yellow back-
ground.

Inv. 372/2- Tambourine

Dimensions: Rim width 5.3 cm, diameter 24 cm

It has a wooden rim and one leather head
with three pairs of jingling tin disks around it.
The rim is adorned with green and white colors
on red background. (Illustration 17)

Inv. 372/3- Tambourine

Dimensions: Rim width 4.5 cm, diameter 24.5 cm

It has a wooden rim and one leather head
with four pairs of jingling metal disks around it.
The rim is adorned with green and some red.
(Illustration 17)

Inv. 365/1- Top

Dimensions: height 5.5 cm, width 14 cm (circumference)

It is made of wood, shaped somewhat like a
pear, has a hobnail-like apex and has traces of
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19 20Illustration 19. Inv. 1757/1-
Earthenware Water Jug.

Illustration 20. Inv. 1757/2-
Earthenware Water Jug.



red, yellow and white paint. (Illustration 18)

Inv. 365/2- Top

Dimensions: height 5 cm, width 14 cm (circumference)

It is wooden, pear-shaped, has a hobnail-
like apex with a hole at the top. (Illustration 18)

Inv. 366- Leather Ball

Dimensions: approximate diameter 13-14 cm (the ball is

ripped so this measurement is only approximate).

The ball was made by sewing together four
leather pieces and was filled with sawdust. Each
piece of leather is of a different tone of brown. 

Inv. 1757/1- Earthenware Water Jug

Dimensions: height 18.5 cm, base diameter 7 cm, mouth

diameter 4.3 cm

This pear-shaped jug is made of red earth,
has a handle and a neck that is slightly broader
at the brim. It is painted red and adorned with
gold and silver gilt. (Illustration 19)

Inv. 1757/2- Earthenware Water Jug

Dimensions: height 19 cm, base diameter 6.5 cm, mouth

diameter 3.3 cm

This pear-shaped jug is also made of red
earth, has a handle and a neck that is slightly
broader at the brim. Its red body is adorned
with gold and silver gilt and there is a stylish
vegetal design near the side of the handle.
(Illustration 20)

EVALUATION AND CONCLUSION

If we make a generalization based on the
examples given above, the basic materials used
in toy making were wood and earthenware with
leather, paper, tin, nails and beads being used as
supplementary materials. The adornments were
made with gilt and paint using colors attractive
for children such as red, blue, green and white
and designs like undulating bands, spots, phos-
phorescent and simple lines.

Even though it is assumed that human and
animal figures were not used because of their

sinful connotations,7 it obviously is not a valid
assumption as indicated by the examples noted
here (371-3, 369, 367). In an article titled “Eyüp
Oyuncaklar›” (Eyüp Toys) published in the
“Dünkü Istanbul” (Yesterday’s Istanbul) page of
the “Resimli Tarih” (History with Photographs),
these toys were criticized as being products of
non-creative minds possessing no educational
and amusing features.8

However, the recent scientific studies show
that the mechanical and static designs of “Eyüp
Toys” exhibit features that help children to
impersonate adults, enhance walking and mus-
cle activities, control and coordination abilities
as they push and pull them, develop the sense of
hearing and rhythm as they listen to the sounds
they produce, help strengthen parental relations
as children play, for example, ball with their
parents9 and, thus, they can be both amusing
and educational. 
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THE SAHABE, THE ENSAR AND THE
SAHABE BURIED AT EYÜP



Sahabe, Ensar, Muhacirun

Sahabe is the Arabic plural of the word sahib,
which means owner or companion.  In its plural
form it generally refers to the companions of the
Prophet Muhammad, in other words to those
who saw the Prophet Muhammad and listened
to his talks.  An alternative plural version of this
word is ashab.  An important part of the sahabe,
who are the first generation of Muslims, was
made up of the muhacirun (those who accompa-
nied the Prophet Muhammad when he went
from Mecca to Medina, plural of the word
muhacir, which means emigrant) and of the
ensar (the first people of Medina to become
Muslims, plural of the word nas›r, which means
helper).

The sahabe occupy an important part in the
history of Islam.  These people, who had a sin-
cere faith in Prophet Muhammad and were pro-
foundly attached to him, struggled with great
abnegation for the spreading of Islam. The
Prophet Muhammad (sallâllahu aleyhi ve sellem,
May the blessing and the peace of God be upon
him!), who was able to overcome many of the
difficulties and obstacles he encountered,
thanks to the support he received from the
sahabe, stated that they were the most righteous
of the ümmet (community of Muslims) and
requested that those that loved him, should also
love his sahabe (number in list of bibliography 1,
pp. 10059-10060).

According to a hadis (record of a saying or
action of the Prophet Muhammad) by Abdullah
bin Ömer (radiyallahü anh, May God be pleased
with him!), the Prophet stated: “Whoever wants

to follow somebody, should follow the dead
sahabe.  They were the best of the community,
those with the purest heart, the most profound
knowledge and the least ostentation.  God chose
them to be friends to His Prophet and gave them
the responsibility of spreading the religion.  Truly
they were my friends.  I swear in presence of the
God of the Kaaba that they followed the path of
righteousness.  Thus, provide yourself with their
morality and follow them.” (2, vol. 1, p. 35)

That is why the Sunnis respect the memory
of all sahabe, with no discrimination, even
though great conflicts arose among them after
the death of the Prophet Muhammad (May the
blessing and the peace of God be upon him!) in
632, ascribing these conflicts to the political and
social circumstances of the time.  The supplica-
tion radiyallahü anh (May God be pleased with
him!), whenever the name of one of the sahabe is
uttered, has become a tradition among the
Sunnis.

The greatest services to Islam of the sahabe
were the passing on of the Quran, with no mod-
ification, to future generations and the collection
of the hadis of the Prophet Muhammad (May the
blessing and the peace of God be upon him!).

Even though all the sahabe are worthy of our
respect, there is a ranking among them, based
on their services.  The preferred ranking is the
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The muhacirun and the ensar, vanguard of
Islam and those who follow them in their good
deeds, Allah is well pleased with them, as are
they with Him; for them He has prepared
gardens under which rivers flow, where they
can dwell for ever.  This is supreme happiness.

The Holy Quran
Tevbe (Repentance) Surah, Verse: 100

Illustration 1. The district of
Eyüp, which was named
after Hz. Eyyüb el Ensari.

1. The aflere-i mübeflflere are
ten people that were told by
the Prophet Muhammad,
while they were still alive,
that they would go to par-
adise.  They are also called
el-afleret-ül-mübeflflerun or el-
mübeflflerun bi’l-cenneti.
These were: Ebubekir
(death 634), Ömer (d. 643),
Osman (d. 655), Ali (d. 660),
Abdurrahman bin Avf (d.
652), Ebu Ubeyde bin el-
Cerrah (d. 639), Talha bin
Ubeydullah (d. 656), Said
bin Ebi Vakkas (d. 674),
Sa’d bin Zeyd (d. 671).
There are books describing
the virtues of these people,
among which the most
important are, Hakim en-
Neysaburi’s (d. 1009)
“Fezail-ül Aflere” (The
Virtues of Ten People) and
‹brahim el-Fazari’s (d. 1328)
“Fezail-ül-Afleret-il
Mübeflflere” (The Virtues of
Ten People to Whom
Paradise was Promised) (14,
p. 776).

2. Hz. Hatice, wife of the
Prophet Muhammad, was
the first woman to convert
to Islam.  She was the
daughter of Huveylid from
the tribe of Esed.  Before
marrying the Prophet
Muhammad she married
Ebu Hâlâ from the tribe of



following, prepared by Hakim en-Nisaburi (1, p.
10060):

- Those who converted to Islam while the
Prophet was still in Mecca: The aflere-i
mübeflflere,1 among whom the first four Caliphs
are included; Hz. (abbreviation of Hazreti,
which is a title given to people commanding
great respect) Hatice,2 who was the first woman
to convert to Islam; Hz. Ebubekir,3 who was the
first man to convert to Islam; Hz. Ali,4 who was
the first child to convert to Islam and Zeyd bin
Harise,5 who was the first slave to convert to
Islam.

- Members of the Dar-un Nedve.6

- Those who emigrated to Abyssinia.7

- 12 people from Medina that took the first
Aqaba oath.8

- 70 men and 2 women from Medina that
took the second Aqaba oath.9

- Those who came to Medina during the
hicret (in 622), while the Prophet Muhammad
(May the blessing and the peace of God be upon
him!) was in Kuba.10

- Over 300 Muslims, who fought in the
Bedir Battle.

- Those who converted to Islam after the
Battle of Bedir, but before the signing of the
Hudeybiye Treaty.

- Those who swore allegiance to the Prophet
Muhammad at Hudeybiye, beneath a tree called
Secer-i R›dvan.11

- Those who converted to Islam after the
Hudeybiye Treaty, but before the conquest of
Mecca.

- Those who converted to Islam as a result
of the conquest of Mecca.

- The children that saw the Prophet
Muhammad after the conquest of Mecca, but
before his “Last Pilgrimage.”

The following story, as told by Ebû Salih is
cited, because it gives us an idea about the con-

ception of religion in the minds of the sahabe and
their approach to it, in addition to showing us
the personality of Hz. Ali, who has a particular-
ly original and prestigious position among the
sahabe.

“D›râr bin Dumra el Kinârî was in the pres-
ence of Muaviye, who told him:

“‘Tell me about the qualities of Ali.’

“D›râr replied: ‘Oh, Emir of the faithful,
please excuse me from this.’

“Muaviye insisted: ‘I can’t excuse you, you
have to tell me.’

“Upon which D›râr: ‘If I have to tell you,
then listen while I do so.  Ali was a person of
noble purpose and very strong.  Every utterance
of his contained a solution and wisdom, every
sentence of his was fair and just.  He exuded
scholarliness; wisdom flowed from his tongue.
He hated the world and its corruption; he loved
the night and its darkness.  I swear to God that
his eyes were always shiny with tears; he was
always sad and pensive.  He used to talk to him-
self.  He ate the simplest food and wore cloaks of
the roughest and coarsest fabrics.  I swear that he
was human like us.  When we went to him he
would make us approach him and would grant
our every wish.  Even though he showed so
much familiarity, his majesty prevented us from
talking to him.  When he smiled, his teeth looked
like a row of pearls.  He respected religious peo-
ple and scholars, loved the poor and the needy.
The powerful could not expect injustices from
him or partiality in their favour.  The feeble never
doubted that he would always be honest and
just.  I bear witness in the presence of God that
one night, when everything was dark and the
stars had disappeared, he was near the mihrab
(niche of a mosque indicating the direction of
Mecca) swaying and crying like a person held by
his beard and bitten by a snake.  I still hear in my
mind his mournful wails like the sound of an
owl: “Oh God, Oh God!”  This lamentation was
followed by: “Oh world, are you trying to trick
me?  It is all in vain!  All in vain!  I have divorced
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Temim and upon his death
she married Atik bin Aiz
from the tribe of Mahzum.
After the death of her sec-
ond husband, from whom
she had had children, she
did not marry for a while.
She refused the marriage
proposals of many noble-
men from Mecca.  She was
a very rich merchant, who
sent merchandise all over
the Arabian Peninsula.  It
was during these commer-
cial activities that she met
the Prophet Muhammad,
who was the chief of one of
her caravans.  She was
immediately captivated by
his honesty and rectitude
and a while later she mar-
ried him in 595.  When they
married, Hatice was 40
years old and the Prophet
Muhammad 25.  Since her
father had died during the
wars of Ficar, her uncle
Amr ‹bn-i Esed was her
guardian in her marriage.
Also Hatice’s nephew
Varaka bin Nevfel helped in
arranging the marriage.

When the Prophet
Muhammad got his revela-
tions and became a prophet,
Hatice was the first person
to believe in him.  During
the following years she
always supported and con-
soled her husband in his
most difficult moments.
The Prophet Muhammad
had six children from
Hatice, two boys and four
girls.  The boys died when
still very young.  His
daughters Zeynep, Rukiye,
Ümmü Gülsüm and Fatma,
married relations of the
Prophet Muhammad.  The
progeny of the Prophet
Muhammad lived on by
means of the children of
Fatma, who married the
Caliph Ali.  Hatice died
three years before the
Prophet Muhammad’s emi-
gration to Medina (hicret).
Her tomb at Hacun in
Mecca is a favourite desti-
nation of pilgrims. (14, page
676)

3. Hz. Ebubekir’s real name
was Abdülkâbe, but he was
also known as S›ddik or



you forever.  Your life is short; your company
miserable; your greatness actually insignificant.
Alas!  Alas!  A hundred times alas, because
strength is little, but the road long and dark!...’

“Upon which Muaviye began to cry like a
child without being able to restrain his tears,
which flowed freely on his beard.  All those pre-
sent were crying as if they were going to choke.

“Muaviye went on: ‘Yes Ebü’l Hasan, yes.
May God have mercy on his soul.  D›râr!  Tell me
about the sorrow you feel for having lost him.’

“D›râr replied: ‘My sorrow is like that of a
mother whose only child has been slaughtered
in front of her and because of which the tears
never stop streaming down her face.’  After hav-
ing said this D›râr got up and walked away.” (2,
vol. 1, pp. 37-38)

In another story about Hz. Ali, told by Ebu
Erâke: “One morning I did my morning prayers
with Ali (May God be pleased with him!).  After
the prayers Ali was continuously turning
towards his right hand side.  He looked sad and
pale.  When the reflection on the wall of the
mosque had reached the height of a spear he got
up and completed two rekâts (complete cycle of
postures within a prayer of which it is a unit).
Then he turned his hands and said: ‘I have seen
the ashab of the Prophet Muhammad (May the
blessing and the peace of God be upon him!).
There is nothing like them now.  When they got
up in the morning they were pale; their hair all
disheveled and their clothing dusty.  The point
where their eyebrows meet looked like the
knees of a goat.  They spent their nights pros-
trated or standing, reading the word of God.  As
soon as it was morning they started to recite the
names of God, all the while swaying like trees
buffeted by the wind.  Their clothes were soaked
with tears.’  Having said this he got up and went
away.  From that day, until the day when he was
killed by that depraved enemy of God, ‹bn-i
Mülcem, nobody saw him smile or laugh.” (2,
vol. 1, pp. 36-37)

The exact number of the sahabe is not

known, but it is thought to be over 100,000.
Many historians are of the opinion that over
100,000 people attended the last sermon by the
Prophet Muhammad. (1, pp. 10059-10060)

Under the heading of ensar there is the fol-
lowing paragraph in the encyclopaedia: “The
term is used to denote people who helped the
Prophet Muhammad spread the Islamic religion.
They are also called ensar ün-nebî.  The word can
be interpreted as the plural of the word nas›r,
which means helper, but it can also be seen as
having derived from the word Nasara (plural of
Nasrani, which means Christian).  Like the
muhacirun the ensar were those that who the
people convert to Islam.” (1, p. 3726)

The muhacirun were those who accompa-
nied the Prophet Muhammad when he went
from Mecca to Medina.  Historians describe that
momentous event thus:

One pilgrimage season, the Prophet
Muhammad had a meeting with the Yesrib peo-
ple (inhabitants of Medina).  First six and then
twelve people from Medina converted to Islam.
(See footnote 8) The following year seventy peo-
ple from Medina met the Prophet Muhammad
in the same place and assured him that if he
came and settled in their city, they would make
sure that he was protected. (See footnote 9) Once
this promise became common knowledge in
Mecca, the persecution of Muslims increased
and these started to emigrate to Medina in
groups of differing sizes.  Since Medina was on
the commercial route used by Mecca, the fact
that the number of Muslims in that city had
increased so much was perceived as a threat by
the Meccans.  That is why they tried to impede
their emigration.  At the end also the Prophet
Muhammad, accompanied by Hz. Ebubekir, left
Mecca.  The people sent after them were not able
to catch the two.

On 20 September 622, the Prophet
Muhammad and Hz. Ebubekir reached Kuba,
which is not far from Medina.  The first thing the
Prophet Muhammad did there was to have a
small mosque built.  While there the Prophet
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Atik.  He was the first of the
first four Caliphs (Hulefa-i
Raflidin) to succeed the
Prophet Muhammad.  Born
in 571 and died in 634 in
Medina, he was of the Benü
Teym clan of the Kureyfl
tribe.  His father was Ebu
Kuhafe Osman and his
mother Ümmül Hayr Selma.
After his conversion to
Islam, the Prophet changed
his name to Abdullah.  Due
to his unquestioning faith in
the Prophet Muhammad, he
was also known as S›ddik
(truthful).

Ebubekir was a merchant
before converting to Islam
and also a well-known and
respected citizen of Mecca.
His friendship with the
Prophet Muhammad began
before his conversion and
he was the first man to con-
vert.  He was loyal to the
new religion with all his
heart, becoming the closest
helper of the Prophet
Muhammad and spent his
great fortune for the good of
Islam.  He bought the free-
dom of all slaves who had
become Muslims.

When the Prophet
Muhammad left Mecca for
Medina, Ebubekir was with
him.  To be able to shake off
the pursuing pagans, they
stayed in the cavern of Sevr
for three days.  This was
mentioned in the Quran, the
Tevbe Surah of which was
received while they were in
this cavern.  Apart from his
son Abdurrahman, all his
family converted to Islam.
Abdurrahman fought
against the Muslims at the
Bedir Battle, but ended up
converting and going to
Medina.  Ebubekir settled in
es-Sunh, not far from
Medina and his daughter
Ayfle married the Prophet
Muhammad.  In this way
their closeness was sealed
also by a relation of kinship.
This marriage was decided
while the two were still in
Mecca.  Later, Ebubekir
fought together with the
Prophet Muhammad and
during the Tebük campaign
carried the standard.  In 631
he led the caravan of pil-

 



was guest of Kulsüm bin Hedm.  Ten days later
he proceeded with his trip and reached Medina.
There he led the Friday papers and gave his first
sermon in the Beni Salim district.

In Medina he was guest of Ebu Eyyub el-
Ensari.  Before arriving, the Prophet had had a
mosque built on the spot where his camel had
collapsed for the first time.  He had had also liv-
ing quarters for himself and his family built
adjacent to the mosque.  Also a place called
suffe, which was a refuge for homeless people,
was built.  The suffe could in a way also be con-
sidered the first boarding school of the Islamic
world and its boarders were called eshab us-suffe.

The population of Medina was made up of
those who had emigrated because of their reli-
gion, the muhacirun, of those who had received
and were supporting the muhacirun, the ensar
(the Evs and Hazreç tribes) and of the Jews.
Establishing peace and order among these dis-
parate groups was very difficult.  Since the Jews
living in the environs of Medina, in places like
Hayber etc., were very rich, they were also influ-
ential in local affairs.  There was also the danger
that the traditional enmity between the Evs and
Hazreç tribes would flare anew.  Another neces-
sity was to integrate further the ensar with the
muhacirun.  The Prophet Muhammad’s aim was
to reconcile all these different groups.
Nevertheless his first priority was to better the
lot of the muhacirun, who were desperately
needy.  The Prophet Muhammad declared the
muhacirun and the ensar brothers, ensuring thus
that the latter would support the former.  To rec-
oncile these groups with the Jews, he founded
the city-state of Medina, which encompassed
the Jews, the Christians and the pagans in addi-
tion to the Muslims.  A sort of constitution,
which determined the rights and duties of each
group, was introduced.  According to this docu-
ment that had 47 articles, the 10th of Muharrem
(the first month of the Arabic lunar calendar)
was declared to be a day of fasting and peace
and Jerusalem was taken as the k›ble (the direc-
tion which one had to face while praying).

Orders were also given for the obligatory partic-
ipation in Friday noon prayers.  This was
already obligatory, but until then the Prophet
Muhammad had not been able to enforce it.  In
the second year after the hicret (624), Mecca was
taken as the k›ble in place of Jerusalem.  Since the
Muslims had no possibility of going to Mecca
for their pilgrimage, they carried out their ritual
slaughters in a big open space called musalla.
The following year the month of Ramazan (the
ninth month of the Arabic lunar calendar) was
declared to be a month of fasting.  The pilgrim-
age was made obligatory.  The main aim of the
Prophet Muhammad in those years was to
revive the pure religion of the Prophet Abraham
and to eliminate all the idols in the Holy Kaaba,
which had been soiled by the pagans. (1, p. 8352)

During his struggle for having Islam accept-
ed as a heavenly religion and for spreading it,
the Prophet Muhammad tried, for the above
mentioned reasons, to eliminate the difference
between the muhacirun and the ensar, but never
managed to integrate the two groups complete-
ly. (1, p. 3726)

There are many hadis stating that the
Prophet Muhammad had made brothers of the
muhacirun and the ensar.  For example one from
Buharî ‹bn-i Abbas (May God be pleased with
him!):

“Since the Prophet of God (May the blessing
and the peace of God be upon him!) declared the
muhacirun and the ensar to be brothers, upon the
arrival of the former to Medina, when one of the
ensar died, his worldly goods were inherited not
by his relatives, but by the muhacir, who had
been declared his brother.  Nevertheless this use
was abolished when the Nisa Surah descended
from the Heavens and its 33rd verse stated,
‘And to everyone We have appointed heirs of
what parents and kinsmen leave; and those with
whom you have sworn an agreement, give them
their share too; God is surely witness over
everything.’”

According to a different view, this use was
abolished with the 75th verse of the Enfal Surah,
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grims to Mecca and read
the proclamation annulling
the treaty with the pagans.
When the Prophet
Muhammad fell ill, he had
Ebubekir lead the prayers in
his absence.  During his
speech in the prayer hall, he
praised Ebubekir and gave
advice to his companions.
Ebubekir stopped the con-
fusion that had ensued at
the Prophet Muhammad’s
death in 632 by reading
verse number 144 of the
“Ali ‹mran” Surah.
Remembering the Prophet
Muhammad’s statement
regarding the necessity of
burying prophets where
they had died, he had him
buried on the very spot
where he had passed away.
After a very brief period of
confusion, the Muslims of
Medina appointed Ebubekir
Caliph.  After having been
appointed Caliph, he went
on fighting and struggling
in the name of Islam.  When
most of the people who had
memorized the Quran  were
martyred during these bat-
tles, he appointed a com-
mittee to put together the
various parts of the Holy
Book.  This committee was
chaired by Zeyd bin Sabit,
who was one of the scribes
of the Prophet Muhammad.

After having guaranteed the
unity of the new Islamic
state, he sent Arab armies
under the command of
Halid bin Velid and of other
experienced commanders,
to the Byzantine lands and
to Persia to spread Islam.
When he fell ill he appoint-
ed Ömer as his substitute
and advised the Muslim
notables to elect him Caliph
when he died.  When he
died in 634, he was buried
near the tomb of the
Prophet Muhammad, in
accordance with his will.

Ebubekir was very honest,
virtuous, magnanimous,
generous and religious.
Referring to the way he had
spent his wealth for Islam,
the Prophet Muhammad
stated, “ Nobody’s wealth
in this world has been as
useful to me as Ebubekir’s



which stated, “In the Book of God, relatives are
closer to each other.”

According to Haf›z ‹bn-ül Münzir: “The sec-
ond interpretation is the correct one.
Nevertheless it is also true that the use of con-
sidering the declared brother to be the inheritor
could have been abolished in two steps.  At the
beginning relatives did not get anything, later
after the descent of the Nisa Surah, the relatives
were also considered inheritors as well as the
declared brother.  This is what the ‹bn-i Abbas
hadis means.  Later yet, after the descent of the
Enfal Surah the capacity of the declared brother
to be inheritor was abolished, keeping only his
capacity to receive donations and gifts.  And this
is what the second interpretation means.” (2, pp.
479-480)

Once the crisis years had ended, the posi-
tion of the ensar became more comfortable.
After the death of the Prophet Muhammad they
did not interfere much in businesses like the
election of the Caliph, preferring to spend effort
in researching the life, sayings and acts of the
Prophet.  They preferred to be known as ensar
rather than by the name of their tribe. (1, p. 3726)

There are many hadis and other stories refer-
ring to the important position occupied by the
ensar in the history of Islam.  A hadis recounted
by Hz. Ayfle (May God be pleased with her!) is a
good example of this:

“The Prophet of God (May the blessing and
the peace of God be upon him!) asked the Arab
tribes to assist and support him until he had
imparted the word and commandments of God
to the people and promised them paradise if
they did so, but nobody responded positively to
his entreaties.  Finally God sent him the ensar
‘tribe’ so as to be able to impose the supremacy
of His religion and to help the Prophet
Muhammad and thus keep His promise to him.
This ‘tribe’ accepted his request and granted
him refuge in Medina.” (2, vol. 1, p. 475)

As for the invitation to join Islam directed to
the tribes of Evs and Hazreç, of which Hz. Ebu

Eyyüb el-Ensari was also a member, the follow-
ing story recounted by ‹shak bin Habbab, who
got it from Yahya bin Ali, underlines the impor-
tance of the ensar in Islam:

“One day Ali (May God be pleased with
him!) stated the following while talking about
the superiority of the ensar and about how they
had served Islam more than the others had:

“‘Undoubtedly, those who do not love the
ensar and who do not recognize their friendship
are not true believers.  I swear that, just as a one
feeds with care a foal until it is a fully grownup
animal, the ensar nursed Islam with their world-
ly goods and swords, with their eloquence and
munificence, until it was strong.  The Prophet of
God (May the blessing and the peace of God be
upon him!) used to ask the Arabs during market
days and fairs to convert to Islam, but nobody
listened to him and nobody converted.  The
Prophet of God (May the blessing and the peace
of God be upon him!) talked to all the Arabs one
by one at the Mecenne, Ukkaz and Mina mar-
kets.  Things came to such a situation that some
told him:

“‘Do you still have hope about us?’

“‘This lasted until God, who can be both
kind and wrathful, made it so that the ensar
should accept the requests of the Prophet of God
(May the blessing and the peace of God be upon
him!).  They also granted refuge to the Muslims
and helped them with their own lives and
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Illustration 2. Eyüp as seen
from the Pierre Loti Hill,
Print. (from the Archives of
the Eyüp City
Administration)

wealth.”  The Prophet
attached great importance
to Ebubekir’s opinions. (14,
pages 36-37)

4. Hz. Ali’s (598-661) full
name was Ali bin Ebu Talip.
He married the Prophet
Muhammad’s daughter and
was also the son of the
uncle of the Prophet.  He
was close to the Prophet
Muhammad since his child-
hood and was one of the
first four people to convert.
He slept in the Prophet
Muhammad’s bed the night
the Prophet went to
Medina, so as to confuse his
pursuers.  After the Prophet
left Mecca, he gave back all
the goods that had been
entrusted to the Prophet
and followed him to
Medina a short while later.
Hz. Ali fought side by side
with the Prophet
Muhammad in the battles of
Bedir, Uhud, Hendek and
most others, during which
he gained distinction with
his bravery.  He did not
participate in military cam-
paigns after the death of the
Prophet.  He became the
fourth Caliph, on 24 June
656, when Caliph Osman
was killed.



worldly goods.  May God give them what they
deserve.  We went to them and stayed at their
homes.  I swear that they were competing to be
able to help us and drawing lots to decide in
whose house we were going to stay.  Later we
even had more of a say and of a right over their
goods than they themselves had.  Throughout
all this, they felt no hesitation and did every-
thing with the utmost sincerity.  Later they sac-
rificed their very lives for their Prophet.  May
God bestow upon them his protection and
peace, just as he does over His Prophet.’” (2, vol.
1, pp. 115-116)

As for their qualities, according to Enes

(May God be pleased with him!), our Lord the

Prophet told Ebu Talha: “Send my regards to

your tribe and tell them that since the day when

I have known them, I have always considered

them honourable and patient.” (2, vol. 1, p. 506)

A story told by Enes (May God be pleased

with him!) illustrates both how the ensar were

proud of their religiousness and how well they

served Islam, getting their just reward.  “The

tribes of Evs and Hazreç praised their best men.

The tribe of Evs:

‘Hanzala bin Rahib, who was washed by

the angels, is one of us.  Sa’d bin Muâz, for

whom the skies of God trembled, is one of us.

Asem bin Sâbit bin Eflâh, who was protected by

a swarm of bees, is one of us.  Huzeyme bin

Sabit, whose testimony is equal to the testimony

of two people, is one of us.’

As for the Hazreç tribe:

‘Zeyd bin Sabit, Ubey bin Ka’b, Mûaz bin
Cebel and Ebu Zeyd, who collected the Holy
Quran, while our Lord the Prophet was still
alive, are our people’ they said” (2, vol. 1, pp.
497-498)

Muslim Arab sieges of Istanbul

After Constantine I (324-337) converted to
Christianity, Constantinople became one of the

greatest centres of Christianity, like Jerusalem,
Ankara or Ephesus.  The Eastern Roman -
Byzantine Empire became the greatest empire of
the history of Christianity and pagan influences
and the Latin language lived on in its capital
until the reign of Justinian I (527-565).  The
Byzantine Empire was the first time Christianity
took the shape of a state.

By the end of the 4th century the population
of the city had greatly increased and some new
districts had formed on the shores of the Golden
Horn and of the Sea of Marmara.  Nevertheless
in that same period the empire was frequently
subjected to raids by the Goths and the Huns,
both from the west and from the east.  Also
Constantinople was increasingly threatened by
the Huns.

In 413, during the reign of Theodosius II
(408-450), construction of the new city walls,
which encompassed the new districts outside
the older walls of Constantine and Blachernai,
began.  These are the walls that have survived
up to our days.  The land walls were completed
very quickly and the walls on the Golden Horn
and Marmara Sea were completed in 439.  In
447, when Attila threatened Rome so much that
the Western Roman Empire had to pay tribute
to Attila, a new lower wall and moat were put
into place in front of the main land walls.  In this
way a more effective land defence was estab-
lished.

Constantinople evolved and acquired its
most magnificent monuments during the 200
years between its foundation and the rule of
Justinian I.  This was a time when it still con-
served its Roman characteristics.  Thus, as one
can understand by the construction of Saint
Sophia, the monumental columns and other
monumental structures, the capital of the
Eastern Roman Empire reached its political, eco-
nomic and cultural zenith during the 4th and
5th centuries and especially during the reign of
Justinian I.

By the 7th century, when the eastern and
southern provinces of the empire had fallen to
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During Hz. Ali’s time the
Islamic state was rocked by
internal conflicts.
Nevertheless he won the
war known as the Cemel
Event on 4 December 656
and all of present day Iraq
swore allegiance to Ali.  His
next opponent was
Muaviye bin Ebu Süfyan,
governor of Syria.  As a
result of these conflicts for
the title of Caliph, Hz. Ali
was killed on 24 January
661 by Abdurrahman bin
Mülcem, a member of a
group known in Islamic his-
tory as the Haricis.

Hz. Ali is one of the most
revered personages of
Islam.  He is one of the ten
people to whom paradise
was promised during their
lifetime.  The heroism,
which distinguished him
during wartime, earned him
the title of “God’s lion” (fiir-i
Hüda).  He married Fatma,
daughter of the Prophet
Muhammad and had two
sons with her, Hasan and
Hüseyin.  In later times the
Shiites put forward many
epics concerning Hz. Ali
and attributed special saint-
liness to him.  Hz. Ali occu-
pies a very important place
within the context of the
political and sectarian
beliefs of the people of Iran.
Hz. Ali occupies a very
important place not just in
the history of Islam, but
also within the framework
of Sufi beliefs and literature.
His collected statements
and sermons made up
works like the “Nech’ul
Bala¤a” (The Art of
Eloquence) and the “Divan-›
Ali.”  Surprisingly, the sub-
ject of Hz. Ali has been
much more used by Turkish
literature than Persian.  The
great works of the Divan lit-
erature were preceded by
eulogies (na’t); these could
be followed by the “Der
medh-i Cehar Yâr-i Güzin”
(Public praise of selected
friends), in which Hz. Ali
would be praised after the
other three Caliphs.  In this,
reference would be made to
Hz. Ali’ greatness, to his
intimacy with the Prophet



the Arabs and the Arab fleet had become pow-
erful enough to threaten Constantinople, the
ancient look of the city had been radically
changed by the iconoclastic movement (a group
that denounced the use of icons and statues and
destroyed them).

After Emperor Heraclius (610-641) lost a
major battle in the East and especially after the
Arabs became the dominant power of the region
by conquering many Byzantine lands and the
formerly Sassanid Persia, Constantinople lost its
late Roman majesty.  The shrinking of the empire
was accompanied by a shrinking of its capital.

By the end of the 7th century and the first
quarter of the 8th century, the Arabs had grown
bold enough to try and conquer the capital of
the Byzantine Empire by means of a maritime
siege. (3, pp. 529-530)

Even though the Byzantine Empire lost
Egypt and Syria and had to retrench to Anatolia,
it kept enough of its strength intact to be able to
offer effective resistance, as a Christian power,
against the Arab armies, which had been able to
invade the Sassanid Empire in a very short time,
and thus against the expansion of Islam.

Even during the Prophet Muhammad’s life-
time, the existence of the Byzantine Empire as
the most important centre of Eastern
Christianity and of its capital Constantinople,
were perceived as the greatest obstacles to
Islam’s expansion. (4, p. 1173)

The Prophet Muhammad’s noble hadis:

“Le tef tehennel Konstantiniyyete vela ni¤mel
emiru emiruha vela ni¤mel ceyfl zalikel ceyfl”
(Constantinople will most certainly be con-
quered and the emir who will conquer it and his
soldiers will the most beautiful emir and the
most beautiful soldiers), indicates the impor-
tance given by the Muslim world to the con-
quest of this city. (5, p. 14)12

This having been accepted as a great service
to Islam, the Muslims decided to act during the
time of the Caliph Osman, when for the first

time a strong fleet had been put together.
Muaviye, who at the time was governor of Syria,
organised the first expedition to Istanbul, after
the Cyprus campaign.  The battle of Zat-el Savari
(ship masts), between the Muslim fleet com-
manded by Abdullah bin Abi Sarh and the
Byzantine fleet, off the shore of Phoenicia, in
655, ended with defeat of Emperor Constans
and thus the road towards Istanbul was opened
for the Arabs.

This expedition, during the Caliphate of
Muaviye, which was commanded by his son
Yezid and in which, among the many sahabe and
ensar, also the greatly respected Ebu Eyyüb El-
Ensari (Halid bin Zeyd), who had given refuge
to the Prophet Muhammad in his own house,
participated, was the first siege of Istanbul by
Muslims.

When Sabasios, governor of Armenia
rebelled against Emperor Constans, Muaviye
sent to his aid in 668 a military force command-
ed by Fazala bin Ubeyd El-Ensari, but when the
rebel governor died as a result of a riding acci-
dent and the internal conflict within the
Byzantine Empire calmed down with the
enthronement of Constantine IV Pogonatos, the
expeditionary Arab force did not reach any
result.  So Muaviye sent his son Yezid to the
help of Fazala, who at the time was encamped at
Kad›köy.  When the siege in the spring of 669
did not reach any tangible result, the Caliph
called back the Arab armies.

Muaviye organised another expedition to
Istanbul, towards the end of his reign.  The
Muslim fleet, which had sailed in 673, besieged
Istanbul between the months of April and
September 674, but did not reach any result and
Arab ground forces, encamped at Cyzicus
(Kapuzda¤›), continued with their attacks.  These
attacks, carried through during the favourable
seasons, lasted seven years.  Nevertheless the
Arabs were not very successful, because of the
use of the Byzantine Fire (a liquid, which burned
on the ground, but also on the sea).

After Muaviye, no major expedition against
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Muhammad, to his sword
Zulfikar, to his horse
Düldül, to his slave Kamber
and to all his titles and
pseudonyms.  These ele-
ments are also part of the
kasîde and gazel genres of
Oriental poetic literature.
His titles of Mürteza ebu
Turab (Father of the earth),
Esed (Lion), Esedullah (Lion
of God), Haydar (Lion),
Haydar-› Kerrar
(Impetuously attacking
lion), fiir-i Yezdan (Lion of
God), fiah-› Merdan (Shah of
heroes) and fiah-› Velâyet
(Shah of sanctity) are seen
in all sorts of Turkish litera-
ture. (14, p. 314)

5. Zeyd bin Harise (574? -
639), was bought by Hakim
bin Hizâr in Syria and sold
to Hatice.  When the
Prophet Muhammad started
spreading Islam, Zeyd
immediately converted.
Even though his father
came from Syria to redeem
him, he did not accept to go
back to Syria.  After the
Prophet Muhammad went
to Medina, he accompanied
his children, whom the
Prophet had left in Mecca,
to Medina.  He fought in the
Bedir, Uhud, Hendek and
Hudeybiye battles.  In a few
cases he substituted the
Prophet Muhammad when
he travelled and had to
leave Medina.  The fact that
he was appointed comman-
der for the Mu’te Battle in
629, encountered the objec-
tion of many, but the
Prophet Muhammad insist-
ed in his choice.
Unfortunately he was killed
during that battle.  Zeyd
was a spiritual son of the
Prophet Muhammad and
also an important narrator
(ravi) of the hadis. (14, p.
928)

6. The Dar-un Nedve was a
council of the pagans in
Mecca, but after the conver-
sion to Islam of the future
Caliph Ömer, it became a
council in which also the
Muslims participated.  Its
Muslim members were
called the ashab of the Dar-un
Nedve.  Essentially it was the
tribal council for the Kureyfl



Istanbul was attempted until the reign of Caliph
Süleyman bin Abd-el-Malik.  In 713-714,
Süleyman Selefi Valid made great preparations
to besiege Istanbul both from the land and from
the sea and appointed his brother Maslama bin
Abd-el-Malik commander of land and sea
forces.  In September 715, Maslama reached
Aleppo and ranged his army in the Dabik mead-
ow not far from that city.  When his armies
advanced over Marafl, towards Amorium
(Amorrion), Emperor Anastasius II sent an
army commanded by Theodosius to stop this
advance, but the latter rebelled and had himself
declared emperor as Theodosius III.  When the
governor in Amorioum, Leo, refused to obey the
emperor’s orders, Maslama saw that there lay
an opportunity and sent two of his emirs,
Süleyman bin Mua’az and Bahtari bin el-Hasan,
to parley with him.  His real aims were to recog-
nise Leo as the legitimate emperor and to con-
quer Amorium, which seemed to be loyal to the
Emperor in Istanbul.

Leo was not fooled and the people of
Amorium braced themselves to resist the Arabs,
with the result that the siege was unsuccessful.
After this, notwithstanding all his efforts,
Maslama was not able to establish any sort of
agreement with Leon.

In addition to this, Leo used the opportuni-
ty of the lull in the fighting to march with his
own army, through ‹zmit to Istanbul and had
himself declared emperor in place of
Theodosius.

Seeing how things had developed, Maslama
went to present-day Çanakkale and at a point
called Abydos (Nara), crossed the Dardanelles
with the help of the Arab fleet under the com-

mand of Omar.  Advancing through Thrace he
besieged Istanbul (August 716).  In September
the fleet entered the Marmara Sea and sailed
until it was very near the chain blocking the
Golden Horn, but having sustained great losses
because of the Byzantine Fire, had to retreat.
That year the winter having been more severe
than its usual, Arab land forces suffered
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Illustration 3. Map showing
the location of sahabe mau-
solea in Eyüp.

1. Hz. Halid bin Zeyd Ebu
Eyyüb el Ensari
2. Hz. Cabir bin
Muhammed el Ensari.
3. Hz. Ebu’d-Derda el
Ensari
4. Hz. Edhem
5. Hz. Ka’b
6. Hz. Abdü’s Sad›k Amir
‹bn-i Same
7. Hz. Hafir
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tribe. (2, vol. 1, p. 88)

7. About them, ‹bn-i
Mendeh and ‹bn-i Asâkir
have narrated the following
legend:

“By the time the brothers
Amr and Hâlid bin Said bin
As and their friends had
returned from Abyssinia to
Medina, the Battle of Bedir
had already been fought.
This saddened them and
they said: ‘We have been
deprived of the chance of
gaining divine favour by
fighting in that battle.’
Upon which the Prophet of
God (May the blessing and
the peace of God be upon
him!) told them: ‘What are
you complaining about?
While all have emigrated
(concept of the hicret) once,
you have emigrated twice,
once to Abyssinia and once
to Medina.’” (2, vol. 1, p.
455)

8. Ümmü Sa’d (May God be
pleased with her!), daughter
of Sa’d bin Rebi, narrated:
“For as long as he stayed at
Mecca, the Prophet of God
(May the blessing and the
peace of God be upon him!)
never tired from exhorting
the tribes to follow the path



grievously.  Fleets that were sent in their aid
from Egypt and Northern Africa were attacked
by Leo’s forces and burned.  Arab land forces,
also sent in aid of the besiegers, advanced till
‹zmit, but were ambushed by the Byzantines
and destroyed.

Maslama’s besieging army, not having been
able to receive any kind of reinforcement, was
decimated by illness and hunger.  Just then the
Bulgars from the Balkans attacked it and it sus-
tained further heavy losses (September 717).

Caliph Süleyman ordered Maslama to stay
there until he conquered Istanbul, but when he
died, his successor Ömer bin Abd-el-Aziz gave
Maslama, who by then was in great difficulty
and unable to defeat the wily Leo, permission to
return.  Given that the Arab fleet was repeated-
ly attacked also while sailing back, the whole
expedition turned out to be an unmitigated dis-
aster.

There are many legends concerning this
expedition.  According to one of these Maslama
is said to have spent three days in the Byzantine
capital, with Emperor Leo’s permission and
what is more together with his retinue.
According to another, a mansion called Dar-el
Balat, with a mosque within its structure, was
built near the emperor’s palace, following
Maslama’s wish.

The fifth and last expedition was carried out
during the reign of the Abbasid dynasty of
Caliphs.  An army under the command of
Harun, son of Caliph el-Mehdî (775-785) and
crown prince, defeated the Byzantine forces at
‹zmit and approached as far as Üsküdar.
Eirene, who governed the empire in the name of
Constantine VI, managed to stave off the danger
by promising Harun the payment of a yearly
tribute.  According to another source, the fact
that Byzantine forces in Anatolia were about to
cut off the route of retreat of the Arab armies,
convinced Harun to reach an agreement with
the empress.

After this siege, the Arabs did advance once

up to Central Anatolia during the reign of
Emperor Nicephorus (811-812), but they did not
lay siege to Istanbul any more. (4, pp. 1173-1174)

Sahabe tombs: General information

As we have already mentioned, many expe-
ditions to Istanbul were organised and the city
was repeatedly besieged.  Muslim Arabs organ-
ised five expeditions, but managed to besiege it
in only two of these.  The sahabe who fought
with the Arab armies and were martyred were
buried in places very near the city walls.  These
tombs made up the nucleus of the first Muslim
cemeteries that were established in the city after
its conquest by the Ottomans.13 Being outside
the then city limits these cemeteries could grow
freely.  According to researchers, even during
Byzantine times, the area outside the city walls
was a necropolis, just as in the case of other
Byzantine or Roman cities and the area retained
this characteristic during Turkish-Islamic times.
(6, p. 1) Researchers and historians also claim
that the area just outside the Topkap› Gate of the
city walls, called Maltepe, was the burial ground
for Muslim soldiers who had been martyred
during the sieges before the 1453 conquest of
Istanbul.  The archaic and Arabic name of Mâl-
tepe seems to confirm this. (7, p. 10)

At this point, one cannot refrain from men-
tioning a subject, which our late and esteemed
teacher, Prof. Dr. Süheyl Ünver always stressed.
As we have already mentioned, the Prophet
Muhammad, in his noble hadis about Istanbul,
described the emir who would conquer Istanbul
as the nim-el-emir (happy emir) and his soldiers
as nim-el-ceyfl (happy soldier).  That is why
Turks never forgot the sacrifice of those who
participated in the siege or in the conquest of
Istanbul.  The Turks still ascribe to them these
titles; they still consider some districts of the city
as inextricably linked to them and by giving
them the title of dede they have elevated them
to a rank of almost saintliness.  Even though the
sahabe cannot be considered nim-el-ceyfl, one has
to keep in mind that they truly fought to deserve
that title and that even though they did not
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of God, but whenever he
did this, the people tor-
mented and insulted him.
This lasted until God willed
these two tribes (Evs and
Hazreç) to gain goodness
and purity.  One day when
a few members of these
tribes had gone to Aqaba (a
hill outside Mina near
Mecca) and were shaving
their heads, the Prophet of
God (May the blessing and
the peace of God be upon
him!) approached them.  I
(Ümmü Sa’d) asked my
mother: ‘Who were those
people?’  She replied: ‘They
were six or seven.  Among
them there were three peo-
ple from the Benu Neccar
tribe, Es’ad bin Zürâre and
the two sons of Afrâ.’  She
did not give me the name of
the others.”  The Prophet of
God (May the blessing and
the peace of God be upon
him!) sat near them and
exhorted them to follow the
path of God.  He recited
verses of the Quran.  More
precisely he recited the
Abraham Surah from the
35th verse (Remember
Abraham said: “O my Lord!
Make this city one of peace
and security and preserve
me and my sons from wor-
shipping idols.”) until its
end.  Upon hearing this
they were very moved and
bowing their heads in
humility they accepted the
will of God and of His
Prophet.  This is what is
known as the first Aqaba
oath. (2, vol. 1, pp. 116-117)

9. According to Câbir (May
God be pleased with him!),
the Prophet of God (May
the blessing and the peace
of God be upon him!)
stayed in Mecca for ten
years.  During those years
he used to go to market-
places like Ukâz and
Mecenne, telling people:
“Who can support and help
me while I spread the com-
mands of God and thus
purchase a place in par-
adise?”  He found nobody
that wanted to help him.

Once when somebody had
expressed a wish to go to



attain that honour, the Turks did not grudge
them the title of nim-el-ceyfl.  After the conquest
the Turks built mausolea and tombs in respect
and remembrance of their sacred memory. (8,
pp. 4-5)

Our esteemed professor, by saying, “...there
was a time when these tombs were more useful
than police stations, since in a sense they made
people behave more decently, by instilling in
them a sense of spiritual awe and misgiving and
what is more in the rather out of the way places,
in which they were to be found...,” underlined
how these places had a favourable effect on the
spirituality and ethics of the people of Istanbul.
(8, p. 10)

Since most of the battles were fought just
below the walls, many of the tombs of the mar-
tyred sahabe are to be found near the city walls.
Of the many sahabe tombs and mausolea in
Istanbul, six are attached to the city walls, with
the city wall making up one of their four walls.
(7, p. 16)

While some of the sahabe tombs are physical
burial places, many other are what is called
makam, in other words places symbolising the
spiritual presence of the sahabe, structured like a
tomb and somehow functioning as a refuge of
their souls, but not their real tomb.  The makam
are focus points of spiritual contact and thus are
as revered among Muslims just like true tombs.

The only visible difference between a real tomb
and a makam lies in the fact that while a tomb
has a tombstone both at the head (flahide) and at
the foot and the headstone has the date of death
in addition to the name, a makam has only a
headstone and no date. (7, p. 11)

Most of the sahabe tombs and mausolea in
and around Istanbul were built by Sultan
Mahmud II and their inscriptions in verses are
dated 1251 (1835-1836).  This leads some
researchers to believe that Mahmud II tried to
gain back the favour of the populace in this way
after having abolished the Janissary Corps in a
blood bath. (7, p. 15)

These are structures built with the simple
lines of the “Empire” style, mostly with rectan-
gular shapes, stone doorframes and rectangular
windows covered with rhombus-shaped grilles.
Many of the sahabe mausolea are to be found
near the city walls between Ayvansaray and
Edirnekap›.  It is not a coincidence that this was
a strategic point in all of the sieges of Istanbul.

There are twenty-six real mausolea of sahabe
in Istanbul, but because Ahmed ül-Ensari, Cabir
o¤lu Muhammed el-Ensari and Abdurrauf
Samadanî, were mistakenly considered sahabe,
this number is generally accepted to be twenty-
nine.  Of these, seven of these are in Eyüp, eigh-
teen within the city walls in the areas of Fatih
and Eminönü, three in the Underground
Mosque of Beyo¤lu and one in Üsküdar. (7, p.
16)

While eighteen of the mausolea are covered,
eleven are enclosed spaces with no roof.  Seven
have writings done with pen (kalem ifli).
Thirteen have tombstones that were done rela-
tively recently and that definitely are not of the
time of the sahabe.  Two of these mausolea are
separate structures located in the courtyard of
the Sümbül Efendi Mosque.  In addition to these
last two, seven mausolea (makam) are located
within mosque enclosures.  Nine of the sahabe
makam are decorated with the monogram of
Sultan Mahmud II, done by Calligrapher Haflim
Efendi and with inscriptions dated 1251 (of the
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Illustration 4. Mausoleum of
Hz. Eyyüb el Ensari (from
the Archives of the Eyüp
City Administration)

Mecca from Yemen or
Mudar, his acquaintances
and relations told him:

“Don’t let the servant of the
Kureyfl people trick you.”
and when the Prophet (May
the blessing and the peace
of God be upon him!) was
amongst them they showed
him to each other by point-
ing at him.  Finally God
sent them (Câbir and the
other people from Medina)
to him and they took him
with them to Medina and
converted to his faith.
People in Medina were con-
verting to his faith, learning
about the Quran and at
nightfall when they
returned to their homes all
their families were also con-
verting to Islam.  So much
so that in Medina there
were no homes left in which
there were not at least three
or five Muslims.

They assembled and con-
sulted each other: “Until
when will the Prophet of
God have to go around the
mountains of Mecca, in fear,
with everybody chasing
him away?”  Upon which
seventy people went to
Mecca during the season of
pilgrimage, found him and
told him:

“Let’s meet at fiib-ül Akabe



Muslim era) done in the ta’lik style of writing by
Yesârizâde Mustafa ‹zzet Efendi and containing
the words of historian Es’ad Efendi.  As for how
they look, seen from the outside, fourteen are
dated 1251 and were made in the Empire style
and of these thirteen have inscriptions.  The
inscriptions describe nine of them as merkad,14

two as meflhed,15 three as kabir (tomb) and two as
makam.  (7, p. 15)

No trace remains in our time of tombstones
or inscriptions engraved in the kûfi handwriting
style, mentioned by Evliya Çelebi.

Sahabe buried at Eyüp Sultan

The fact that Sultan Mehmed the Conqueror,
immediately after his conquest of Istanbul, had a
mausoleum built for Halid bin Zeyd Ebu Eyyüb
el Ensari, one of the most important of the sahabe,
who came together with Muslim Arab armies to
conquer this important centre of Christianity,
who was martyred while fighting at the feet of
the city walls, in the place where it was said he
had been buried and also had the first imperial
mosque of Istanbul built nearby in 1458-1459,
shows that the conquest of this city, the most
magnificent of the ancient cities of the world and
long a political and spiritual centre of resistance
first to the Muslim Arabs and then to the Muslim
Turks, which meant that the Middle Ages had
ended ushering in a new era, had a religiously
symbolic value as well as political.  This symbol-
ism is reflected in these buildings.  This con-
struction project of Sultan Mehmed the
Conqueror is also an element of his “construc-
tion and settlement policy” aiming to make of
Istanbul a Turkish-Islamic city and the capital of
the Ottoman Empire.

Sultan Mehmed the Conqueror wanted also
to create a nice area around the new mosque
and with this in mind he built the first külliye (a
complex of buildings used for philanthropic
purposes) of Istanbul, comprising a madrasa
(theological school) and a soup kitchen for the
poor, near the mosque.  Thus this first Turkish-

Islamic settlement, which was the nucleus of the
Eyüp Sultan district, was founded by Sultan
Mehmed the Conqueror in parallel with the con-
quest of Istanbul. (See illustration 1)

This special place, set just outside the
Byzantine city walls, is centred on a series of
symbols and memories concerning the story of
Islam and contains many tombs and mausolea
of the sahabe.  Seven sahabe mausolea, including
the one of Hz. Halid, are located in this area.  We
have indicated these places in the map. (See
illustration 2)

1. The Mausoleum of Hz. Halid bin
Zeyd Ebu Eyyüb el Ensari

H. Cemal Ö¤üt, müftü (high level cleric)
from Alasonya (near Salonika), describes Hz.
Halid in the following way, in his book The
famous Eyyüb Sultan.

Ebu Eyyüb el Ensari, whose real name was
Halid, was from Medina.  The Arabs used to
take the name of the eldest child, be it male or
female.  Thus being the eldest child of Hz. Halid
called Eyyüb; he himself got the name of Ebu
Eyyüb el-Ensari, which means “Father of
Eyyüb.”

As for the Arabic word ensar, it means
helpers.  Later this became a Muslim name and
it was given to the Evs and Hazreç tribes of
Medina, because they had helped the Prophet
Muhammad and his companions, after they had
taken refuge in Medina.16 Hz. Halid was the
head of the important “sons of Neccar” branch
of the Hazreç tribe, was related both on his
mother’s and father’s side to the Prophet
Muhammad and of the citizens of Medina, he
was among the first to come to Mecca and con-
vert to Islam.  He was also one of the scribes,
who wrote down the revelations (vahiy)
received by the Prophet.

The emigration of the Prophet Muhammad,
from Mecca to Medina in 622, was an important
event since it strengthened and spread Islam in
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(on the slope of the hill of
Aqaba).”

They came in small groups
to the fiib-ül Akabe and told
him: “Oh, Prophet of God,
upon what shall we take
our oath.”  Imam Ahmed
included this hadis by Câbir
to the “Hâkim” (vol. 2, p.
625) and confirmed its
veracity. (2, vol. 1, pp. 476-
477)

10. According to a story
about these first arrivals to
Medina, told by Bera bin
Azib (May God be pleased
with him!):

“Among the ashab of our
Lord the Prophet, Musa bin
Ümeyr and ‹bn-i Ümmi
Mektum were the first to
come to us and as soon as
they came they had us recite
the Holy Quran.  Later
Ammar, Bilal and Sa’d
arrived.  Later yet Ömer bin
Hattab arrived accompanied
by twenty people.  Finally
our Lord the Prophet
arrived.  I never saw the
people of Medina as happy
as they were when he
arrived.  I recited the El-A’la
Surah and some other short
Surahs before the arrival of
Nebî to Medina.” (2, vol. 1,
p. 44)

11. Hudeybiye was a mid-
sized village in a valley near
Mecca and was famous for
its well and for a sacred
tree.  The name derives
from a well near a tree,
under which our Lord the
Prophet accepted the oath
of allegiance.  There is still a
small mosque at that point.
The Treaty of Hudeybiye
signed by the Prophet
Muhammad and the Kureyfl
people in 628 in that loca-
tion is very important,
because it meant that the
Kureyfl tribe converted to
Islam. (1, p. 5410; 2, vol. 1,
p. 178)

12. A story on this subject is
as follows:

“The Battle of Uhud had
ended with no clear victor.
Two years later, in the 5th
year of the Muslim era
(627), the tribe of Kureyfl
and the troops of the allied



Medina.  When the Prophet Muhammad arrived
in Medina, his camel knelt in front of the house
of Hz. Halid and Hz. Halid hosted the Prophet
in his house for seven months.  It was this that
greatly increased the prestige and reputation of
Hz. Halid and earned him the title of mihman-
dar-› nebi (host of the Prophet).  He is also the
source of 150 noble hadis.

The love and respect felt for Hz. Halid
earned him also the title of “standard-bearer”
(alemdar).  The source of this title was the hadis
according to which, “on the day of reckoning,
each sahabe will be granted by God a banner of
light that will save from eternal damnation each
person under it.”  Otherwise it was not that Hz.
Eyyüb had carried the prophet’s standard.  That
honour had been Halid bin Velid’s, who is buried
in Humus, not far from the Syrian city of Hama.

Istanbul was besieged five times by the
Arabs and five times during the time of the
Abbasid dynasty.  Ebu Eyyüb el Ensari partici-
pated in two sieges of Istanbul and was mar-
tyred during the siege of 48-49 of the Muslim era
(618-619).  In accordance to his last will, he was
buried by the combatants, as near as possible to
the city walls.17 Yezid bin Muaviye tried to hide
the place of burial by pressing and leveling the
earth over the tomb, but the Byzantines sensed
what had happened and the emperor sent his
permission for the burial of Ebu Eyyüb el Ensari.
During the centuries until the conquest of
Istanbul the Byzantines respected his tomb, just
as they always respected all burial grounds and
in moments of difficulty, like when there was
famine, came to his tomb asking for divine inter-
cession.

Thus his tomb was preserved by the
Byzantines for 807 years until the conquest of
Istanbul in 857 of the Muslim Era (1453).  Sultan
Mehmed the Conqueror’s teacher, Akflemsed-
din, found this tomb and also a tombstone
engraved in a very ancient version of kûfi callig-
raphy, in which there was written “Hüvel Kabrü
Ebu Eyyüb el Ensari.”  This tombstone was set in
the wall of the mausoleum built by Sultan
Mehmed the Conqueror and there it stayed for
centuries.  The sheikh from Hidjaz, Abdülhaf›z
bin Osmanilkari Ettaifi, stated in his work titled
“Gilaül Kulüb ve Keflfül Kurub” that he saw it on
the wall of the mausoleum during his visit to
Istanbul in the year 1298 of the Muslim Era
(1894). (9, pp. 107-188)

As for the structure of the mausoleum,
which is part of the Eyüp Sultan Külliye:

The Eyüp Sultan Külliye, just outside the
city walls, was the first külliye to be built in
Istanbul.  Sultan Mehmed the Conqueror first of
all had the Hz. Halid mausoleum built in his
remembrance and in 1458-1459 he had the near-
by mosque built.  When later the 10-cell
madrasa, the imaret (soup kitchen for the poor)
and the double hamam (Turkish bath) were
added, the külliye was completed.
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Illustration 5. A view from
the mausoleum of Hz. Cabir
bin Muhammed el Ensari.
(from the Archives of the
Eyüp City Administration)

Illustration 6. Mausoleum of
Hz. Ebu’d-Derda (from the
Archives of the Eyüp City
Administration)

Illustration 6. Mausoleum
of Hz. Edhem. (from the
Archives of the Eyüp City
Administration)

neighbouring tribes decided
to march upon Medina in
great force.  The Prophet
Muhammad listened to the
advice of his lieutenants.
Selmân Fârisi (May God be
pleased with him!) coun-
seled the digging of a moat
all around Medina and the
Prophet Muhammad liked
the idea.  Even the Prophet
Muhammad aided in the
digging by carrying on his
shoulder basketfuls of earth
like a common worker.
During the digging they
found a big stone, which
was so hard that they could
not break it.  They notified
the Prophet Muhammad
(May the blessing and the
peace of God be upon him!)
about this and he took an
iron wedge and with the
exclamation “Ya Allah!”
broke the stone into three
pieces.  In the spark pro-
duced by the blow the
Prophet saw that Damascus
would be his.  He struck
once more and as the stone
broke into yet smaller
pieces, he said: “The keys of
Persia have been given to
me.  I see the white houses
of the city of Medayin.”  As
he struck for a third time he
said: “The keys of Yemen
have been given me, I see
the gates of San’a.”  Finally,
as he struck for the last
time, he said:
“Constantinople will most
certainly be conquered and
the emir who will conquer
it and his soldiers will the
most beautiful emir and the



According to Evliya Çelebi, the mosque was
located exactly on the spot where the present
one is and had a single dome with a diameter of
1400 meters.  The interior was surrounded by
the cells of the madrasa and in the centre there
was the Sinan Pafla Kasr (pavilion) with an ablu-
tion fountain (flad›rvan), which Evliya Çelebi
called the cemaat maksuresi (community enclo-
sure).  Between this enclosure and the opposite
wall into which was built the Eyüp Mausoleum,
there were two big plane trees.  The mausoleum
was connected to the courtyard by means of a
narrow corridor in front of the main door, set on
columns, covered with small domes and open at
the sides.

The mosque was completely destroyed as a
result of a strong earthquake during the reign of
Sultan Bayezid II and was rebuilt.  According to
information from the Hadikat-ül Cevami, this
rebuilt mosque was enlarged in 1591 during the
reign of Sultan Murad III.  Since the minarets of
this mosque were so short as to render impossi-
ble the stringing of mahyas (lights forming
words or pictures in celebration of the month of
Ramazan) between them, they were demolished
during the reign of Ahmed III in 1723 and new
ones, with two flerefe (circular balconies used by

the müezzin while chanting), which have sur-
vived to our days, were built on the orders of
the grand vizier Nevflehirli Damat ‹brahim Pafla.

The mosque building having deteriorated,
in 1798 Sultan Selim III had it demolished and
rebuilt in a relatively simple classical style, but
nevertheless with a plan and certain architec-
tural elements following the then fashionable
baroque style (1798-1800).

In his article, Y. Önge provided the follow-
ing information concerning the reconstruction
of the mosque: The Sinan Pafla Kasr, the two
enclosed spaces facing each other, which had
been built by Besir A¤a in front of the mosque
and the five madrasa cells on each side were
demolished; the mosque was rebuilt and
enlarged, with foundations as deep as 6 arfl›n (an
arfl›n would be equal to about 68 cm.), but with
the same minarets and k›ble facing wall.  Having
the structure been enlarged, the minarets ended
up being ten and a half metres inside from the
external wall. (10, pp. 13-14)

No tiles were used in the decoration of the
mosque, the interior of which was decorated with
coloured thin brush drawings.  In this latest ver-
sion of the mosque, the place formerly occupied
by the madrasa cells and the entrance of the mau-
soleum has been transformed into a courtyard
with portico.  It is through this space that one
enters into the mausoleum and into the mosque
proper.  This internal courtyard is still shaded by
one of the plane trees mentioned by Evliya
Çelebi.  Legend goes that the deceased body of
Hz. Halid received its pre-burial ablutions where
the plane tree now stands.  This tree is directly in
the centre of the marble covered courtyard, on a
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Illustration 7. Mausoleum of
Hz. Ka’b. (from the
Archives of the Eyüp City
Administration)

Illustration 8. Mausoleum of
Hz. Abdü’s Sad›k Amir ‹bn-
i Same. (from the Archives
of the Eyüp City
Administration)

Illustration 9. Mausoleum of
Hz. Hafir. (from the
Archives of the Eyüp City
Administration)

most beautiful soldiers.”
This later evolved into a
noble hadis.  The hadis was
told by one of the sahabe,
Biflr’ül Genevi (May God be
pleased with him!) and it is
written in the work by
Ahmed ibn-i Hanbel, titled
Müsned. (5, pp. 13-15)

13. Just outside the land
walls, facing the sea walls
on the hills of Üsküdar
(Karacaahmed), in Beyo¤lu
(Kuledibi, Çürüklük,
Ayazpafla) and in
Kas›mpafla (Doymazdere,
Kulaks›z). (7, p. 103)

14. Merkad means resting
place, but also tomb. (14, p.
635)

15. Meflhed means place of
martyrdom or tomb of mar-
tyr.

16. I feel obliged to mention
an event I witnessed when I
was going to the Mecca pil-
grimage in 1975.  In those
years, when the Religious
Affairs Bureau (Diyanet) had
not yet started to organise
such trips, the pilgrims used
to go to Mecca overland,
thanks to the services of
various travel agencies, in
big groups.  During these
trips it had become a cus-
tom to stop in places where
saints or other such people
were buried or where there
were sites related to saints,
so as to benefit from their
spiritual protection.  Urfa,
known as a land of
prophets, was one such
place.  When our group
reached Urfa towards mid-

 



slightly raised surface encircled with a metal
grille and fountains on its four corners.

The internal courtyard has two doors on
the corners where the external tiled wall of the
mausoleum, facing the courtyard, meets the
other two walls of the courtyard, which have a
portico and are covered with thirteen cupolas.
The one on the left of the axis of the mihrab
leads to the continuation of the Bostan ‹skelesi
Street, while the other leads to the external
courtyard, added by Ekmekçizade Ahmed Pafla
and which has the flad›rvan.  Both doors are in
the baroque style.  The external courtyard has
also two baroque doors.  One of these is the
main door of the mosque (cümle kap›s›) facing
the k›ble and leading to the pier road, while the
other leads to the shopping district of Eyüp.
Behind the main door there is the muvakkithane
(clock room), an elevated passageway sitting on
marble columns and leading to the sultan’s
gallery (hünkâr mahfili) and various rooms used
by the people working at the mosque.  On the
west side of the external courtyard there are the
ablution faucets.

At the centre of the courtyard, which with
its visitors, clerics and pigeons has altogether a
very mystical atmosphere, there is the flad›rvan
with baroque columns and a lead covered cupo-
la.  The flad›rvan was first built by Çandarl›
‹brahim Pafla, who was a vizier of the reign of
Sultan Bayezid II (1494).  A wall fountain was
built on the north side of the outside of the
external wall facing the market place.  Until the
relatively recent time when it was restored and
made to function once again, this fountain, like
so many others in Istanbul and Eyüp, had been
abandoned to the ravages of time and its origi-
nal function forgotten.  On the north side of the
external courtyard there are various tombs and
open air mausolea, a wooden door leading to
the mausoleum, the room of the mausoleum
keeper and two cüzhane (Quran reading rooms).
One of these was built on the orders of Semiz Ali
Pafla (death 1564), one of the viziers of Sultan
Süleyman the Magnificent, while the other was

built by Mahfiruze Hatice Sultan (death 1621),
mother of Sultan Osman II.  Both Mahfiruze
Hatice Sultan and the Grand Vizier Gürcü
Mehmed Pafla (1575-1623) are buried in the
cüzhane near the great door.

Both the mosque and the mausoleum were
restored in 1819 during the reign of Sultan
Mahmud II.  The seaside minaret having been
damaged by lightning in 1823, its upper part
over the second flerefe was repaired.

The mausoleum was extensively repaired
throughout its existence.  Evliya Çelebi
describes the mausoleum in his Seyahatnâme
(travelogue): “The mausoleum is covered by a
dome.  The windows of the hall of the noble
tomb face the main body of the mosque.  The
light shrouded tomb of the saint is encircled by
silver latticework...  At the feet of the tomb there
is a cistern, the water of which cures palpita-
tions...” This well was the sacred water source of
a Byzantine monastery and it said that
Akflemseddin found the tomb thanks to it.

The mausoleum, which Sultan Mehmed the
Conqueror had had built, is covered by a dome,
without drum, standing on main walls of sand-
stone, set in an octagonal plan.  There are two
windows, rectangular at the bottom and with
pointed arch at the top, on each side. (10, p. 14)

Behind the wall of the mausoleum facing
the porticoed internal courtyard there are the
entrance hall of the mausoleum and the cüzhane,
which are set at a lower level in comparison
with the main tomb hall.  This wall is covered
with late 15th century and 16th, 17th and 18th
century ceramic tiles and even with 19th centu-
ry Italian ceramic tiles. (10, p. 14) The majority is
made up of 18th century ceramic tiles made in
the Tekfur Palace workshop. (11, pp. 98-100)
Older ceramic tiles have survived from other
buildings and were taken from the palace ware-
house.  The tiles with geometric designs were
made in Kütahya in the 18th century.

Near the entrance of the mausoleum there is
a grilled window, behind which there are the
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night, we had difficulty in
believing what we saw.
The whole population, led
by the mayor, had turned
out to greet us.  They were
all anxious to have us as
houseguests or at least to be
able to offer us something,
even if it was something as
simple as a bowl of soup.
This was coordinated by the
City Administration and it
symbolised the generosity
represented by the Prophet
Halil ‹brahim, who was
buried there, but also the
supportive and helpful reli-
giosity of Hz. Ensar himself.

17. According to Ebû
Zaybân: “Ebû Eyyûb (May
God be pleased with him!)
set out together with Yezîd
bin Muâviye.  He told his
comrades in arms: ‘If I die,
go to enemy territory and
bury me where you
encounter the enemy, exact-
ly at the point you have
reached.  I heard the
Prophet of God say:
‘Whoever does not attribute
partners to God, will go to
paradise.‘“ (2, vol. 1, p. 574)



above-mentioned well and the elevated tomb of
Mustafa A¤a, which were built at the time of
Sultan Ahmed I, as can be seen from the inscrip-
tion.  In this place there is a corridor along the
north and east sides, set at a height of 1.25 m.
The base of the corridor is of marble while its
ceiling is vaulted.  The access to this corridor is
from a door on the right hand side of the mau-
soleum entrance facing the inner courtyard of
the mosque.  It can be reached by means of six
steps.  The corridor is drained by means of a
canal that follows the Bostan ‹skelesi Street and
reaches the Golden Horn.

To make it possible for the visitors to see the
coffin without entering the mausoleum, Sultan
Ahmed I had a window with a gold plated
bronze grille made.  From the inscription above
the window one learns that the greatest repair
work to the mosque was done during the reign
of Sultan Ahmed III, when the minarets were
rebuilt.  The wooden eave over the main
entrance, the bronze grilles on the windows, the
silver grille around the coffin and the chande-
liers on the dome were added during the reign
of Sultan Selim III.

The wooden doors of the mausoleum were
built during the time of Sultan Mehmed the
Conqueror.  When later during the reign of
Sultan Abdülhamid II there was a theft, these
were replaced with bronze doors and the wood-
en ones used in another part of the mausoleum.
Behind the sebil (free water distribution point)
built during the reign of Sultan Ahmed I (in
whose name the Sultanahmed or Blue Mosque
was built) there is a small 3mx3m room that
leads to the entrance hall of the mausoleum.
This room is known as the “Women’s Mosque.”

The mausoleum was restored in 1819, dur-
ing the reign of Sultan Mahmud II.  The Sultan
donated a gold embroidered coffin cover, deco-
rated with inscriptions by calligrapher Rakim
and himself.  He also had new carpets woven at
Hereke, with which to replace the old carpets of
the mosque and mausoleum.

In 1925, with the introduction of the law

closing the dervish monasteries (tekke and
zaviye) and abolishing the titles connected to the
Sufi dervish orders, the objects donated by the
Sultans were removed and put into the Evkaf
Müzesi (Museum of Religious Foundations),
later renamed the Türk ‹slâm Eserleri Müzesi
(Turkish and Islamic Arts Museum).

The original octagonal mausoleum built
during the time of Sultan Mehmed the
Conqueror was later encircled by other struc-
tures and nowadays only the north and north-
western sides are still visible.  No part of the
mausoleum is visible from the courtyard.

As for the imaret, built as a two domed
structure on the southeastern corner of the
mosque, on the opposite side of the street, it
gradually fell into disrepair, leaving behind no
trace. (10, p. 14)

As for the double Turkish bath opposite the
north corner of the western external wall of the
courtyard with the flad›rvan, even though its
cold section was radically changed through the
ages, it was still being used as a bath until rela-
tively recently.  According to Evliya Çelebi, this
was the fourth of the five big public baths built
in Istanbul during the time of Sultan Mehmed
the Conqueror.  It is located on the corner
between Yusuf Muhlis Pafla Street and Eyüp
Hamam› Street, on the northwestern corner of
the Eyüp Külliye.  This 15th century bath was
mentioned in the Tezkiretülenbiye (List of
Buildings).  It is plausible that the Architect
Sinan could have restored this bath.  All the rad-
ical repairs, beginning in the 16th century, have
fundamentally changed its classical nature.  Its
façade is hidden behind modern buildings. (12,
p. 128) (See illustration 3)

2. Mausoleum of Hz. Cabir bin
Muhammed el-Ensari

This mausoleum is located in the courtyard
of the Dökmeci Mescid (small mosque) on the
Dökmeciler Street in the Dü¤meciler (Dökmeci-
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ler) district.  This roofless mausoleum, later
enclosed within imitation sandstone walls, has
three tombs and the central one of these is
believed to be of one of the sahabe.  The tomb was
built on the instructions of Kazasker Mehmed
Bak›r Efendi.  When it collapsed in the year 1313
of the Muslim Era, as a result of an earthquake,
two philanthropically minded ladies, Emine and
Fatma, had it rebuilt.  Not only is there no men-
tion of the sahabe in the inscription commemorat-
ing the reconstruction, but also the fact that the
title çavufl (guard or sergeant) is written in the
headstone, makes it highly improbable that it
should be the tomb of one of the sahabe. (7, pp.
31-32) (See illustration 4)

3. Mausoleum of Ebu’d-Derda (Hz.
Ebu’d-Derda el-Ensari)

The tomb of Hz. Ebu’d-Derda, who was one
of the sahabe, is located on the Zal Mahmud Pafla
Street, between the Zal Mahmud Pafla and
Cezeri Kas›m Pafla Mosques.  In Istanbul there is
a second makam connected to Ebu’d-Derda, at
the Karacaahmed Cemetery.

Even though this rectangular mausoleum
has no roof nowadays, it looks covered in a pho-
tograph published in a study by Prof. Dr. Süheyl
Ünver.  Successive repairs have radically altered
this structure, but it is still clear that it was built
in the Empire style.

The monogram of Sultan Mahmud II, set
over the mausoleum door, has been written by
the calligrapher Haflim.  The Adlî (lawmaker)
attribute of the sultan was engraved later.  The
inscription on marble was written in 1251 of the
Muslim Era (1835) by historian Esad Efendi and
executed in the talik style by calligrapher
Yesarizade Mustafa ‹zzet Efendi.

There are two tombs within the mau-
soleum.  The mausoleum lost its original charac-
ter, because of many repairs the biggest of
which was done in 1907.  Nowadays only the
window opening grilles are in the Empire Style.

(6, pp. 30-31; 7, pp. 33-34) It has a room for the
attendant. (See illustration 5)

4. Mausoleum of Edhem (Hz. Edhem)

The mausoleum of Hz. Erdem, who was
one the participants in the conquest of Istanbul,
is located on Abdurrahman fieref Bey Street, in
the Cezeri Kas›m Pafla district, in front of the
Arpac› Hayreddin Mescid.  Of the three wooden
coffins in the mausoleum the one on the right is
Hz. Edhem’s, while the other two are of Haf›z
Abdullah Efendi and of Abdurrahman Efendi,
prayer leader of the Eyüp Mosque.  It is thought
that the inscription stating that Hz. Edhem was
one of the sahabe and Hz. Halid’s water carrier is
relatively recent.  In the Hadika this mausoleum
is said to be of fieyho¤lu Edhem, who partici-
pated in the conquest of Istanbul together with
fiemseddin, which would mean that he is not
one of the sahabe.

The mausoleum is a rather simple square
building covered with a dome.  The big hacet
window (window at which people pray), with a
pointed arch, must be rather old, but its grille
and decorations reflect late 19th century taste.
Probably because it is considered a sahabe tomb,
this mausoleum is kept rather well. (6, pp. 31-32;
7, pp. 35-36) (See illustration 6)

5. Mausoleum of Ka’b (Hz. Ka’b)

The rectangular simple makam of Hz. Ka’b,
who was one of the sahabe, was located on
Savaklar Street in Ayvansaray, near the Golden
Horn.  When all the buildings around it were
demolished in 1972-1974, to make way for a
highway, the mausoleum was left standing
alone, devoid of its original atmosphere.  The
building has no inscription and from old pho-
tographs it seems it had a wooden roof.  When it
was restored recently, the wooden roof was
rebuilt.  Its windows have grilles with small
round protuberances at its joints.  The building
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has lost much of its original shape. (6, pp. 48-49;
7, pp. 37-38) (See illustration 7)

6. Mausoleum of Amir (Hz. Abdü’s-
Sad›k Amir ‹bn-i Same)

This mausoleum, located in the E¤rikap›
D›flar›s› Street in the Abdülvedud District, is an
open-air mausoleum in the cemetery just off the
E¤rikap› city wall gate.  Very probably this is a
real tomb and not a makam, but there is no
definitive proof that it is a sahabe tomb.  At the
foot of the mausoleum there is the tomb with
tombstone of the famous chief of calligraphers
(master calligrapher, reis-ül-hattatin) E¤rikap›l›
Rasim Efendi.  The mausoleum space is sur-
rounded by a low sandstone wall, upon which
there are Empire style grilles.  The marble coffin
is the original one and from the inscription on
the tombstone one sees that the mausoleum was
repaired in 1205 of the Muslim Era (1790-1791).
(7, pp. 39-40) (See illustration 8)

7. Mausoleum of Hz. Hafir

This triangular mausoleum located on
E¤rikap› D›flar›s› Street is adjacent to the city wall
and one of its walls is made up of the city wall.
Now it is an open-air mausoleum, but it seems
that previously it had had a roof.  Over the mau-
soleum door, which is adjacent to the E¤rikap›
gate, there is the monogram of Sultan Mahmud-
› Adlî (Mahmud II) done by Haflim Ketebeli.
Under the monogram there is an inscription
dated 1251 of the Muslim Era, in the talik style of
calligraphy, done by Yesarizade Mustafa ‹zzet
Efendi.  The inscription in verse was composed
by Sahaflar fieyhizade Es’ad Efendi.

It is said that this makam was discovered by
Beflir A¤a, chief black eunuch (darüssaade a¤as›)
during the reign of Mahmud I.  It is also
believed that Hafir was a neighbour of Eyyüb
Sultan.  The Empire style grilles are original. (6,
p. 39; 7, pp. 41-42) (See illustration 9)
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A BIBLIOGRAPHY RESEARCH
ON EYÜP SULTAN - ARABIC /

OTTOMAN TURKISH



As it is known, the person whose tomb is
respectfully visited in this community is a high-
ly esteemed companion of the Prophet
Muhammad -peace be upon him- who experi-
enced the honor of entertaining the Prophet as
his guest in his home. Aspiring to witness the
holy tidings on probable conquest of Istanbul
and to experience the sublime meaning of glory,
he joined the army striving to attend this goal, in
spite of his advanced age, and died somewhere
close to the city walls; thus he attained his pur-
pose and was united with his Lord. Sultan
Mehmed the Conqueror, who successfully real-
ized the conquest of Istanbul, rewarded us with
it, terminated an era in history, became the mes-
senger of brighter times, and accomplished
something not only significant for Turkish
History, but for the history of the whole world.
It was he who personally chose the place for
Eyüp Sultan’s grave and had his tomb and the
adjoining mosque built under the guidance of
his Holiness Akflemseddin, his teacher. After
that his tomb became a place most frequently
visited by the people of Istanbul. So, the area
became known as Eyüp Sultan or in short, Eyüp.
I think it would be beneficial to point out one
fact here: I apologize to those who have already
witnessed it, but the devotion of the new gener-
ations to our cultural values has declined con-
siderably. As you may know, the actual name of
the person whom we call Eyüp Sultan today is
not Eyüp. Eyüp is the name of that person’s son.
His true name is Hâlid b. Zeyd el-Ensârî. The
combination of names Hâlid b.Zeyd is naturally
Arabic and means Hâlid, the son of Zeyd.
Whereas, Ebû Eyyûb means Eyyûb’s father; that
is Hâlid, his Holiness, is Ebû Eyyûb. It is also
known by experts that in Arabic people, names
are identified with words “el-Eb” (:father), “el-
Ümm” (:mother), “el-‹bn” (:son) and “bint”
(:daughter). According to the Arabs, the identi-
fication of a person by the name of the oldest
son, like Ebû Ali (Ali’s fa(1)ther) is a sign of
respect and is used to present that person,
which is still practiced at the present time. 

The Arabic expression “Hâlid b.Zeyd Ebû

Eyyûb” was naturally difficult to say for the
Turks and was reduced to mere “Eyüp” in pure
Turkish. Sultan Mehmed, who presented the
Turks with Istanbul, their motherland, and
expressed his action with the following line of
poetry:

“‹mtisâl-i câhidû fi’llâh’ olupdur niyyetüm,”

was named “Fâtih Sultan. (the Congueror)”
Similarly, the devotion and appreciation of the
Turks throned Hâlid b.Zeyd Ebû Eyyûb
(Mihmendâr-› Resûl or Host of the Prophet) in the
palace of their hearts as “Ebû Eyyûb.”

Now, I am going to present to you a list of
Turkish (Ottoman) books and articles on Eyüp
Sultan and the Eyüp district that are written in
Arabic with Arabic letters. Naturally, as the title
of this article points out, this is an experimental
effort and more time is required to introduce the
contents of each one of these in a more compre-
hensive bibliography. 

In the presentation of this bibliography, the
title of a study was taken as the basis due to var-
ious technical requirements and an alphabetical
order was followed. The volume and page num-
bers of references were reported for the conve-
nience of the readers. 

A Proposal:

In the course of this study, I realized that
there are only a few Turkish articles that specif-
ically talk about Eyüp Sultan. I also did not
come across an Arabic work- with the exception
of a small booklet- written about Eyüp Sultan in
a special and scientific manner. If indeed this is
the case, then it is up to the scientists in the field
to fulfill this obligation. It would be the most
appropriate for the Municipality of Eyüp, whose
services we are so pleased with, to follow this
up with the idea that “Service to People is True
Worship.“* In addition, I should point out that a
work of this scope should be written not only in
Arabic, but also in a universal language such as
English. We live in a world of continuous glob-
alization. Technical developments have made
the world smaller and brought the distant places
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closer. Particularly, tourists coming from
Muslim countries want to visit Eyüp Sultan and
to read a book/pamphlet about him in their
native tongue.
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(1) My intention is to carry out the order “Fight Holy Wars
for the sake of God”.

* Our work, as pointed out by Mr. A. T. Arslan, is in
progress. (Note by the Publisher.)

A-ARABIC

This book was introduced by Osman Keskio¤lu. See: Vak›flar Dergisi,
Say› 4, s.293-295, Ankara 1985)

(Bursa Old Works Haraçç›o¤lu)

(el-Moravî)

Mosque and
Square From the
Municipality of
Eyüp Archive
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The Arabic translation of Ali Himmet Berk’s book, Büyük Türk
Hükümdar› Istanbul Fatih Sultan Mehmet Han ve Adâlet Hayat›,
Istanbul, (1953) by Yozgatl› ‹hsan Efendi. See Osman
Keskio¤lu (death 1989), Vak›flar Dergisi, Ankara 1958, issue IV,
s. 293-5 for an introduction of this Arabic translation.

Marmara University Faculty of Theology Library, Advice part,
1215 (102b-113a)

Süleymaniye Library, Hasan Hüsnü Pasha No. 203

Loon Gustave Schlumberger

B-OTTOMAN TURKISH
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This work was simplified by ‹smail Güleç with footnotes and
was published by Pamuk Publishing, Istanbul 1999 as
Peygamber Efendimizin Ev Sahibi: EYÜP SULTAN.

(This work was published in two volumes by ‹hsan Erzi in
Camilerimiz Ansiklopedisi under the title of “Hadikatü’l-cevami”
by Tercüman Publications, Istanbul 1987).

Marmara University Faculty of Theology Library, Advice part,
1215 (113b-145a)
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ACAR, fiinasi, Bir Kitabenin Düflündürdük-
leri, Eyüp Sultan Belediyesi ve Eyüp Sultan Kül-
tür ve Turizim Müdürlü¤ü Yay›nlar›, ‹st., 2002.

ACUN, Hakk›, "Eyüp’te Bir Tafloluk Örne-
¤i: Ejderli Tafloluk," Eyüpsultan Sempozyumu
Tebli¤leri, Eyüpsultan Belediyesi Kültür ve Tu-
rizm Müdürlü¤ü Yay›nlar›, ‹stanbul, 1997

AÇIKGÖZO⁄LU, A. Sacit, "Eyüpsultan Ci-
var›nda ‹mzal› Mezar Tafl› Kitabeleri," Marmara
Üniversitesi, Sosyal Bilimler Enstitüsü,Yay›m-
lanmam›fl Yüksek Lisans Tezi, ‹stanbul, 1995

AÇIKGÖZO⁄LU, A. Sacit, "Eyüpsultan’da
Ketebeli Mezartafllar›," Eyüpsultan Sempozyu-
mu Tebli¤leri, Eyüpsultan Belediyesi Kültür ve
Turizm Müdürlü¤ü Yay›nlar›, ‹stanbul, 1997

AÇIKGÖZO⁄LU, A. Sacit "‹mzas›z Bir Sa-
mi Efendi Mezar Tafl›," II. Eyüpsultan Sempoz-
yumu Tebli¤leri, Eyüpsultan Belediyesi Kültür
ve Turizm Müdürlü¤ü Yay›nlar›, ‹stanbul, 1998

AÇIKGÖZO⁄LU, A. Sacit, "Eyüpsultan Si-
lüetinin Manevi D›fl Amilleri" V. Eyüp Sultan
Sempozyumu Tebli¤leri, Eyüp Sultan Belediye-
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IV. Eyüp Sultan Sempozyumu Tebli¤leri,Eyüp
sultan Belediyesi ve Eyüpsultan Kültür ve Turi-
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AKAKUfi, Recep, "Eyüp Sultan ve Mukad-
des Emanetler" Ad›m Yay›nlar›, Milsan Bas›n
San. A.fi.,‹stanbul, 1973

I thought it would be appropriate to give
some brief information on my work at the begin-
ning or the end of this index.

This index is an attempt to list all publica-
tions, in Turkish, on cultural and artistic studies
pertaining to Eyüp Sultan. This included papers
presented in symposia and related references.
Additionally, although the titles of manuscripts
presented at the 6th symposium seem unrelated

to Eyüp Sultan, they were also included since
the persons they refer to are buried in Eyüp.
Aside from all this, the publishers, encyclope-
dias, Master’s and Ph.D. theses completed in
universities throughout the Nation were
searched thoroughly and related references
were included, as well. In spite of this thorough
work some may still have been missed.

Illustration A postcard of
Eyüp at the beginning of the
20th century (Eyüp
Municipality Archives)
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According to legends inspired by the natu-
ral and social make-up of ancient times, the
original location of Istanbul was Eyüp, at the
end of the Golden Horn.

These legends are mostly derived from
written “lineages, anecdotes and etymological
similarities,” rather than on historical  sources,
and they have been collected in “anthologies”
by dictionary writers.1

Dionysios from Byzantium, in his work
called The Bosphorus by Way of the Sea,2 was the
first to describe the original site of the city, the
tip of the Golden Horn: “The end of the sea is
called Hypalodes, ‘swamp, mud,’ due to the
muddy and marshy deposits carried by streams
that settle down here. So, its shores are neither
rocky nor sandy; because of the sedimentations
only small boats can sail. The muddy waters of
two separate streams come together before they
join the waters of the bay. At that point there are
beautiful grassy areas and pastures where herds
of animals graze. As God encouraged colonists
who sought His prophecy, He pointed at these
streams and said:

How fortunate are those who will settle
in that sacred city,

Close to the shores of Thrace and the
entrance to the Black Sea,

Where the twin streams join the earth-
brown waters,

Where fish and deer are nourished from
the same pastures..

These words have been uttered for actual
things. Indeed, deer do come down from forests
in the winter and graze on the reedbeds of the
swamp. On the other hand, fish share the sea
and the streams, hiding in the calm waters of the
Keras Bay and afflicted by the languor of their
well-fed bodies, feed lazily on roots in shallow
waters. Kydaros Stream flows in the west and
Barbyzes in the north. Some say that Barbyzes
was Byzas’ teacher, others think he was the sea

guide of Iason and his Minyai3 companions;

whereas, another group of people believe that

he was a local hero. Semystra’s altar is at the

point where the two streams unite and flow to

the opposite cape where they join the sea. The

site is named after the altar. Semystra was the

nymph of Nais and nanny of Keroessa. Io, by

Zeus’ skill and Hera’s fury was transformed into

a cow and traversed many a place prodded by a

cattle fly, hopped to this place and writhed with

labor pains -because she was loaded with divine

sperms- and gave birth to a daughter. Semystra

took care of the baby, nursed her and brought

her up. The child carried the scars of her moth-

er’s transformation: there were two projections

on both sides of her forehead like horns. For this
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Illustration 1. An ascus
found in Alibeyköy (N.
F›ratl›, op.cit. fig. 13)

Map 1. The two streams
which merge above Eyüp,
1803. (Istanbul Maps, 
Turkish Industrial
Development Bank, 1990)

1. G. Dagron, Constantinople
imaginaire, Paris, 1984, p. 25.

2. Anaplous Bosporou (Per
Bosporum Navigatio);
believed to have been written
between the II-IV. cen-
turies. This study was
based on the text C.
Wescher, Dionysii Byzantii
de Bospori Navigatione, Paris
1874. For the text in P.
Gyllius, De Bosporo Thracio,
Lyon 1565, which served to
preserve the work until the
present time see P. Gyllius,
Istanbul Bo¤az›, translated
from Latin by E. Özbayo¤lu,
Eren Yay›nc›l›k, Istanbul,
2000.

3. Orkhomenos community,
the descendents of a hero;
however, argonautai may
have been used for “Argo
navigators.”



reason Keroessa was called ‘horned.’ Keroessa
and Poseidon had Byzas, who was honored as a
god. Byzantion was founded by Byzas.
Semystra almost became the site for a city; the
colonists had decided to have the city there. But,
when the sacrificial fire was lit, a crow flew
among the flames and carried away a piece of
the meat to the Bosphorus Cape. The other
Hellenic peoples took this as an omen from
Apollo and, guided by a shepherd who fol-
lowed the crow from a high place, proceeded to
where it flew.”

So, this is how Dionysios relates the story of
the founding of a city on a horn-shaped fertile
land where two streams, Kydaros (Alibey
Stream) and Barbyzes (Ka¤›thane Stream) unite
and flow into the Keras Bay (Haliç); a city easily
defendable and suitable for farming and fishery.

Dionysios, then the author of The Geography
of the Present World,4 repeats the above prophe-
cy, with only the third line missing, while
describing the  city which is named Byzantion
after Byzas, the son of Keroessa and the com-
manding guide of Megara citizens.

Stephanos of Byzantion, the author of
Nations,5 states that people of Megara have
taken this prophecy from Delphoi and repeats
the lines, except the second one, and supple-
ments them with a new line which does not
appear anywhere else in the literature. 

As to Hesykhios, who mentions the legend
in The History of the Roman Empire,6 he is anxious
to relate to readers “a story which is convinc-
ing.”  So, after stating the prophecy which, he
says, the people of Argos adopted from Pytiha
-all lines being the same as Dionysios’- he relates
that a crow carried a piece of the sacrificial meat
to the Bosphorus Cape and a boukolos (shepherd)
followed it, and so the site was called Boukolia
after him. Hesykhios, also mentions the differ-
ent versions of the story: some believe that “the
people of Megara, who are the descendants of
Nisos, have come to this place by way of the sea,
guided by Byzas, and named the place after
him”; for others “Byzas is the son of Semystra, a
local nymph.” He then, proceeds to say that
some people relate other tales, but he wants to
tell “a story which is convincing,” a story the
origin of which is Io, the daughter of Inakhos,
the king of the people of Argos. The story is as
follows: “Argos, who is said to have many eyes,
guards Io’s virginity. But, when Zeus falls in
love with the girl, he uses Hermes to trick and
kill Argos and transforms the girl into a cow, so
that she would not be recognized.” According to
Hesykhios, Hera, in her fury, sends a cattle fly
after the cow and thus has Io travel over many
lands to escape from it. She reaches the
Bosporos, the “cow pass,” where the name
Bosphorus comes from. Hesykhios continues to
write that “Io, later arrives at the place where
the two streams unite and prophesies to people
about the future and gives birth to Keroessa; the
reason why the place is called Keras or ‘horn.’
Some believe that this name is associated with
the goat Amaltheia’s horns and symbolizes the
fertility of the land.” Hesykhios goes on to nar-
rate that Keroessa surpassed all other girls of
Thrace in beauty, so Poseidon falls in love with
her and the fruit of their love is a boy, who is
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Illustration 2. Artemis with
the dog, Silahtara¤a. (Ist.
Archeol. Mus.)

Illustration 3. Selene,
Silahtara¤a. (Ist. Archeol.
Mus.)

4. Periegesis tes Oikoumenes
is dated between the I. and
II. centuries. G. Bernherdy,
Dionysios Periegetes (cum
commentariis Eusthatii), New
York, 1974 was used as the
basis.

5. Ethnika: covers local na-
mes and adjectives derived
from them, Stephanos being
the grammar author. It is
believed to have been writ-
ten between the VI-X. cen-
turies as a “short summary”
of a prior work called Epito-
me, which covered legends
and origins of cities foun-
ded.

6. Historia Rhomaike te kai
pantodape or Khronike Histo-
ria; a history of the world
beginning with the Assyri-
an Bel kingdom up to the
death of Anastasios (518); is
covered in Th. Preger, Scrip-
tores Origines Constantinopo-
litanarum, Leipzig, 1901-
1907.



brought up by nymph Bizye from Thrace and so
is named Byzas. Hesykhios adds, “Bizye, even
today, provides our citizens with water.”7

In the rest of his story, Hesykhios narrates:
“Byzas grew up among wild animals and bar-
barians in the mountains of Thrace, so when he
became an adult, local leaders sent envoys to
seek his friendship and alliance. Melias, the
King of Thrace, sent him to fight a wild beast.
When he returned triumphant, he knocked over
a bull at the spot where the two streams unite, to
sacrifice it to the gods. But, suddenly an eagle
appeared, snatched the heart of the bull, flew to
the cape of the Bosphorus across from
Khrysopolis and landed at its shore.”

Today, Khrysopolis is called Üsküdar.
Hesykhios, after providing information about
this place, writes that Byzas made plans for the
city he was to establish and erected its flawless
seven-towered walls with help from Poseidon
and Apollon - the towers were so well-placed
that it seemed as if they communicated with
each other and reverbrated with echoes.8

In legends narrating the founding of the
city, Dionysios speculated that Byzantion’s
boundaries traced the shape of a horn consistent
with the landscape; whereas, Hesykhios
enriched it with new names. The eagle which
snatched the heart of the sacrifice to carry it to
the Bosphorus Cape, as Hesykhios narrated, is
also echoed by Constantinus9 in his speculative
legends about the founding of the city. 

Hesykhios’ text
would appear,
almost unaltered -
only lacking the last
two lines - in
excerpts found in
Georgios Kodinos’
yearbook called
Origins of People of
Istanbul, which was
written in 1400’s
(Bonn 3-6).

The literature on to
the origin of Byzantion is
also enlightening: Plinius
(4, 46) states that the old
name of this city was
Lygos. This is associated
with country names such
as Lygii, Ligii, Ligures
and city names such as
Lugdunum (for instance
the Latin name of Lyon),
and refers to the swampy region. Byzantion
relates to byssos, “depth of sea,” mentioned in
Homeros (Ilias, 24, 80); whereas, antion is asso-
ciated with “the city guard at the entrance to the
sea.”10 Plinius, in the section where he describes
the site of the city, may have somehow blended
written information with, for instance, the word
Paludes, or “swamps.”

Archeological data seems to support these
legends: stone tools dating back to Paleolithic
(100,000 years) and Middle Paleolithic (50-
60,000 years) times were found at archeological
sites near the banks of the Davutpafla Stream
northwest of central Istanbul, and at Paflaalan›
and Kotamençe ridges; there are traces of possi-
ble valuable archeological finds close to Alibey
and Ka¤›thane stream beds11 and an archaic
ascus12 was found in Alibeyköy. All these indi-
cate that the area was settled at the time of the
legends. However, due to alluvial soils deposit-
ed  by two flowing streams, it is difficult to carry
out archeological investigations at the site
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Illustration 4. Apollo,
Silahtara¤a (Ist. Archeol.
Mus.)

Map 2. The two streams
which merge above Eyüp,
From J. von Hammer, 
Constantinopolis und der
Bosporos, I, Pesth 1882.

Map 3. The two streams
which merge above Eyüp,
P. A. Dethier, Der Bosphor
und Constantinopel, Kerpen
1873.

7. The present Vize is an
aqueduct built at the time of
Hadrianus (117-138) that
supplied the City with
much water; Khronikon
Paskhale, Bonn, I 619.

8. Dio Cassius (75, 5-6),
describes the towers with
these words: “There were
seven towers lined up bet-
ween Thrakion Gate (pro-
bably the Hagia Sophia Squ-
are today) and the water
(Haliç/Golden Horn)... If
someone... approaches the
first tower and shouts or
throws a stone in its directi-
on, not only is it echoed by
the particular tower, but the
next one echoes it as well.
Each tower causes the next
one to behave in the same
way and the sound is echo-
ed by all in sequence.” 

9. When Constantinus co-
mes to Khalkedon (Kad›-
köy) in search of a new ca-
pital and starts to build,
eagles fly over, snatch the
ropes (for some stones)
from the workers’ hands,
cross the Bosphorus and
carry them to Byzantion.
When this recurs several ti-
mes, the emperor is infor-
med. Constantinus goes to
Byzantion, in person, to ins-
pect the place; he finds it
appropriate and, in view of
the divine omen, changes
his mind and moves the
workers to this new location
to establish the city with
much effort. He then names
it after himself, (Kedrenos,
Bonn, I 496; Zonaras, Bonn
III 13-14).



where Semystra’s altar once stood. Even if the
Bosphorus, whose formation is dated back to
6,000-5,000 B.C. by M. Özdo¤an,13 and the
Golden Horn (Haliç) may have buried ancient
finds under alluvial soils, it is known that
migrations, which intensified starting 3000-2000
B.C., led to the founding of Byzantion on the
grounds of present Topkap› Palace in 658 B.C.,
the site to which the crow flew after seizing a
piece of Byzas’ sacrifice. On the other hand, at
Silahtara¤a, which is close to the area where the
two streams unite and where the sacrifice was
offered to the gods, many works of art were
found in 1949 while laying the foundations of a
building. Among these were well-preserved
statues made from Prokonnesos (Marmara
Island) marble of a Byzantion Artemis with a
dog, Selene (for some Nike) with a flying scarf
and Apollo, about sixty other pieces and giant
statues with serpent legs made from grayish
black Bosphorus (for some Bak›rköy) limestone.
These are referred to as gigantomakhia, “battle of
giants,” and belong to different times - from the
time of Marcus Aurelius (120-180) to the second
half of the 3rd century. They are also thought to
belong to a nymphaion, “monumental fountain,”
which is a reference to Semystra’s sacred altar.14

Eyüp also stood out during the last periods
of antiquity with its other structures. The dis-

trict, which was outside the city walls, was
called “Kosmidion,” originating from Kosmas
patronymikos.15 In Rome, at the end of the 3rd
century, Kosmas and Damianos, two Muslim
doctors who died for Islam, were recognized as
anargyroi, “moneyless” saints because they treat-
ed gratis their patients. The church, which was
constructed during the time of Theodosius, in
the middle of the 5th century, is the most
famous of six churches dedicated to these two
people and it is in Eyüp. This religious structure,
which was damaged during raids by the Avar,
was restored and enlarged in the 9th century.  It
has been described by Psellos (IV 31): “(IV.
Mikhael), surpassed all other emperors before
him in manpower and wealth dedicated to reli-
gious structures and enlarged this building, sur-
rounded it with a wall, added new buildings
and transformed it into a sacred asketerion,
‘monastery.’ With such dimensional harmony,
its beauty became incomparable: the floors and
the walls were covered with most precious mar-
bles, the whole church glimmered with gold
gilded mosaics and frescoes, and the hieron was
adorned with lively depictions. He also put in
beautiful baths, provided plenty of water, laid
magnificient lawns and did whatever else is
pleasing to the eye.”

Some Russian pilgrams who visited this
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Illustration 5. Serpent
heads, Silahtara¤a. (‹st.
Archeol. Mus.)

Illustration 6. Giant head,
Silahtara¤a. (‹st. Archeol.
Mus.)

10. G.Semerano, Le Origini
della Cultura Europea, Dizi-
onari Etimologici, II. Firen-
ze 1994, sv Byzantion. Se-
merano claims that the na-
me Byzantion does not ori-
ginate from Byzas or byzia,
and traces its origin to Ak-
kadians  and Sumerians.

11. TAY, Türkiye Arkeolojik
Yerleflmeleri, 1, Ege Yay›n-
lar›, Istanbul 1996, “Kemer-
burgaz Yöresi.” (TAY, Tur-
kish Archeological Settle-
ments, 1, Ege Yay›nlar›, Is-
tanbul, 1996, “Kemerburgaz
Region”)

12. N. F›ratl›, “New Disco-
veries Concerning the First
Settlement of Ancient. 

Istanbul-Byzantion,” Proce-
edings of the Xth Internati-
onal Congress of  Classical
Archeology, 572.

13. See E. Özbayo¤lu, The
Princely Islands Survey, La-
te Antiquity Research Gro-
up, London, 2001, 1.

14. N. De Chisemartin-E.
Örgen, Les documents
sculptés de Silahtara¤a, Pa-
ris 1984. S. Eyice, “Eyüpsul-
tan Semtinde Tarih ve Sanat
Tarihi,” II. Eyüpsultan Sem-
pozyumu, Tebli¤ler, 8-10
May›s 1998, Eyüp Belediye-
si, 14. (S. Eyice, “History
and History of Art Perta-
ining to Eyüpsultan Dist-
rict”, II. Eyüpsultan Sympo-
sium, Communications,
May 8-10 1998, Eyüp  Muni-
cipality).  In describing the
ancient archeological finds
Eyice says, “ I remember co-
ming across the ruins of so-
me old structures in 1941-42
at the summit of the hill in
Silivri, behind the power
plant.”

15. Name or surname deri-
ved from the word father-
here used for a church seni-
or.

16. Itinéraries Russes en
Orient, French trans. Khitro-
wo, Geneva, 1889, 163; 233. 



Christian church have commented that part of
the sacred remnants of Cosman and Damian
were in the church while their skulls were in the
Prophet Daniel Monastery; whereas, others
claimed that they had seen their gold-gilded
skulls in the church itself. Based on dates when
these people visited the place, 1350 and 1434, it
is believed that the church was at its original
location up to the time of its transport to
Istanbul.16

Eyüp and its environs have constituted a
sacred-religious center throughout history.
Eyüp is both the site of the Eyüp Sultan Tomb
and the place where Ottoman sword girding
ceremonies took place.  It has been considered to
be a “most sacred place” and a “most important
site to visit” ever since the city was conquered
by Fatih Sultan Mehmet. It had a special place
on the calendar for “ceremonies-rituals-
visits”and in the planning process for them.17

The sword girding ceremonies were held
each time a sultan ascended the throne and
involved girding.  The ceremony then was fol-
lowed by a parade of the ceremonial party to the
palace, accompanied by applauses from the
people. P. A. Dethier claims that this is a ritual

inspired by an old tradition in which the Roman
legio (legions) raised the imperator (emperor) on
shields in open plains above Eyüp, and he pro-
ceeds to state that the so-called Hebdomon refers
to the hall in the palace where the emperor is
crowned.18 Undoubtedly, Dethier bases his
views on P. Gyllius19 who asserted that
Hebdomon is near Eyüp, on a hill overlooking the
Blakhernai district. Actually, this was accepted
for three hundred years, from Gyllius’ time until
the end of 1800’s, when Al. van Millingen20

identified Hebdomon, which means “seventh,”
as Makriköy (Bak›rköy) which is seven miles
from Eyüp. Kampos, the plain in Hebdomon, is
equivalent to Campus Martius in Rome where
Romans held ceremonies for their imperator
(emperors) and raised them on shields: Valens
(364),21 Arcadius (383), Honorius (393),
Theodosius II (402), Marcianus (450), Leon I
(457), Zenon (474), Basiliskos (475), Maurikios
(582), Phokas (602), Leon from Isauria (717),
Armenian Leon (813) and Nikephoros Phokas.
(963)22

Kampos (the plain where the Veliefendi
Hippodrome stands today) was a military zone
where the military troops from Thrace, as well
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Illustration 7. Collection of
finds from Silahtara¤a (‹st.
Archeol. Mus.)

17. C. Kafadar, “Eyüp’te K›-
l›ç Kuflanma Törenleri,”
Eyüp: Dün/Bugün, Tarih
Vakf› Yurt Yay›nlar›, Istan-
bul, 1994, 51. (C. Kafadar,
“Sword Girding Ceremonies
in Eyüp,” Eyüp: Yester-
day/Today, History Foun-
dation National Publicati-
ons, Istanbul, 1994, 51).

18. Der Bosphor und Cons-
tantinopel, Kerpen 1873, V.

19. P. Gyllius, Istanbul’un
Tarihi Eserleri, trans. from
Latin by E. Özbayo¤lu, Eren
Yay›nc›l›k, Istanbul, 1997, IV
4. (P. Gyllius, Historical
Works of Art in Istanbul,
trans. from Latin by E. Öz-
bayo¤lu, Eren Yay›nc›l›k, Is-
tanbul, 1997, IV 4).

20. Byzantine Constantinop-
le, The Walls, London 1899;
316-341. See R. Janin, Cons-
tantinople Byzantine, Paris,
1964, 447.

21. Ammianus Marcellinus
(26, 4,3): “With the approval
of everyone, Valentinianus
announced outside the dist-
rict (Hebdomon) that his
brother Valens was the em-
peror.”

22. Janin, ibid.: R. Deman-
gel, Contribution a la topog-
raphie de l’Hebdomon, Paris
1945, 5 7. G. Ostrogorsky,
Bizans Devleti Tarihi, trans.
from German by f. Ifl›ltan,
TTK Ankara 1981. (G. Ost-
rogorsky, History of the Sta-
te of Byzantium, trans. from
German by F. Ifl›ltan, TTK
Ankara 1981). On page 56 is
written: “Leon I. was pro-
bably the first emperor who
was crowned personally by
the patriarch of Istanbul. All
of his devoted Christian
predecessors were conten-
ted with old Roman traditi-
ons and were  crowned by a
high military or civil ser-
vant, accepted to be raised
on shields, and were app-
lauded by the army, the
people and the members of
the senate.”



as the selected troops called Theodosianos gath-
ered to be instructed. It is also the place from
where the ceremonial imperial regiments began
their  march to the Golden Gate through which
they entered the City and proceeded, accompa-
nied by the applause of the people, to the Senate
and, in later years, to Ayasofya (Haghia Sophia).

Zonaras (Annales, 7, 22) describes a Roman
victory ceremony with the following words:
“When a triumphant (Triumphum) victory is
won, the commander is immediately saluted by
his soldiers as the triumphator and he sends the
news to the city by messengers carrying fasces,
‘bouquet of whips entwined around a battle ax’
and tied with bay leaves... He puts on his victo-
ry costume, wears an amulet (kolçak), a kind of
charm against the evil eye, puts on a laurel
made of bay leaves, takes a wreath of bay leaves
in his right hand, and gathers the people to
praise his troops and to give out rewards and
medals in their presence... After the ceremonies,
he rides in his carriage. This is not the type of
carriage used in races or battles; it has a round
shape like a tower. If he has children, he takes
some of them  with him on the ride... A ceremo-
nious slave, who holds an ornamented valuable
crown over the head of the triumphator, also
rides in the carriage and frequently repeats the
words ‘Look behind!’  This is to say, ‘don’t for-
get that you are mortal, think of your remaining
years, don’t be fooled by your present good luck
and be arrogant.’... A bell and a whip are fas-
tened to the carriage. They symbolize the fact
that his luck may turn around some day and he
may be whipped to death... Thus, the city is
entered. The symbols for everything won are
carried in front of the procession; war loots, con-
quered fortresses, cities, mountains, rivers,
lakes, or seas.”

Hebdomon (Bak›rköy), with its palaces con-
taining crowning halls and its Kampos where
ceremonial processions were arranged and
marched from, served as the district where the
emperors had their second homes. It late lost
this function as a result of invasions from the

Balkans. The identy of the first sultan whose
girding ceremony took place in Eyüp may be
debatable; but, it is known that Vahdettin, who
ascended the throne in Eyüp, on July 3, 1918 was
the last one. Eyüp was where girding cere-
monies of sultans took place during a certain
era, but in all, with Semystra’s sacred altar,
Cosmas and Damian’ church with sacred spring
and the tomb and sacred spring of Eyüp Ensari,
it was the most important place to visit in every
stage of history.
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Prof. Dr. ‹lber ORTAYLI

Prof. Dr. ‹lber Ortayl› was born in 1947. He graduated from the Faculty of Political Science (1969)
and the History Department of the Faculty of Language, History and Geography. His Masters work

was carried out with Prof. Halil ‹nalc›k at Chicago University. The title of his Ph.D. thesis was
“Financial Administrations after Tanzimat” and he was promoted as an Associate Professor by his
work on “The German Influence in the Ottoman Empire.” He worked as a Visiting Professor in the

Universities of Vienna, Berlin, Paris, Princeton, Moscow, Rome, Munich, Strasbourg, Janina,
Sophia, Kiel, Cambridge, Oxford and Tunisia and gave seminars and conferences. Among his

numerous published books are The History of Administration in Turkey (1979), Kadi as the Man of
Law and Administration (1994), The Longest Century of the Empire (1983), Pages from ‹stanbul
(1986), Studies on Ottoman Transformation (1994), Evolution of City Governing in Turkey (co-

authored with ‹lhan Tekeli) (1978), Local Administrations After Tanzimat (1974), Introduction to
History of Administration in Turkey (1996) and The Ottoman Empire under German Influence

(1980). His articles about Ottoman history in the 16th and 19th centuries and Russian history were
published in national and international scientific journals. He served as the Chairman of the

History of Administration Department of the Faculty of Political Science. Prof. Dr. ‹lber Ortayl›,
who is presently a faculty member in Galatasaray University, is a member of the board of

International Committee of Ottoman Studies and the European Ironology Association.

A TOMB IN EYÜP SULTAN
MEHMED REfiAD V
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Sultan Mehmed Reflad V was on the
Ottoman throne for nine years. It would be more
correct to evaluate him among constitutional
European monarchs whose authority was mere-
ly symbolic and whose role in administration
was minimal. Overshadowed by his powerful
predecessor, not only was it impossible for him
to exhibit a more vigorous personality, but  the
belittling attitudes and the clique of inexperi-
enced members of the Committee of Union and
Progress put him into a very difficult position.
He was a sultan distressed by the miseries of
war years, but had to be a part of it. Above all,
he was old and ailing at the time of his accession
to the throne. Unlike his predecessors, he did
not ascend the golden throne at Babüs’saade in
Topkap›, but became the Sultan in Harbiye
Nezareti (Ministry of War). This was a scandal
and a violation of tradition. Mehmed V had
started his reign as the Sultan under very
unpleasant conditions. The Ottoman Empire,
the last of the Universal Roman Empires, had
terminated this era with Sultan Abdülhamid II,
the final emperor. In an undemocratic state,
Mehmed Reflad V, as the final constitutional

emperor, was left to anticipate the fall of the
Empire. After his accession to the throne, the
Empire was to be faced with the tragedy of the
Balkan War in Rumelia. It would prove be diffi-
cult to even keep Edirne. The islands in the
Mediterranean would be lost and the sovereign-
ty of the Empire in Africa would come to an end
by the war in Tripoli. So, here was Mehmed
Reflad V, the sovereign of the Turkish Nation,
and nobody had consulted him or other nation-
al authorities before starting the First Great War.
What they requested of him as the Caliph was to
unfurl the “flag of the Prophet” and to invite the
Muslims to fight a holy war. Most Muslims did
not come. He would live through this disap-
pointing event with his nation. But then, like
everyone else, he would be so proud of being a
citizen and the leader of a nation which would
show such great patriotism in Çanakkale and
Caucasus. Even though it did not conform to his
nature, it is probably for this reason that he
would later put his signature under a poem
written for  soldiers in Çanakkale. Naturally, he
lived through the destruction of the nation and
the defeats in Arabia which were too much for
his heart. He left the world, following Hakan-›
Sab›k Abdülhamid II. (Former Sultan
Abdülhamid II), his older brother. Mehmed
Vahdeddin VI, his younger brother, was to have
his sword girding ceremony in a capital city
being continuously bombed from the air. The
British were polite enough to halt the bombings
that day for the sake of the ceremony. The
Sultan had shown foresight and protesting the
Germans and being in sympathy with the
British had said, “Today, they will stop the
bombing.”

The world was in chaos. The Ottoman
Empire, in fact the Turkish motherland, was on
the stage of this World War. The political dis-
putes of the era had the capacity of ending in
betrayal, and so they did. The state organiza-
tions were being modernized, but this was hap-
pening along with partisanships, anarchy and a
feeling of antagonism towards traditional val-
ues. The ranks of generals were being lowered

Illustration 1. Sword gird-
ing ceremony of Sultan
Reflad. (From Eyüp
Municipal Archives)

Illustration 2. Sultan
Mehmed Reflad V.
(Encyclopedia of Famous
Turks., ‹. A. Gövsa, p. 243).

Illustration 3. Tomb of
Sultan Reflad and the
adjoining primary School
which was built in
accordance with his will
and carries his name (From
Eyüp Municipal Archives)
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to captainship without any explanation and per-
manent officers were losing their staff positions.
Some highly capable and experienced former
commanders were being fired for being illiterate
while the ignorant remained. Let us not forget
that our Abdülezel Pasha, who died while serv-
ing in the war against Greece, was also consi-
dered illiterate. The ridiculous and pathetic fact
is that some officers whose ranks were lowered
later became generals again because they were
so well-educated. Some officials who lost their
ranks for being inefficient, like Cevat Pasha,
were called back to duty during the World War
tragedy. All along the Sultan was helpless,
unable to control events and  could not exercise
his authority. His extreme isolation from events
and hesitation to act can in no way be reconciled
with a system of government which is constitu-
tional. After an older brother who had ruled
with full authority, here was his sibling who
hurriedly left the table and ran desperately to
sign the governmental decisions that came to
the Palace. After Meflrutiyet II (Constitutional
Period II) and in his final year as heir to the
throne, he had acclaimed unseemly events. The
Sultan must have greeted his disposition with
ridicule and sadness when he joined the crowd
of children and idlers who went to visit Niyazi
Bey’s liberty deer. In spite of his obedient nature
and attitude, the members of the Committee of
Union and Progress mocked him and called him
“senile”; but he was not. They were not aware of
how much he knew and declared him illiterate.
What people felt for him was affection rather
than respect. The global  mighty image project-
ed by the Ottoman sultans had vanished in the
horizon and was buried in history...

The Sultan began his trip to Rumelia in
June of 1916. The defiant Albanians greeted
him warmly and with respect. The joy of
Meflrutiyet (The Constitutional Period) was
quickly over: the Ottoman State was a univer-
sal Empire, yet it was not possible to unite
people of such diverse ethnicity under one
nation. In fact, nowhere in the world and in no
other society would it possible to bring togeth-

er such a group of peo-
ple under shared ide-
als and sense of identi-
ty. As a matter of fact,
the Italians attacked
Tripolis in Libia and
Benghazi on
September 29, 1911.
The Ottomans had no
naval force to stop
them, but even so the
Italians could not land.
It is believed that  the
leadership of young
Libyan officers (Fethi
Enver and Mustafa
Kemal), who knew the
art of war, made the
assault unsuccessful. Italians would not be able
to settle in Libya comfortably until 1930’s.
However, they easily invaded Rhodes in 1912.
Tripoli was given to the Italians on October 15,
1912 by the Ufli Treaty, but they did not leave
the islands. Unfortunately, the Balkan War
started soon after and the Dodecanese were
never returned to the country.

Hakk› Pasha, the Grand Vizier of the peri-
od, was a professor of administrative law of
administration. After the promulgation
“Ottoman of Church Law” dated July 3, 1910, it
seemed impossible that the Balkan people
would reunite, but Hakk› Pasha  was influential
in accomplishing this, for the first and last time.
The small Balkan nations, which were antago-
nized by Abdülhamid II’s “divide et impere,”
were reunified. Just as in Libya, another act of
negligence was committed. The experienced
army units were withdrawn from the Balkans.
Mehmed Reflad V was not in a state to dispute
and prevent the situation. The events of 1909
had made him cautious. Not only that but
Mahmud fievket Pasha did not like the location
where he was to command in the Balkan War
and refused to go. Tahsin Pasha, the
Commander of the Army Corps in Thessalonica,
surrendered the city without firing even one

Illustration 4. Tomb of
Sultan Reflad. (From Eyüp
Municipal Archives)



shot. An army unanimous in their belief for
unity, but composed of quarrelsome, inexperi-
enced and low ranking soldiers, noncommis-
sioned officers and new privates suffered a
series of defeats. On the other hand, one could
take pride in accomplishments of Commander
R›za Pasha, and fiükrü Pasha, the commander of
Janina and Edirne, who demonstrated great
courage and knowledge. The Balkan defeat
meant the loss of motherland in Rumelia within
six months. Its adverse effects are still evident
today. The problem of Turkish minority in the
Balkans is still unresolved. The loss of homeland
in Rumelia gave birth to ideologies and views
which seek to blame Muslim fanatics, as well as,
the Islamic and Turkist doctrines. The nation
lost confidence in its history and identity and a
personality crisis began to develop. Betrayal and
politics shaped the Balkan War. At the end, a
period of dictatorship was initiated or rather
intensified by Bab›ali (the Sublime Porte or the
Central Office of the Ottoman Government).

Mahmud fievket Pasha was the Grand
Vizier and the Minister of War of the new era.
His memoirs have been published. Obviously,
he was also full of complaints of intrigues by the
Committee of Union and Progress. Even worse
was the fact that Cemal (Pasha), the
Commander of Istanbul, heard and knew of the
terrible assassination plan for Mahmud fievket
Pasha and kept quiet. So, another Grand Vizier
was murdered like Sokullu Mehmed Pasha. The

event was to create an opportunity for the exe-
cution and exile of the innocent. The country
entered the ill-fated World War without the
knowledge of the angel-faced Sultan. On the
other hand, due to money borrowed and the
conversion of the existing Y›ld›z (Star) gold to
coin, the name of Sultan Reflad has been the
most enduring name up to the present. All
schools, battleships bought and newly estab-
lished villages of Balkan immigrants were
named Refladiye. This was the way for them to
honor the name of the lovable Sultan whose
rights and dignity had taken so much battering.
According to rules of politics, a deceitful
Ottoman Grand Vizier had to be punished. In
spite of this, Mahmud fievket Pasha was the one
who gave the order to conceal certain state
affairs from the Sultan, an act which would even
be inconceivable in a constitutional government.
This was a scandal. It was understood that
England was behind the June 11, 1913 assassina-
tion. We believe in the validity of the assump-
tion that, “If Mahmud fievket Pasha had
remained acting as the Grand Vizier, the coun-
try would not have entered the First World War
in a hurry and it would be possible to have more
peaceful political relations with the Arabs.”
(Öztuna Vol. 1, p. 646) During those times the
bureaucracy and the army were modernized.
The level of education improved. Those were
the positive developments.

Sultan Abdülhamid II knowingly followed
Pan-Islamic Turkist politics during his reign.
His policies seemed to be stronger than those of
Java, India and Russia. However, Sultan
Mehmed Reflad V did not have the power to
administer them. The members of  the
Committee of Union and Progress were in con-
trol and they managed the Sultan’s Turkist pol-
itics in his name. The paternal image of the
Sultan brought tranquillity and gave hope to all
Muslims around the world. At a time when
tragedies were intensified by wars, the unity of
the people strengthened the Turkish national-
ism. The Union and Progress members internal-
ly demolished traditions, but at the same time
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Illustration 5. Imperial
graves on grounds of Sultan
Reflad’s tomb. (From Eyüp
Municipal Archives)
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they helped to develop an international aware-
ness of Turkish nationalism and exalted the
Sultan. The failure of the doctrine of the Union
and Progress Turkists, their incompetence and
the collapse of policies aiming at national unity
were the consequences of schemes of those
whose intentions were to disintegrate Turkey,
but they are also partly our fault. In the long
run, it was the ill-fated and tormented Turks
who gave up their lives at the fronts during the
First World War and the long-suffering Turkish
people in Anatolia and Rumelia who defended
the country in wars between 1920-22.

Sultan Reflad was a blond, handsome
shahzadah (prince, Sultan’s son) in his youth. He
gained weight as he got older. The chronic dis-
eases that he suffered from intensified. His legs
were short and he began to have problems in
walking. Foreign doctors were called in for his
treatments. He was painfully shy when con-
fronting the members of the Committee of
Union and Progress. That particular year, the
Union and Progress accused Damat Salih Pasha
(Son-in-law Salih Pasha) of the assassination of
Mahmud fievket Pasha at the trial. Sultan Reflad
did not have the courage to save him. His
nephew’s curses were upon him. Contrary to
Abdülmecid Han, his father, who did not ratify
even one capital punishment in his nine-year,
two-months sovereignty, he gave his consent
even to those of which he disapproved. The war
miseries continued while he was in power and
the people, particularly women, who gathered
to say farewell to late Abdülhamid Han II at his
funeral screamed, “Our Sultan, you satiated us
and had us live in prosperity; where are you
going now and leaving us?” Towards the end,
the Union and Progress stopped its accusations
of the former Sultan; in fact, it is known that
they attended the deliberations on international
politics held in Beylerbeyi Palace. Whereas,
before they never asked the Sultan his views...

Sultan Reflad performed the ritual prayer
five times a day and was very religious. He low-
ered the status of eunuchs in the harem and it is

clear in his memoirs that he put importance on
the education of the harem population. He was
attentive of the economy. Prior to his visit to
Rumelia, he turned down a request to finance
the carpeting and restoration works in quarters
used by the heir to the throne by saying, “We
don’t have money now.” During the war, peo-
ple in the palace continuously ate dishes of
boiled pounded wheat (bulgur pilav›) and had no
other choices, even if they complained. On the
other hand, there was a marked contrast
between this situation and the wealth of those
who made money in illegal ways while the war
was going on.  He was sensitive to traditions.
Ali Fuat Bey (Türkgeldi) writes that after a din-
ner with Damat Enver Pasha, Sultan Reflad
mockingly commented, “look at this person
called Enver Pasha, he drank water with okra.”

The rumor that Sultan Mehmed Reflad Han
was illiterate has been spread. He was not. He
had beautiful handwriting. When the Bohepal
maharaja visited him, he  spoke Persian. All
throughout his life he read Persian texts, lis-
tened to classical Ottoman poetry (Mesnevi)
from its masters and had the opportunity to use
this beautiful language in that manner. He pre-
dicted the defeat on July 4, 1917. But the tragic
end had yet to come. He left the world before
events led to the catastrophic outcome. His
tomb (the only one in Eyüp belonging to a
Sultan) had already been constructed. A prima-
ry school was built next to it as requested in his
will. And now he is having his last sleep among
children’s voices, just like Zenbilli Ali Efendi
whose tomb is in Zeyrek.



Prof. Dr. Bekir KARLI⁄A
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He graduated from the Istanbul Higher Institute of Islamic Studies.
He also received a Doctorate in Philosophy from the Philosophy Department of the Faculty of

Literature of the Istanbul University, with a thesis titled  “Pythagoras and Pre-Socratic
Philosophers, from the Perspective of Islamic Sources and Philosophers.”

Bekir Karl›¤a, who has been teaching at the Islamic Philosophy Department of the Faculty of
Theology of the Marmara University, was appointed chairman of the Philosophy and Religious

Sciences Department in 1993. He has written over forty translated works and has spent a year in
Paris researching the Influence of Islamic Thought on Western Thought.  He has lectured in various
European and Muslim countries.  He participated as representative of Turkey in various meetings

of an academic nature, organised by the European Union.  He organised various
international meetings.

AL‹ KUfiÇU
(Mevlânâ Alâeddîn Alî ibn Muhammed Kuflcî,

death 1470)



The great Turkish philosopher and scholar
Ali Kuflçu, who was known as Kuflçu (keeper of
birds) because he was the son of Mehmed, fal-
coner of Ulu¤ Bey, was born in Samarkand.  The
exact date of his birth is not known.  He was the
disciple of the main scholars of his era.  He was
both student and colleague of Kâd› Zâde-i
Rûmî, Ulu¤ Bey and G›yâsüddîn Cemflîd.  While
he was with Ulu¤ Bey, he went to Kirmân with-
out telling him or Kâd› Zâde anything and in
Kirmân took lessons from the students of
Nasîreddin et-Tûsî.  It was there that he wrote a
commentary to Tûsî’s famous work Tecrîdü’l-
Kelâm and presented it to Ebu Saîd Hân, the
local governor.  Later he went back to
Samarkand, where he was a key participant in
astronomical surveys led by Ulu¤ Bey.  Upon
the death of Kâd› Zâde-i Rûmî he became chief
of the astronomical observatory and completed
his famous zîc (or zeyc, book of astronomical
tables), known as Zîc-i Gürgânî or Zîc-i Ulug
Beg.

Kâtip Çelebi provides the following infor-
mation concerning the preparation of this zîc:
“Even though Muhammed (Ulu¤ Bey) son of
fiahrûh could be excused for spending little time
on his work, due to the distraction and time lim-
itations arising from having to govern the affairs
of the people, he nevertheless spent time at  var-
ious inns on the road to maturity and at the
compilation of works of virtue.  His endeavours
were limited to discovering scientific truth, the
subtlety of philosophy and the observation of
celestial objects.  Thus, God helped him and the
difficult matters of science were embroidered in
his mind thanks to his observations.

In this he was aided by his teacher
Selâhaddîn Mûsâ known as Kâd› Zâde er-Rûmî
and by G›yâsüddîn Cemflîd.  After this activity
started, both G›yâsüddîn Cemflîd and Kâd›
Zâde er-Rûmî died before it was completed.  It
was as a result of this that the work was finished
by Mevlânâ Ali Kuflçu, who had acquired
knowledge about most of the sciences, when
still young, thanks to the help of the son of

G›yâsüddîn.  His observations concerning lumi-
nous heavenly bodies were all included in Ulu¤
Bey’s work, which was prepared in four sec-
tions.  The first section consists of an introduc-
tion and five chapters and is concerned with the
ways of establishing the date. The second sec-
tion consist of twenty-two chapters and discuss-
es the ways of establishing hours of the day and
the times when each star appeares. The third
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Illustration 1. Ali Kuflçu
presenting the
Muhammediye, his mathe-
matics treatise to Sultan
Mehmed the Conqueror.
(The coloured original of
this miniature is part of the
illustrated copy in Turkish
of the Numaniye, registered
as number 1263 in the
Library of the Treasury of
the Topkap› Palace
Museum)



section consisting of thirteen chapters, discusses
the positions and orbits of stars. The fourth and
final section, consisting of two chapters, exam-
ines other matters about stars.  This work is the
most beautiful and exact among all zics.
Mevlânâ Mahmûd ibn Muhammed, known also
as Mîrim, wrote a commentary in Persian work
Düstûrü’l-Amel fi Tashîhi’l-Cedvel, on this work
and presented it to Sultan Bayezid II in the
month of Recep (the seventh month of the Arabic
calendar) of the year 904 of the Muslim Era.
Also Mevlânâ Ali Kuflçu wrote a commentary in
Persian on this same work.”

According to G›yâsüddîn Cemflîd el-Kâfli, in
those days there were 60-70 scientists working in
the fields of astronomy and mathematics in
Samarkand with Ulu¤ Bey.  Unfortunately, this
very important scientific activity, which would
have brought with it a new blossoming of
Islamic science and thought, was interrupted
when Ulu¤ Bey was killed in an atrocious way.
As a result, Ali Kuflçu decided to go on a pil-
grimage to Mecca and left Samarkand in 1450.
When he arrived at Tebriz the Akkoyunlu
monarch, Uzun Hasan, showed great respect to
this scientist and asked him to stay there and
teach.  Ali Kuflçu accepted this request and set-
tled in Tebriz.  Later Uzun Hasan decided to use
Kuflçu’s reputation, which had spread through-
out the Islamic world, to solve his problems with
Sultan Mehmed the Conqueror and sent him to
Istanbul as his ambassador.  Sultan Mehmed the
Conqueror, who always respected scientists,
welcomed Ali Kuflçu enthusiastically and was
impressed by the depth of his knowledge.  This

great monarch’s vision was to make  Istanbul the
scientific capital of the Islamic world, so he
asked him to stay.  Ali Kuflçu’s reply was that it
would not be appropriate for him to stay at that
moment, but that he could come back after fin-
ishing his ambassadorial mission.  When he
returned to Tebriz he obtained Uzun Hasan’s
permission and set out on the journey towards
Istanbul. Sultan Mehmed the Conqueror, who
had been informed about this, gave instructions
for his reception with all honours from the very
moment he entered the territory of the empire
and for him to receive valuable presents every-
where he went.  As Mecdî put it: “The Sultan
decreed that a thousand akçe coins were to be
spent at each stop by Mevlânâ Ali Kuflçu, from
the moment he was appointed until he reached
the noble and bountiful sea of the Sultanate and
the ancient see of the Caliphate.”  When he
reached Üsküdar, he was received by a delega-
tion of scientists headed by the famous scholar
Hocazâde, who took him directly to the august
presence.

When Sultan Mehmed the Conqueror
embarked on a war against Uzun Hasan, he
took Ali Kuflçu with him.  Upon his return he
appointed him müderris (teacher of madrasa or
theological school) to the Ayasofya Madrasa,
which was considered one of the best, with a
salary of 2000 akçe that was then a very high
sum.  It is said that even the teachers in that
madrasa, not just the students, used to follow
his lessons.  It is even thought that Ali Kuflçu,
together with Molla Hüsrev, prepared the cur-
riculum for the Sahn-› Semân madrasas estab-
lished by Sultan Mehmed the Conqueror.  While
it had previously been thought that Istanbul
was on the 60th degree of longitude Kuflçu also
established that the exact degree was 59.  He
also established that Istanbul was on the 41st
degree and 14th minute of latitude.

In addition to the more than 15 works writ-
ten by Ali Kuflçu on various subjects like astron-
omy, mathematics, philosophy, kelâm (theolo-
gy), usûl-ü f›k›h (methodology of canonical
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Illustrations 2-3. The title
and last pages of the
Muhammediye written per-
sonally by Ali Kuflçu and
presented to Sultan
Mehmed the Conqueror.
(Handwriting of the writer,
his signature and a note
indicating 877/1472 as the
date of completion)
(Ayasofya Library, N. 2733)



jurisprudence), language and grammar, many
more have been attributed to him, but the truth
of such claims can not be ascertained.

Works certainly written by him and
their subjects:

1- Risâle fi’l Hey’e.  A work on the subject of
astronomy, written in Persian.  Molla
Muslihuddin el-Lârî wrote a commentary in
Persian to this work.  The work itself was trans-
lated into Turkish by Molla Pervîz, with the title
Mirkâtü’s-Semâ.

2- Er-Risâletü’l-Fethiyye. A work on the sub-
ject of astronomy, written in Arabic and dedi-
cated to Sultan Mehmed the Conqueror on the
occasion of his victory against the Akkoyunlu
monarch, Uzun Hasan, at Otlukbeli.  There are
two separate commentaries of this work, one by
his grandson Mîrim Çelebi, the other by Sinân
Pafla.  Upon the orders of Sultan Süleyman the
Magnificent, it was translated into Turkish by
Ali ‹bn Hüseyin in 1548.  In 1824 it was translat-
ed into Turkish once more by Seyyid Ali Pafla,
chief teacher at the Imperial School of
Engineering (Mühendishâne-i Hümâyûn), with
the title of Mir’âtü’l-âlem.

3- fierh-i Tuhfetü’fl-fiâhiyye.  A commentary
of the Tuhfetü’fl-fiâhiyye by Kutbedîn efl-fiîrâzî,
on the subject of astronomy.  Even though this
particular work is not mentioned by sources,
certain manuscript copies are signed by him.

4- fierh-i Zîc-i Ulu¤ Beg.  A Persian commen-
tary on the famous zîcs of Ulu¤ Bey.

5- Risâle fi’l-Hisâb.  A work in Persian on
arithmetic.

6- Er-Risâletü’l-Muhammediyye.  An expand-
ed version in Arabic of the Risâle fi’l-Hisâb, ded-
icated to Sultan Mehmed the Conqueror.

7- Efl-fierhu’l-Cedîd ale’t-Tecrîd.  A commen-
tary on the Tecrîdü’l-Kelâm by the famous schol-
ar and philosopher Nasîreddîn et-Tûsî.

8- Hâflîye ale’t-Telvîh.  A commentary on the
commentary by Sa’deddîn et-Teftâzânî on the
Tenkîhu’l-Usûl, concerning the usûl-ü f›k›h and

written by the famous expert of the Hanefî
school of canonical jurisprudence, Sadrü’fl-fierîa.

In addition to these, he wrotes commen-
taries on the Vad’iyye by Adududdîn el-‹cî and
on the efl-fiâfiye by ‹bn Hâcib and some other
works such as Risâle fi Vad’i’l-Müfredât,
Unkûdü’z-Zevâhir, Fâide li-Tahkîki Lâmi’t-Ta’rîf,
Risâle ma ene Kultü and Risâle fi’l-Hamd.

According to the legend, Ali Kuflçu, while
on the road to Istanbul, met Ali Tûsî, who hav-
ing argued with Hocazâde had gotten offended
and was returning to Mâverâü’n-Nehir.  Ali
Tûsî, who was very experienced, advised Ali
Kuflçu to try and get along well with Hocazâde,
known as Köse (sparse beard), while in Istanbul.
As Kuflçu and Hocazâde, who had received him
at Üsküdar, were crossing the Bosphorus, they
first discussed the ebb and flow of the tides and
then argued about the discussion between
Seyyid fierîf el-Cürcânî and Sa’deddîn et-
Teftâzânî in the presence of Timur, with
Hocazâde supporting Cürcânî and Ali Kuflçu
supporting Teftâzânî.  These two scholars felt
great sympathy towards each other and while
on the one hand they tried to establish the basis
of an Ottoman scientific and philosophical tra-
dition and on the other they became relatives by
marriage, Ali Kuflçu’s daughter marryied to
Hocazâde’s son.  Later his grandson Kutbeddîn,
son of his daughter, who had married fiemsed-
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Illustration 4. The title of the
Fethiye written personally
by Ali Kuflçu and presented
to Sultan Mehmed the
Conqueror (878/1473).
(Ayasofya, H. N. 2733)



dîn, son of Kad›zâde-i Rûmî, married
Hocazâde’s daughter.  From this union was
born the famous scholar Mîrim Çelebi.

After having taught for many years at the
Sahn-› Semân madrasa, Ali Kuflçu retired in
1473 and died on the 15th fiaban 879 (15th
December 1474) in Istanbul.  He was buried at
Eyüp Sultan.

On the occasion of his death, his grandson
Mîrim Çelebi composed the following verses in
Persian:

Rehnümây-› ilm Mevlânâ Alî, çün be-sûy-i
Ravza-i R›dvân be-reft,

Ez Hicret, heflt sad-u heftâd-u nuh, rûz-i
fienbih, hefltüm-i fia’bân be-reft.

Our guide on the way to knowledge,
Mevlânâ Alî, is on his way to the gardens of the
paradise of R›dvan (name of the doorkeeper of
paradise),

Farewell was bid to him on this Monday,
eighth day of the month of fiaban and 879th year
of the Muslim Era.

As well as in mathematics and in astrono-
my, Ali Kuflçu was also active in the field of
Islamic philosophy.  His penchant for philoso-
phy is especially clear in the commentary he
wrote on the Tecrîdü’l-Kelâm by the famous
scholar and philosopher Nasîreddîn et-Tûsî.
The first of the six chapters making up this work
is totally dedicated to general philosophy, the
second to the concepts of essence versus non
essential attributes, the third to the existence
and attributes of God, the fourth to prophecy,
the fifth to religious guidance and the sixth to
the afterlife.

From these topics, one could draw the con-
clusion that this was a book about kelâm (theolo-
gy), but the way it is written, makes it more a
book about philosophy.  The first two chapters
of this 290-page book are dedicated to philo-
sophical matters and with their 209 pages make
up two thirds of the whole book.

Ali Kuflçu is one of the important personal-
ities of Ottoman scientific tradition.  As a repre-
sentative of the tradition of ‹bn Sînâ and
Gazzâlî, he enjoyed great prestige in Ottoman
madrasas and the model pertaining to the ratio-
nal sciences, developed by him, was followed
for many years in madrasas.  Nevertheless, this
model, being a continuation with small changes
of the paradigm developed in the 13th century,
could not really be said to be new.

As is well known, Islamic scientific and
philosophical tradition changed from the 13th
century onwards, in parallel with the thoughts
of ‹bn Sînâ, Gazzâlî and Sühreverdî and as a
synthesis of the aforementioned.  In other words
this synthesis made up of philosophy, kelâm and
Sufi mysticism, became a new paradigm
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Illustration 5. World map in
Ali Kuflçu’s Risale-i
Mugniye til Hey’e.
(Ayasofya Library, N. 2670)

Illustration 6. A drawing
made personally by Ali
Kuflçu, in an Arabic-Persian
work of his, which he pre-
sented to Sultan Mehmed
the Conqueror. (Ayasofya
Library, N. 2733)

Illustration 7. The last page
of the above-mentioned
work, indicating that it was
written in 878/1473.  This
work was kept in Sultan
Mehmed the Conqueror’s
personal library.



through the efforts of ‹bn Sînâ, Gazzâlî and
Fahreddîn er-Râzî and gained widespread
acceptance under the name of Müteahhirûn ilm-i
Kelâm (the kelâm science of later generation).
Ottoman thought was built using this paradigm
as a foundation stone.  This paradigm, which
was developed by ‹bn Sînâ, Gazzâlî and
Nasîreddîn et-Tûsî, evolved in slightly different
ways in Persia and in the Mâverâü’n-Nehr area
(Transoxiana) and from there was carried on to
the madrasas of Istanbul, especially during the
reign of Sultan Mehmed the Conqueror.  A third
version of this same paradigm gained suprema-
cy in Persia and in the Mâverâü’n-Nehr area
thanks to ‹bn Sînâ, Sühreverdî and fiehrezûrî,
and from there it was transferred to Ottoman
lands through Kutbeddîn efl-fiîrâzî and later
Celâleddîn ed-Devvânî.  Later, the theory of the
unity of being (vahded-i vücud) of Muhyiddîn
‹bnu’l-Arabî, Sadreddîn el-Konevî and Mevlânâ
Celâleddîn er-Rûmî was added to this
paradigm.

Now let us see how the first and second ver-
sions of this paradigm evolved until the times of
Ali Kuflçu:

The richness in content of the works and
thought of ‹bn Sînâ, who was the embodiment
of medieval science and thought, created a great
following for him.  None of his students came
close to him in scholarliness, let alone surpassed
him.  Nevertheless it is true that scholars that
somehow were exposed to his thoughts, devel-
oped and spread Islamic science and philosophy
during the following centuries.

Beginning from his loyal assistant and
friend Ebu Ubeyd el Cüzcânî (death unknown),
‹bn Sînâ had many famous disciples like Ebu
Mansûr Huseyn ibn Tâhir ibn Zeyle from
Isfahan (death 1048), the f›k›h expert Ebu
Abdullah Muhammed ibn Ahmed el-Ma’sûmî
(death unknown), who said that ‹bn Sînâ was
for him what Aristotle had been for Plato and
who dedicated to ‹bn Sînâ his Risâle fî’l-Iflk and
finally Ebu Muhammed efl-fiîrâzî (death
unknown).  Nevertheless his foremost student,

who passed on the master’s thoughts to future
generations, was Ebu’l-Hasan Behmenyâr ‹bn
Merzubân (death 1158). ‹bn Sînâ’s thought was
spread throughout the Islamic world by means
of Behmenyâr’s successors.  The most important
of these was Ebu’l-Abbâs el-Fadl ibn
Muhammed el-Lukerî or el-Levkerî (death
1123).  The most important work of this person,
who spread ‹bn Sînâ’s thought in Horasan, was
the Beyânu’l-Hakk bi-Damâni’s-S›dk, which
was written as a summary of the works of Fârâbî
and ‹bn Sînâ and which included chapters about
logic, natural science and theology.

One of the disciples of el-Lukerî was
Afdaluddîn el-G›ylânî (death after 1128), who
was presented as the imam (prayer leader or
cleric) by Fahreddîn er-Râzî in his work titled el-
Muhassal, who taught at the Nizâmiye Madrasa
in Merv and who wrote the Risâle fî
hudûsi’l-âlem, in which he described
how the universe came to exist
after non-existence. Another stu-
dent was Abdürrezzâk et-Türkî
(death unknown).  According to
Beyhakî, et-Türkî was a philoso-
pher and engineer, who preserved
most of the works of ‹bn Sînâ, who
had debates with fierefu’z-Zamân
Muhammed el-‹lâkî, even if on an
unsound basis and who collected
his correspondence with el-‹lâkî
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Illustrations 8-9. The outside
and first page of a beautiful-
ly written and gold inlaid
manuscript copy of Ali
Kuflçu’s Hey’et in Persian,
which was done during his
lifetime. (Ayasofya Library,
N. 2639)

Illustration 10. Sundial
engraved under the stone
petek (part of a minaret
between the upper gallery
and the eave of its roof) of
the right hand minaret of
the Fatih Mosque.



under the title Arâisu’n-
Nefâis.

Ebu Ali el-Hasan ibn
Kattân el-Mervezî (death
1153) and Muhammed ibn
Ebu Tâhir el-Mervezî (death
1144) were students of el-
Lukerî, who taught ‹bn
Sînâ’s philosophy in Merv.
The latter was also the teach-
er of the famous biographer
Beyhakî in Serahs in 1135.
Later the two went to
Niflâbur.

Another student of el-
Lukerî, Es’ad el-Meyhenî (or
Mehenî) taught at the
Nizâmiyye Madrasa of

Baghdad around the year 1132.  Muhammed ibn
Yûsuf el-‹lâkî (death 1139) was a student of both
el-Lukerî and of the famous poet Ömer
Hayyâm, wrote the el-Besâiru’n-Nasîriyye and
taught the famous scholar Kad› Ömer ibn
Sehlân es-Sâvî. Kad› Ömer was famous for
reproducing in manuscript form (istinsah) other
writers’ works and according to the historian of
philosophy fiehrezûrî, he copied ‹bn Sînâ’s efl-
fiifâ and sold it for 100 dinars.

The ‹bn Sînâ tradition survived especially
thanks to Ebu Alî Muhammed ibn Hârisân es-
Serahsî (death 1150), who
was a student of
Afdaluddîn el-G›ylânî stu-
dent of el-Lukerî and who
wrote a commentary of the
en-Necât of ‹bn Sînâ.  This is
confirmed by the fact that
one of his students,
Ferîdüddîn Dâmâd en-
Nîsâbûrî (death unknown)
was the teacher of the
famous scholar and philoso-
pher Nasîreddîn et-Tûsî.

According to Nûrullah
el-Meraflî, the chain

between ‹bn Sînâ and Nasîreddîn et-Tûsî was as
follows: “In the rational sciences he (Nasîreddîn
et-Tûsî) was a student of Ferîdüddîn Dâmâd en-
Nîsâbûrî, a student of Sadreddîn es-Serahsî, a
student of Afdaluddîn el-G›ylânî, a student of
Ebu’l-Abbâs el-Lukerî, a student of Behmenyâr,
who was a student of the chief of sheikhs Ebu
Alî ‹bn Sînâ.”

Two famous students of Nasîreddîn et-Tûsî,
Necmeddîn el-Kâtibî el-Kazvînî (death 1267)
and Kutbaddîn efl-fiîrâzî (death 1311), found
themselves on the intersection of the previously
mentioned school (Gazzâlî and Fahreddîn er-
Râzî) and spread this newly formed paradigm
both to Shiite Persia and to the Sunni lands of
the Ottomans and of the Mamelukes.

Thus, the famous philosopher Gazzâlî
sought at first to eliminate the influence of ‹bn
Sînâ’s philosophy, which was influential
throughout the Islamic world from the end of
the 11th century until the beginning of the 12th
century, by studying first of all the thoughts of
Fârâbî and ‹bn Sînâ.  At first he wrote the
Makâs›du’l-Felâsife and then the Tehâfütü’l-
Felâsife, with the aim of refuting these ideas.  In
this work of his, Gazzâlî analysed the main sub-
jects of Aristotelian philosophy as classified by
‹bn Sînâ, from the point of view of their position
vis à vis Islamic religion and thought.

Notwithstanding all his intention to refute
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Illustration 11. Cover of a
book by Süheyl Ünver, pub-
lished in 1948, about the life
and works of Ali Kuflçu.
The illustrations in the book
were drawn by Süheyl
Ünver, based on their origi-
nals.  The illustrations in
this paper were taken from
this book. (From the
archives of the Municipality
of Eyüp)

Illustration 12. Detail of
map showing the location
of the muvakkithane (clock
room) of the Fatih Medrese.
(The original is at the
Turkish and Islamic Arts
Museum, N. 3338-3339)



‹bn Sînâ’s philosophy, Gazzâlî was strongly
influenced by it, going as far as accepting some
of the points, other than those he was criticising,
made by ‹bn Sînâ.  For example the Makâs›du’l-
Felâsife sounds like a commented translation
into Arabic of ‹bn Sînâ’s Dâniflnâme-i Alâî.  In the
same way the Mi’yâru’l-‹lm of his contains a lot
of passages from ‹bn Sînâ’s en-Necât, which are
quoted without mentioning him.  For example
the chapter of this work, which contains defini-
tions referring to the subject of logic, is mostly a
quotation from ‹bn Sînâ’s Risâle fî’l-Hudûd.  The
long chapter about moral virtues in his work
Mizânu’l-Amel, except for changes in paragraphs
and small changes in expressions, is a quotation
from the pamphlet by ‹bn Sînâ concerning
ethics.  A summary of this chapter can also be
found in the ‹hyâu Ulûmi’d-Dîn by Gazzâlî.  Also
Gazzâlî’s Meâricu’l-Kuds includes major refer-
ences to ‹bn Sînâ’s views concerning the will of
man.  Generally these quotations do not include
references, neither to ‹bn Sînâ himself nor to the
titles of his works.

‹bn Sînâ’s philosophical thought was first of
all adapted and changed by Gazzâlî in his
Tehâfütü’l-Felâsife and then by ‹bn Rüfld in his
Tehâfütü’t- Tehâfüt.  In the 13th century it was
revised within the context of Sunni theology by
Fahreddîn er-Râzî and within the context of Shiite
theology by Nasîreddîn et-Tûsî and became the
prevalent pattern of reasoning (paradigm) of both
Islamic worlds until modern times.

On the one hand this change influenced the
evolution of Islamic thought for the next eight
centuries and on the other it also influenced the
historical events in the Islamic world.  As we
study the historical events of this region we
notice the effects of ‹bn Sînâ’s philosophy in its
changed version.

Let us analyse the second set of influences
as seen in the events until the formation of the
Ottoman State:

Muhammed ibn Yahyâ (death unknown)
was a student of Gazzâlî and teacher of Ebu’l-
Kas›m es-Süleymân (death unknown). Ebu’l-

Kas›m es-Süleymân was the teacher of
Mecdüddîn el-Cîlî (death unknown), who was
the teacher of Ziyâeddîn Ömer (death
unknown), father of Fahreddîn er-Râzî and the
famous preacher of the city of Rey. Fahreddîn
Ömer er-Râzî (death 1210) got his religious
schooling from his father.  Esîrüddîn el-Ebherî
(death 1265) was Fahreddîn er-Râzî’s student
and formulated systematically Râzî’s model,
which we shall now define.

These two evolution lines intersect at
Necmeddîn el-Kâtibî el-Kazvînî (death 1267),
who was a student of both Ebherî and
Nasîreddîn et-Tûsî.  Two of his students,
Kutbeddîn efl-fiîrâzî (death 1311) and Kutbaddîn
er-Râzî (death 1366), spread his thoughts in
Mâverâü’n-Nehr, Persia and Anatolia.  Another
student of el-Kazvînî, fiemseddîn Muhammed
ibn Abdurrahmân el-‹sfahânî (death 1349) and
Muhammed ‹bn Mübârekflâh el-Buhârî (death
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Illustration 13-14. The tomb-
stones at the head and foot
of Ali Kuflçu’s tomb at
Eyüp. (From the archives of
the Municipality of Eyüp)



approximately 1403), student of Kutbeddîn er-
Râzî, spread his thought in the lands of the
Egyptian Mameluke State.

This paradigm was introduced into the
Ottoman lands by Seyyid fierîf el-Cürcânî (death
1413), student of Mübârekflâh el-Buhârî, by the
famous poet Ahmedî (death 1413), who also was
a student of Mübârekflâh el-Buhârî in Cairo, by
the famous doctor Hac› Pafla (death 1417), by
Sheikh Bedreddîn (death 1420), son of the judge
of Simavne and by Molla Fenarî (death 1430).
Sinân Pafla (death 1486), who was a student of
Hac› Pafla and was known as Hoca Pafla, was the
teacher of Tokad’l› Molla Lutfî (death 1494).
Sinân Pafla and Molla Lutfî learnt mathematics
and astronomy from Ali Kuflçu.  Also his grand-
son Mîrim Çelebi was his student. Molla Lutfî
was the teacher of fieyhu’l-‹slâm Kemâl Pafla-
zâde (death 1534).  Kemâl Pafla-zâde, who was a
former soldier, studied while in Edirne, under
Molla Lutfî’s guidance, the work by Urmevî
titled fierhu’l-Matâli and all the commentaries on
it. Kemâl Pafla-zâde was the teacher of fieyhu’l-
‹slâm Ebüssuûd Efendi (death 1574) and Hasan
ibn Muhammed fiâh el-Fenârî (death 1566).

As for Seyyid fierîf el-Cürcânî (death 1413),
he was the teacher of Kâdî-zâde-i Rûmî (death
1413), who was the teacher of the great ruler and
scholar Ulu¤ Bey (death 1449).  As we have
already mentioned, Kâdî-zâde-i Rûmî and Ulu¤
Bey were both teachers of Ali Kuflçu.

In summary, Fahreddîn er-Râzî excluded
some metaphysical subjects criticised by Gazzâlî
and created a synthesis blending the philosophy
of ‹bn Sînâ and the thought of Gazzâlî, which
compromised with the Efl’arî beliefs.  In this way
the main elements of Meflflâî thought, based on
Aristotelian philosophy, became the main basis
of late Efl’arî theologians, known as the
Müteahhirûn.  Since like Gazzâlî, Fahreddîn er-
Râzî also felt sympathy for Sufism it occupied
an important part in this intellectual model.  In
particular the theory of the unity of being
(vahdet-i vücud) of Muhyiddîn ‹bnu’l-Arabî,
Sadreddîn el-Konevî and Mevlânâ Celâleddîn

er-Rûmî overlapped with similar currents,
which developed in seventeenth century Shiite
Persia.

Even though ‹bn Rüfld noticed since the
very beginning the difficulties this paradigm
would have engendered, his observations were
not taken into account.  Later, albeit at different
levels, also the famous Selefî philosopher ‹bn
Teymiyye and the great historian of philosophy
‹bn Haldûn, underlined these contradictions.
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educations. He graduated from the Faculty of Economics in Istanbul University and earned a

Masters degree from Birmingham University in England. He served as an assistant in the Faculty
of Economics in Istanbul University where he became an associate professor in 1980.  He

transferred to the Faculty of Political Science at the same university in 1982, where he became a
professor in 1988. Presently, he is the chairman of the Department of History of Economics in

Istanbul University. Prof. Sayar’s main area of interest is the historical evaluation of the”Theory of
Economics.” One of his important works in this area is the Modernization of Ottoman Ideas of
Economics that was published in 1986. He is the author of books titled Portrayal Studies from

Ottomans to the Republic and Changes in Economical, Cultural and Governmental Philosophies
from Ottomans to the 21st Century. He has also written numerous articles which have been

published in various journals. His original works written as expressions of gratitude for his teachers
are the Life, Personality and Works of A. Süheyl Ünver (1994) and The Intellectual Portrait
of an Economist: Sabri F. Ülgener (1998). He is presently continuing his work along these lines

with a book to be titled T. W. Hutchison, a Philosopher and an Economist.

EYÜP SULTAN
THROUGH A. SÜHEYL ÜNVER’S EYES
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Süheyl Ünver, who has
acknowledged the privilege of
being from ‹stanbul by his articles,
paintings and note-books and has
left behind an incredible archives
of the city, is indeed one of the
most distinguished persons of
merit in this country. For him,
Istanbul was a summary of
Turkish history and a concrete
expression of the Turkish spirit. 

Süheyl Ünver’s discovery of
‹stanbul was a consequence of
pain and suffering. His youth cor-
responds with the last days of a
great empire, the Armistice. The

country was under invasion and the people, in
spirit, expected a way out from darkness to
light. It was during those inauspicious days that
Süheyl Ünver started to roam the streets of
Istanbul, taking notes of what he saw. The
mosques, masjids, springs and fountains, wood-
en houses and mansions, cemeteries; all of these
historical works of art promised young Süheyl
that the days ahead would be luminous. Just
like the beloved master Yahya Kemal, he was
one who dreamt of conquest in defeat. The con-
clusion he reached was also the same: a nation

who created this historical texture and engraved
its spirit on stone could never be abased!

The Eyüp Sultan district also showed young
Süheyl the way out of darkness. His first visit to
the place was in 1916, but these visits became
more frequent after 1918. His interest bloomed
with the visit to Hz. Halid ‹bni Zeyd Eba Eyüb-
el-Ensari and gradually developed into a pas-
sionate love. He solved the mystery of the con-
quest of ‹stanbul by Akflemseddin’s dream. It
was as if the discovery of Hz. Halid’s grave
through revelation by a dream and the con-
struction of a mosque at the site of his burial had
placed the district within an unbreakable spiri-
tual lantern. Süheyl was bewitched by this spir-
ituality that seemed to encompass each and
every stone and vegetation in Eyüp Sultan and
its vicinity. He had found the magic key to the
heart of this district. Now, let’s go back to 1918
and after, to the beginning of Süheyl Ünver’s
Eyüp Sultan adventures and let’s roam the
streets of the district together with him.

“...The interest to promenade in Istanbul
developed in those days. Once in a while he
would leave Haseki and go to visit the district of
Eyüp Sultan. In those years, Eyüp Sultan and its
vicinity which Süheyl observed had an aura of

Illustration 1. Süheyl Ünver.
(A. G. Sayar, A. Süheyl
Ünver, Istanbul, 1994)

Illustration 3. Piyer Loti cafe
in watercolors by Süheyl
Ünver. (My Beloved Istanbul)

Illustration 2. The cover of
Süheyl Ünver’s articles pub-
lished by Istanbul
Municipality.
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spirituality that got implanted in him. During
the days of the Armistice, one of the only conso-
lations for Turkish people who were physically
and spiritually suffering from the consequences
of the World War I, was the chattering of chil-
dren on the streets. After all, the residents of
Eyüp were protected under the wings of the
host of a great Prophet. Süheyl used to walk the
streets of Eyüp with a deep curiosity. He had
always found these streets, lined by wooden
houses with latticework projections extending
from outside of their windows and clay roofing
tiles on wide and airy attics, very attractive. As
he walked from one street to another, he would
never miss the view presented by a dwarf sin-
gle-minaret masjid, sometimes with a neighbor-
ing fountain and would sketch it either by a
charcoal or watercolor drawing in his pocket
book. In Eyüp, gazing at the opposite hills
buried in green and particularly admiring the
Piyer Loti cafe in the midst of cemeteries on
Karya¤d› hill gave him a special kind of plea-
sure. For Süheyl, Eyüp at the time was like a
beautiful woman presenting a spectrum of col-
ors for landscape artists. As he roamed the
streets of Eyüp, full of desire to absorb and learn
everything, how could he have known that a
beautiful little girl chattering on one of these
streets who was then merely 4-5 years old
would one day become the most important part
of his life? Süheyl always came to the Eyüp
Sultan Mosque first and then  visited the tomb
from where he walked to the mysterious ceme-
teries which surrounded the mosque and con-
cealed the spirituality of heavens high up in the
sky. Many statesmen such as grand viziers and
pashas, as well as scholars, poets, hodjas and
dervishes rest in the bosom of Eyüp cemeteries.
Süheyl was attracted by the fact that the spiritu-
ality of the Eyüp Mosque and its environs con-
stituted a source of consolation for the people of
‹stanbul. After returning to the mosque, he
would visit Haf›z Cemal Efendi, his friend from
Medresetül Hattatin, and stroll in the courtyard
of the mosque. On Fridays in Eyüp bazaar,
when every other place was closed, he would

carefully examine the black and painted card-
board panels produced by Firakî, a folk calligra-
pher. These inscriptions by Firakî could not be
matched even by the most beautiful samples of
calligraphy. Süheyl knew enough of good qual-
ity calligraphy to make this kind of a compari-
son. He found the answer to his curiosity in this
Eyüp bazaar. There were quite a few examples
of calligarphy in the stores. The strange thing
was that most of these were done by Firakî, the
person he had seen in the courtyard of the
mosque a short while ago, who was an
unknown personality. So, to satisfy his curiosity
he kept asking around. Finally, the tradesmen in
the bazaar explained to him that they value
Firakî’s calligraphy because, “they bring them
luck and more profit.” He likes the words of one
of them very much. Here is the couplet which he
repeated to himself for years:

“I circled the whole world and could not
find a crown for me,

I neither met a satisfied crook, nor a needy hon-
est one.” 

After the bazaar in Eyüp, Süheyl would go
to the small clock room of the timekeeper right
next to the mosque. The walls in this place were
also decorated with framed inscriptions. He
would read these without wasting any time and
would take notes in his pocket-book or note-
book.1

The reasons why Süheyl Ünver remained
loyal to Eyüp are obvious. For one, the note-
books he kept, the booklet he wrote out, his
papers, articles, charcoal and watercolor draw-
ings are his main bonds with Eyüp. Here we
may also consider the fact that Mustafa Enver
Bey, his father, rests in the
Eyüp cemetery. However, this
is not the whole picture. Eyüp
Sultan would reward Süheyl,
who so sincerely and heartily
served him, with Müzehher
Han›m (born in 1915), one of
its very own daughters who
was born and grew up there.

1. A. G. Sayar, A. Süheyl
Ünver, Istanbul, 1994, pp.
95-96.
2. Note-book No: 267,
Süleymaniye Library.
3. Note-book No.: 663,
Süleymaniye Library.
4. Note-book No.: 670,
Süleymaniye Library.

Illustration 4. Dr. Süheyl
Ünver at Gülhane Hospital
when he was an Assistant in
Dermatology, 1922. (A. G.
Sayar, A. Süheyl Ünver,
Istanbul, 1994)

Illustration 5. The Sheikh
room of the fieyhülislam
(Sheikhulislam)
Dervish Lodge in Baba
Haydar, Eyüp Sultan. (My
Beloved Istanbul)



Süheyl Ünver has presented Eyüb of 1920’s
with unmatched drawings, on-sight observations
and historical information in his first note-book
on Eyüp titled “Eyübname”2 which he started to
prepare after 1918.  His second note-book is
called the “Eyüb Sultan Cemetery”3 in which he
writes about the existing gravestones around
Eyüb Sultan. “Eyüb Sultan Name,”4 the third
note-book is concerned with detailed identifica-
tion of each existing historical structure in the
district and appears as if it is the registry of prop-
erty belonging to the district. Süheyl Ünver’s love
of Eyüb Sultan, particularly Hz. Halid ‹bni Zeyd,
motivated him in his work and was reflected in
many of his booklet’s, articles, charcoal and
watercolor drawings. We should note here that
Süheyl Ünver’s drawings have been gathered in
an album by the ‹stanbul Municipality under the
title Istanbul of A. Süheyl Ünver (‹stanbul, 1997). It
should also be stated that some of the 267 colored
and charcoal drawings of Eyüb and vicinity were
gathered from various obscure historical corners
through Süheyl Ünver’s endeavours and were
saved from being lost.

Undoubtedly, among Süheyl Ünver’s pub-
lications on Eyüp, the article titled “‹stanbul’-
da Sahabe Kabirleri” (Graves in Istanbul of the
Prophet Muhammad’s Companions),
(Istanbul, 1953) is noteworthy in the sense that
it reveals the importance he gave to Hz. Halid
‹bni Zeyd. In the section on these graves, the
names on them, their locations and present
conditions, Ünver gives detailed information
on Eyüb Sultan and his Tomb based on original
sources. 

Süheyl Ünver has noted even the most
worn-out information on Eyüb and has referred
to them at appropriate times. We learn from his
collection of data that Kanuni Sultan Süleyman
(Süleyman the Magnificent) visited Eyüb Sultan
before leaving for his Siegetvar campaign.5

Likewise, we learn about the history of Davud
Pasha’s palace in the vicinity of Eyüb Sultan
from his article titled “The Palace of Davud
Pasha.”  Ünver attached to this article two pic-
tures which depict the palace at the time the
article was written.6 In “Inner Store Panels of
the Last Century,”7 another one of his articles,
he investigates the framed inscriptions which
have a religious connotation and are hung on
interior store walls to bring good luck; as well
as the calligraphers who wrote these in Eyüb.
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5. A. S. Ünver, "The Illness
of Süleyman The
Magnificent in His Last
Austrian Campaign, His 
Death, Funeral and Burial,"
Kanuni Award, Kanuni
Arma¤an›, Ankara, 1970, pp.
301-306.
6. A. S. Ünver, "Davud
Pasha Palace,” Turkish
Touring and Automobile
Association Bulletin, 
Issue 239, 1961, pp. 6-7. 
7. Türkiye Turing ve Otomobil
Kurumu Bülteni, Issue 314,
1972, pp. 9-12.
8. Atatürk Conferences 1971-
1972, V, (Ankara 1975), pp.
217-257.
9. Dirim, Issue 10, (1948),
pp. 248-253.

Illustration 6. Dr. Süheyl
Ünver while drawing a pic-
ture in Emirsultan, Bursa,
1950. (A. G. Sayar, A. Süheyl
Ünver, Istanbul, 1994)

Illustration 7. Baba Nakkafl
Hasan Pasha and Salahi
Mehmed Bey Masjids in
Eyüp Sultan drawn by Dr.
Süheyl Ünver, 1920-1960.
(My Beloved Istanbul)

Illustration 8. The front
page of the book by Dr.
Süheyl Ünver which covers
53 of his water color paint-
ings. Published by Istanbul
Municipality in 1996.

Illustration 9. The grave-
stone of Dr. Süheyl Ünver
in Edirnekap›/Eyüp. (Eyüp
Municipality Archives)
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Ünver has also studied the clock room of the
timekeeper at the Eyüb Sultan Mosque. He
gives truely invaluable information about
Ahmed Ziya Akbulut, the last timekeeper of the
Eyüb Sultan Mosque, and the clocks in his room
in the article titled “The Clock-Rooms of
Timekeepers in the Scientific History of the
Ottoman Turks.”8

The documentary article which he pub-
lished under the title of “Another Page of Our
Medical History Became a Thing of the Past,”
(Istanbul, 1946) is an expression of deep sorrow
Süheyl Ünver felt at complete demolition of the
Beflir A¤a Medresse in Baba Haydar quarter of
Eyüb Sultan. This Medresse is non-existent
today, but lives in Ünver’s article. He expressed
the importance of this Medresse with the fol-
lowing words:

“... Eyüb Sultan, the Beflir A¤a Medresse...
was the nucleus of the initial academic meetings
of the Turkish Medical Society, that is of our
medical doctors. In fact, the place could have
become the core of the Cemiyet-i T›bbiye-i
Osmaniye (The Ottoman Medical Society), simi-
lar to such institutions found in the West. It was
not realized, cannot be realized any more. What
a pity!”

In another one of his articles concerning
Eyüb, the one titled  “The Turkish Baths Outside
of Istanbul,”9 Süheyl Ünver lists the baths in
Eyüb. Another one of Ünver’s articles titled “A
Discussion on Folkloric and Social Aspects of
Sterility”10 deals with the tomb, Çifte Gelinler (A
Pair of Brides) in Eyüb Sultan, which is at the
site of early studies on sterility. In the article “A
Distressing Hour in Bahariye,”11 Ünver talks
about the heart-breaking condition of the
Bahariye Mevlevihane (the lodge of Mevlevi
dervishes). In his distress, Ünver would write a
note-book on “Bahariye Mevlevihane”12 which
would contribute greatly to Mevlevi culture in
‹stanbul. Ünver requested that the Piyer Loti
cafe in Gümüflsuyu, Eyüb be conserved for the
future in his article titled “Demolished?
Restored?”13

Süheyl Ünver’s last article was on Eyüp
Sultan. He wrote “Eyüp Sultan, From Past to
Present”14 just before his death. In this work he
introduced some of the historical structures in
Eyüb Sultan district through his brush and pen.
The article which he wrote in 1963 and titled
“Eyüb Sultan”15 is merely a summary.
However, it is the most genuine description of
this beautiful district of Istanbul. Here we
include some of the lines of this article which
was written with a historical perspective:

“... We have created a site called Eyüb
Sultan. You may call it the world, but it is not
worldly. You may consider it the Heaven, the
Heaven on earth. It is so sacred a place that peo-
ple who go there regularly feel as if they have
undergone a spiritual resurrection. They go, and
if they are communicative, their spirits are exalt-
ed. They say a few things about what they have
seen or heard or speak inwardly.”

Süheyl Ünver continues: Eyüb Sultan is a
place of contemplation. You have as much of art
as you want, and history as well. Unfortunately,
those who are familiar with its meaningful leg-
ends are so few that you don’t ever come across
them. Who knows what that Bostan ‹skele
(Garden Wharf) would tell if it could talk? One
should perceive the gentle splashing of the
waves created by caiques gliding on waters of
the Golden Horn centuries ago. Eyüb is a poem;
too bad that Üsküdar has Yahya Kemal, but not
Eyüp. So, there are few who go there and are
elevated spiritually.” 

As we commemorate Süheyl Ünver, our
blessed teacher, who left so much knowledge
and so many documents behind for us, I am
hoping that we shall continue to view Eyüp
Sultan and its environments through his eyes
and inwardly feel for this sacred place. Süheyl
Ünver, our teacher, now rests in one of the
cemeteries of Eyüb Sultan in Sak›za¤ac›. Here I
commemorate him with feelings of compassion
and gratitude.  

10. T.R.Kazanc›gil,
Fundamentals of Diagnosis
and Treatment of Sterility in
Women, Istanbul, 1958, pp.
3-7.
11. Hür Vatan (12. XII. 1961).
12. Note-book No: 730,
Süleymaniye Library.
13. Sabah (19. V. 1966).
14. Antika, Issue 2, 1985, pp.
24-26.
15. Selamet, Issue 12, 1963,
p. 3
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The Eastern Roman Empire, or Byzantine
Empire as it is called today, reigned over all of
Anatolia, the Balkans, Italy, Greece, Syria and
North Africa during the entire period of the
Middle Ages, and was a civilization that was the
world power of its time. One can find many con-
flicting factors side by side in Byzantine culture
and civilization: for example, polytheistic pagan
beliefs alongside monotheistic Christian belief,
the Latin roots of Rome alongside the Eastern
Greek culture and local cultures due to its
widespread geography, all intermingled within
Byzantine culture. One can also observe the
reciprocal influences that resulted from their
contact (although it sometimes involved war-
fare) with the neighbors at their boundaries. 

In order to protect and cure themselves of
illness, the Byzantines practiced medical proce-
dures that had their roots in the Greco-Roman
tradition, but these were augmented by prac-
tices that were based on faith.1 Although limit-
ed, some information is available about
Byzantine medicine and medical facilities.2

Foremost among the sources of our information
about Byzantine medical practice are
manuscripts, monastery charters (typikon), the
chronicles written by historians and the lives of
the saints (vitae). During the Byzantine period,
copies were made of books written about
medicine during the Greek and Roman periods.
One of these books is the handwritten
manuscript, now in Vienna, that was copied
with the support of a 6th-century noblewoman

named Juliana Anicia; the illustrated
Dioskorides manuscript describes animals as
well as health-giving plants3 (Illustration 1). 

Among the archaeological documentation
regarding medicine that has come down to our
time are the tools used by Roman and Byzantine
physicians in their operations4 (knives, bone-
cutters, spatulas, hooks, needles, tweezers,
probes, forceps and containers for bleeding) and
the ivory, wooden or leather cases used by the
physicians to carry their tools and medicine bot-
tles.5 We can also observe evidence of their pro-
fessions in the gravestones of practicing profes-
sional male and female physicians, (medici-
iatros), wet-nurses and midwives.6

Monastery charters provide information
about institutions connected to them, such as
hospitals, homes for lepers, poorhouses and
orphanages and about the personnel who
worked there. For example, in the charter of the
Pantokrator Monastery,7 mention is made of the
sections of Constantinople’s largest hospital,
which worked in conjunction with the
monastery, and of the physicians and other
aides who worked there and of the resources
provided to the patients. In Byzantine times, the
Konstantin Lips Monastery hospital was located
on the north shore of the Lykos brook, the pre-
sent location of Vatan Caddesi.8 In addition to
hospitals, there were buildings called
Ksenedokion or Xenon, used to billet travelers
or the elderly, where sick people could also go
for treatment. During the fires that broke out
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1. A.M. Talbot - G. Vikan,
“Healing,” The Oxford
Dictionary of Byzantium 2
(1991), (Eds. A. Kazhdan et
al,), p. 905.

2. For detailed information
on Byzantine Hospitals, see
T.S. Miller, The Birth of the
Hospital in the Byzantine
Empire, Baltimore-London,
1997.

3. S. Eyice, “Bizans has-
tanelerine dair,” TAÇ 1/3
(1986), pp. 10 and 15, note
64. (E. Diez, “Die minia-
turen des Wiener
Dioskurides,” J. Strzgowski,
Ursprung und Sieg der
Altbyzantinuschen Kunst,
Vienna 1903, p.4. This valu-
able manuscript was pur-
chased in Istanbul from a
Jew and brought to Vienna
by Ambassador O. Ghiselin
de Busbecq (1522-1592). See
Vier Briefe aus der Turkei,
translated from Latin by H.
Cahit Yalç›n, Istanbul, 1939,
p. 315.) 

4. R. Jackson, Roma ‹mpera-
torlu¤u’nda Doktorlar ve
Hastal›klar, (Doctors and
Disease in the Roman
Empire), (trans. fi. Mumcu),
Homer Yay›nlar›, Istanbul
1999, pp. 110-111 (Ill.27), pp.
115 and 118 (Ill.29), p. 112,
Ill. 28 shows a marble
plaque found at the Athens
Asklepion with a relief of a
hinged wooden box of sur-

Illustration 1. Blackberry
bush, illustrated
manuscript, Dioskorides, De
Materia Medica, 10th century
copy, 39 x 29 cm.

Illustration 2. Evil spirits,
detail from the icon of
Ioannes Klimaks on the sub-
ject of the ladder to heaven,
Sina Katherina Monastery,
Tempera on wood, 12th cen-
tury.

Illustration 3. The miracle of
Jesus reviving the daughter
of Jarius, Kariye Museum,
detail from the chapel fres-
coes, 14th century.



during the Nika Revolt (January, 532) many
patients who were staying at the Sampson
Ksenedokion next to the Haghia Eirene Church
died in the flames.9 As for rest homes for the
elderly, they could be found on hillsides on both
sides of the Bosporus.11

We know that, in spite of different beliefs,
there existed a trade in physicians among differ-
ent countries. At the beginning of the 14th cen-
tury, Orhan Bey had a Byzantine physician
named Taronites. During the illness of the
Emperor Andronikos Palaiologus (1328-41),
three Turkish physicians were consulted along
with the court physicians. 

In the chronicles of Byzantine historians
such as Prokopios, Theophanes, Anna Komnena,
Iaonnes Kinnamos and Mikhael Psellos, infor-
mation can be found about illnesses of the
emperors, physicians and medical institutions.12

In addition to the above, the lives (vitae) of the
saints, who were of great importance in
Christianity, are among the sources of informa-
tion about Byzantine medicine. 

The Byzantines believed that the primary
causes of all types of illness were devils and
other evil spirits (Ill. 2.) One could be delivered
from illness and other types of complaint only

through the intervention and assistance of God
and of Jesus, who is believed to be one with
God. There are many stories in the Bible about
miraculous cures performed by Jesus, among
them raising of the dead and curing of the blind,
the crippled, lepers, women suffering hemor-
rhage, and the man who became insane because
he was possessed by evil spirits (Ill. 3-4-5.) Like
the polytheistic god of health Asklepios, Jesus
was able to heal the sick, and like Zeus, He was
able to raise them from the dead.

The saints, an inseparable part of Christian
belief and culture, were holy persons who reject-
ed all worldly goods for their faith, lived for
their beliefs, suffered cruelty and oppression of
all kinds and in the end even sacrificed their
lives. They did not carry the negative influences
of the material world that was directed by the
devil.13 For this reason, they were closer to God
than other people were, and were graced with
superhuman powers. Apart from being an
example for believers with their characteristics
of Christianity and goodness, they were
believed to have the power of intercession
between God and humankind.14 Like Jesus and
the prophets of the Old Testament, they per-
formed miracles. They were more necessary to
people in this world than in the other. The saints
not only performed miraculous cures, but by
crossing the boundaries of time and space they
were able to support and protect believers even
after their deaths.15 It was believed that they
protected cities from enemy invasions, and from
natural disasters like drought, flood, earth-
quake, wind and fire, crossed rivers, eliminated
famine, enriched the soil, protected crops from
infestations of locusts and insects, tamed wild
animals, and protected people from illness and
other evils.16 We see cities and persons who
take certain saints and other holy persons as
special patrons of regions, cities and groups of
people. For example, Demetrios is the patron
saint of the city of Thessalonica. He protected
the city from numerous enemy invasions and
his holy relics continue to provide recovery in
the church dedicated to him. In the 5-6th cen-
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gical tools containing five
lancets and bone levers and
two bleeding bowls. For
medical tools at the Istanbul
Archaeological Museum,
see N. Atakan, “Anadolu’da
t›p aletleri ve araç-gereçleri”
(Medical tools and instru-
ments in Anatolia), Istanbul
Arkeoloj› Müzeleri Geçmiflten
Günümüze T›p Sergisi, 38.
Uluslararas› T›p Tarihi
Kongresi, Istanbul, 2002, pp.
1-3 and 8-17.

5. G. Vikan, “Art, medicine,
and magic in early
Byzantium,” Dumbarton
Oaks Papers 38 (1984), 65,
note 3.

6. For the gravestone of the
physician Marcus, found in
Afyon, currently exhibited
at the Bursa Archeological
Museum, (env.no.379), see
Eyice 1986, p. 5, Ill.1; for
Roman and Byzantine
gravestones of physicians,
midwives and wet-nurses,
see Jackson 1999, p. 83, Ill.
21 and p. 97, Ill.25a. and
25b.

7. G. Schreiber,
“Byzantinisches und abend-
landisches hospital. Zur spi-
talordnung des Pantocrator
und zur Byzantinischen
Medizin,” Byzantinische
Zeitsschrift 42 (1943), pp.
116-49 and 373-6; (Ed.)
J.Thomas - A.
Constantinides, Byzantine
Monastic Foundation
Documents II, (DOS XXXV,
Harvard University) 2000,
pp. 734-5.

8. Eyice 1986, p.11.

9. Prokopius, Istanbul’da
Justinianus Döneminde
Yap›lar, Birinci Kitap, (Pref.
and trans. by E.Özbayo¤lu),
Arkeoloj› Sanat Yay›nlar›,
Istanbul 1994, p.25; W.
Müller-Wiener, Istanbul’un
Tarihsel Topografyas›,
Istanbul, 2001, p. 22. For
archaeological excavations
on this subject, see F.
Dirimtekin, “Les fouilles
faites a Istanbul,” Cahiers

Illustration 4. The miracle of
Jesus healing the leper,
Kariye Museum, detail of
interior narthex mosaic,
14th century.



turies, the noble-
women of the well-
known Theodosius
family had a very
strong devotion to
the Mesopotamian
Saint Polyeuktos,
and Juliana Anicia,
a member of the
family, brought the
saint’s relics to
C o n s t a n t i n o p l e
and constructed a
large monastery church dedicated to him in the
X. Region, near her own palace.17

The pieces of the True Cross on which Jesus
was crucified, his bloody shroud, the veil and
belt of Mary, holy relics of the apostles, the
bones, hair, beard and clothing of the saints and
any object which came in contact with them
were considered relics, and were believed to
have healing powers.18 Apart from these objects,
the portable paintings of these holy people dis-
played in churches (known as icons) were con-
sidered intermediaries having a direct connec-
tion with the individual portrayed and conse-
quently capable of performing miracles. 

The literature is full of stories about the sud-
den cures experienced by those searching relief
who visited the churches of the cross and tombs
in the Holy Lands and stayed in their guest-
houses or spent the night on their thresholds. 

Certain saints were particularly well known
for curing illness and relieving distress.

One of the most famous destinations for
miraculous cures was the Mount of Miracles
near Antakya (Antioch) where St. Symeon
Stylites spent his life atop a column 

(Ill. 7). St. Symeon was buried next to the
column where he had lived all his life; within a
short time, a monastery was founded at this
holy site. It was the most popular destination for
pilgrimage during the 6th-7th centuries.
Pilgrims acquired dust or soil (konis) from the
area surrounding the column where he had
lived, medallions called eulogin that showed the
saint atop his column, and lamp oil or water
from the monastery well inside small lead or
earthenware flasks, bringing them home as sou-
venirs of their pilgrimage (Ill. 8-9). In addition,
votive offerings left at the site in the form of
metal plaques, ceremonial crucifixes, medal-
lions and censers engraved with prayers for
health and forgiveness testify to the miraculous
healing power of this site. Representations of St.
Symeon Stylites show him atop a column with a
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Bo¤aziçi, Istanbul, 1974.

11. Eyice 1986, p.9.

12. Prokopios 1994, p.35;
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Malazg›rt’›n Sonras›, (Trans.
B. Umar), ‹nkilap Kitapevi,
Istanbul 1996, p. 453, 515; I.
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Illustration 5. The miracle of
Jesus healing the blind man,
mosaic, Ravenna St.
Apollinaire Nuovo Church,
6th century.

Illustration 6. St. Demetrios
and children under his pro-
tection, detail of mosaic,
Thessalonica Hagios
Demetrios Church, 7th cen-
tury.

Illustration 7. The column
carved out of rock where St.
Symeon Stylites spent his
life and ruins of nearby
buildings, Mount of
Miracles, Antakya, late 5th -
6th century.

Illustration 8. St. Symeon
Stylites and his followers,
miniature from the
Menologion of Basileos II
(272 folios), gold on vellum
executed in tempera tech-
nique.



ladder against it or with a figure holding a
censer standing next to him, an indication of the
importance of incense to this cult of sainthood.
Incense was believed to speed the prayers to
God and play a role in dispersing evil spirits.20

The literature relates numerous miracles of
healing among St. Symeon Stylites’ miracles.
Two of the many miraculous cures mentioned in
Byzantine sources involve rubbing soil from the
monastery on the body, curing paralysis in one
instance and in another, healing the body of a
young man whose belly had swollen almost to
the point of exploding.21

Among the most important of the saints
believed to be responsible for miraculous cures
are those saints known as Anargyroi.  The
majority of these saints helped people by serv-
ing as physicians during their earthly lives. The
reason for giving these saints the title of
Anargyroi, which means “silverless,” is that

they treated their patients without accepting
payment. Among the saints who practiced
medicine, the most famous are the Arab broth-
ers Cosmas and Damian (Ill. 10) and the
Nicomedian (the present town of ‹zmit) son of a
Roman senator, Panteleimon,22 (Ill. 11). Other
anargyroi saints are Abbakyrus (Kyros), Ioannes
(John), the relatively unknown Antiokhos of
Sebaste (Sivas?),23 the monk Hermolaos (Ill. 12),
who baptized Panteleimon and although not a
physician himself is accepted as one of the anar-
gyroi, and Hermippos and Hermokrates24 who
are remembered along with him, as well as the
less well known Thalelaios.25 Representations
of these saints are characteristically found on the
walls of the apse of the church, sometimes sim-
ply a portrait, sometimes within compositions
portraying their miracles. Representations of
Cosmas, Damian, Panteleimon and Hermolaos
are widespread. In some buildings, all the
physician saints are shown together, side by
side. 

Votive plaques, icons and ceremonial cross-
es, made for the purpose of gaining health or in
thanksgiving for it, generally include represen-
tations of the physician saints and inscriptions, 26

(Ill. 13). Among the votive offerings from the
Byzantine period that have come down to us,
the most famous is in the treasury of the San
Marco Church in Venice, the 10th century enam-
eled gold crown of Emperor Leo VI. On this type
of votive offering, one finds inscriptions
expressing the desire for health and (bust) por-
traits of the saints together with other holy per-
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deal primarily with the
emperors’ illnesses and
treatment. For example,
Prokopius writes of
Justinian’s enlargement and
renovation of the Kosmas
and Damianos Monastery in
Kosmidion as a manifesta-
tion of his gratitude for
relief from the pain in his
knee. Mikhael Psellos
describes in his
Chronography the gout
which caused great suffer-
ing to Konstantin
Monamakhos. Anna
Komnena writes of the
death of her father, the
Emperor Alexius I., in the
Mangana Palace after a seri-
ous illness.

13. P. Brown, “The rise and
function of the holy man in
late antiquity,” Society and
the Holy in Late Antiquity,

Illustration 9. Basalt relief
stele dedicated to St.
Symeon Stylites, Damascus
National Museum, eulogia
with representations of the
saint.

Illustration 10. Sts. Cosmas
and Damian icon, Istanbul
Ayasofya Museum, 17-18th
century.
Illustration 11. Biographical
icon of St. Panteleimon, Sina
Katherina Monastery, early
13th century, 102 x 72 cm.
Illustration 12.  Plaque dedi-
cated to St. Hermolaos, cop-
per relief and engraving,
Washington, D.C.,
Dumbarton Oaks Collection
(Env.no.87.2), early 11th
century.



sons of importance to the
Christian religion. 

Portraits of the saints and
instructive scenes from their lives
(birth, miracles and martyrdom)
can be found alongside one anoth-
er in biographical icons.27

In anargyroi representations,
these saints generally are por-
trayed wearing the physician’s
cape and holding the cylindrical
or rectangular box containing
their medical instruments or
accepting the crown of martyr-
dom (Ill. 14). Remaining faithful to
the general structure of Byzantine representa-
tional art, certain characteristic types have been
created for the physician saints. Depictions of
Saints Cosmas and Damian generally portray
them as dark-skinned, slender, shorthaired and
sometimes completely bald and middle aged.
As for Panteleimon, he is portrayed as a young
man with brown wavy hair. St Hermalaos is
generally portrayed as a middle-aged bearded
man in the robes of a bishop or a monk, holding
a codex in the form of a roll. 

The twin brothers of Arab origin whose
names are always mentioned together, Cosmas
and Damian, were born in Aigai (Adana,
Yumurtal›k) and practiced medicine in the area
between Silifke and Adana (known in earlier

periods and during the
Middle Ages as Cilicia), heal-
ing their patients without
charge. They were executed
because they were Christians
during the reign of the Roman
Emperors Diocletian and
Maximian (late 3rd/early 4th
century). Christians celebrate
their feast day on 17 October,
the day of their martyrdom.
Their relics were brought to
Constantinople in the 15th
century, and at least two
churches were constructed
and dedicated to them, in

Zeugma (Unkapan›?) and in Kosmidion (Eyüp).
At the same time, a church was also built in
their name in Rome.28 The Emperor Justinian
had constructed the Khrysokeramos (Golden
Tile) Church dedicated to St. panteleimon near
Üsküdar. There was also a monastery located
near Stauros (Beylerbeyi) dedicated to St.
Hermolaos.29

The cult of Saints Cosmas and Damian was
widely revered throughout the Byzantine
Empire. Many stories are told of incidents, par-
ticularly between the 6th and 12th centuries,
involving numerous miraculous cures effected
through the intervention of these saints, by
means of their icons displayed on the walls of
the churches, their portraits, their relics or
through visions of these saints in dreams.30
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Illustration13. Sts. Cosmas
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The most famous of the churches dedicated
to Saints Cosmas and Damian, formerly known
as the Kosmidion Church, is located in Eyüp.
Paulinus, a close friend of the emperor
Theodosius II, constructed this monastery dur-
ing the second half of the 5th century on prop-
erty that he owned in the city suburb of
Kosmidion. During the Byzantine period,
Kosmidion was a suburban settlement rather
close to the XIV. Region of Blachernae. The
sources do not clearly indicate the exact loca-
tion of the church. However, the famous 6th
century historian Prokopius gives us informa-
tion about its location. Prokopius states that the
Emperor Justinian, sick and nearly dying, expe-
rienced a healing apparition of the two saints
and as an expression of his gratitude, complete-
ly changed the church dedicated to Saints
Cosmas and Damian, located on a rather steep
site at the end of the bay, and reconstructed it in
its entirety.31

From the information provided by
Prokopius, one can conclude that the church
must have been on the steep slope behind the
Eyüp Mosque. In the chronicles of the historian
Paschale, he states that, during the siege of the
city by the Avars in the year 626, this building
was pillaged and destroyed along with the
churches in Blachernae.32

The Emperor Mikhael IV repaired the reli-
gious building at that location in 1041. After
leaving his duties as emperor, Mikhael entered
the monastery, choosing to spend the remainder
of his life as a monk, and was subsequently
buried there.

At the end of the 13th century, Theodora,
widow of Mikhael VIII, restored the church once
again. The Kosmidion Cosmas and Damian
church was an important center of interest,
especially during the late Byzantine period, and
continued to exist in part, if not in its entirety,
up until the conquest of Constantinople.33
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Sultan Mehmed II the Conqueror, powerful
sovereign of the world power Ottoman State,
which for centuries administered a vast area
with great justice and provided humanity with
beauties as if it had been the spring season of
history, ruled for thirty years and lived during
the years 1432-1481.

Sultan Mehmed II the Conqueror, who by
conquering Istanbul changed the course of his-
tory, was not just a powerful sovereign, a great
political genius, a clear minded strategist, and
victorious commander, but also an intellectual
and able poet who inscribed his name in golden
characters as he also did in the fields of culture,
the arts and literature.

Sultan Mehmed II the Conqueror was
brought up by the brightest scholars, intellectu-
als and artists of his time and was the son of
Sultan Murad II, who was also a poet.  He was
of noble spirit; he had been steeped in the rich
and variegated culture, which was the mainstay
of the Sublime State (Devlet-i Aliyye); he was at

his ease with various Oriental and Western lan-
guages, and he was competent in mathematics
and the positive sciences, in philosophy and in
literature.

We find information concerning Sultan
Mehmed II the Conqueror’s poetic abilities in
the tezkires (memoranda) and nazire (witty imi-
tations of other poems) collections of his time,
but also in the Divan-› Sultan Mehmed, which is a
collection of a part of his poems and a
manuscript copy of which has survived to our
days as one of the greatest of our cultural assets.

As yet, not all his poems have been found
and the only known copy of the texts of the
Sultan’s poems is the one registered as number
305 in the Manuscript Poems Section of the Fatih
Millet Library that was found by Ali Emirî
Efendi.  This manuscript was a collection made
up mostly of ghazals (lyric poem with a definite
pattern) and Ali Emirî copied it in his own
handwriting twice and presented it to scholarly
circles himself.

Dr. Georg Jacob was the first to compile a
coherent collection of the Sultan’s poems.  The
greatest part of this collection was made up of
poems copied from a manuscript kept at the
Library of the Upsala Royal University while
some were obtained by other sources.  The col-
lection, which was published in 1904 in Berlin
with the title of Divan-› Avnî, was actually a
small gazeliyat (collection of ghazals).

The second publication of the Sultan’s
poems was the Fatih Divan› by Saffet S›tk›
(Bilmen), published in 1944 on the occasion of
the 500th anniversary of the conquest of
Istanbul.  It was prepared on the basis of the
manuscript copy by Ali Emirî of the manuscript
at the Millet Library.  This work was done in a
very haphazard way, contains absolutely no
explanation of the verses, but does contain a lot
of reading (of the originals in Arabic characters),
transcription, printing and evaluation mistakes.

The third publication of the Fatih Divan›
was the one prepared by Kemal Edip Ünsel
(Kürkçüo¤lu), also on the occasion of the 500th
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Illustration 1. Portrait of
Sultan Mehmed the
Conqueror 1944. (Feyhaman
Duran, Sabanc› Collection,
Istanbul, 1995, p. 191)
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anniversary of the conquest of Istanbul that was
titled Fatih’in fiiirleri (The Poems of Sultan
Mehmed the Conqueror).1 It was published in
1946 by the Turkish Historical Society (Türk
Tarih Kurumu) and was completely based on
the Ali Emirî copy.  This book, comprising 87
poems, ten of which were obtained from other
sources, was the most scientifically sound col-
lection to date.  It was not just a transcription,
but also contained a facsimile reproduction of
the Ali Emirî manuscript copy.  Nevertheless,
this book also has reading, printing and evalua-
tion mistakes, even if they are not numerous.

The fourth collection of the poems of Sultan
Mehmed the Conqueror was Fatih ve fiiirleri
published in 1992.2 This publication prepared
by Ahmed Aymutlu comprised also an explana-
tion in prose of the verses.  Nevertheless, due to
the many mistakes of reading and of interpreta-
tion of the meanings, this book has no scientific
qualities whatsoever.

The last publication of Sultan Mehmed the
Conqueror’s (Avnî) Divan was the one prepared
by Prof. Dr. ‹skender Pala, who is an expert of
divan (in this case the word refers not to the col-
lection of poems, but to the style with which they
were written, in other words to classical poetry)
literature.  In this work, published in 2001,3

‹skender Pala provided information concerning
the cultural background of the Sultan under the
title of “The First Poet Sovereign to Establish an
Empire,” an overview of language and literature
during the times of the Sultan, a description of
the Sultan’s protection of poets and of his poetic
side and finally he listed in alphabetical order
various poems, including their translations into
prose and detailed explanations.

Nevertheless, an evaluation done consider-
ing the deep roots of classical literature, its pro-
found and variegated cultural base and the sys-
tematical relationship between the visible and
the deeper meaning, deriving from centuries old
social, cultural, historical and literary experi-
ences, shows us that, just like in the case of pre-
vious such publications, this work also contains
many reading, printing and evaluation mistakes

and that both the versions in prose and the
explanations have incredibly serious and fre-
quent mistakes.  It is clear that the renditions in
prose were prepared in great hurry, in a way not
reflective of the original syntax and with inter-
pretations not in accordance to the original mes-
sage.  As for the explanations, Prof. Dr. ‹skender
Pala cruises superficially over the intricate and
profound layers of meaning making up the
background of the poems, without delving
deeper into them.  His attempt to vulgarise
divan literature fixes him on the most superfi-
cial meaning, making him lose sight of the spir-
it of the poems.  As far as the limited space pro-
vided by this paper permits us, we will refer to
some of these mistakes in reading, interpreting,
expressing in prose and explanation.  In the near
future we shall publish a detailed and scientific
paper in which we will describe these mistakes
that are in contrast with the intellectual and lit-
erary personality of Sultan Mehmed the
Conqueror.

We would also like to announce that we
have finished preparing a book concerning the
Sultan’s divan that we had been preparing for a
long time.  Within the next few months, this
book that includes the text of the divan with
commentary, its rendition into prose and multi-
faceted interesting explanations, will be pub-
lished.

Now let us analyse a few of these beyit (cou-
plets), which are more representative of Sultan
Mehmed the Conqueror’s intellectual, mystical,
religious and literary personality, and let us
enjoy together the beauty of these gems of elo-
quence and meaning that reflect his shiny spiri-
tual, religious, intellectual and artistic world.
Let us also remind you that the numbers you
will see on the borders of the verses are based
upon Edip Ünsel’s version.

Illustration 2. Sultan
Mehmed the Conqueror’s
monogram. (TDV ‹slam
Ansiklopedisi, vol. 12, p. 468)

1. Kemal Edip Ünsel, Fâ-
tih’in fiiirleri, Türk Tarih
Kurumu Yay›nlar›, Anka-
ra, 1946.

2. Ahmed Aymutlu, Fâtih
ve fiiirleri, Millî E¤itim
Bakanl›¤› Yay›nlar›, An-
kara, 1992.

3. ‹skender Pala, Fatih Sul-
tan Mehmed, fiûle Yay›n-
lar›, Istanbul, 2001.



Yüzün meh-i ›yd ü ser-i zülfün fleb-i ‹srâ
Gamzen yed-i Mûsâ leb-i lâ’lin dem-i ‹sâ

(1-1)

(Oh Prophet!) Your face is like the moon of a fes-
tive night, your hair is like the night of ‹sra...  Your
meaningful glance is like Moses’s miraculous hand,
your ruby like lips are like Jesus’s life giving breath.

In this first ghazal, which seems to have
been written as a eulogy to the Prophet
Muhammad, the face of the Prophet is com-
pared to the moon on a festive night, because of
its luminosity and because its appearance her-
alded the beginning of a happy and saintly era
for mankind, akin to a festivity; his hair is com-
pared to the night of ‹sra (when the Prophet
Muhammad was bodily carried by God from
Mecca to Jerusalem), because of its length and
blackness.  According to the poet, the meaning-
ful look of the Prophet Muhammad resembles
the white and miraculous hand (yed-i beyza) of
the Prophet Moses, which instilled fear and con-
fusion into the hearts of his enemies and peace
of mind into those of his believers; the Prophet’s
lips, as precious as rubies, resemble the breath
of Jesus, which through his miraculous lips
resuscitated dead people and cured ill people,
since they also have blown a new life into the
hearts of believers.

In the poem the lips of the Prophet have
been compared to dem-i ‹sa.  Dem means breath,
but also blood, in which case this compound
noun would signify “the blood of Jesus.”  This
brings to mind wine and according to Sufi sym-
bolism, love, because according to the Christian
religion wine represents the blood of Jesus.
Thus a similarity has been established between
the red colour of lips and of wine.

Bu hüsn-i Hudâyî ki Hudâ sana veripdir

Mânî-i cihân yazmad› tasvîrine hemtâ

(1-2)

(Oh loved one!) Of the divine beauty that God
gave you, not even Mani could create the equal.

Mani was the Persian founder of
Manichaeism and also a famous miniature

painter.  It is said that his Scriptures called
Erjeng or Erteng, which were full of sacred and
enchanted miniatures, were revealed to him.  In
the verses, the fact that not even Mani had been
able to render the beauty of the lover symbolis-
es this beauty’s uniqueness.

Aln›n kamerine yüzün ay›na müflâbih

Bunca göz ile görmedi bu çarh-› muallâ

(1-3)

(Oh loved one!) Even though it looks with so
many eyes, this exalted firmament has not seen a
moonlit night as shiny as your forehead nor a full
moon as beautiful as your face.

The forehead has been compared to the
moonlight, because of its whiteness and lumi-
nosity, with the whole face being similar to a full
moon.  The word kamer means both moon and
moon light.  In these verses it has been used
with its second meaning.  A shiny full moon is a
frequent image of divan literature.  Another
example of this is the 1667th couplet of fieyh
Galib’s mesnevi (poetry composed of rhyming
couplets, each with a different rhyme) titled
Hüsn-ü Aflk.4 Here fieyh Galib describes the
wine in the glass by comparing it to the full
moon in the middle of a moonlit sky:

Mehtâbda meh meh içre mehtâb

Mey flîflede flîfle meyde gark-âb

In his couplet, Avnî compares the stars in
the sky to eyes.  A careful reading of these vers-
es will show us also that the black hair sur-
rounding the moon like face has been compared
to the night.

fiol câm ki nûfl eylemiflem bezm-i
gam›nda

Bir sâde habâb›d›r an›n künbet-i hadrâ

(1-4)
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Such was the goblet of wine I drank in your grief
filled absence that the celestial dome is but a simple
drop of it.

The poet compares the Prophet
Muhammad to a lover and the world in his
absence to a tear filled banquet.  The love he
feels for him is like wine in comparison to which
worldly cares (the celestial dome) are insignifi-
cant and of a temporary nature, just like a drop.

Avnî seni medh eyledi çün tarz-› gazelde

Matla’ dedi yüzüne vü a¤z›na muammâ

(1-5)

(Oh loved one!) Avnî has composed a ghazal to
praise you and he calls your face matla and your
mouth a riddle.

Matla is the place of appearance or rising (of
the sun, moon or stars) and also the first couplet
of a kaside (poem in praise of someone) or ghaz-
al.  The term muamma means riddle in general or
more specifically a riddle in rhymes.  The face of
the Prophet is being compared for its beauty
and luminosity to the rising of a heavenly body,
while its mouth to a riddle because of the secrets
it harbours.

Kâ’be hakk› Avnî bafl e¤mez namâza
yüz yumaz

Kafllar›n mihrâb›na secde yeter
k›blem bana

(3-7)

(Oh my loved one to whom I turn as if you were)
my k›ble!  Avnî does not prostrate himself in prayer
for the Kaaba, nor does he cleanse his face...  For me
it is enough to sit in adoration, with your eyebrows
as my mihrab.

The k›ble is the direction of the Kaaba to
which Muslims turn when praying, while the

mihrab is the niche in a mosque indicating the
direction of the Kaaba.  The expression “Avnî
does not prostrate himself in prayer for the
Kaaba, nor does he cleanse his face,” is to be
taken as a metaphor within the context of Sufi
philosophy.  It means that prayer should not be
hypocritical nor be done with pride, but only as
a way of showing one’s love to God, who is the
most sublime of the loved ones.  In divan litera-
ture the loved one’s eyebrows are frequently
compared to a mihrab.  In the same way the
presence of the loved one and in particular the
sanctity of its face is considered akin to the k›ble
for the lover.  What must be underlined here is
the fact that within the context of Sufi beliefs,
the love for a mortal is seen as a symbol for the
love towards God and that the love described in
the context of divan philosophy and aesthetics is
always strictly platonic.

Gece yol üzre yat›p mest nakdi ald›rd›m

Ne kald› Avnî elinde k’ola bahâ-y› flarâb

(5-5)

Last night I lay  down drunk, along the road and
got robbed...  Oh Avnî! What have you got left with
which to buy wine?

The word nakid (money) symbolises reason
while wine symbolises love.  Thus within the
context of Sufism the contraposition between
money and wine symbolises the contrast
between reason and sentiment.  According to
Sufism, reason and love cannot co-exist, to
attain love one must abandon reason.  The fol-
lowing couplet by Ziyaî from Mostar is a good
example of the contraposition between reason-
money and love-commercial good and of how
the only way to attain love is to abandon reason:

Aklumun nakdin metâ’-› aflk-› yâra vireli

Hâce-i âlem hak›-y-çün görmedüm aslâ
ziyân

(g.343-2)5

5. Müberra Gürgendereli,
Hasan Ziyaî: Hayat›-Eserleri-
Sanat› ve Divan› (‹nceleme-
Metin), p. 273. 



Since the moment I let go of the money of reason

to obtain the love of my loved one, the teacher of the

universe (Prophet Muhammad) has never let me be

the less for it.

In his couplet, Avnî tells of how, intoxicated

with love, he lies drunkenly along the road and

loses his money-reason.  Now he has nothing

left with which to buy wine-love.

Ten-i bî-câna müjen hançeri kim câna

geçer

Hasta-i aflka ecel flerbeti dermâna geçer

(10-1)

(Oh loved one!) A dagger made of one of your
eyelashes (your irate look) provides my well nigh
dead body with a new life just as the cup of death
comes as succour for a lovelorn person.

In divan poetry, verses referring to cutting
or sharp pointed objects like swords, daggers or
arrow points were completed with the concept
of water, because water was used to sharpen
these objects.  Lovers long for the moment when
their loved one will wound them with a sword,
dagger or arrow.  They are under the impression
that this will douse the fire in their hearts, just
like water would.  The following couplet of the
Su (water) Kasidesi of the great poet Fuzulî is a
good example of this:

‹ste peykân›n gönül hecrinde flevkim
sâkin et

Susuzam bir gez bu sahrâda benim çün

ara su

Oh loved one!  Here is your arrow point, use it
to douse my love in your absence.  I am thirsty, wan-
der around this endless plain and look for water for
me.

In his couplet, Avnî compares the dagger
like eyelashes of his loved one injuring his body
to a lover finding solace to his pain by drinking
from the cup of death.  The difference being that
these dagger like eyelashes will revive him.

Avniyâ k›lma gümân kim sana râm ola
nigâr

Sen Stanbul flâh›s›n ol Kalatada flâhd›r

(14-5)

Oh Avnî! Do not harbour the hope that that
beauty will submit to you, because you are (just) the
sovereign of Istanbul, while she of Galata (the
Christian area of Istanbul).

Here we have a contraposition between
Istanbul proper, see of the government and
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Illustration 3. Sultan
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Süheyl Ünver Miniature
1953. (Fatih’in Defteri,
Süheyl Ünver, ‹. B. B.
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prevalently Muslim, on the southern side of the

Golden Horn and mainly Christian Galata on

the northern side.  Istanbul was where the poet

himself (the Sultan) had his palace, while Galata

or Frengistan (land of the Franks or Europeans)

was were this Christian beauty lived.  The

Christian beauty had through her charms

become sovereign of Galata in the eyes of the

poet.  According to Avnî, Galata, with its huri

(beautiful women said to inhabit paradise) like

women, was much better than the real paradise,

and the women of Galata, gently swaying like

cypresses while walking, were better than the

cypresses of paradise.

The poet compares his own domain to

Galata and reaches the conclusion that Galata is

better.  Thus despairs that this Christian beauty,

whose domain of Galata is better than his, will

ever submit to him.

Bir harâret var derûn-› dilde zahm-›

tî¤›na

Gamzesi tî¤i eriflince benim bana geçer

(19-3)

Such is the longing deep in my heart for the
sword (of my loved one) to wound me that when her
sword like look touches me, my life comes back to my
body.

This couplet, which at first sight may look a
bit complicated in its Turkish version, becomes
much clearer when one takes into consideration
the formulae and aesthetic values of classical lit-
erature and in particular interprets in a correct
fashion the other poems of Avnî.

Kemal Edip Ünsel, who published the
Sultan’s poems, thought that as it stood, the sec-
ond verse of this couplet was meaningless and
reached the conclusion that “benim bana” (mine
to me) must have been a spelling mistake, with
the correct version being “benim yana” (to my
side).6 This interpretation is not correct and the
truth will easily surface, once the words are
analysed carefully and the whole body of the
work of the Sultan is taken into consideration.
The first ben refers to the soul (nefs in Arabic),
while the second to the body.  Thus when the
poet longs for the sword like look (wrathful,
meaningful, coquettish) of his loved one to
wound him, it means that he is expecting back
his life and soul.  Consequently the “benim bana”

6. See Kemal Edip Ünsel,
ibid., p. 22.

Illustration 4. Sultan
Mehmed the Conqueror
Süheyl with scholars Ünver
Miniature. (Fatih’in Defteri,
Süheyl Ünver, ‹. B. B.
Yay›nlar›, Istanbul, 1996)



is correct, but should not be interpreted as mine
to me, rather as my soul to my body.  The fourth
and following couplet proves this.  The first cou-
plet of the tenth ghazal, which we have already
seen, is also along the same lines:

Ten-i bî-câna müjen hançeri kim câna
geçer

Hasta-i aflka ecel flerbeti dermâna geçer

(Oh loved one!) A dagger made of one of your
eyelashes (your irate look) provides my well nigh
dead body with a new life just as the cup of death
comes as succour for a lovelorn person.

Water is mentioned in the context of point-
ed objects like swords, arrows and daggers,
because steel is manufactured using water, they
shine like water and water is used to douse fires
like the one burning in the heart of the lover.

The verses refer also to how the parched
earth (the wounded body of the lover) will
revive once it is watered (the dagger like look of
the loved one is thrust into his body).

Hüsn ile cânânlar içre cân-› cânând›r
Üveys

fierbet-i lâ’liyle dil derdine dermând›r
Üveys

(30-1)

With such beauty, Üveys is the most desirable
among loved ones and the nectar of his lips is a balm
to all broken hearts.

The name Üveys, which is an Arab male
name, is frequently used in classical Turkish lit-
erature to symbolically denote the loved one
and is only one of many such anonymous sym-
bols.  Within the context of platonic Sufi love,
which is the basis of classical poetry, ideal beau-
ty is reflected in the beauty of a male.  Thus the
fact that in many poems of the Sultan the loved
one is a male, should be interpreted in the light

of symbolism representing divine love and the
name of Üveys should not be seen as the name
of a real person.  Stating like Prof. Dr. ‹skender
Pala does that the Sultan must have written
these verses for one of his servants or slaves7

means that one has not understood the relation-
ship between symbolism and reality in divan lit-
erature.  In addition to this, the least one can say
is that it is a lack of respect for Sultan Mehmed
the Conqueror’s personality.

Kâmetin yâd etmez ana kim leb-i cânân
gerek

Sak›n›r lâ-büd hevâdan her kime kim cân
gerek

(41-1)

In the same way that he who needs his loved
one’s lips does not think about its stature, someone
pursuing (immortal) life should not be distracted by
fleeting whims.

The rhetorical figure used in this couplet is
the lef-ü neflr, which consists of first listing a
series of symbols and then the essential elements
symbolised by them.  Thus the poet couples the
stature of his loved one with whims and the lips
of his loved one with immortal life.  The lips,
which we use to talk, are considered, in classical
literature, a symbol of not just words, but also of
the spirit and of life.  This is due to some inter-
esting connections between word and spirit.  In
some verses of the Holy Quran and in some hadis
(sayings and acts of the Prophet Muhammad),
Jesus Christ is defined as the spirit, which God
blew into the Virgin Mary and the power to
miraculously resuscitate dead people and cure
illnesses through his breath is ascribed to Him.
Thus in texts of classical divan poetry, when one
referred to lips, the mouth or to talking, allusions
were frequently made to Jesus Christ’s life giv-
ing properties, resuscitation, miraculously wise
talking and to the spirit.  In this couplet, the
expression leb-i cânân (lips of the loved one) sym-
bolically refer to the spirit, finally being able to
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reach God as the most exalted loved one and
indirectly attainment of immortal life.  Kamet
(stature) refers to the beauty of a human body
and thus to worldly pleasures.  According to the
poet, whoever desires the attainment of immor-
tal life and to reach the most exalted loved one
(fena fi’llah or annihilation and becoming one
with God), has to purify himself from worldly
pleasures and passing whims.  The word heva, in
addition to whims means also air currents,
which could cause other ailments.

Âteflde karâr eyledi gerçi ki semender

Sûz-i dil ü cân ruk’as›na olmaya hâmil

(47-2)

The salamander has decided to live in the fire so
as not to have to wear the clothing of (love) that
breaks the heart and the spirit.

The salamander to which the poet is refer-
ring is a mythical animal, which it was believed
lived in the fire.  The poet interprets the fact that
it lives in the fire, to its imaginary fear to assume
the position of a lover, because that would
prove to be much more burning.  This is an
example of hüsn-i talil (the assignment of a sup-
positious reason to a certain event).  The poet
compares love, which is an abstract (mücerred)
concept to a burning shirt that would burn both
the body and the soul.  This couplet, with its ele-
gant turns of speech and mastery of rhetorical
figures, is a very good example of Sultan
Mehmed the Conqueror’s poetic abilities and of
the sophistication of divan literature.

Gözün ki kasd ede kan dökme¤e hüsâm
okuyam

Müjen ki sîneleri çâk ede sinâna yazam

(51-3)

(Oh loved one!) If your (sword like) eye willed to
wound me, I would say a prayer for that sword (to be

sharper); if your (lance like) eyelash willed to pierce
my breast, I would write (a talisman) on that lance
(for it to better pierce).

Here reference is made to prayers said or
talismans written to facilitate the function of
weapons like daggers, arrows and swords by
making them sharper.  The following verses also
refer to such prayers called dua-y› seyf (sword
prayer) or h›zr-› yemânî.  In particular the fol-
lowing couplet by Nev’î, which refers to a
sword given to the governor of Damascus,
implies that a prayer was said for that sword
every day at a certain hour:

Du’â-y› seyf okurdum sanki vird-i subh-
gâh›mda

Getürdiler önüme bir mücevher tîg-i bürrân›

(k. 46-2)8

A prayer for the sword I said at dawn break,
when they brought me a jewel like sharp sword.

The following couplet from the Ferhâd ü
fiîrîn mesnevi by Lâmi’î, means “It was as if it
was under a spell, such was the way that sword
cut through (marble) that everybody was
enchanted” and can be interpreted in the sense
that spells were made on such objects:

Sanas›n tîgine efsûn okurd›

Tirâfl›n kim ki görse bafl kord›

(b. 1688)9

That a sword prayer would influence the
enemy was another common belief:

Du’â-y› seyf ile ol düflmeni ider teshîr

Meger hamâil olup zahm-i tîri kurtara ser

(Nev’î Divan, k. 16-23)10

With the sword prayer one can conquer the
enemy and the sword strap will heal the sword
wound.

From the following couplets from the
Karamano¤lu Nizamî Divan11 one can under-

8. Dr. Mertol Tulum-M. Ali
Tanyeri, Nev’î Divan (Ten-
kidli Bas›m), p. 138. 

9. Hasan Ali Esir, Lâmî’i
Çelebi Ferhâd ‹le fiîrîn (‹n-
celeme-Metin-‹ndeks), p.
212. 

10. Dr. Mertol Tulum-M. Ali
Tanyeri, ibid., p. 55.

11. Halûk ‹pekten, Karamanl›
Nizâmî, Hayat›, Edebî Kiflili¤i
ve Divan›, p. 55.



stand that this prayer served also the purpose
of safeguarding one from being wounded or
killed:

Ol nev-bahâr-› hüsne hazân irmesün diyü

Sûsen du’â-y› seyf ile h›zrü’l-emân okur

(g. 30-5)

Lest the sadness of autumn should befall
the beauty of a fresh spring, the combatant
recites his sword prayers.

Nizâmî gamzen ile leblerüni yâd ideli

Du’â-y› seyfi okur gâh geh du’â-y› kadeh

(g. 7-7)

Whenever Nizâmî remembers your look or
your lips, he recites the sword prayer or a prayer
for a full glass.

From the following couplet by Ahmed Pafla,
which can be translated as, “Do those beautiful
eyes cast a spell on their arrow like looks, so that
the desire for an arrow point is aroused in those
that behold their wounds,” one sees that spells
were cast upon sharp weapons to increase their
effectiveness.

Gamzesi okuna efsûn m› okur gözleri kim

Olur ol zahm› gören tîr ile peykâna heves?

Let us also keep in mind that “Hüsam” and
“Sinan” could be symbolic names denoting the
loved one.

Hüsnün ki mesken eyledi haddin serîrini

Sundu kafl›n revân ana miskîn iki keman

(59-2)

Your beauty has settled on the throne of your
cheeks and your eyebrows have offered it two musk
smelling cups of wine.

In these verses by the Sultan, beauty has
been compared to a sultan sitting on a throne,
the cheeks being the throne.  On the other hand
the eyebrows have been compared to a servant
offering him two cups of wine.  The words
revân, miskîn and kemân have all double mean-
ings.  Revân means both “immediately” and
“wine,” miskîn both “black as musk” and “per-
fumed as musk,” while kemân means both
“bow” and “goblet of wine.”  In the case of these
verses, it is the second meanings, which have
been employed.  Thus the îham-› tenâsüb (wilful
ambiguity) adds a humorous note to the verses.

If one takes into consideration the fact that
in classical literature the black eyeballs in the
centre of the eyes that are reddened with inebri-
ation, are frequently compared to a glass of
wine, to which musk has been added, one can
better appreciate the profound mastery that is
hidden in these verses.

Nâvek-i dil-dûzdur cân mülkün âbâd
eyleyen

Hançer-i dildârd›r dil hânesin ma’mûr
eden

(62-2)

It is the heart-piercing arrow (of the beloved)
that makes the earth of the life prosper; it is the dag-
ger (like look) of the beloved that refreshes the spirit.

This couplet mentions two weapons.  The
first is an arrow with a steel point (the steel of
which has been sharpened by means of water),
to which the wrathful (or meaningful or coquet-
tish) look of the beloved is compared, since it
wounds the heart of the lover and remains stuck
in it.  The process, by which the steel of the
arrow-point has been sharpened, reminds one
of water and it is this water that douses the fire
of love burning in the lover’s heart.  The arrow
waters the spirit of the lover, which is compared
to earth, and makes it prosper.  The second
weapon to which the look of the beloved is com-
pared is a dagger.  The lover has hung on the
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wall of his spirit, which is compared to a house,
the image of this dagger like look, just as if it
had been the image of a dagger itself, with the
hope that it should safeguard his house.  This
refers to a custom that was once widespread and
still is present.  Namely the fact that images of
the sword Zulfikar (the double pointed sword of
the Caliph Ali), with auspicious prayers
inscribed over it, were hung on the walls of cof-
fee-houses, shops or houses, in the belief that it
would save the house or building in general
from catastrophes like fires and earthquakes
and bring it luck.  Zatî, who was a poet of the
16th century, refers to this same custom in the
following verse:

Üstine yazdum anun “lâ seyfe illa Zülfikar”

fiekl-i gamzen dâr-› dilde eyledüm peydâ Alî

(g. 1634-3)12

Oh Ali!  I hung the image of your look in the
house of my spirit and wrote over it the hadis “there
is no sword, but Zülfikar”.

While on the one hand Avnî describes, fol-
lowing well tested metaphors of divan litera-
ture, how the look of the beloved makes of him
a happy man, on the other he refers to an inter-
esting and widespread custom, which had been
in existence since the 15th century.

Gamzeler tîrini toldurmufl kafl›
kurbân›na

Dil niflân olmak diler benzer susad›
kan›na

(65-1)

The arrow like looks (of the beloved) have replen-
ished the eyebrows, making them similar to the
sheath.  To quench one’s thirst one hopes that the
spirit will be pierced.

The word kurban, which in Turkish is gener-
ally understood with its meaning of ritual
slaughter can also mean quiver for arrows or

sheath for a sword, especially when mentioned
in a context containing also terms like arrow,
arch, sword, eyelashes or eyebrows.  This is
because the word kurban derives from the
Arabic ka-ra-be which means approaching or
bringing close and thus is used to describe both
the action of putting those weapons into a case
and the case itself.  In these cases the word kur-
ban would be used in this way, but there would
also be a îham-› tenâsüb (wilful ambiguity) with
the more common usage of ritual slaughter or
animal to be ritually slaughtered.  Thus Avnî
compares the wrathful look of his beloved to an
arrow and her arched eyebrows to a quiver into
which her arrows are placed.

In the only copy of the Avnî Divan to have
reached us, the word tîrini has been erroneously
spelt as tî¤ini.  This is clear from the context and
from the other words in the same text.  None of
the editors of the modern printed versions of
this work noticed this error or did not feel it nec-
essary to correct it.

Gör mey ferâ¤›n› nazar et sakf-› deyre
kim

Nâr-› Kelîmden diler isen zebâne(y)i

(68-5)

If you desire to take a flame of the fire of the
interlocutor of God (Moses) (if you want to speak
with great eloquence just like Moses did on Mount
Sinai) go to the upper storey of the tavern (but it
means also church) and see how the wine is poured.

There are a lot of points that should be
cleared if this couplet is to be correctly under-
stood.  The compound word sakf-› deyr means
the upper storey or attic or gallery of the church.
Nevertheless the word deyr, in addition to
church (or temple in general) could also mean
literally tavern, which would be a metaphor for
“humanity, a reunion of scholars or saintly peo-
ple, a dervish lodge, the heart full of divine love,
enthusiasm and knowledge of a mature scholar”
(See Süleyman Uluda¤, ibid., page 365 and oth-

13. Mehmed Tevfik, ‹stan-
bul’da Bir Sene, pp. 163-4. 



ers).  If we consider the word deyr to mean tav-
ern, then the compound word would indicate
the upper storey of a tavern.  To be more precise,
it would mean the gallery on which the better
sort of customers sat or the big barrels from
which wine would be got with buckets after
having ascended a few steps.  Information about
the latter is to be found in the section devoted to
the old Istanbul taverns of ‹stanbul’da Bir Sene (A
Year in Istanbul) by Mehmed Tevfik (1843-
1893), also known as Çaylak Tevfik:

As for the barrels and jars...  Since wine is
kept not just in big barrels, but also in big jars,
taverns are even called humhane (from hum,
which means jar)...  These barrels being very big,
the servants in the taverns ascend by means of
stairs to their top, from where they take the wine
with buckets...”13

Fera¤ means transfer, in this case pouring a
liquid like water or wine.  Mey being wine, it is
clear that in accordance to the previous descrip-
tion, the couplet is referring to the helpers in a
tavern going up with stairs to the top of the bar-
rel, taking wine with a bucket and pouring it
into the customers’ glasses.

The Nâr-› Kelîm compound word refers to
the fire seen by the interlocutor of God (the
Prophet Moses) on Mount Sinai.  According to

the Holy Quran,14 while going from Midian to
Egypt where his mother was, the Prophet Moses
lost his way.  Suddenly he beheld a fire near a
tree on Mount Sinai and turning to his family he
told them “Wait here!  I am sure that I saw a fire.
I may be able to take a flame for you or I may
find someone there to tell us which way to go.”
Once there he heard a voice telling him, “Oh
Moses!  I am most certainly your Lord.  Take off
your sandals, for you are in the holy valley of
Tuva...”

The Holy Quran was the biggest source of
inspiration for the poets of classical divan litera-
ture and within the context of the Holy Book the
events dotting the life of the Prophet Moses
were the most referred to.  Almost all the stories
from the Prophet Moses’s life, from the Quran
or the Pentateuch (the first five books of the Old
Testament), have been referred to, in various
occasions and have become part of the rich
ensemble of symbology within divan literature.
Thus, the words Nâr-› Kelîm and zebâne, in this
couplet by Avnî, refer to this event in the life of
the Prophet Moses and also to a complex and
profound set of symbols related to Sufi philoso-
phy.  In classical literature, the word nâr (fire)
was used to mean wine, because of its colour
and effect, but it had also meanings tied to
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14. See the Tâhâ Sura, 9-13th
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Sufism, like “love, the warmth of love or the
flame of passion.  Zebâne on the other hand
meant flame and also “language, eloquence and
richness of vocabulary.”  In this couplet it refers
to the fire the Prophet Moses saw on Mount
Sinai and to the flame he wanted to get from it,
but also to the communication between him and
God.  The poet compares the taking of wine
from the top of the big barrel to the Prophet
Moses wanting to take a flame from the fire on
Mount Sinai.  He also implies that to be able to
gain divine confidence and thus be informed of
secrets like the Prophet Moses was one should
partake of the wine, which symbolises divine
love.  Consequently the poet is also comparing
the tavern and the big barrel of wine to Mount
Sinai.  Sultan Mehmed the Conqueror made a
similar comparison also in the second couplet of
his 52nd ghazal:

Hum-› meyden götürü âlemi seyrân edelim

Tûr-› aflka ç›kal›m yine münâcât edelim

Let us drink from the jar of wine and watch the
whole world; let us thus climb Mount Sinai and con-
verse (with God).

Yüz sürem bir flehsüvâr›n at› izine deme

Dahi gerdine eriflmeden gubâr eyler seni

(69-3)

Do not prostrate yourself on the ground trod by
a rider, for she will make dust out of you before your
forehead touches ground.

Once the words flehsüvâr and gerd and the
expression “prostrating oneself” (with the fore-
head touching the ground) are all taken togeth-
er, the couplet is revealed for having many more
meanings than at first apparent.

Within the context of the meanings and cul-
ture of divan literature, the hierarchy made up
of “God - sun - sultan - beloved” is very impor-

tant.  These four elements are frequently com-
pared to each other on the basis of their main
characteristics and attributes and are used as
metaphors of each other.

The word flehsüvâr in the couplet describes
the beloved, Sultan of all beauties and also God
and sun, within the context of the relationship
between the sun and the smallest particle, which
is the main idea of Sufism.  In other words the
ascent of man following the cycle of seyr-i urûc,
from the lowest level to the top level, when he
will be annihilated and become one with God
(fenafi’llah).  The fact that dust particles rise with
the effect of the heat and under the sun light
seem to be flying upwards, was once interpret-
ed as the dust being attracted by the sun and
trying to reach it.  This was seen as a symbol of
the Sufi vision of the universe, according to
which everything evolves until it reaches God.
The perceived fact that dust should rise up to
the sun and even become one with it was com-
pared to a devoted dervish being attracted by
divine love and reaching God and becoming one
with Him after having followed the seyr-i urûc.

Prostrating oneself on the ground trod by
the beloved or by her horse is another favourite
divan figure of speech.  Here prostrating oneself
on the ground and rubbing one’s face on the
earth is compared to putting on kohl around the
eyes.  The most famous kohl being the one made
in the Persian city of Isfahan, the expression
kûhl-i ‹sfahanî (Isfahan kohl) is frequently used.
It was believed that eyes with kohl around them
were protected from intense sunlight and could
see better.  It was even believed that some kinds
of kohl would let one see illusions, the exact
position of stars and through solid objects.
Thus, rubbing one’s face on the earth upon
which the beloved (symbolising God - the sun -
the sultan) had trod or on earth that was some-
how connected to her, was a way of expressing
one’s attachment, loyalty, respect, obedience
and love to her and just like kohl improved the
sight of eyes.  Rubbing one’s face of the earth
would improve the sensitivity of the spirit and
mind and make one perceive things that one

15. See Süleyman Uluda¤,
Tasavvuf Terimleri Sözlü¤ü,
p. 86. 

16. ‹smail Erünsal, The Life
and Works of Tâcî-zâde Ca’fer
Çelebi, With a Critical Edition
of His Dîvan, p. 50.



would not normally realise.  Can gözü (the eye of
the spirit) is what lets you see the future and the
truth, without being distracted and without
falling in error.  In addition to this, a spirit that
has been enlightened by the light of divine truth
will perceive the inner meaning of things.  This
is also called kudsî kuvvet (divine force).15 The
following couplet by the famous 15th century
poet Tacizade Cafer Çelebi, is another good
example of kohl being compared to a strong
sense of perception and to divine force:

Ne meclis olur ki hâki pâki

Cân çeflmine ayn-i tûtiyâdur

(k. 9/1-6)16

There are places the ground of which is so clean
that it can be used as kohl for the eyes of the spirit.

In the light of all previous explanations, the
couplet can be interpreted in a Sufi context in
the following way:

(Oh searcher of truth!)  If you prostrate yourself
on the road to God, the Sultan of absolute beauty, and
if you detach yourself from all worldly considera-
tions, applying all yourself to his service, at the very
moment that you take this decision, that Sultan will
reveal to you all the beauties of the innermost secret
and, the true nature of things and will guide you
towards Himself, just like the sun attracts the most
minuscule particles.

In conclusion we can say that in the light of
the studies we made about the Divan of Sultan
Mehmed the Conqueror (Avnî), of the prepara-
tion of “An Analysis of Sultan Mehmed the
Conqueror’s Divan” for the “Cultural Atlas of
the Age of Sultan Mehmed the Conqueror” pub-
lished by the Foundation for Turkish History,
on the occasion of the 550th anniversary of the
conquest of Istanbul and of the preparations for
our recently published book on the meaning
and interpretation of this divan, we can sum-
marise the great Sultan’s cultural and aesthetic
values in poetry with the following points:

1. The poetry of Sultan Mehmed the
Conqueror reflects, not just the cultural back-
ground of the Sultan, who had received very
good schooling, knew many languages and was
knowledgeable about the scientific, cultural,
philosophical, political and intellectual situa-
tion of his time, but also the accumulated val-
ues of classical Turkish literature, which at the
time had almost reached its summit of perfec-
tion.

2. The sentiments and ideas expressed in
these poems that make up just a small divan,
reflect the Sultan’s artistic personality in a
colourful, sincere and original way.

3. The couplets reflect the ambitious person-
ality of the sovereign of a world power, who
wanted to be not just the Sultan of the Orient,
but also the Caesar of Europe and also his
strength of character accentuated by his mastery
of poetry and words.

4. A comparison based on a serious research
of the great poets of his time, but also of all the
poets of classical Turkish literature will show us
that Avnî was not at all a mediocre poet as has
been stated, but, especially if one takes into con-
sideration also his style, which was very varie-
gated as far as imagination and knowledge was
considered, a first class artist, who had nothing
to be envious about other poets.

5. Avnî’s poetry reflects not just all the cultur-
al and aesthetic heritage of classical Turkish litera-
ture in all its magnificence, but also the metaphors,
symbolism and even allegory of Sufism and of all
the elements of Sufism.  In his poems, the beloved,
all the physical elements of his beloved one’s beau-
ty, wine, tavern, church, idol, zünnar (rope girdle
worn by Christians), wine bearer, sultan, slave etc.
are used both in their worldly (literal) meanings,
but also as metaphors and symbols of Sufi
(Platonic) thought.

6. Avnî’s poems are amazingly well
endowed with figures of speech like teflbih (com-
parison, parable), teflhis (personification), mecaz
(metaphor), explicit or implied istiare
(metaphors that indicate both the symbol and
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the essence or only one of these elements), telmih
(allusion), hüsn-i ta’lil (attributing an event to a
person eulogised even though that person has
nothing to do with it) and iham or tevriye (ambi-
guity).

7. Thanks to this divan, which is not big but
is rich in literary and aesthetic values, Avnî can
be considered to be a master poet, occupying a
prominent position in Turkish literature.  A seri-
ous explanation and commentary of his divan,
will underline this.

8. The philosophical, cultural, Sufi and aes-
thetic gems in these poems show us how Sultan
Mehmed the Conqueror was not just a powerful
sovereign, but also an artist and poet of renown.
This in turn shows how the Ottoman State
attributed great importance to science, culture,
philosophy, faith, art and literature.
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EYÜP NEIGHBOURHOODS

OF SULTAN MEHMED THE

CONQUEROR’S ERA,

NAMED AFTER MASJIDS



After its already glorious past during Greek
and Roman times, Istanbul’s prestige increased
even further when it became the capital of the
Byzantine Empire.  Unfortunately, Istanbul,
which at the time was known as Constantinople,
was severely damaged in 1204-1261 during the
Latin occupation and did not recover until the
Turkish conquest in 1453.  This is confirmed by
A. M. Schneider, who on the basis of a docu-
ment dated 1437, estimated that the city’s popu-
lation must have been 40,000.1 Thanks to sys-
tematic revitalisation policies followed after the
conquest, by 1478 the population of the city had
risen to around 185,000 - 195,000.2

After these revitalisation activities, the city
acquired a new look, thanks to the repairs done
to public and residential buildings and to the
change, on the basis of new requirements, in the
functions of monumental buildings.  The newly
built külliyes (group of buildings with philan-
thropic uses, around a mosque) gave Istanbul
the look of a Turkish-Islamic city.  This began in
1459 (863 of the Islamic era) with the construc-
tion just outside the city walls of a külliye named
after Eyüb-el Ensarî, a martyr who had partici-
pated in the siege of Istanbul during the era of
the Caliphs of the Omayyad dynasty and had
died during combat.  His tomb was located
immediately after the conquest by Akflemseddin
(tutor of Sultan Mehmed the Conqueror).  This
külliye was followed by another built by Sultan
Mehmed the Conqueror in his own name and by
others built by the viziers of the time.  The

masjids ( small mosque) built in
the centres of the newly estab-
lished or transformed neigh-
bourhoods by the commanders,
bureaucrats and clerics who
participated in Istanbul’s con-
quest formed the backbone of
the social and administrative
structure of the city.3

After the construction of
the Eyüp Sultan Mausoleum,
Sultan Mehmed the Conqueror
went to Bursa in 1454 and

brought some families from that city to resettle
around the mausoleum.4 Later, in 1459, he had
his külliye, comprising a mosque, a madrasa (the
ological school) and Turkish bath, built.5 The
way the people who settled around this külliye
began to form the neighbourhoods of Eyüp was
described by Tursun Bey, a historian of those
days:  “...Just outside Constantinople, he had a
mausoleum that was very pleasing to the eye
built over (the tomb) of Ebû Eyyûb-› Ensârî, may
the mercy of God the creator be over him, the
most glorious of all martyrs, and also a mosque,
a madrasa and a hamam (Turkish bath).  As a
consequence of this congregation, people from
every quarter flocked together and having built
houses and mansions, settled around the sacred
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Illustration 1. Eyüp Câmi-i
Kebir neighbourhood.

Illustration 2. Yavedut
Mescid.

1. Alfons M. Schneider; “15.
Yüzy›lda ‹stanbul’un
Nüfusu,” Belleten, number 61,
Ankara, 1952, p. 36.

2. Ekrem H. Ayverdi, Fatih
Devri Sonlar›nda ‹stanbul
Mahalleleri, fiehrin ‹skân› ve
Nüfusu, Ankara, 1958, p. 82.

3. See Selçuk Seçkin, “Fatih
Dönemi ‹stanbul Mescidleri,”
Istanbul, 2002 (unpublished
post-graduate thesis on the
subject of Turkish-Islamic
Arts, at the Art History
Department of the Social
Sciences Institute of the
Mimar Sinan University);
Selçuk Seçkin - fiükrü
Sönmezer: “‹stanbul
Mescidleri,” Türkler, vol. 12,
Ankara, 2002, pp. 139-148.

4. Halil ‹nalc›k, “Eyüp
Projesi,” Eyüp: Dün / Bugün
(11-12 December 1993), ed.
Tülay Artan, Istanbul, 1994,
p. 5.  For a study of the evo-
lution of Eyüp within the
context of history, including
the reign of Sultan Mehmed
the Conqueror, see also.
Hatice F. (Ensari) Kara,
“‹stanbul Metropoliten Alan
Geliflme Sürecinde Bir Dini
Kültürel, Sosyal Yerleflim
Merkezi - Eyüp,” doctorate
thesis for the History of
Architecture Programme of
the Architecture
Department of the Science
Institute of the Istanbul
Technical University,
Istanbul 1994; Hatice F.
(Ensari) Kara: “Eyüpsultan
Yerleflme Dokusunun
Tarihsel Süreç ‹çinde
Geliflimi - De¤iflimi,” Tarihi
Kültürü ve Sanat›yla Eyüp,
Second Eyüpsultan
Symposium (8-10th May
1998), ed. ‹rfan Çal›flan,
Istanbul, 1999, pp. 278-293.

5. Since this article concerns
only the Eyüp neighbour-
hoods named after a masjid,
for more information con-
cerning this particular
neighbourhood and külliye,
see Süreyya Ergün, Eyüp
Sultan: Türbe ve Camii,
Istanbul.  Semavi Eyice,



tomb.  This pleasant hamlet became a town.
Joyful and merry people that appreciate tranquil
surroundings come here by sea with boats or by
land on foot or on horseback to visit the sacred
site and to sit and converse with friends...”6

In those days this settlement just outside
the city walls had a population of about 4,000-
5,000.  At that time Istanbul was made up of
two parts administratively, Istanbul (Istanbul
proper within the walls) and Bilad-› Selâse (the
three settlements of Eyüp - Galata - Üsküdar).
Eyüp was made up of eight neighbourhoods.
The oldest of these is the Câmi-i Kebir Mahallesi
(Neighbourhood of the Grand Mosque), which
began to be formed after the construction of the
mausoleum that made up the center of the Eyüp
Külliye.  This neighbourhood comprises the
immediate surroundings of the Eyüp Sultan
Külliye and the area extending to the shore of
the Golden Horn.  Both the külliye itself7 and its
neighbourhood are still known with the same
names also in our days. (Illustration 1)

Another Eyüp neighbourhood founded
during the reign of Sultan Mehmed the
Conqueror is the Abd’ül-Vedûd Mahallesi
(Neighbourhood of Abd’ül-Vedûd) or Sultan
Câmi’i Mahallesi (Neighbourhood of the
Sultan’s Mosque). (Illustrations 2-3) It comprises
the area between Ayvansaray and Defterdar.
The focus point of this neighbourhood is a
masjid built during the reign of Sultan Mehmed
the Conqueror by Sheikh Abdülvedûd Efendi
(Yavedûd Sultan) who hailed from Bukhara or
Damascus, participated in the conquest of
Istanbul, and died in 1455.  The masjid is locat-

ed just outside the Ayvansaray Gate, on Yâ-
Vedûd Street on the shore of the Golden Horn.
Among the people who provide us with infor-
mation concerning this building we have also
Evliya Çelebi, who after having narrated in an
epic style the life of Yavedûd Sultan in his
Seyahatnâme (Travelogue), describes also the
place where he is buried.8 According to another
source, namely the Hadika, “...Its founder is the
Venerable Sheikh Abd’ül-Vedûd.  While this
saintly person from Bukhara, who had partici-
pated in the siege of Istanbul, was living some-
where near Saint Sophia, he had a mosque and a
dervish lodge built just outside Ayvansaray.
When he died, the War Veteran and Sovereign
Sultan Mehmed the Conqueror ordered that he
be buried near this dervish lodge.  It was the
year 860 (1459)...”9 From this we understand
that Yavedûd Sultan had a masjid and dervish
lodge built and that he was buried in or very
near this architectural ensemble. (Illustration 4)

Since, as the years went by and the mosque
gradually fell into a state of utter disrepair,
Hatice Sultan, daughter of Sultan Mehmed IV,
had it repaired with the addition of a minber
(pulpit) in 1151 (1738).  According to the inscrip-
tion over the door, the building was repaired
once more and inaugurated on 5th
Cemaziyelahir 1219 (11 September 1804), with
the addition of a wooden section.10 The wood-
en section having burned down in a fire in 1965,
the General Directorate of religious Foundations
had it rebuilt.  During the construction of the
bridge over the Golden Horn, the building was
moved away from the mausoleum, to the site
where it stands at present.

The masjid has a ground floor made up of
alternately coloured stones,11 over which a
wooden section was added.  The access to the
building is through an entrance over which
there is a lean-to roof and which has iron rail-
ings on its two sides.  After having gone up a
few marble covered steps one enters a rectangu-
lar entrance hall and from there, through a
wooden double-winged door, into the mosque
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Illustration 3. Yavedut
Mescid.
Illustration 4. Yavedut
Mausoleum.

“Eyüp Sultan Külliyesi,”
TDV ‹slâm Ansiklopedisi, Vol.
XII, pp. 9-12.  Gönül
Cantay, “Eyüp Sultan
Külliyesi,” Tarihi Kültürü ve
Sanat›yla Eyüp, Fourth
Eyüpsultan Symposium (5-7th
May 2000), ed. ‹rfan Çal›flan,
Istanbul, 2001, pp. 156-163.

6. Tursun Bey, Târih-i Ebü’l-
Feth, ed. Mertol Tulum,
Istanbul, 1977, p. 75.

7. For more information
concerning the foundation
of the Eyüp district and its
importance from the point
of view of the history of art,
see Semavi Eyice, “Eyüp
Sultan Semtinde Tarih ve
Sanat Tarihi,” Tarihi Kültürü
ve Sanat›yla Eyüp, Second
Eyüpsultan Symposium (8-
10th May 1998), ed. ‹rfan
Çal›flan, Istanbul, 1999, pp.
12-37.

8. Evliya Çelebi, Seyahatnâme
(ed. Z. Dan›flman), vol. 1,
Istanbul, 1969, pp. 72-73.

9. Haf›z Hüseyin
Ayvânsarayî, Hadikat’ül
Cevamî, vol. 1, Istanbul, 1281
(1864-5), p. 287.

10. Tahsin Öz, ‹stanbul
Camileri, vol. 1, Ankara, 1987
(2nd printing), p. 124.

11. Due to the humidity
arising from the Golden
Horn, the stone façade is
partly corroded.

12. M. Baha Tanman,
“Yavedûd Tekkesi,” Dünden
Bugüne ‹stanbul Ansiklopedisi,
vol. VII, Istanbul, 1994, p.
444, where it is stated that
the basement of this build-

 



proper.  The main part has a quasi square shape
and just in front of the door there is the mihrab
(a niche in the mosque indicating the direction
of Mecca) and a little to the right the wooden
minber.  On the north side, just over the
entrance there is the wooden women’s section.
Due to recent renovations, the interior does not
have its original decorations.  The building’s
interior is lighted by means of five rectangular
framed windows on the western side and by
one each on the southern and eastern sides.
Over the rectangular windows there are round
windows.

A door on the right side of the entrance hall
leads to the basement level, where there are four
tombs, only one of which has an inscription on
it that says “Mehmet Bin Abdullah 1097
(1685).”12 Due to the fact that the elevation of
the road increased in 1972, when the bridge and
the connecting roads were built, only the point-
ed brick arches of the three basement windows
on the western side and of the two on the south-
ern side are still visible nowadays.  The minaret
is located on the northwestern corner, at the
point where the wooden part of the main section
of the mosque begins. The fact that the south-
western corner of the stone basement has been
bevelled is another characteristic of this build-
ing.

In the enclosed space in front of the masjid
there is the mausoleum of the founder, made of
sandstone, square and with nine windows.  In
1324 (1906) a fountain was added to the space in
front of the mausoleum.13 Administratively
speaking, this neighbourhood is nowadays part
of the Defterdar neighbourhood.

Another, masjid centred Eyüp neighbour-
hood founded during the reign of Sultan
Mehmed the Conqueror is the Fethi Çelebi
Mahallesi.  The masjid itself is known also as the
Ota¤c›lar Mescidi. (Illustration 5) This neigh-
bourhood is located just outside the Edirnekap›
Gate, at the point where it is believed that the
Rumeli Army, which made up the left wing of
the besieging Ottoman forces and which was

commanded by Beylerbeyi Karaca Bey, had its
headquarters.  The location was also known as
Otakç›lar or Tokmaktepe.14 According to infor-
mation in the Seyahatnâme of Evliya Çelebi, the
name Otakç›lar derived from the fact that the
caravans going in the direction of Europe at the
time of Sultan Mehmed the Conqueror pitched
their tents (ota¤) there.  According to Çelebi,
during the 17th century there were four
mosques, seventeen masjids, six dervish lodges
and three large commercial buildings in this
neighbourhood.15

According to Ayvansarayî, the masjid of
this neighbourhood was built by Fethullah
Efendi, who was also known as Fethi Çelebi.
The building having fallen into a state of disre-
pair, Bâb’üs-Saade A¤as› (Chief of the White
Eunuchs) Gazanfer A¤a had it repaired with the
addition of a madrasa and sebil (free water distri-
bution point).  The inscription over the sebil is
dated 1008 (1599).  The Grand Vizier Bayram
Pafla had the minber of the mosque built.

The building is located at the end of K›r›mî
Çeflmesi Street, just in front of Otakç›lar police
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Illustration 5. Fethi Çelebi
Mosque.

Illustration 6. Entrance to
the Fethi Çelebi Mosque.

Illustration 7. Sherbet tank
of the Fethi Çelebi Mosque.

ing that was both a masjid
and a dervish lodge, may
have been used by the
dervishes for residential
purposes until the 17th cen-
tury.  For additional infor-
mation concerning the
building see Ekrem Hakk›
Ayverdi, Osmanl› Mimarisinde
Fatih Devri 855-886 (1451-
1481), vol. III, Istanbul, 1989
(2nd printing), pp. 532-534;
Reflat Ekrem Koçu, “Abdül-
vedud Camii,” ‹stanbul
Ansiklopedisi, vol. I, Istanbul,
1959, pp. 143-145; Mehmet
N. Haskan; Eyüp Sultan
Tarihi, Istanbul, 1996 (2nd
printing), pp. 83-85.

13. Süleyman Faruk
Göncüo¤lu, “Ya Vedud
Eyüpsultan ‹lçesinin Yok
Edilen Tarihi Bir
Mahallesinin Dünü ve
Bugünü,” Tarihi Kültürü ve
Sanat›yla Eyüp, Second
Eyüpsultan Symposium (8-
10th May 1998), ed. ‹rfan
Çal›flan, Istanbul, 1999, pp.
190-201.

14. Mehmet N. Haskan;
ibid., p. 76.

15. Evliya Çelebi,
Seyahatnâme (ed. Z.
Dan›flman), vol. 2, Istanbul,
1970, p. 94.

16. The sherbet tank of the
sebil, which stands to the
south of the masjid, in the
area used as an open air tea-



station.  Access to the building is through the
main door on the street.  The entrance hall is
rectangular, with a door leading to the women’s
gallery and to the minaret on the western side.
A door situated on the same axis as the main
door, leads to the main part of the mosque, the
dimensions of which are 13.72 x 9.22 m.

Also this part of the mosque is rectangular
and it has rectangular windows set on two tiers:
six each on its eastern and western sides and
four on its southern side, with two each on both
sides of the mihrab.  The minber is of wood while
the mihrab is a simple and new niche.  On the
northern side of the main section there is the
wooden women’s gallery on both sides of the
entrance, supported by four square columns on
each side.

The marble frame surrounding the main
door is decorated with the typical rumi-palmette
(palm like) decorations of the 16th century.
(Illustration 6) The inscription commemorating
the repair cites the name of Bâb’üs-Saade A¤as›
Gazanfer A¤a as the benefactor and the date of
1008 (1599-1600).  The eight windows on the
façade (four on each side of the entrance and
four on each tier) and the two upper windows
on both the western and the eastern sides pro-
vide the natural lighting for the entrance hall.
The entrance hall is wooden, while the main
part is made of roughly hewn stones and bricks.

On the western side, at the point where the main
part and the wooden entrance hall join, there is
the, slightly outward projecting, square-based
minaret.  The minaret is made up of alternating
stone and brick circles.  The part where the small
müezzin’s (the man that recites the call to prayer)
gallery joins the rest of the minaret is unadorned
and the minaret ends with the lead covered
cone.  It is known that on the western side there
were wooden birdhouses, but unfortunately no
trace remains of them.

In 1989, this masjid was completely demol-
ished and rebuilt.  The surrounding buildings,
built by Gazanfer A¤a, have not survived to our
days.16 The neighbourhood named after this
masjid, still exists.

Another, masjid centred Eyüp neighbour-
hood founded during the reign of Sultan
Mehmed the Conqueror is the Kâs›m Çavufl
Mahallesi. (Illustration 8) The masjid17 after
which the neighbourhood is named, stands on
the corner between Eskiyeni and Bal›kç› Bakkal
Streets.  The founder of this mosque was Kâs›m
A¤a (Çavufl), who participated in the conquest
of Istanbul.  The minber was added by
Kasapbafl› Ali A¤a during the reign of Mahmud
II.  As a consequence of a fire on 13 Zi’l-Kaade
1239 (9 August 1824), the building was
destroyed and later rebuilt by Grand Vizier
Galip Pafla and Fuad Pafla in 1280 (1863).  The
last great repairs to the building, which is still in
use today, were made by the General
Directorate of Religious Foundations in 1950.

Access to the mosque is through two doors
in the outer courtyard wall.  Since the level of
the two streets, on the corner of which the build-
ing stands, saw a rising of their level over time,
access is by means of steps descending to the

courtyard.  On the
western side of the
entrance hall on the
north, there is an
arched door leading to
the main section.  The
main section of the
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house and that very proba-
bly was added during the
16th century, has survived
to our days, in rather good
shape. (Illustration 7)

17. For more information
concerning this masjid see
Haf›z H. Ayvansarayî, ibid.,
vol. 1, p. 265; Tahsin Öz,
ibid., p. 85; Ekrem H.
Ayverdi, Fatih Devri..., pp.
432-433; Esra G. Erdo¤an,
“Kas›m Çavufl Camii,”
Dünden Bugüne ‹stanbul
Ansiklopedisi, vol. IV, Istanbul
1994, p. 480; Mehmet N.
Haskan, ibid., p. 59.
Administratively speaking,
the neighbourhood named
after this masjid, is today
part of the ‹slâm Bey neigh-
bourhood.

18. Tahsin Öz, ibid., p. 123.

19. Haf›z H. Ayvansarayî,
ibid., vol. 1, p. 269.

20. Mehmet N. Haskan,
ibid., p. 78; Ekrem Hakk›
Ayverdi, Fatih Devri..., p.
499; Ekrem Hakk› Ayverdi,
Mahalleler..., p. 54.
Administratively speaking,
the neighbourhood named
after this masjid, is today
part of the ‹slâm Bey neigh-
bourhood.

21. Existing sources provide
us with conflicting informa-
tion as to whether a neigh-
bourhood was formed

Illustration 8. Kas›m Çavufl
Mescid.

Illustration 9. Southern wall
of the Kas›m Çavufl Mescid.

Illustration 10. Enclosed
burial ground of the Kas›m
Çavufl Mescid.

Illustration 11. Byzantine
capital used as a flowerpot
in the courtyard of the
Kas›m Çavufl Mescid.

Illustration 12. Sundial of
the Fethi Çelebi Mescid.



mosque has a quasi-square shape with the
dimensions of 10.35 x 9.80 m.  There are two
windows on each corner.  The marble covered
mihrab and the wooden minber are both new.
The roof is supported by the inside, it has the
shape of a cassette, it is flat wooden, sloping
towards all four sides and covered with roof-
tiles.

On the northwestern corner of the building
there is a square based minaret of cut sandstone.
The passage from minaret to the gallery is grad-
ual and covered with openwork plaques.  The
minaret is topped with a lead covered cone.
There is a marble sundial with Ottoman hours
on the western side of the minaret.

The main walls of the building are of rough-
hewn stone and brick.  18th century tombstones
have been used to repair the uppermost part of
the south wall. (Illustration 9)

In the open-air enclosure to the west of the
masjid there are several tombs of the 18th and
19th centuries, one of which belongs to the
founder of the mosque.  In addition to this, the
garden contains also a big flowerpot consisting
of a composite Byzantine column capital.
(Illustrations 10-11)

The Sofular Mescidi was built by the broth-
er of Kâs›m Çavufl and it is also the focus point
of another Eyüp neighbourhood formed during
the reign of Sultan Mehmed the Conqueror.
(Illustrations 13-14) This building is also known
as the Sofu Ali Çavufl Mescid.  According to
Tahsin Öz18 it was built in 1464 and the chroni-
cler fieyhülislam Hoca Saadettin Efendi had the
minber added.  Ayvansarayî gives us informa-
tion about the founder and his foundation.19

Searching through the register of repairs, we
notice that the minaret was rebuilt in 1189 (1775)
when it collapsed as a result of having been
struck by lightning.20 In the 1950’s and in 1975
the entrance section was repaired and in 1977
the mosque was completely rebuilt.  The ground
around it has risen through time so access to the
courtyard happens by means of steps.  The
entrance is enclosed by an iron and glass struc-

ture.  On the southern side of this section there
are two windows and a door in the western cor-
ner leading to the inside of the mosque.  On this
side there is also a mükebbire (special place from
which the müezzin recites his call to prayer).  The
main section of the mosque is 12,15 x 9,80 m.  Its
walls, the mihrab and the minber are covered
with late Kütahya ceramic tiles.  The building
receives natural lighting by means of two win-
dows at each corner.  The women’s gallery
stands on the northern side, supported by
polygonal columns.  The interior of the roof is
flat wooden and its exterior slopes towards all
four sides and is covered with roof-tiles.  The
minaret stands on the western side supported
by a square base.  The base is made up of alter-
nate rows of bricks and cut stones, while the
transition to the main spiral body of the minaret
is by means of triangles.  The masjid’s walls are
made of roughly hewn stone and bricks.

To the west of the mihrab there is the tomb-
stone of Ali Çavufl, founder of the mosque.  The
inscription on the tombstone shows us that it
was renewed in 1200 (1785).
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around this building during
Sultan Mehmed the
Conqueror’s time or later.
While Ayvansarayî states
that the building was not
surrounded by a neighbour-
hood in those days, E.
Hakk› Ayverdi in his
Mahalleler..., p. 54, states
that it must have been sur-
rounded by houses, on the
basis of the fact that the
mosque of Veliyüddin
Efendi, calligraphy teacher
of Sultan Mehmed the con-
queror, was registered as
being the centre of a neigh-
bourhood.  We accept this
as proof that there really
must have been a settled
neighbourhood.  The fact
that later, mausolea and a
public-square fountain were
added, is also a sign of a
social life and thus of a
neighbourhood around the
mosque.

22. When the tombstones of
participants in the conquest
of Istanbul, who had been
buried near or in the

Illustration 13. Sofular
Mescid.

Illustration 14. Detail of the
minaret of the Sofular
Mescid.

Illustration 15. Ulice Baba
Mescid.

Illustration 16. Ulice Baba
Mausoleum.



Another building, around which a neigh-
bourhood was formed during Turkish times, is
Ülice Baba (Uluca Baba) Mescidi.21 (Illustration
15) In front of the masjid there is a public-square
fountain built by grand vizier Çorlulu Ali Pafla
in 1119 (1707) and the Evlice (Ülice) Baba
Dervish Lodge.  To the southwest, stand the
mausolea of Nuri Baba and Haf›z Hüseyin
Nazmî Geylanî, built in 1216 of the Muslim era.
(Illustration 16) On the tombstone of Veliyüddin
Efendi, founder of the mosque, there is the fol-
lowing inscription:

Ebû’l-feth ve’l-megâzi
Sultan Mehemmed Gâzi Hazratlar›’n›n
Meflk hacesi sâhib’ül-hayrât
Ve’l-hasenât Veli Baba’n›n
Rûh-› flerifine el-fâtiha
Sene 857

Veli Baba, participant in the conquest,
teacher of calligraphy of Sultan Mehmed, phi-
lanthropist and doer of good works, a prayer for
his soul.  Year 857 (1453).

Here, we notice that the date 1453 was also
inscribed when the tombstone was renewed.22

It is further stated that the founder of the
mosque lived in the days of Sultan Mehmed the
Conqueror, was his teacher of calligraphy and
that he had had built the mosque.  The date 1173
(1759) at the end of the inscription on the wall of
the enclosed space within which Veliyüddin
Efendi is buried, refers to the renewal of the
tomb.

The building stands on the Bülbülderesi
slope and has been built according to the topo-
graphic characteristics of the location.  The
entrance on the western side leads directly to
the main section of the mosque.  The building’s
dimensions are 12.45 x 9.40 m. and it is clear that
recent restoration work has increased its size,
changing the proportions between the spaces.23

The building’s interior is lighted by means of
two windows each on three walls.  The northern
wall is the only one without windows.  The inte-

rior of the mosque and the mihrab are decorated
up to a height of one metre, with late period
Kütahya ceramic tiles.  Both the mihrab and the
minber are new.  On the northern side there is a
concrete women’s gallery.  The roof is flat con-
crete in the inside and sloping towards all four
sides and tile covered on the outside.  The
minaret is on the western side to the south of the
entrance, has a polygonal base, is adjacent to the
building’s wall and part of the base projects into
the inside.

This masjid was repaired in the 1950’s, in
1967 and in 1993 and is till in use nowadays.24

In Eyüp there are two more neighbour-
hoods the masjids of which have not survived.
One of these is the Mehmet Bey Mescidi
Mahallesi, in Ota¤c›lar to the west of the Fethi
Çelebi Mescidi and its mosque is cited in the
Hadika.25 According to this source, the founder
of the mosque is Mehmet Bey, brother of
Ota¤c›bafl› (chief tent maker) Hüseyin A¤a, who
lived in the times of Sultan Mehmed the
Conqueror.  The masjid has long since been
demolished and the neighbourhood itself is
today part of the Fethi Çelebi neighbourhood.26

Another of the neighbourhoods of Eyüp
that were formed during the reign of Sultan
Mehmed the Conqueror is the Ota¤c›bafl›
(Çay›rbafl›) Mahallesi.  The masjid of this neigh-
bourhood has also not survived.  The neigh-
bourhood itself is in Ota¤c›lar, between the
neighbourhoods of Fethi Çelebi and Abd’ül-
Vedûd.  The founder of the mosque is Hüseyin
A¤a, chief tent maker of Sultan Mehmed the
Conqueror.  This is confirmed by the presence of
his tomb.  Later administrative changes made
this neighbourhood part of the Abd’ül-Vedûd
neighbourhood.27

If we look at the development of Eyüp, just
outside the Ayvansaray city walls, during the
reign of Sultan Mehmed the Conqueror, on a
neighbourhood basis, we see that the Abd’ül-
Vedûd neighbourhood just outside the city
walls on the shore of the Golden Horn, was con-
tiguous to the Fethi Çelebi, Mehmet Bey Mescidi
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mosques that they had had
built, got so decayed that
they had to be renewed, the
date 857 (1453) was added
to the actual date of renew-
al.  Examples of this are the
Beyaz›d A¤a Mescidi at
Topkap› and the Akseki
Mescidi at Fatih.

23. In 1993 many parts of
the building were rebuilt in
concrete, but the original,
Sultan Mehmed the
Conqueror era materials of
the western and northern
walls were kept.  Similar
construction techniques,
typical of the building spree
of those years, consisting of
roughly hewn stone walls
strengthened with bricks
and wooden horizontal
beams, were used also in
the Kumrulu Mescit at
Fatih, in the Debba¤ Yunus
Mescidi at Fatih/Çarflamba
and in the masjids of
Beyce¤iz.  Selçuk Seçkin,
ibid., p. 202.

24. For more information
concerning this masjid see
Haf›z H. Ayvansarayî, ibid.,
p. 267; Ekrem H. Ayverdi,
Fatih Devri..., pp 513; ‹.
Ayano¤lu, “Fatih Devri
Ricali Mezar Tafllar› ve
Kitâbeleri,” Vak›flar Dergisi,
number 4, Ankara, 1958, p.
207.  Administratively
speaking, the neighbour-
hood named after this
masjid, is today part of the
‹slâm Bey neighbourhood.
Ekrem H. Ayverdi,
Mahalleler..., p. 54; Mehmet
N. Haskan, ibid., pp 88-89.

25. Haf›z H. Ayvansarayî,
ibid., p. 347.

26. Ekrem H. Ayverdi,
Mahalleler..., p. 53.

27. Ekrem H. Ayverdi,
Mahalleler..., p. 53.

28. Halil ‹nalc›k, ibid., p. 8.



and Ota¤c›bafl› (Çay›rbafl›) neighbourhoods,
while to the north of Eyüp the neighbourhoods
of Cami-i Kebir, Kas›m Çavufl, Ülice Baba and
Sofular Mescidi expanded from the shore
towards the west.

During the 15th and 16th centuries the set-
tlement expanded along the shore towards the
south.  The fact that this was the location of the
Cezerî Kas›m Pafla and the Zal Mahmud Pafla
mosques and all the workshops where earthen-
ware pottery and toys were made and that
palaces were built along the shore and later
industrialisation brought more development
caused the number of neighbourhoods in Eyüp
to rise to 28 by the end of the 19th century.28
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THE PIERRE LOTI COFFEE-HOUSE
ON THE EYÜP HILLS

IN 1964

Sabiha TANSU⁄

She was born in Gümülcene.  During her childhood she had the opportunity to become very
familiar with the regional life and colorful clothing of the local people of the Aegean region

(Türkmen and Yörük).   She studied under the famous artist, Nuri ‹yem, and joined in group
exhibits.  During her trips abroad she was highly affected by the costume museums and cafes she

saw there.  In 1964 she restored the Pierre Loti in a fashion that accords with old Turkish
coffeehouse traditions.  In the course of writing travel articles she began to collect women’s

traditional headdresses.  In time this colelction has been transformed into a very valuable cultural
treasury of life artifacts from the 16th and 17th centuries.  A metal coin was minted portraying

the head of bride in traditional headdress.  She has presented papers at national and international
converences.  Besides the published books and articles she has written, she has also received many

awards.  She continues to lead a multi-faceted life.



Have you ever been to the Pierre Loti
Coffeehouse on the hills of Eyüp?  Better still,
have you ever watched the sun setting from
there?  Seeing how the waters of the Golden
Horn get a golden tinge towards evening is a
unique experience.  The sun lights up the water
with its last rays and then prepares to retire for
the night.  In addition to this, the mystical atmo-
sphere of the coffeehouse, the unique view from
up there, the divine atmosphere that permeates
everything have all made a deep impression
upon artists, writers and poets.

In days of yore, the navy officer Pierre Loti
felt the peace of mind instilled by this view and
frequently came up here to repeat the experi-
ence, going as far as passing the whole night
under the starry sky on a straw mat, whenever
there was a full moon.  To be able to share this
pleasure, whenever he had foreign guests, he
used to have their graceful wives mount a don-
key and go up to the coffeehouse, the position of
which afforded the best view.  Inevitably his
guests were always more than satisfied by this
excursion.  Pierre Loti is the one who introduced
the Istanbul of those days, its life and culture, to
the West by means of his novel Aziyade.  What
is more important, during the Turkish War of
Independence, he wrote enthusiastic articles for
the European press, supporting Atatürk’s strug-
gle.  That is why this coffeehouse was later
named after him.  For all these reasons, visitors
to Istanbul are keen on going to this place.

I had been impressed by the coffeehouses of
Vienna and Paris during my stay in Europe.
Just as it had been in the case of the Ottoman
Empire in the past, these coffeehouses were the
cultural centers of Europe.  It was there that the
dailies were read, that learned conversations
were held, and that letters were written.  It was
in those coffeehouses that famous writers,
painters and artists met.  Pleasant places with
courteous and smiling waitresses in spotless
uniforms...  The cozy atmosphere permeated by
the fragrant smell of coffee, instilled a new joie
de vivre in one’s spirit.

It was on a nice spring day, when I had just

come back with such
sentiments that we
decided to go up to the
Pierre Loti Coffeehouse
to enjoy a cup of coffee
with the view of the
Golden Horn at our
feet.  Unfortunately
time had not been kind to the Pierre Loti
Coffeehouse with the result that it had turned
into a ruin.  The surrounding Ottoman cemetery
with its tombstones, venerable old trees, old
wooden houses covered in ivy, dervish lodge,
mausolea, fountains, open air prayer spaces and
stone flagged roads, seemed to reflect the deso-
lation of the coffeehouse.  I could not prevent
myself from falling under the spell of this
melancholic atmosphere.  In the cemetery there
were two Europeans painting the view.  The
state of ruin in which the coffeehouse found
itself meant that all the tourists looking at the
view of the Golden Horn, taking pictures and
just wandering around, not only could not drink
a decent cup of Turkish coffee, but did not even
have a places to sit and rest.  An old man with
blisters on his hands was distributing tea like
yellow water on an old, moldy tin coffee tray, all
the paint of which had peeled off.  I accepted a
glass of tea, but did not have the courage to
drink it.  It was at this point that I got curious as
to the state of the interior of the building.
Getting up I approached a man who was sitting,
feet extended in the most relaxed attitude, near
the entrance of the building and asked him if I
could go in.  “Go in and see for yourself lady,”
he said with an ironical tone.

With the first step inside I
landed in a puddle of water that
had collected just inside the
door and splashed my leg with
a muddy liquid.  The surprises
were not finished.  As I turned I
saw near the door a counter
over which a tin water can and a
plastic basin, in which the tea
glasses were washed, had been
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Illustration 2. Sabiha Tansu¤
with Süheyl Ünver

Illustration 1. Süheyl Ünver
(sketch) Benim Gözümde
‹stanbul, ‹BB Yay›nlar›



placed.  It was the water from this operation that
had collected near the door under a concrete tile,
with the result that the legs of those unfortunate
enough to step on it were splashed.

The interior was full of rickety chairs and
tables.  The walls had got yellow with all the
tobacco smoke, the window-frames were in an
advanced stage of decay and the wooden ceiling
was about to collapse...  The painting on the
walls having peeled off, the wooden boards of
the wall had become visible.  As for the ring
upon which the tea was made, it was even
worse-a gas ring on a concrete surface.  Over the
gas ring there was an aluminium samovar with
a black tea pot and when I say black I refer to the
incrustations of dirt covering it.  Further on
there was a secluded corner where a sheep had
been tied.  Near it a tin gas canister, which
apparently was being used as a toilet.  It seems
that whenever it filled up it was emptied out-
side so that everything could just flow downhill.
The young man, who managed the place, told
me about all this as if it was perfectly normal
with only a slight hint of irony.  It was him who
told me also about the mice cavorting in every
nook and cranny...  Getting out of there before
being sick was all that I could do.

In short the coffeehouse was utter-
ly ruined—no running water, no waste
water disposal pipes, no toilet, no
hygiene, no clean drinking water, no
cup of coffee, no tea, no nothing.  The
only thing present was a single bulb
hanging from the ceiling.  I said to
myself that that was my light of hope...
the hope of being able to restore the
place and to be able to offer a cup of
frothy Turkish coffee to the guests.  It
was then and there that I decided that I
would take over the management of
the coffeehouse, whatever it took...

The day after, following the dictate
of my heart, I dressed modestly and
taking along an architect friend of my
husband’s, I went straight to the wood-
en house near the coffeehouse.  The

woman who owned the coffeehouse chased
away the cats and made some space for me on
the low sofa...

There were all kinds of cats.  The old fash-
ioned family, which had lived in Istanbul for
generations, consisted of a mother, a daughter
and the husband of the daughter.  I told them
about my intentions of renting the coffeehouse
and they accepted my offer.  They told me to
talk to the present manager, adding that if he
accepted they would not have anything against
my taking over.  We said good-bye and I went
straight to the coffeehouse.  I told the man, who
managed the coffeehouse amidst all the dirt,
about my ideas.  He accepted, adding that he
would consent to leave the place upon payment
of a sum of money, which we agreed upon.

The day after, I rented the coffeehouse for
an eight-year period...  with the manager not
believing the fortune that had befallen him.  The
owners were just as happy, having been able to
buy a lot of gold bracelets for the lady of the
house, with the money I paid them.  It seems
that the money I paid them would have been
enough to buy the coffeehouse, not just rent it.
Anyway my priority was to put an end as soon
as possible to the miserable state in which the
place found itself.  As soon I could, I started
having the place cleaned up and repaired...

In this venture of mine I was supported by
all my artist women friends, chief among whom
I must mention Al›m Karamürsel, my family,
my friends, my colleagues at the Academy, the
press and writers.  I drove all over town orga-
nizing things.  I wrote for various permissions to
the city administration, to the water utility, to
the directorate of cemeteries, to the postal
administration and to the directorate for city
parks.  I went to the Bedesten section of the
Covered Bazaar, to various antique dealers and
to carpenters to get the pieces of furniture and
accessories I needed for the coffeehouse and
took them to Eyüp.  It was my luck that I found
two elderly carpenters, who having worked at
the Palace knew about old wooden architectural
details and furniture.  These two carpenters
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Illustration 3. Pierre Loti
discovered the cafe, and it
was named for him (Eyüp
Municipal Archives)

Illustration 4. Scene from
the Cafe

Illustration 5. Historic
Pierre Loti Cafe 



restored the coffeehouse just in the way it was
supposed to be.

The wooden partitions, shelves, windows,
colored glass-panes, frames, ceiling, door, sedirs
(low divans), external wooden architectural
details, pergola and railings, were all done from
scratch on the basis of old engravings.  Some of
the pieces were obtained from demolished old
wood houses.  The chimney hood and samovar
were made in “yellow brass,” in imitation of old
pieces and were decorated with an Ottoman car-
nation pattern.  In addition to this, copper and
brass coffee-pots of all sizes, coffee trays with
and without handles, round metal trays, big cof-
fee cups, blue or white and red saucers for cof-
fee cups and tea glasses, Paflabahçe brand gold
leaf decorated tea cups, samovars, nargiles
(water pipes) and porcelain tea pots were all
ranged around the tea and coffee making stove.

All the above-mentioned pieces were the
typical accessories of a Turkish Coffeehouse and
were readily available in shops.  This was not
very strange if one considers that they were part
of a surviving tradition.

We bought old mirrors, intricately decorat-
ed wooden shelves for corners, still more
shelves, lamp pedestals, mother of pearl coffee-
tables and braziers with which to decorate the
interior of the building.  Everything was pol-
ished and put in the most suitable place.  Also
more mundane needs of the newly decorated
coffeehouse were not neglected.  Near the cof-
feehouse there was a single room shack, with no
toilet and with no running water, in which a
family with two or three children lived.  This
shack was also purchased, restored and con-
nected to the coffeehouse.  This was the second
related investment and thanks to this adjacent
building, which was decorated with flowers, we
could expand the sitting space.  We had the
water utility connect us to the city water distri-
bution grid.  The neighboring houses were also
connected to the pipes so that they could use it
for their cleaning needs.  The postal administra-
tion provided us with a phone line.  A postal
box was hung on the tree in front of the build-

ing.  A special Pierre Loti stamp
was made.  Pamphlets describ-
ing the coffeehouse were print-
ed in both Turkish and French.
Road signs were hung in the
neighborhood to facilitate
arrivals.  Books by Pierre Loti
were collected and placed on a
bookshelf.  Old photographs
were hung on the walls.  Al›m
Karamürsel sculpted a bust of
Pierre Loti and this work was
placed on a base just outside the
coffeehouse.  Unfortunately, in
later years, this bust, which was a veritable artis-
tic masterpiece, was stolen and never found
again...  Only the base remained to remind us of
it.  The walls of the surrounding cemetery at
Gümüflsuyu around the coffee house were
repaired.  Upon request we had also the wood-
en police station of the neighborhood restored.
While all this activity was proceeding, the city
administration enlarged the road between Tafll›
Tarla and the coffeehouse.  Everybody was so
happy that the road had been enlarged and
repaired that a rumor began to circulate, accord-
ing to which, the lady who had had one road
repaired, could repeat the same feat for all the
roads of the surrounding area.

All this work was completed in as short a
time span as five months.  The fire for making
coffee was once more alight with coal.  As soon
as we were once more ready to make well-
steeped tea, frothy coffee with medium, plenty
or no sugar, we inaugurated the coffeehouse in
the presence of a select group of distinguished
guests.  Young girls and boys in national cos-
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Illustration 6. Poster adver-
tising the Cafe. (Halid
Efendi, grandfather of the
current proprietor, Nedim)

Illustration 7. Bust of Pierre
Loti outside the Cafe



tumes offered blood-red tea in gold decorated
glasses on shiny new trays, frothy coffee in big
cups, Turkish delight sweets, simits (ring-
shaped bread covered with sesame seeds), kâ¤›t
helva (thin wafers) and cookies.  That day I felt
both the happiness and the weariness resulting
from all my work...

Thus the respect due to Turkish Coffee and
to Pierre Loti, friend of the Turks, finally shown.
The inauguration of the coffeehouse was widely
covered by the press, with the consequence that
we were swamped with tourists.  There were
days when buses were lined all along the road
up to Tafll› Tarla.  It was becoming well nigh
impossible to provide coffee and tea to such
crowds.  Both the building itself and the sur-
rounding sitting spaces of the coffeehouse were
filled with people.  Those were the days when
even “Bosphorus tours” were a rarity.  That is
why all guides used to take their groups to our
coffeehouse.  The authenticity of the establish-
ment, the elegance of the glasses and cups, the
order and cleanliness of the facilities, the flow-
ers, all contributed to the guests being
impressed with what they saw.

The young girls and boys serving the cus-
tomers were all dressed in traditional costumes.
In the eyes of the tourists the place was a kind of
museum and that is why it very quickly was
included in all guides.  Notwithstanding all this,
the prices were set at the level of a common
neighborhood coffeehouse.  With the confidence
gained by our success we bravely went to
Ankara to try and get a tourist establishment
license from the Ministry of Tourism.  Up to
then no coffeehouse had been granted a tourist
establishment license; nevertheless the Ministry

granted such a license
to the Pierre Loti
Coffeehouse, on the
basis of a special law.
Thanks to this, we
could finally adjust
our prices.

Many foreign and
Turkish films were

shot on location at Pierre Loti.  A lot of celebri-
ties passed through that coffeehouse.  It had
become the meeting place of artists and writers.
Once a week minstrels with their simple string
instruments assembled and sung their odes or
folk dance shows were held.  Sunday was the
day of the traditional Karagöz shadow theatre
shows.  On that day even the foreigners working
in Istanbul used to take their children in big
groups to Pierre Loti.  Poetry days were held
with the participation of famous poets like
Nedret Güvenç or Özdemir Asaf.

We used to offer coffee, tea or other bever-
ages free of charge to our friends, to famous
writers or journalists and to official guests and
their assistants.  The President of the Republic,
Fahri Korutürk, who was from Eyüp, would
come to the cemetery every year to pay his
respects to his dead relatives, after which he
never failed to visit the coffeehouse, where he
drank a frothy coffee with medium sugar.  We
received a request from a friend to visit the cof-
fee house...  In mid May 1973 I was supposed to
go and pick up the late fievket Süreyya Bey, who
had come to Istanbul from Ankara, from the
Londra Hotel in Tepebafl› and to bring him to
the Pierre Loti coffeehouse...  We took a taxi and
we were passing through Sütlüce, fievket Bey
was visibly suffering, as he saw the derelict con-
ditions in which that district had fallen.  He said,
“Seeing this has saddened me, but I am happy
that I have come.  Recently a scholar from
Europe showed me documentation concerning
the villas, the flower gardens, the forests and
leisure resorts, which once existed along the
Golden Horn and told me all about life in these
places in those days...”

By the time we reached Pierre Loti, fievket
Bey was saddened and pensive.  He sat under a
quince tree in a position, which afforded him a
view of the Golden Horn and we gave him a cof-
fee with medium sugar.  As he sat there sipping
slowly his coffee and smelling the quince tree in
bloom, he turned towards me and said, “You
are showing how this place can be improved
and modernized without ruining its original
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Illustration 8. Photograph
used to advertize the Pierre
Loti Cafe



atmosphere, how everything can be restored
without losing the old architecture and without
pouring concrete all over the place.  You are like
a candle lighting this place.  Sabiha, I had not
realized that your life was so difficult.”

For years I struggled to prevent Pierre Loti
from being demolished and being replaced with
a concrete building.  Many people, both in
Turkey and outside it, supported my struggle.
The Pierre Loti Association in France, Reflid
Saffet Atabinen founder of the Turkish Touring
Club and Çelik Gülersoy were in favor of my
idea of preserving the coffeehouse as it was.

An article by Prof. Dr. Süheyl Ünver, who
was also a loyal customer of the coffeehouse,
appeared on Hür Düflünce, dated 19th May
1966, with the title “Should we demolish it or
restore it?”

“Have you been to Istanbul?  Yes I have.
Have you been to Eyüp Sultan?  Yes I have.
Have you gone up to Gümüflsuyu?  No I
haven’t.  In such cases one would have said that
the respondent had not really been to Istanbul,
because it was only from up there that one could
really see Istanbul.  Anybody who has actually
been there will confirm what I am saying.  There
are few places that afford such a nice view of
Istanbul.  It seems that the area on which the cof-
feehouse stands is going to be nationalized and
a bigger and concrete coffeehouse is going to be
built in its place.  This is unacceptable.  Can an
idea be axed?  Some can.  Rarely have I seen
ideas that were worse than this project.”

Now, after so many years have gone by, we
have all seen how the Istanbul Metropolitan
City Administration and the Eyüp City
Administration have nationalized the area sur-
rounding the coffeehouse and faithfully
restored the old buildings in it.  We could say in
a way which the candle that was lit in 1964 had
lit up also its surroundings.

Yes.  The Pierre Loti Coffeehouse and the
hill on which it stands are like an embodiment
of the myth surrounding this place.  This loca-
tion has a mysterious atmosphere that seems to

be hidden behind a veil of fog.  If you want to
truly feel the mystic atmosphere of the place,
you should take the road that begins from near
the Eyüp Mosque and slowly walk up through
the cemetery, taking in the view as you do so,
until you reach the Pierre Loti Coffeehouse.  If
you are lucky and the lodos (south-west wind) is
blowing, the whooshing sound of the cypresses
swaying in the wind and the reverberation of
this sound will make your whole body tingle
with a divine emotion.  You will ascend, per-
fectly conscious of the mystery of life and death.
True connoisseurs of Istanbul, who were aware
of this experience, would come expressly on the
days when the lodos was blowing, walk
through the cemetery and then sit at the coffee-
house for hours.  If you climb up the hill on such
a day and see the view of the Golden Horn, in all
its majesty, you will realize that Istanbul is a
divine city.

As you sit at the Pierre Loti Coffeehouse
sipping your coffee, you will notice the beauty
of the nature, the masterpieces of Byzantine and
Ottoman architecture and all the other places of
historic importance.  You will come to the con-
clusion that this city is an amalgamation of civi-
lizations, empires, heroes, dreams, ambitions,
faiths, richness, art, love, desires and the ups
and downs of life.  You will also agree fully with
the European name of “Golden Horn.”

Nowadays an expanded and restored ver-
sion of the Pierre Loti Coffeehouse is continuing
with the Turkish coffee tradition.  May God
bless them and endow them with the necessary
strength.  I have seen Nedim grow up since he
was three years old and he used to play with
soda bottle caps.  He later became a waiter and
was trained on the job as a true purveyor of
Turkish coffee.  He has always taken great care
of the fruit of the labor of Sabiha his “elder sis-
ter,” including all the many accessories.  The
Pierre Loti Coffeehouse, which was restored in
1964, is ready to go on serving its customers also
in the 21st century.
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The town of Eyüp has been one of the most
important places of Istanbul since the conquest
of the city by Sultan Mehmed the Conqueror, as
it is the final resting place of Ebu Eyyüb el
Ensarî, host of the Prophet Muhammad when he
was in Medina and also his standard bearer.  It
is for this reason that high-level Ottoman reli-
gious scholars called Eyüp Havass-› Refia, which
means the highest of the exalted.  Throughout
its history this district was embellished and
enriched with monumental buildings and build-
ings used for philanthropic purposes by reli-
gious foundations.

One of the best examples of this is the imaret
(soup kitchen for the poor) and külliye (ensemble
of buildings with philanthropic purposes) built
in Eyüp thanks to Mihriflah Valide Sultan, head
wife (baflkad›n) of Sultan Mustafa III and mother
of Selim III.  She was very religious, a philan-
thropist, motivated by public spirit, but never-
theless disdained politics.  This institution, with
the legal structure of a religious foundation was
inaugurated in 1208 of the Muslim Era (1793)
and has been operating uninterruptedly for the
last 211 years.  It is still a source of hope and
security for the poor even in our days.

The purpose of this paper is to present the
deed of trust of this foundation (vakfiye), trying
to reflect as much as possible the spirit and style
with which it was written.  This vakfiye reflects
the way philanthropy and public spirit and ser-
vice were viewed in those days and also the
social and economic structure of that period.
This document states and declares that the fol-
lowing were entrusted to the foundation:

“...The 1400 square cubit lot in the Cami-i
Kebir neighbourhood, near the Bostan wharf,
with exactly defined borders until now was
used by the Hz. (abbreviation of Hazreti, which
is a title that denotes great respect) Ebu Eyyûb-
el Ensarî foundation with a yearly income of
1800 akçe (silver coin) and the  following built on
this land parcel with the hope of gaining divine
favour and of having done a good deed; two
stone rooms for the mausoleum keepers, two
stone rooms for the bakers, two stone baking

rooms, two stone rooms for the administrator,
one sitting room, one stone room for the keeper
of the sebil (free water distribution point), a
kitchen, four toilets, a pantry, (another) kitchen,
a baking oven, a big food warehouse, an imaret
with adjoining buildings, a mausoleum, a sebil, a
fountain and other service buildings... A 361.5
square cubit lot, which until now was used by
the Hz. Ebu Eyyûb-el Ensarî foundation with a
yearly income of 360 akçe and which is sur-
rounded by the mansion of the palace cleric
Seyyit Osman Efendizade, by the mansion of the
famous madrasa (theological school) teacher
Seyyit Mahmut Molla, by the sea-shore and by
the road on its other two sides, over which there
is a boat-house with two cells, a coffee house
and three adjacent stone shop buildings... The
1503.5 square cubit lot, enclosed by a stonewall,
over which there is the wood warehouse of the
imaret... The lot in the Cami-i Kebir neighbour-
hood, surrounded by the Türbe Bath and its fur-
nace, by the house of Hüseyin A¤a, by a school
and by two roads, one public, one private,
which was bought from the Sinan Pafla religious
foundation, together with the source of clean
and good quality water in it having the capacity
of a masura (unit of measure)... The three houses
with a yearly income of 180 akçe of the Hz. Halit
religious foundation;...The eight measures of
water provided by the K›rkçeflme water estab-
lishment to the mausoleum, the fountain and
the sebil... The noble mosque at the Hasköy
Bombardier and Supper Corps barracks...”

The following were entrusted to the foun-
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dation with the aim of covering its expenses:

“60 rooms near the Vefa mosque in Istanbul
set on more than one storey and built with their
own materials, four big stables, one warehouse,
a barn, a coal shed, two masura of clean water, 15
toilets, a courtyard surrounded by a stone wall,
a big inn with 20 shops, a corridor and an
entrance; an oil making establishment, a work-
shop to manufacture pots and pans and a paint-
ing workshop at the Çelebio¤lu neighbourhood
of Istanbul; the ten rooms, wooden storehouse,
two toilets, tripe selling establishment, two
storey stone storehouse, ceramic cup shop on a
1675 square cubit lot at the Çelebio¤lu neigh-
bourhood; the Leblebiciler Inn together with an
adjoining empty lot and a stable at the
Çelebio¤lu neighbourhood; 20 rooms set on
more than one storey, two open sheds, a
kitchen, a natural paint making workshop at the
Veliefendi Çeflmesi neighbourhood of Eyüp...”

In addition to this, farms, warehouses full of
seeds, dairies, flour mills, paint making work-
shops, workshops with warrants (gedik),
turquoise workshops, fruit vending shops and
other establishments providing a cash flow in
places like Çengelköy, the Levent Farm,
Kas›mpafla, Yeniflehir, ‹znik, various towns in
the province of Mu¤la, Büyükdere,
Küçükçekmece and various neighbourhoods of
Eyüp, were entrusted to this religious founda-
tion, so that it could exist until the end of time.
All these and more were listed in the vakfiye
from the 5th to the 37th page, together with their
locations, areas and detailed descriptions.

One could get suspicious about such a great

wealth and about the ways it was obtained, but
it is to be taken into account that Ottoman
Courts would never have approved the registra-
tion of a religious foundation created with
wealth of dubious origins.  It is also to be taken
into account that the valide sultan (mother of the
sultan and the Turkish equivalent of the queen
mother) was one of the highest ranking func-
tionaries of the Ottoman State.  Accordingly,
Mihriflah Valide Sultan, the virtues of whom we
have mentioned, spent her wealth for the good
of humanity, in a way befitting someone of
noble spirit.

In the following section we will see how the
kinds of food to be cooked at the imaret and dis-
tributed free of charge to those worthy of it, the
kinds of ingredients to be used and the quantity
of ingredients and materials to be bought dur-
ing a year were listed, together with an admon-
ishment not to waste anything and an implicit
authorisation to increase the number of meals,
set at 600, if the need arose.

“...The best kinds of the following material
is to be bought so that in the high domed imaret
of Eyüp that distinguishes itself in all aspects
thanks to divine concession, food can be cooked
and distributed to the poor and to the servants
of the state that have a right to it (mürtezika):
Each day 12 bushels of flour with which loaves
of 100 dirhem (400th part of an okka) are to be
baked...  28 okka (2.8 lb.) of maize flour each day
for a total of 9072 okka in 324 days, for the morn-
ing soup...  Two okka and 100 dirhem of plain oil
each day for a total of 729 okka in 324 days, for
the above mentioned morning soup...  33 okka of
wheat each day for a total of 455 bushels and
four okka in 276 days, for the mid-day soup...
Two okka and 100 dirhem of plain oil each day for
a total of 621 okka in 276 days, for the above
mentioned mid-day soup...  83 okka of maize
flour each Thursday and each day of the Holy
Month of Ramadan for a total of 614 bushels and
two okka in 74 days, for the rice dish...  33 okka of
maize flour each Thursday and each day of the
Holy Month of Ramazan for a total of 244
bushels and two okka in 74 days, for the zerde
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(sweetened rice, coloured with saffron)... Six
okka of pure honey each Thursday and each day
of the Holy Month of Ramadan for a total of 444
okka in 74 days, for the zerde ... 26 okka of plain oil
each Thursday and each day of the Holy Month
of Ramadan for a total of 1924 okka in 74 days,
for the zerde and the rice dish...  23 okka of mut-
ton each Thursday and each day of the Holy
Month of Ramadan for a total of 1702 okka in 74
days, for the rice dish...  156 dirhem of saffron
each Thursday and each day of the Holy Month
of Ramadan for a total of 28,5 okka and 144
dirhem in 74 days, for the zerde...  22 okka of fish
each day for a total of 7788 okka in 354 days, as a
second dish...  11 okka of chick peas each
Thursday and each day of the Holy Month of
Ramadan for a total of 814 okka in 74 days, for
the rice dish...  6 okka of beans each Thursday
and each day of the Holy Month of Ramadan for
a total of 444 okka in 74 days, for the piyaz (a
salad of beans and onions, with a few olives in
it)... Pepper each Thursday and each day of the
Holy Month of Ramadan for a total of 41.5 okka
and 50 dirhem in 74 days ...  Four çeki (250 kg.) of
firewood each Thursday and each day of the
Holy Month of Ramazan for a total of 296 çeki in
74 days for the zerde and the rice dish; nine çeki
of firewood for a total of 3186 çeki in 280 days for
the soup and bread, with the result that a total of
3482 çeki of firewood would be bought for the
imaret each year...  The above mentioned materi-
als should be used to cook 600 meals each day in
this imaret and these meals should be shared
among the mürtezika and all kinds of paupers...
If the 600 meals should prove not to be enough,
they can be increased according to need...  If the
above mentioned 3482 çeki of firewood should
prove to be more than enough they should not
be squandered... 90 okka of olive oil a year
should be bought to be used in the oil lamps in
various places of the imaret...”

On the 38th page of the vakfiye it is stated
that the employees of the imaret should be reli-
gious, sincere in their piety and acts, loyal,
respectful of the law, generous, not greedy.  The
noteworthy point of this section is that every

employee was paid justly, taking into consider-
ation his social status and the service provided.
With the aim of encouraging the employees to
provide better service, extra payments for things
like transportation and provisions were dis-
tributed, in addition to the normal salary.  These
extra payments were not of irrelevant quanti-
ties.  The following paragraphs contain explana-
tions about these:

“The inspector is to be paid 30 akçe a day,

the administrator 100 akçe a day, 3250 kurufl a

year for transportation and provisions, seven
pairs of loaves a day and seven complete meals.

The first secretary 70 akçe a day, 1625 kurufl a

year for transportation and provisions, four
pairs of loaves a day and four meals.

The secretary of the register 30 akçe a day,

787.5 kurufl a year for transportation and provi-

sions, three pairs of loaves a day and three per-
fect meals.  The religious, honest, bright and

inventive collector of payments 10 akçe a day,

360 kurufl a year for transportation and provi-
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Illustration 3. A birds-eye
view of the ‹maret (Eyüp
Municipality Archives)



sions, two pairs of loaves a day and two meals.

An outside accountant is to keep the books
and for this he is to be paid 10 akçe a day, a pair
of loaves and one complete meal.

The religious and dependable repairman is
to be paid 5 akçe a day, a pair of loaves and one
complete meal.

The director of the imaret 25 akçe a day, two
pairs of loaves and two complete meals.  The
person who distributes food in a just way and
for whom thankful people pray 15 akçe a day,
two pairs of loaves and two complete meals.
The purchaser 20 akçe a day, two pairs of loaves
and two meals.  The warehouse clerk 10 akçe a
day, two pairs of loaves and two meals. The
warehouse keeper 15 akçe a day, one pair of
loaves and one meal. The guard of the adminis-
tration room 20 akçe a day, two pairs of loaves
and two meals.  The keeper of the scales 5 akçe a
day, one pair of loaves and one meal. The
sweeper of the imaret 5 akçe a day, one pair of
loaves and one meal.  The doorkeeper, who
treats with respect and greets those who come
and go, 10 akçe a day, one pair of loaves and one
meal.  The chief of the cooks 15 akçe a day as a
cook, 5 akçe a day as an overseer, three pairs of
loaves and three meals. The second and third
cooks 15 akçe a day, two pairs of loaves and two
meals each.  The first assistant of the cook 5 akçe

as assistant and 7 akçe extra if he works also as
porter, two pairs of loaves and two meals. The
second assistant of the cook 5 akçe as assistant
and 7 akçe extra if he works also carrying wheat,
two pairs of loaves and two meals. The third
assistant of the cook 5 akçe as assistant and 7 akçe
extra if he works as dishwasher, two pairs of
loaves and two meals.  The chief of the bakers 12
akçe a day as a baker, 3 akçe a day as an overseer,
three pairs of loaves and three meals.  The two
bakers 12 akçe a day, two pairs of loaves and two
meals each.  The assistant baker 7 akçe a day and
4 akçe extra if he works also as porter.  The third
assistant to the oven 7 akçe a day for his work as
oven sweeper and 4 akçe extra for his work as
assistant, two pairs of loaves and two meals.
The carrier of loaves 4 akçe a day, one pair of
loaves and one meal.  The doorkeeper and
sweeper of the courtyard 15+5 akçe a day, two
pairs of loaves and two meals.  The repairman 5
akçe a day, one pair of loaves and one complete
meal.

Beginning from the 41st page there is the list
of the duties and services and the payments and
benefits, both in cash and in kind to people like
the cleric, the preacher, the müezzin, the keeper
of the Quran, the reciters of various prayers and
various scholars.  The duties of the various peo-
ple on festive occasions like the kandil nights or
the two main festivities were also listed in
detail.  The duties of the keepers of the mau-
solea, the number of oil lamps to be lighted, the
way fountains and sebils were to be kept, the
offerings to the public, the ceremonies at the
Mevlevî dervish orders, the offerings to the
dervishes and many many more elements are
described in details.

THE ‹MARET IN OUR DAYS

The Eyüp ‹maret is still a very important
institution within the General Directorate of
Religious Foundations.  Its daily capacity, which
was of 1000 people until the end of 1997, has
been increased to 2500 at the beginning of 1998.
The imaret has been modernised and steam caul-
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drons have been added.  The widespread cus-
tom of ritually slaughtering animals within the
imaret has been taken into consideration by the
General Directorate of Religious Foundations,
with the result that a modern facility for this has
been added.  The various parts of the slaugh-
tered animals like the offal, except the meat, are
auctioned off and the income is used for good
deeds and for the upkeep of the imaret.  The
meat is frozen, processed and then kept in spe-
cial freezers with a capacity of 35 tons.  The
quantity of meat donated is about 250 tons a
year.  This meat is cooked and distributed by six
kitchens in various parts of Istanbul.  Some of
this meat is distributed to other philanthropic
institutions all over Turkey, by means of a
refrigerated lorry, so that hot meals can be given
to the needy.  This imaret used to help more than
10,000 poor students in around 60 youth hostels,
until these were transferred to the Ministry of
Public Education, in 1999, with fictitious pre-
texts.

THE FUTURE OF THE ‹MARET

This institution, created thanks to the
benevolence of the noble spirited Mihriflah
Valide Sultan, has been favoured with the inter-
est of many people, also because of the sanctity
of its surroundings.  The city administration is
adding a modern and hygienic slaughtering
facility to the building described as firewood
storehouse in the vakfiye and also other facili-
ties.* The General Directorate of Religious
Foundations and the Istanbul City
Administration, both of which are public institu-
tions, should come to an agreement so that the

imaret can be administered-as a living museum-
by the General Directorate of Religious
Foundations, as required by the Principles of
Religious Foundations, the better to use this
unique institution.  The General Directorate of
Religious Foundations and the Istanbul City
Administration should also take into considera-
tion the interest shown to the Mihriflah Valide
Sultan ‹maret, in addition to that shown to other
nice places in the district of Eyüp, by both local
and foreign tourists.
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Illustration 5. ‹maret portico
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Archives)

* The construction
mentioned by Dr. ‹nan may
be completed in 2005.  The
multi-floor parking garage
and the slaughter house will
meet Eyüp’s most pressing
needs. The Teleferik being
built adjacent will add even
more value to the side
(Publisher’s note).
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1. HISTORY OF RAM‹ BARRACKS

(RAM‹ FARM)

Rami is located on the western side of

Istanbul and to the south of the Golden Horn.

Administratively speaking it is part of the

District of Eyüp, which was the first Muslim set-

tlement of Istanbul to be founded after the con-

quest of Istanbul. (Illustration 1-2)

Rami got its name from the Rami Farm

owned by Rami Mehmet Pafla,1 who was the

Grand Vizier of Sultan Mustafa II.

Towards the end of the Ottoman Empire,

Western superiority began to be felt, especially

in military affairs, with the result that in the 18th

century there were Western influences especial-

ly in the arts and in Palace circles.  In the 19th

century these Western influences got stronger

and European thought and culture deeply

affected Ottoman culture.  As part of the move-

ment of westernisation, the armed forces were

restructured and during the reigns of reformist

Sultans like Selim III (1789-1807). and Mahmud

II (1808-1839). big barracks were built for the

newly shaped armed forces.

Thirteen barracks were built in Istanbul in

the 18th and 19th centuries.  Of these, the

Selimiye Barracks have survived and are still

being used for their original purpose, Taksim

and Tophane Barracks have been completely

demolished, while the rest are being used for dif-

ferent purposes.  Of these, Taflk›flla, Gümüflsuyu

and Davutpafla Barracks are being used for edu-

cational purposes, while Rami Barracks serve as

a food staples wholesale market.

Rami Barracks or Rami Farm Barracks, as

they are called in certain sources, were built

over part of the Rami Pafla Farm during the

reign of Sultan Mustafa II (1757-1774). During

the reign of Sultan Mahmud II (1808-1839). they

were rebuilt in 1826-1828 for the Asakir-i

Mansure-i Muhammediye (The Victorious

Soldiers of Muhammad), after the abolition of

the Corps of the Janissaries.  Together with the

Illustration 1. Rami Barracks
and its environs.

Illustration 2. Map of Eyüp
District and adjoining areas

Illustration 3. Rami Barracks
Street, with a view of the
dormitory windows, (pho-
tograph taken in the 1970’s
during survey work).
(Archives of the Eyüp City
Administration)

Illustration 4. Rami Barracks
Street, with a view of the
dormitory windows (2004).

Illustration 5. Plan of Rami
Barracks.

1. Rami Mehmet Pafla

(1654-1707), Ottoman

statesman and poet.
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barracks, a military hospital, a flourmill, a bak-
ery, a mosque and a Turkish bath were built
nearby.  None of these have survived to our
days.  During the War of Crimea, Sultan
Abdülmecid. (1839-1861) used these barracks as
his headquarters.

The barracks were built in the neo-classical
style and, like other barracks built in Istanbul
during the 19th century, they are rectangular,
but almost square, with a great courtyard in
their centre and a corridor all along the build-
ing, along which there were the dormitories
with a door on the corridor (Illustration 3-4).
The barracks are 237 m. x 302 m. and symmetri-
cal on the two sides of the main entrance
(Illustration 5).

On the four corners there are buildings  jut-
ting out in comparison to the façade all along

the building and
two storeys high.

Of these, the one to the right of the main door
was used by the Sultan and in later years by the
commander of the barracks.  The other three
corner buildings were used by the officers
(Illustration 6-7).

Rami Barracks and other buildings within
its perimeter were restored many times.  In
1829-1831 the pavements and doors of the build-
ing, which were in a very bad state, were
repaired.  In 1847-1851 the barracks were
restored and during this restoration, in addition
to restoring the Turkish bath just outside, a sec-
ond bath was added (Illustration 8). In 1850 the
cone of the Tower of the Standard, which was
blown away during a storm, was rebuilt.  The
barracks were last restored in 1892, at the same
time as the Davutpafla Barracks.

The four inscriptions and the Sultan’s
monograms over the four entrances have not
survived to our days, as a result of the law num-

Illustration 9. Marble
entrance on Rami Barracks
Street, (photograph taken in
the 1970’s during survey
work).

Illustration 10. Marble
entrance on Rami Barracks
Street (2004).

Illustration 11. View of the
courtyard of the barracks,
(photograph taken in the
1970’s during survey work).
(Archives of the Eyüp City
Administration)

Illustration 12. View of the
courtyard of the barracks,
(2004).

Illustration 13. Present day
state of the Istanbul Food
Wholesalers’ Centre near
the barracks building
(2004).

Illustration 6. Rami Barracks Street, with a view of the officers’
quarters (photograph taken in the 1970’s during survey work).

Illustration 7. Rami Barracks Street, with a view of the officers’
quarters (2004).

Illustration 8. Turkish bath built during the reign of Sultan
Mahmud II; does not exist today.
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ber 1057, dated 28th May 1927, on the
“Abolition of the Monograms of the Sultans and
the Praises to the Sultans on all Official and
National Buildings on the Territory of the
Republic of Turkey”2 (Illustration 9-10).

2. PRESENT DAY STATE AND USE
OF RAM‹ BARRACKS

At the beginning of the 1960’s the army
evacuated the building, which then became
property of the State Treasury.  For many years
the barracks stood empty, with no maintenance
work being done and only the courtyard being
used by the customs administration as a parking
lot.

The food staple wholesalers of Istanbul had
operated in Unkapan› on the shores of the
Golden Horn since as far back as the times of the

Byzantines and the Genoese merchants.  During
Byzantine, Ottoman and Republican times,
Istanbul was fed by these merchants.  Food sta-
ples came from the sea and were distributed
overland throughout the city.  In 1983 the Rami
Barracks were given to these wholesalers for a
two year period.  The Rami wholesale market is
nowadays on the training ground at the back of
the barracks, which are in a terrible state of dis-
repair.  It is made up of single storey, 150 square
metre, prefabricated shops.  The market is run
by the Istanbul Association of Food
Wholesalers.  At present it has 1670 shops and
around 1000 merchants (Illustration 13).

In addition to the shops on the outside, the
inside of the barracks is also being used by
means of covering the enclosures, the roofs of
which collapsed for lack of maintenance.  New
gutters have been added and the walls have
been plastered.  Some of the door and window
openings have been closed up with bricks.  The
Association does not count the merchants ille-
gally occupying the historic building, nor does it
approve of them.  For a long time now, there
have been plans to expel these people.  The pre-
sent day use of these barracks, especially as far

2. Eyice, S., “Cevri Kalfa
Sübyan Mektebi”, Dünden
Bugüne Istanbul
Ansiklopedisi, vol. 2,
Istanbul, 1994, p. 423

Illustration 14. Visual pollu-
tion created by the merchan-
dise stacked in front of the
shops and by the billboards
(2004).

Illustration 15. Remains of
the historic Rami Barracks
and concrete additions
(2004).

Illustration 16. Window
opening covered up with
bricks (2004).

Illustration 17. Ottoman era
brick in the walls (2004).
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as the illegal merchants within the building are
concerned, is not suitable to a historic building
and all the billboards and added architectural
elements create an aesthetically displeasing
view (Illustration 14-15). A new 6-7 storey estab-
lishment with forty square metre shops at
Kartaltepe has been offered, but the merchants
do not want to move there.

The barracks being without a roof, aban-

doned or very badly used, atmospheric, biolog-
ical, physical, chemical etc. factors are slowly
destroying the building (Illustration 16-18).

Recently the Cultural and Natural Assets
Preservation Council of the Third Region of
Istanbul approved a project, according to which,
the barracks were going to be used as a local cul-
tural-social-sports complex, with the addition of
income creating commercial, service and lodg-

Illustration 18. The way the
barracks are being used
nowadays! (2004).

Illustration 19. The entrance
being used nowadays
(2004).
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ing facilities and a decision was taken to imple-
ment this project, but up to now no actual steps
have been taken.  We are of the opinion that the
Rami Barracks should be restored respecting its
original architecture; all ugly additions should
be eliminated and the merchants should be
placed in a way that is suitable for such a build-
ing, thus satisfying both potential visitors and
the merchants themselves.  Common areas
could be reorganised for recreational purposes.
In this way the food staple wholesalers would
be able to run their business efficiently and
without ruining a historic building.  In such an
environment there would be a market place
atmosphere and a cultural asset would be revi-
talised.
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During the reign of Sultan Mehmed the
Conqueror, Istanbul was subdivided into four
kad›l›k (area under the jurisdiction of a kad› or
judge of Islamic canon law), Istanbul proper with-
in the city walls, Haslar,1 Üsküdar and Galata.2

During the second half of the 5th century, a
church and a monastery named after the saints
Cosmas and Damian3 were built on the steep
slope overlooking the place where the Eyüp
Mosque stands nowadays.  In time this place
became a place of pilgrimage and the area became
known as Kosmidion from the name Cosmas.4

Immediately after the conquest of Istanbul,
Sultan Mehmed the Conqueror decreed that a
mausoleum in honour of Hz. (abbreviation of
hazreti, which is a title of great respect) Halid bin
Zeyd Ebu Eyyub el-Ensari, the first imperial
mosque of Istanbul, a madrasa (school of theol-
ogy), a library, an imaret (soup kitchen for the
poor), a double Turkish bath and a külliye
(group of buildings used for philanthropic pur-
poses and surrounding a mosque) were to be
built.  This ensemble of buildings that rose just
outside the city walls symbolised the ascendan-
cy of a new political power and religion.  These
buildings made up the nucleus of Eyüp, which
evolved as a purely Ottoman and Muslim settle-
ment, while reflecting the spirituality that it had
inherited from previous non-Muslim ages.5

People from the city of Bursa were resettled
around the Eyüp Sultan Külliye and eight resi-
dential neighbourhoods formed after the con-
quest.6

What is interesting is that a place like Eyüp,
which had such a significant degree of sanctity
among Muslim Ottomans, should have been
inhabited previously by non-Muslims.  Two
churches that have survived to this day are a
sign that an Armenian community, albeit a
small one, lived here.  It would be appropriate
to spend a few words on the history of
Armenians in Istanbul, before beginning on the
subject of the Armenian churches of Eyüp.  Once
we have seen how Armenians settled in
Istanbul, also the Armenian settlement of Eyüp
will become clear.

Sultan Mehmed the Conqueror, organised
and encouraged resettlement in Istanbul from
Anatolia, with the aim of raising the city to the
level of a new capital, of beautifying and
improving it and of developing it from the point
of view of the economic, social and cultural
aspects.7 Sultan Mehmed the Conqueror, hav-
ing organised the population on the basis of the
millet or nation system,8 allowed the Greeks
who had escaped from the city at the moment of
the conquest return and he gave back to the
Greek Church all the religious rights and free-
doms that it had previously enjoyed.  He also
granted the Patriarch, who had been elected by
the Greek Millet, the right to govern his com-
munity both from a religious and legal point of
view, thus re-establishing the Greek Orthodox
Patriarchate (1453).9

After having settled the question of the
Greek Patriarchate in this way, the Sultan invit-
ed to Istanbul Bishop Hovagim, who was the
spiritual leader of the Armenians with Ottoman
citizenship living in Bursa, together with some
Armenian families of that area.10 In 1461 he
declared him to be the first Armenian Patriarch
and established the Armenian Patriarchate.11

Later, with the aim of increasing the number of
Armenians in Istanbul, he resettled other
Armenian families from various parts of the
empire (Bursa, Ankara, Bayburt, Adana) in dis-
tricts of the new see of the throne and in partic-
ular around the city, within the walls, near the
city-wall gates and in Galata where there had
long been an earlier Armenian community.
Since the Armenians were collectively resettled
mainly around six churches, decrees of the time
of Sultan Mehmed the Conqueror state that,
“the Armenian nation is defined by six commu-
nities...”12

In 1673 there were 8,000 Armenian house-
holds in Istanbul.  In those days Armenians
mostly lived in Kumkap›, Langa, Yenikap›,
Samatya, Topkap›, Edirnekap›, Balat, Galata
and Üsküdar.  In lesser degrees, there were
Armenian communities also in Hasköy, Eyüp,
Befliktafl, Ortaköy, Kuruçeflme and Yeniköy.13
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With its religious, social and architectural
texture that survived through centuries, its
cemetery and mausolea that served as the final
resting place for state functionaries, its mystical
atmosphere, unique picturesque neighbour-
hoods, coffee-houses and beautiful places that
inspired and attracted artists, travellers and
writers from all corners of the world, its stone
sculpting, toy and pottery industries and flower
growing business, Eyüp became a Turkish-
Islamic town shaped by a multitude of religious,
social and cultural values.  According to R.
Ekrem Koçu, in the Gümüflsuyu Valley to the
west of the ‹slam Bey neighbourhood, and on
the two hills along the valley, flowers were
grown and then sold in the same market where
the toys were sold. R. Ekrem Koçu adds that
unfortunately these flower gardens that were
also popular excursion spots praised by Evliya
Çelebi,14 which in our days are remembered
only thanks to street names, were built over
with low price housing in the 1960’s.15

Also according to Kömürciyan, the area was
covered with gardens and vegetable plots, flow-
ers of all sorts were sold and Bulgarians and
Armenians were employed in the orchards.  He
also implied that a few Armenians lived in Eyüp
and that they worshipped at the church in
Balat.16

According to Hovhannesyan, in the envi-
rons of Eyüp, there were many vegetable plots
and gardens, in which Bulgarians and
Armenians worked.17 Torkomyan mentions
how the Armenian families of Istanbul used to
make delicious jam with the delicately per-
fumed roses grown in the gardens of Eyüp,
which maintained their fame up to the begin-
ning of the 20th century.18

From all of this one comes to the conclusion
that non-Muslims from Rumeli, Bulgaria,
Albania and Eastern Anatolia lived in Eyüp
where they worked as gardeners.  Armenians
worked mainly as gardeners and farm hands.
According to R. Ekrem Koçu, non-Muslims
lived in the town of Eyüp for centuries and
while Bulgarians were employed mainly in the

dairy and vegetable sectors, Armenians were
mostly artisans.  As time went by, these com-
munities started also to work in the entertain-
ment sector, with the result that their Muslim
neighbours complained to the Sultan and asked
for the forcible removal of these people.  It is not
clear whether this forcible removal actually hap-
pened.  A decree in 1581 mentions how the ‘infi-
dels’ among the bakers, dairy product sellers,
shopkeepers and workers of Eyüp did not fol-
low orders.  Even though the forcible removal
from Eyüp of all these non-Muslims from
Rumeli and Anatolia—who over the years had
formed an important social class—did not hap-
pen, their resettlement farther away from the
town’s Muslim nucleus must have been at least
considered.19 ‹nciciyan describes 18th century
Eyüp as a place almost totally inhabited by
Turks.20 In addition to all this, it is not clear
whether all these non-Muslims employed in
gardening were actually the owners of the gar-
dens and vegetable plots in which they
worked.21

According to Evliya Çelebi, in the 1630’s
there was a neighbourhood of pottery makers
with 300 shops and 250 pottery shops.22

Kömürciyan provides us with detailed informa-
tion concerning the kinds of pottery manufac-
tured in the workshops of Eyüp.23 According to
Hovhannesyan, the people working in the 42
pottery workshops behind the Zal Mehmed
Pafla Mosque, were mostly Armenians.24

Hovhannesyan mentions also how the yellow
clay from Büyükdere and the white clay from
the hills of ‹stinye were brought by boat to the
Defterdar wharf, and from there to the pottery
workshops.25

From all this information, one can reach the
conclusion that, even though they were not very
numerous, the Armenians brought to work in
the rural areas on the hills of Eyüp and in other
professions after the formation of this settlement
made up a community that became part of the
ethnic texture of Eyüp.  This community, con-
sisting of rather poor shopkeepers and artisans,
used to live in lodgings in the neighbourhood
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called Afla¤› Mahalle or Çeflmeli Odalar
Mahallesi, which was located on the hills over-
looking the present day ‹slam Bey Street.  There
was also an Armenian settlement on the hills
overlooking the neighbourhood, which is
known as Baba Haydar or Serviler or Yukar›
Mahalle or Niflanca.26

Hagop Baronyan, who lived in the second
half of the 19th century and who was a famous
Armenian humorous writer, described scenes
from life in these two Armenian neighbour-
hoods of Eyüp, in his work in Armenian titled A
Stroll through the Neighbourhoods of Istanbul.  He
mentions how in those days there were 110
Armenian households in the Saint Elia (Surp
Yeghia) neighbourhood, that a school for both
girls and boys had burnt down and that a small
group of benefactors was trying to put together
enough money to have it repaired.  According to
him, this community was mostly made up of
honest and religious people, some of whom
manufactured pottery; there were no taverns in
the neighbourhood, the sale of spirits being for-
bidden.  Baronyan provides us also with the
information that the Armenian women living
there were very hard working, wore tunics over
their loose trousers (flalvar) and used to sit in
front of their houses, situated on streets in the
middle of which sewerage flowed, weaving felt
for the fez factory on the shore of the Golden
Horn.  This was also the district where wooden
toys were made.  It happened that even adults
would buy these toys.27

On the other hand, the Armenians of the
‹slam Bey Çeflmeli neighbourhood, were,
according to the satirist Baronyan, very devout,
close to God and far from the devil and used to
go around in a timorous way.  Baronyan states
also that they ate little, drank
only water, were slim, but
healthy and because they did
not attach too much impor-
tance to education, did not
progress even though they
were hard working.28

According to Torkomyan,

associations called Tbrotsasirats (pro-
school) and Mamigonyan were found-
ed in 1864 and 1865 respectively, with
the aim of covering the expenses of the
Armenian schools in Eyüp and of sup-
porting education in general in these
neighbourhoods.  Unfortunately these
associations were very short lived and
the neighbourhood schools reverted to
their usual poverty.29 According to the
researcher Zartaryan, by 1945 circa,
there were only five or six Armenian families
left in Eyüp.30 The churches of the Holy Mother
of God (Surp Asdvadzazin) and of Saint Elia
(Surp Yeghia), bear witness to the presence once
of two Armenian neighbourhoods in Eyüp,
where nowadays only a few Armenian families
live.

THE APOSTOLIC ARMENIAN
CHURCH OF SAINT ELIA

(SURP YEGHIA)

It is believed that the first construction date
of the Church of Saint Elia goes as far back as to
the times of the Sultan Süleyman the
Magnificent.  According to this version of
events, Sultan Süleyman the Magnificent
employed Armenian master masons from Palu
for the construction of the waterworks distribut-
ing the water of the K›rkçeflme source and he
had a brick-making workshop established for
this purpose.  In this workshop the Armenians
manufactured water pipes, roof tiles and bricks
for the waterworks.  The Armenians settled in
the surroundings and it seems that they also had
a place of worship.31 According to another
source, the Saint Elia Church in the neighbour-
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Illustration 1. Plan of the
Eyüp Saint Elia Church.
(Pars Tu¤lac›, ‹stanbul
Ermeni Kiliseleri)

Illustration 2. Entrance to
the Saint Elia Church from
the street.

Illustration 3. Courtyard of
the Saint Elia Church.

Illustration 4. Eastern façade
of the Saint Elia Church.

Illustration 5. Bell tower of
the Saint Elia Church.

1 Narthex
2 Nave
3 Choir place
4 Baptisterium
5 Chorister’s vestry
6 Apse
7 Altar
8 Entrance to choir gallery
9 Treasury
10 Friars’ vestry
11 Apsidiole



hood of Serviler Mahallesi was built around the
year 1700.32

According to ‹nciciyan, the first date of con-
struction of the Saint Elia Church in the Niflanca
neighbourhood is not known, but it is known
that it was demolished on 10 May 1766.33

According to Hovhannesyan, it was not demol-
ished completely and part of it was still used for
worship.  Following a decree of the Sultan it was
rebuilt and inaugurated on 26 March 1800, after
having been consecrated.  Unfortunately it had
to be demolished 11 July 1804 once more, fol-
lowing disagreements within the community.34

It was rebuilt in wood, but fell once more into a
state of disrepair as the years went by.  During
the time of Patriarch Isdepanos II Aghavni
Zakaryan, the church was entirely rebuilt
thanks to the contributions, both material and
moral, of the philanthropist Kazaz Artin Amira
Bezciyan,35 financial and personal consultant
and friend of Sultan Mahmud II, of his sister
Hamaspür and of his sons and was inaugurated
on 30 July 1832.36 According to the memoirs of
the people, who witnessed the construction,
Kazaz Artin worked on the construction site
himself.37

A co-educational elementary school built
contiguous to the church that same year, was
named after Bezciyan.38 In 1880, a girls’ school
called Hripsimyants was added.39 Part of the

building of this school, which closed down
years ago, is being used as a social centre of the
church.  Another part is being rented out as a
lodging.  In the courtyard of the church, which
was restored in 1851 and in 1995, there are the
white marble sarcophagi of three philan-
thropists who were buried here, because they
helped the church and school.  According to the
inscriptions on the sarcophagi, these three were,
the saddler Hagop Varteresyan (20 March 1877),
Hac› Markar Pendiryan from Sivas (2 July 1888),
who contributed 100 liras to the church and
Kürkçübaflyan Sdepan Efendi, who bequeathed
to the church his fur shop at Üsküdar that had a
6 mecidiye monthly income and a value of 108
liras.40

From information found on notes taken
around a 100 years ago, concerning this church,
we learn that on the day of Saint Elia, on the first
Sunday of June, patron saint of fur makers, a
special mass was held here, following which a
cow was ritually slaughtered under the linden
tree in the courtyard of the church and its meat
distributed among the dwellers of the surround-
ing neighbourhood.  On Monday, Armenian fur
makers would assemble here for a special mass.
The presence of faithful Armenians from Eyüp
itself and from other districts would give a joy-
ous atmosphere to the church and thanks to the
contributions announced during the banquet

that resembled a festival, the expens-
es of the Bezciyan school and church
would be covered.41

The church Saint Elia is located
on number 16 of Karayel Street, from
which it is separated with its eastern
outer wall.  The church is surrounded
by a narrow courtyard and contigu-
ous to its northwestern corner is the
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Illustration 11. Baptistery of
the Saint Elia Church.

Illustration 12. Baptismal
fount of the Saint Elia
Church.

Illustration 13. Apse curtain
of the Saint Elia Church.

Illustration 6. Bezciyan
Armenian School and main
entrance of the church.

Illustration 7. Narthex of the
Saint Elia Church.

Illustration 8. Interior of the
Saint Elia Church as seen
from the west towards the
east.

Illustration 9. Apse of the
Saint Elia Church as seen
from the gallery.

Illustration 10. Interior of
the Saint Elia Church as
seen from east the towards
the west.



Bezciyan School building.  Opposite it are the
service buildings of the church.  The façade and
inner walls of this church, which is made of not
very accurately cut stone, are covered, except for
the door and window frames, with pink
coloured stucco.  The corners of the protruding
chapel walls on the northeast and southeast of
the main building are bevelled.  The apse, which
is rounded in the interior, protrudes as a straight
wall.  The eastern façade is completed by a bell-
tower with a prismatic cone set on the chapel at
the northeastern corner.  As in the case of its
eastern side, the western side of the church on
the back yard has a triangular shape.  The build-
ing of the school, contiguous to the church, is
noteworthy thanks to its façade reflecting the
architectural taste of its time.  The western side
of the wall shows the floor setting of the church.

The main door, over which there is an
inscription concerning the construction, is on
the northwest of the small, rectangular church
that is set on an east-west axis and has a single
nave.  The Saint Elia altar on the southwest of
the rather large narthex, with a flat wooden
roof, is noteworthy for its painting depicting
Saint Elia.  The narthex (kavit) is separated from
the naos by means of a wall with an iron door
and symmetrical arches, covered with ornate
iron grilles.  Over the narthex there is a gallery
(vernadun) used by the chorus.

The slightly curved vault is covered on the
outside with a double-sloped roof and on the
interior has been decorated by means of wood-
en stripes from one end to the other.  There are
also hidden ventilation holes ending in baked-
earth chimneys.  The naos (adyan) or main part
of the church receives its light from three rect-
angular, arched windows each, on the north and
south walls and from windows
on the east and west walls at the
end of the gallery.  The chorus
(tas) section, separated by a three
part wooden railing, has an altar
(surp seghan) that is under the
half-dome of the apse, is decorat-
ed on its summit with a gold

covered radiating pattern and is placed over a
white painted table.  The whole structure of the
altar is set over a marble platform (khoran-pem),
ascension to which is by means of two steps on
each side.  The section behind the altar commu-
nicates with the outside by means of a small
door and two symmetrical windows on each
side of the door.

Of the two lateral chapels, which have been
built as small churches with barrel vault and
apse and which communicate with the chorus
section by means of wooden doors with marble
frame and fronton and with the courtyard by
means of small iron doors, the one on the north-
east-as is the case in other Armenian churches-
is used as a baptistery.  Liturgical42 objects are
kept in the southeast chapel.

The other decorative elements of this
church include the protruding strip all around
the base of the vault, the graceful columns with
ionic capitals that support the arch of the apse,
the marble baptismal fount, the cantilevered
marble platform, the gold covered reliefs of the
internal walls and the crosses in relief on the
outside walls, the decorated cartouches on the
wall between the narthex and the naos, the
stripes all along the ceiling of the vault, the
painted decorations with angel and floral pat-
terns, set in stripes around the basket handle
shaped bema arch, the painted decorations in
the apses of the chapels and the oil paintings on
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llustration 14. Western
façade of the Saint Elia
Church.

Illustration 15. View from
the back of the building of
the Bezciyan School.

Illustration 16. Sarcophagi
in the southern courtyard of
the Saint Elia Church.

Illustration 18. The Last
Supper.

Illustration 19. Glory to the
Mother of God.

Illustration 20. Ascension of
Saint Elia.

Illustration 21.
Annunciation to the Virgin
Mary (1871).

IIllustration 17. Inscription
on the wall of the Surp
Hripsimyants Girls’ School.



the walls.  The embroidered altar curtain, of
good quality cotton cloth, depicting many
scenes within frames, makes up an important
part of the internal decoration.

This small church, built for a community of
poor Armenians in Eyüp, has a simple, but har-
monious style.

THE APOSTOLIC ARMENIAN
CHURCH OF THE MOTHER OF GOD

(SURP ASDVADZAZ‹N)

The Church of the Mother of God is located
in Eyüp on the hills above ‹slam Bey in the
neighbourhood called Afla¤› Mahalle or Çeflmeli
Odalar Mahallesi.  From an invitation card for
the “celebrations for the hundredth anniversary
of the reconstruction in stone of the three hun-
dred year old Chapel of the Mother of God,
which previously was made of wood” on the 8
July 1927, we learn that the church was founded
in 1675.43

According to Hovhannesyan, even though
the small wooden church in this district was
mostly demolished on 21 August 1785, a
remaining part kept being used for worship.44

The church was rebuilt in wood in 1812, so that
it could be used as a place of worship by the
Armenian workers building the K›rkçeflme
Mausolea, but as the years passed it fell into a
state of disrepair.  An inscription on the north-
ern façade of the church states that this church
was rebuilt in 1827, thanks to the material sup-
port of the Dadyan family45 and that it was
restored in 1926, under the guidance of Bishop
S›mpad Kazazyan and with the support of the
brothers A. and D. Ohanyan, Y. and T.
Lokmagözyan and of O. Muradyan.  In 1840 and
1845 Barutçubafl› Hovhannes Bey Dadyan46 had
the church repaired again.47 In 1842 a coeduca-
tional elementary school (called Arakelyan) was
added.  Also a girls’ school called Ardemyan is
mentioned.48 The Church of the Mother of God
was rebuilt in stone in 1855, thanks once more to
the material support of Hovhannes Bey Dadyan.
The last major repairs to the church were done
in 1994.49 The white marble sarcophagi, in the
courtyard on one side of the church are the last
resting place of Serovpe Sarkisyan (16th
February 1866), M›g›rd›ç fiahinyan (5th
December 1882) and of his wife Pembe (9th
February 1872), all of whom were philanthropi-
cally minded members of the community.50  The
day of the Mother of God, after which the
Church is named, is celebrated every year on the
first Sunday of July. 

The Church of the Mother of God is located
at number 5 of ‹slam Bey Kanun Street, in a pic-
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Illustration 22. Plan of the
Eyüp Mother of God
Church. (Pars Tu¤lac›, ‹stan-
bul Ermeni Kiliseleri)

Illustration 23. Eastern
façade of the Mother of God
Church.

Illustration 24. A view of
Eyüp Cemetery as seen
from the Mother of God
Church.

Illustration 25. Entrance to
the Mother of God Church
from Kanun Street.

Illustration 26. Main
entrance to the Mother of
God Church.



turesque district on a hill from where one has a
complete view of the Eyüp Cemetery.  Its
entrance is on its eastern side.  The terrain being
on a slope, ascension to the courtyard is by
means of a few steps.  Its eastern façade is flat
without any protuberance, even though the
apse is on that side.  The main body of the
church ends in a triangular roof, with protrud-
ing strips and on its two sides there are the two
chapels, all of which make up a harmonious
whole.  Two small wooden doors, with low
arches, on this side, lead to the two courtyards.
This side has windows with stone frames and a
gutter along the roof, but unfortunately the orig-
inal stone texture of the wall is invisible since it
has been covered in concrete.  The church is cov-
ered with a roof sloping towards two sides.

This church, which is almost as big as the
Saint Elia Church, is made of cut stone, inter-
spersed with double rows of bricks.  While the
northern and southern walls are plain, the inte-
riors have been covered with pastel green plas-
ter.  The entrance is on the northwest and the
bell tower is freestanding.  The narthex has a
plain wooden roof, enlivened with strips and
over it there is, as usual, the gallery.  A door

leads from the narthex to the southern court-
yard and to the gallery.  The naos is separated
from the narthex by means of a wall with an iron
door and two symmetrical windows on each
side of it, with round arches and covered with
ornate grilles.  The rectangular church with a
single nave has a flat vault, designed in a simi-
lar way to that of the previous church.  The
church receives its light through four windows,
with high rounded arches, on both the north
and the south walls and through the gallery
windows.  The chorus section is separated from
the rest of the church by means of a three-piece
ornate wooden railing with a pattern of concen-
tric medallions and from this section, wooden
doors with marble frame and fronton lead to the
chapels.  As is the tradition, the chapel on the
northeast is used as a baptistery, while the other
one is where the liturgical objects are kept.
These small-scale chapels with flat vaults com-
municate with the courtyard by means of doors.

In the chorus section there is a white marble
platform, which is reached by means of three
steps.  On the platform there is the main white
marble altar, which with the two niche-altars on
its two sides, makes up the three-part apse that
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Illustration 27. Interior of
the Mother of God Church
as seen from the west.

Illustration 28. Apse and
altar table of the Mother of
God Church.

Illustration 29. Interior of
the Mother of God Church
as seen from the east
towards the west.

Illustration 30. Windows on
the southern wall of the
Mother of God Church.
Illustration 31. Baptismal
fount of the Mother of God
Church.

Illustration 32. Marble sar-
cophagi in the southern
courtyard of the Mother of
God Church.



is typical of Armenian churches.  The secondary
altar on the southeast has a painting depicting
the Apostles Saints Peter and Paul, while the
one on the northeast has a painting of Saint
John, one of the compilers of the Bible.  The
main altar is dedicated to the Virgin Mary and is
decorated with religious motifs in relief and is
crowned with a representation of a golden radi-
ating sun.  On the background, the half-dome of
the apse is subdivided with starry stripes, and
richly decorated with golden patterns of grapes,
vines and sheaves of grain.

The floral and angel patterned
designs used in the interior deco-
ration of the church and around
the windows and the oval stained
glass windows are particularly
noteworthy. The protruding strip
all around the base of the vault in
the interior, the grooved gold
painted columns that support the
arch of the apse, the marble bap-
tismal fount with reliefs reflecting
the taste of those days, the oil
paintings depicting religious
scenes that have been placed in

various parts of the church and the rectangular
stone frames and frontons of the windows on
the north and south walls, are the other decora-
tive elements of this church.  Also the marble
sarcophagi in the southern courtyard and the
marble fountain, dating back to 1818, in the
northern courtyard, are of artistic value.

As in the case of the Saint Elia Church in the
Niflanca neighbourhood, the Church of the
Mother of God was built modestly for a not
wealthy community, but nevertheless was done
with artistic good taste, especially as far as its
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I thank Patriarchal Vicar
General Bishop Aram
Ateflyan for his help and
permission to visit and
study the churches while
preparing this paper, titled
“Armenian Churches of
Eyüp.”

Illustration 33. The Nativity.

Illustration 34. Saint
Gregory the Illuminator
baptising Drtad, King of the
Armenians.

Illustration 35. Saints Peter
and Paul. 

Illustration 36 . Saint John,
compiler of the Bible.



interior decoration is concerned.

Whatever their architectural merits, these
two Armenian churches in Eyüp, will go on for
centuries representing existence, tolerance and
sharing in a place as steeped with sanctity and
mysticism as Eyüp.
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EYÜPSULTAN SEMPOZYUMU 1
TEBL‹⁄LER 9 - 11 May›s 1997

1. OTURUM

Baflkan: Prof. Dr. ‹hsan Süreyya S›rma

1. Prof. Dr. ‹smail Lütfi ÇAKAN
Hadis Kaynaklar›nda Halid b.Zeyd (Eyüpsultan Hz.) 11
2. Dr. Abdülaziz BAYINDIR
Eyüp fieriye Sicilleri 19
3. Gündegül PARLAR
Gravürlerde Eyüpsultan 23
4. Sadi BAYRAM
Fatih’in Eyüpsultan Vakfiyesi 33
5. Yrd. Doç. Dr. Tülin ÇORUHLU
Hançerli Lahitler 43
6. Yrd. Doç. Dr. Yaflar ÇORUHLU
OrtaAsya’dan Anadolu’ya Lahitlerde Görülen Hançer
Motiflerinin Sembolizmi 60

II. OTURUM

Baflkan: Prof. Dr. Selçuk MÜLAY‹M

1. Mine ÜNSAL
Eyüpsultan Türbesi Hacet Penceresinin Parmakl›¤›n›n
Restorasyonu 71
2. Ferize fiEN
Eyüpsultan Camii Çinileri Üzerine 74
3. Cihat SOYHAN
Tekfur Saray› Çevresi ve Çinicili¤i 79
4. Doç. Dr. Neslihan SÖNMEZ
Saliha Sultan Çeflmesi Restorasyonu 82
5. Doç. Dr. Zeki SÖNMEZ
Sinan’›n Mimarl›¤›nda Zal Mahmut Pafla
Külliyesi’nin Yeri 90

III. OTURUM

Baflkan: Prof. Dr. Örcün BARIfiTA

1. Prof. Dr. Selçuk MÜLAY‹M
Piyer Loti’den Eyüp S›rtlar› 99

2. Prof. Dr. Baha TANMAN
Eyüpsultan’da Tarikat Yap›lar› 102
3. Fahrünnisa Enrasi KARA
Eyüpsultan Tarihi Yerleflme Dokusunda
Planlama ve Uygulama ‹liflkileri 121
4. Y›lmaz ZENGER
Özel Dokulu Kent Parçalar›n›n Ça¤dafl
Yaflama Adaptasyonu 139
5. Dr. Sinan GEN‹M
XV. ve XVI. Yüzy›lda Eyüp 142
6. Dr. Ahmet Kamil GÖREN
Geçmiflten Günümüze Ayvansaray 148

IV. OTURUM

Baflkan: Prof. Dr. Cahit BALTACI

1. Prof. Dr. Örcün BARIfiTA
Eyüp’te Baz› Çocuk Mezartafllar› 172
2.  Prof. Dr. Hüsrev SUBAfiI
Hat Sanat› ve Tarih Aç›s›ndan Eyüp
Mezartafl› Kitabeleri 181

3. Prof. Dr. Hakk› ACUN
Eyüp’te bir Tafloluk Örne¤i: Ejderli Tafloluk 198
4. Arfl. Gör. Ahmet Sacid AÇIKGÖZO⁄LU
Eyüpsultan’da Ketebeli Mezartafllar› 202
5. Sezai GÜLfiEN
Eyüp’te Gömülü Meflhurlar 206
6. Doç. Dr. Cahit ATASOY
Eyüp’te Musiki Hayat›, Hüseyin
Fahrettin ve Zekai Dede 214

EYÜPSULTAN SEMPOZYUMU II
TEBL‹⁄LER 8 - 10 MAYIS 1998

1. OTURUM

1. Prof. Dr. Semavi EY‹CE
Eyüpsultan Semtinde Tarih ve Sanat Tarihi 12
2. Prof. Dr. Süleyman ATEfi
Ebu’ssuûd Efendi 38
3. Prof. Mimar Nezih ELDEM
Eyüp Sultan Camii ve Yak›n Çevresi 51
4. Prof. Dr. ‹hsan Süreyya SIRMA
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Ebu Eyyup El-Ensari’yi Konstantiniyye
Surlar›na Kadar Getiren Âmil Neydi? 54
5. Doç. Dr. Suphi Saatçi
Sinan’›n Mimarbafl› Olarak Eyüp’teki ‹lk Eseri 58
6. Nail BAYRAKTAR
Eyüb Vak›f Kütüphaneleri 64
7. Prof. Dr. Hakk› ÖNKAL
Eyüp Türbeleri 70
8. Prof. Dr. Mimar M. Baha TANMAN
K›l›ç Kuflanma Törenlerinin Eyüp Sultan
Külliyesi ‹le Yak›n Çevresine Yans›mas› 76
9. Beflir AYVAZO⁄LU
Edebiyat›m›zda Eyüp 94
10. Yrd. Doç. Dr. Tülin ÇORUHLU
Eyüp Sultan Ve Çevresindeki Hazirelerde Bulunan Mezar
Tafllar›nda Kase ‹çinde Meyve Tasvirleri 102
11. Yrd. Doç. Dr. Yaflar Çoruhlu
Eyüp Ve Çevresindeki Mezartafllar›nda Görülen Kase
‹çinde Meyve Tasvirlerinin Sembolizmi 118

II. OTURUM

1. Prof. Dr. Hatice Örcün BARIfiTA
Tafl›yla Topra¤›yla ‹stanbul’dan Eski Bir semt
Eyüpsultan’da Yeni Bulgular Üzerine 128
2. Stefanos YERAS‹MOS
16. Yüzy›lda Eyyüb Vakf› Muhasebelerinde
Eyüp Kasabas› 140
3. T. Nejat ERALP
Eyüp Sultan ve Osmanl› Hükümdarlar›n›n K›l›ç
Kuflanma Törenleri Taklid-i Seyf 150
4. Doç. Dr. Cahit ATASOY
Eyüpsultan’da Zekai Dede Konservatuar› 154
5. Y›lmaz ZANGER
Gelece¤e Tafl›nabilirlik Yöntemleri 158

III. OTURUM

1. Yrd. Doç. Dr. Mehmet EM‹N
Eyüp Sultan ‹smi Üzerine 162
2. Sadi BAYRAM
Eyüp Sultan Türbesi’nde 1919-1920 Tarihlerinde
Yap›lan Çini H›rs›zl›¤› ve Belgeleri 166
3. Erdem YÜCEL
Yaflam›n Son Y›llar›nda Eyüp An›tlar›n› Onaran Yüksek
Mimar Vasfi Egeli 176
4. Gündegül PARLAR
Sanatç› Gözüyle Mehter 180
5. Yard. Doç. Dr. Mahmud Erol K›l›ç
Cemâlizâde Tekkesi fieyhi Seyyid Muhammed
Cemâleddin-i Uflflâkî ve fiiiri 186
6. Süleyman Faruk GÖNCÜO⁄LU
Yâ Vedûd Eyüpsultan ‹lçesinin yok edilen Tarihî bir
Mahallesinin Dünü ve Bugünü 190
7. Doç. Dr. Füsun AL‹O⁄LU
Eyüp’te Baz› 19. Yüzy›l Yap›lar›nda Yap› Malzemesi ve
Teknolojisi Üzerine Gözlemler 202
8. Doç. Dr. Hikmet ÖZDEM‹R
Eyüpsultan’da Bir Han›m Sultan
Âdile Sultan (1826-1899) 210
9. Dr. Yük. Mimar Ayten ERDEM
Eyüp/fieyh Murad Efendi Tekkesi Avlu Kap›s›,
Çeflme ve fiad›rvan Restitüsyonu 216
10. Aynur Ç‹FTÇ‹
Eyüpsultan’›n Tarihi Karakollar› 226
11. Dr. Ahmet Kamil GÖREN
Türk Resim Sanat›nda Eyüp Sultan’›

Betimleyen Ressamlar 238
12. Aziz DO⁄ANAY
Eyüp Sultan Camii Civar›ndaki Baz› Mezarlar›n
Natüralist Üslupta Klasik Devir Süslemeleri 260

IV. OTURUM

1. Haydar SANAL
Eyüp ve Musikimiz 268
2. Prof. Dr. Mehmet Zeki KUfiO⁄LU
Neden Müze? Nas›l Bir Müze? 274
3. Dr. Hatice F. KARA
Eyüpsultan Yerleflme Dokusunun Tarihsel Süreç
‹çinde Geliflimi-De¤iflimi 278
4. Selma Mine ERSES
Kuruluflundan Günümüze Eyüpsultan’da
Kimlik Aray›fl› 294
5. Erman GÜVEN
Eyüpsultan Türbesi’ne Vakfedilen Eserler 312
6. Sebahat GÜL
Feshane Fabrikas› ve Hal›lar› 320
7. Ahmed Sacit AÇIKGÖZO⁄LU
‹mzas›z Bir Sami Efendi Mezar Tafl› 324
8. Ferize fiEN
Eyüp’te Siyavufl Pafla Türbesi Çinilerinde Renk ve
Kompozisyon Özellikleri 328

EYÜPSULTAN SEMPOZYUMU III
TEBL‹⁄LER 28 - 30 MAYIS 1999

I. OTURUM

1. Prof. Dr. Semavi EY‹CE
Dünya Devleti Olarak Osmanl› Devleti ve Osmanl› Dönemi
Türk Sanat›n›n Dünya Sanat›ndaki Yeri 12
2. Prof. Dr. Sadettin ÖKTEN
Bir Semtin Kimli¤i Üzerine: Eyüp Sultan 28
3. Prof. Dr. ‹hsan Süreyya SIRMA
Eyüpsultan Hakk›nda Baz› Mülahazalar 38
4. Prof. Dr. Filiz Çal›fllar Yeniflehirlio¤lu
Eyüp Çömlekçiler Mahallesi Araflt›rmalar› 42
5. Prof. Dr. Cahit Baltac›
Osmanl›lar Döneminde ‹slam Medeniyeti 52
6. Prof. Dr. Ayfl›l Tükel Yavuz
Beypazar› Suluhan 58
7. Prof. Dr. Gönül Cantay
‹stanbul’un Tarihi Topo¤rafyas› 86
8. Gündegül Parlar
Fatih’in Ekaliyete Verdi¤i ‹mtiyazlar Gennadious’un
‹tikadnamesi 94
9. Dr. Hatice Fahrünnisa Kara
Bir Dünya Kenti ‹stanbul ve ‹lk Türk (Osmanl›)-‹slam
Yerleflmesi Eyüp Üzerine 102
10. Arfl. Gör. Süleyman Faruk Göncüo¤lu
Saya Oca¤› 122

II. OTURUM

1. Prof. Dr. Süleyman Atefl
Akflemseddin (792-863/1390-1459) 130
2. Prof. Dr. H. Örcün Bar›flta
Eyüpsultan’da Ebru Desenli Seramik ve Çiniler 156
3. Doç. Dr. M. Cahit Atasoy
700 Y›ll›k Medeniyetimizdeki Türk Musikisi 164
4. Prof. Dr. H. C. M. U¤ur Derman
EyüpSultan Reflâdiye Nümûne Mektebi’nin Kaz›nm›fl
Kitâbesine Dair 170
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5.Doç. Dr. Suphi Saatçi
Kubbeyi Zirveye Tafl›yan Mimar 176

6. Doç. Dr. Ressam Berke ‹nel
Osmanl› Devleti’nde Güzel Sanatlara Verilen Önem 184
7. Dr. Mustafa Koç
‹lmi Araflt›rmalarda Filolojik Yöntem 192
8. Doç. Dr. Halit Çal
‹stanbul Eyüp’teki Erkek Mezar Tafllar›nda Bafll›klar 206
9. Yrd. Doç. Dr. Ahmet Kamil Gören
Eyüpsultan’› Betimleyen Az›nl›k, Levanten ve Yabanc›
Ressamlar 226
10. Dr. Süleyman Berk
Eyüpsultan S›n›rlar› ‹çerisinde Hattat Mustafa
Rak›m’a Ait Mezartafl› Kitabeleri 242
11. Arfl. Gör. Emine Ketencio¤lu 
Eyüpsultan’da Adile Sultan Türbesi’ndeki
Puflide Örnekleri 250

III. OTURUM

1. Prof. Dr. Ahmet Akgündüz
Osmanl› Devleti’nde Hoflgörünün Hukuki Temelleri 262
2. Prof. Dr. Ertu¤rul Önalp
Bir ‹spanyol Gezginin Gözüyle 1807 Y›l›nda
Eyüpsultan Camii 276
3. Prof. Dr. Hulusi Yavuz
‹slami Ziyaret Merkezi Olarak Eyüpsultan 282
4. Doç. Dr. Tülin Çoruhlu
Osmanl› Cebehanesinde Türk Sultanlar›n›n Silahlar› 290
5. Doç. Dr. Nuran Kara Pilehvarian 
Bezmîalem Valide Sultan’›n Gureba-i
Müslimin Hastaneleri 296
6. Yrd. Doç. Dr. Gönül Y›lmazkurt
‹stanbul Eyüpsultan’da Mihriflah Valide Sultan Türbesi
Sandukalar›ndaki Puflideler 304
7. Dr. Abdullah Uzun 
Bizans ve Osmanl› Döneminde Eyüpsultan’›n
Kabri ve Etkileri 314
8. Server Day›o¤lu
Osmanl› Sanat›nda Mevlevi Hattatlar ve Divan Edebiyat›
Müzesi Koleksiyonu 320
9. Arfl. Gör. M. Necati Kutlu
‹ki Bat›l› Gezgine Göre XX. Yüzy›l Bafl›nda
Eyüp ve Çevresi 332
10. Arfl. Gör. Murat Çerkez 
Eyüpsultan Mezarl›klar›nda Kandil Motifleri 338
11. Arfl. Gör. Candafl Keskin
Eyüpsultan’da Bulunan Osmanl› Dönemi
Armal› ve Niflanl› Mezar Tafllar› 366

12. Yrd. Doç. Dr. Vildan Çetintafl
‹stanbul Eyüpsultan Hazreti Halid Türbesi
Haziresi’nde Yer Alan Mezar Tafllar› Konulu
TezlerinDe¤erlendirilmesi 372

IV. OTURUM

1. Prof. Dr. Hamza Gündo¤du
Erzurum’da ‹lk Osmanl› Yap›laflmas› 380
2. Prof. Dr. Haflim Karpuz
Osmanl›’da Konut Mimarisi Konya Örne¤i 390
3. Gülnur Kaday›fç› - Hülya Yalç›n
Eyüp Camii ve Merkez Civar›nda Yürütülen Koruma Amaçl›
Kentsel Tasar›m Çal›flma ve Uygulamalar› 402
4. Sadi Bayram
H. 1262 / M. 1846 Tarihli Eyüp teberrukat Defteri 420
5. Yrd. Doç. Dr. Mehmet ‹brahimgil

Balkanlarda türk Kültürü ve Sanat› 428
6. Doç. Dr. Zekiye Yenen
Osmanl› Dönemi Türk Kentinde Planlama Kültürü 438
7. Doç. Dr. Nur Urfal›o¤lu
Eyüp ‹zzet Efendi Türbesi Üzerine Düflünceler 446
8. Yrd. Doç. Dr. Nuray Özaslan
Eyüp Kentsel Tarihinde Osmanl› Öncesi Dönem 452
9. Erdem Yücel
Edirne Evleri 462
10. Arfl. Gör. Esma ‹güs Parmaks›z
Osmanl› Mimarl›¤›nda fiad›rvan ve
‹stanbul Örnekleri 472
11. Yrd. Doç. Dr. Y›lmaz Özcan
Eyüpsultanl› Bir Hattat›m›z Mehmed Raflid Efendi 478
12. Arfl. Gör. Kamil Biçici
Eyüpsultan Vusuli Efendi Türbesi Haziresi 490
13. Sempozyumdan Görüntüler 502

EYÜPSULTAN SEMPOZYUMU IV
TEBL‹⁄LER 5 - 7 MAYIS 2000

Takdim
Eyüp Belediye Baflkan› Ahmet Genç
Yeni Ufuklara Do¤ru 7
Kültür ve Turizm Müdürü ‹rfan Çal›flan 16

I. OTURUM

1. Prof. Dr. Selçuk Mülayim
Fatih Külliyesinde Çorba Kap›s› 12
2. Prof. Dr. R›fat Önsoy
Osmanl› Borçlar› Üzerine Bir De¤erlendirme 16
3. Prof. Dr. Ziya Kaz›c›
Osmanl› Devrinde ‹nsan Haklar› 22
4. Prof. Dr. Bekir Deniz
Osmanl› Döneminde Düz Dokuma Yayg›lar 28
5. Prof. Dr. Özden Süslü
Osmanl› Çini ve Keramik Sanat›nda K›rm›z› Rengin
Yeri ve Geliflim 44
6. Prof. Dr. Tevhide Özba¤› / Pakize Kayadibi
Osmanl› Dönemi Para Keseleri 52
7. Doç. Dr. Nur Urfal›o¤lu 
Osmanl› Sebil Mimarisi 60
8. Doç. Dr. Nuran Kara Pilehvarian
Osmanl› Çeflme Mimarisinde 19. yy. De¤iflimleri 68
9. Yrd. Doç. Dr. Tülin Çoruhlu - Yaflar Çoruhlu
‹stanbul’da Denizci Mezar Tafllar› 76
10. Yrd. Doç. Dr. Emine Karpuz
Osmanl› Mutfak Kültürü 90
11. Gündegül Parlar
Osmanl› Kurulufl Dönemi Sikkelerinde Kompozisyon 100
12. M. Necati Kutlu
Avrupa’da Görevlendirilen (Eyüp’te Medfun)
‹lk Osmanl› Sefiri: Ahmet Vas›f Efendi 106
13. Prof. Dr. Ertu¤rul Önalp
1560 Cerbe Deniz Zaferi ve Cebre Kalesinin Fethi 112

II. OTURUM

1. Prof. Dr. Zeynep Ahunbay
Eyüp’teki Osmanl› E¤itim Yap›lar› ve Korunmalar›yla
‹lgili Öneriler 132
2. Prof. Dr. Hakk› Önkal - Doç. Dr. Ayfle Üstün
Eyüp’te Baz› Cami ve Türbelerin Tamirleriyle ‹lgili Arfliv
Belgeleri Hakk›nda Görüfller 142
3. Prof. Dr. Gönül Cantay
Eyüpsultan Külliyesi 156
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4. Doç. Dr. Zekiye Yenen
Planlamada Veri Oluflturmak Üzere Eyüp’te
Korunacak De¤erler 164
5. Doç. Dr. Suphi Saatçi
Sinan’›n Eyüp’teki Eserleri 178
6. Yrd. Doç. Dr. Nuray Özaslan
Eyüp’te Kentsel Dokunun Geliflimi 184
7. Yrd. Doç. Dr. Betül Bak›r
Eyüpsultan Camii’nde Yap›sal Konum ve
Mimari Geliflim 194
8. Dr. Ayten Erdem
Eyüp/Kuyubafl› Emin Baba Tekkesi Restorasyon
De¤erlendirmesi 202
9. Dr. Hatice Fahrunnisa (Ensari) Kara
Tarihi Çevrenin Korunmas›nda Bir Akdeniz ‹slam
Ülkesi - Tunus ve Eyüp 214
10. Hülya Yalç›n
Kültür Miras› Yap›lar›n Korunmas› ve Kullan›m› 238

III. OTURUM

1. Prof. Dr. Örcün Bar›flta
Eyüpsultan Cafer Pafla Türbesi Kaz›s› ve Mezar Tafl›
Süslemeleri Üzerine 252
2. M. U¤ur Derman (Prof. h.c.) Piyer Loti’nin Oturdu¤u
Evin Kitabesi 278
3. Erdem Yücel
Cemal Server Revnako¤lu’nun Eyüp Çal›flmalar› 284
4. Yrd. Doç. Dr. Nuri Seçgin
Eyüp Sultan Haziresindeki Mimari Lâhitler 298
5. Erman Güven
Eyüp Sultan Türbesinin Hat Sanat› Aç›s›ndan
De¤erlendirilmesi 310
6. Dr. Süleyman Berk
Eyüp’te Medfun Hattan Filibeli (Bakkal)
Ahmed Arif Efendi 324
7. Dr. Z. Cihan Özsay›ner
Eyüp’teki Mimar Sinan Türbelerinin
Hat Sanat› Düzenleri 336
8. Aziz Do¤anay
Eyüp Camii Civar›ndaki Mezarl›klarda Görülen Çintemani
(Körkle-Moncuk) Motifi Hakk›nda Bir Araflt›rma 340
9. Prof. Dr. Sadettin Ökten - Aynur Can
Objeden Hareketle Bir Estetik Denemesi Estetik Obje
Olarak Eyüp Sultan 350

IV. OTURUM

1. Prof. Dr. ‹smail Lütfi Çakan 
Sahabe Kimli¤i Aç›s›ndan Eyüpsultan’›n Baz› Davran›fl
ve De¤erlendirmeleri 364
2. Prof. Dr. Semavi Eyice
Piyer Loti 370
3. Prof. Dr. Mehmet fieker
Yabanc› Gözüyle XVIII-XIX. Yüzy›lda Eyüp’e Bir Bak›fl 400
4. Prof. Dr. Hulusi Yavuz
Eyüp’te Medfun Osmanl› fieyhülislâmlar› 408
5. Doç. Dr. Cahit Atasoy
Eyüpsultan Türk Musikisi Boyunca Bir Mektep
(Ekol) Olmufltur 420
6. D. Mehmet Do¤an
Büyük Fetih ve Eyüpsultan 426
7. Doç. Dr. Sait Öztürk
Osmanl› Toplumuna Eyüp’ten Bak›fl 438
8. Dr. Sinan Genim
Kültür Sorunu 448
9. Mustafa Miyaso¤lu

Ziya Osman Saba’da Eyüpsultan ve Ölüm Duygusu 452
10. Beflir Ayvazo¤lu
Eyüp’te Medfun Bir fiairin, Ahmet Haflim’in
Din Duygular› 466
11. Yurdun Güvenen
Eyüpsultan’›n Kültür Hayat›m›za ve ‹stanbul
fiehirleflmesine Etkileri 470
12. Musa Seyirci
Bat› Akdeniz Bölgesinde Osmanl› Döneminde
Teke Türkmenleri 494

EYÜPSULTAN SEMPOZYUMU V
TEBL‹⁄LER 11 - 13 MAYIS 2001

I. OTURUM

1. Prof. Dr. Semavi Eyice
Zal Mahmut Pafla Camii ve Mimar Sinan 12
2. Prof. Dr. Mehmet fieker
El Yazmas› “Ebu Eyyub El Ensari Menakibi” Adl› Eser ve
Nüshalar› Üzerine Bir De¤erlendirme 22
3. Haydar Sanal
Eyüpsultan Vasf›nda Musikili Bir Türkü 30
4. M. A. Gündegül Parlar
Eyüp Kad›l›¤›nda Yerleflim Sürecinde Sosyal Yaflamdan
Kesitler (15-16. Y.Y) 38
5. Doç. Dr. Nuray Özaslan
Yabanc› Seyyahlar Gözüyle Eyüp 46
6. Doç. Dr. Said Öztürk
1576 Sicil Kay›tlar›nda Eyüp Kad›l›¤› Bütçesi 50
7. Erdem Yücel
Reflat Ekrem Koçu’nun Eyüp Çal›flmalar› 58

II. OTURUM

1. Prof. Dr. Filiz Yeniflehirlio¤ullar›
Eyüp’te Bir Çömlekçi Ailesi 66
2. Prof. Dr. Örcün Bar›flta
Eyüpsultan’da Kuflevleri 72
3. Yrd. Doç. Dr. Vildan Çetintafl
Eyüp’lü Bir Sanatç› Dervifl Hasan 76
4. Cengiz Bektafl
Eyüp Oyuncakç›lar› Oyuncak Müzeleri 80
5. Talip Mert
Bahariye Mevlevihanesi 84
6. Prof. Dr. Ayla Ersoy
Mezar Tafllar›ndaki Servi A¤aç Kültü 90
7. Yrd. Doç. Dr. Tosun Yalç›nkaya
Eyüp’te Oyuncakc› Ç›kmaz› 96
8. Dr. Z. Cihan Özsay›ner
Mimar Sinan’›n Eyüp Camilerinde Hat sanat› Düzeni 100
9. Dr. Süleyman Berk
Eyüpsultan’da Celi Sülüs Kuflak ve Yaz›lar 106
10.Yasemin Masarac›
fiehir Müzesindeki Eyüp ‹malat› Eserler 112

III. OTURUM

1. Prof. Dr. Gönül Cantay
Cezri Kas›m Pafla Külliyesi 116
2. Prof. Dr. Hakk› Önkal
Eyüp Mihriflah ve fiahsultan Türbelerinin Kitabeleri
Ifl›¤›nda Mihriflah Kad›n Meselesi 122
3. Prof. Dr. Erol Gürdal - Prof. Dr. Ahmet Ersen
Tarihi Yap›larda Duvar Onar›mlar› ve Tarihsel
Otanti¤in Korunmas› 126
4. Prof. Dr. Zekiye Yenen - Hülya Berkman Yakar
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Eyüp’te Ekonomi ve Sosyal De¤iflimin Fiziksel Doku
Arac›l›¤›nda ‹rdelenmesi 130
5. Dr. Sinan Genim
Eyüp’te  Bir Restorasyon 140
6. Dr. Ayten Erdem
Eyüp’te Sivil Mimari Örnekleri ve Koruma Sorunlar› 144
7.Doç. Dr. Suphi Saatçi
Sinan’›n Eyüp’teki Eserleri Üzerine Gözlemler 152
8. Dr. F. Nisa Kara
Eyüp’te Kültürel Sosyal Rekreatif Doku Odaklar› 156

IV. OTURUM

1. Prof. Dr. ‹smail Lütfi Çakan
Eyüpsultan’›n Rivayetlerinden Seçmeler ve
K›rk Hadis Projesi 170
2. Aynur Can
Günümüzde Eyüpsultan Nas›l Alg›lan›yor? 174
3. Prof. Dr. ‹skender Pala
Ebusuud Haziresi 186
4. Nejat Eralp
Eyüp’te Dukakinzâdeler Ailesi 192
5. Recep Uslu
Eyüp’te Medfun Enderunlu Faz›l’›n Çenginamesi’nin
Müzik Kayna¤› Olma Bak›m›ndan De¤eri 196
6. M. Cemal Öztürk
Ermeni Soyk›r›m› Hakk›nda Piyer Loti’nin
Düflünceleri 200
7. Dr. Mustafa Güler
fiah Sultan ve Zal Mahmud Pafla Vakfiyesi 210
8. Fadime Geleç
Eyüp Oyuncaklar› 218
9. ‹smail Orman
Eyüpsultan Camii Türbelerindeki 
Çini Envanter Çal›flmas› 224

EK BÖLÜM

1. Tebli¤ler
2. Erman Güven
Eyüpsultan Müzesindeki Hat Örnekleri 234
3. Dr. Al›m Karamürsel
Eyüp’te Zeyni Mezartafllar› 240
4. A. Sacid Aç›kgözo¤lu
Eyüpsultan Siluetinin Manevi D›fl Amilleri 244
5. Hülya Yalç›n
Öyküleriyle Eyüp 248

SERG‹LERDEN

1. Ahmet Bay›nd›r
Eyüp Resimleri ve Portreler 270
2. Müflerref Göver
Eyüp’ten Mezartafl› Motifleri 272

D‹A GÖSTER‹M‹

1. Firdevs Say›lan
Eyüp’ten Kareler 276

EYÜPSULTAN SEMPOZYUMU VI
TEBL‹⁄LER 10 - 12 MAYIS 2002

I. OTURUM

1.Prof. Dr. Hüseyin Algül
Halid Bin Zeyd (Ebû Eyyûb El-Ensari) 14

2. Doç. Dr. Raflit Küçük
‹stanbul’da Medfun Oldu¤u Söylenen Sahabilerden
Ebu’d Derda 24
3. Dr. Fahrunnisa Ensari Kara
Sahabe, Ensar ve Eyüp’te Yatan Sahabeler 28
4. Erdem Yücel
Yâ Vedûd Sultan 44
5. Doç. Dr. Azmi Bilgin
Ümmî Sinan 48
6. Prof. Dr. Günay Kut / Turgut Kut
Ayvansarayi (Haf›z Hüseyin B. ‹smail) ve Eserleri 52
7. Prof. Dr. Refik Turan
XVI. Yüzy›lda Bir Türk Atabeyi Hoca Sa’deddin Efendi 56
8.Müfid Yüksel
‹dris-i Bitlisî ve Eyüp’teki Eserleri 72

9. Prof. Dr. Ahmet Turan Arslan
Eyüp Sultan Hakk›nda Bir Bibligrafya Denemesi
(Arapça-Osmanl›ca) 86
10. Gündügül Aç›köney Parlar
Eyüp ‹ndeksi 90
11. Prof. Dr. Erendiz Özbayo¤lu
‹lkça¤da Eyüp 106

II. OTURUM

1. Prof. Dr. ‹lber Ortayl›
Eyüb’de Bir Türbe Sultan V. Mehmed Reflad 112
2. Prof. Dr. Hüseyin Hatemi
Molla Lütfi 116
3. Prof. Dr. Bekir Karl›a¤a
Ali Kuflçu 120
4. Prof. Dr. Atilla Çetin
Tunuslu Hayrettin Pafla 128
5. Yrd. Doç. Dr. Mehmet ‹brahimgil
Sokullu Mehmed Pafla’n›n Osmanl› Tarihindeki
Yeri ve Önemi 138
6. Dr. Nazif Öztürk
fiah Sultan veya fiah Sultanlar 144
7. Dr. Mustafa K›l›ç
‹bni Kemal Pafla 152
8. Yrd. Doç. Dr. Tülin Çoruhlu
Halil R›fat Pafla 158
9. Mustafa Arma¤an
Zal Mahmud Pafla 162
10. Prof. Dr. Belk›s Altunifl-Gürsoy
Prens Sabahattin 166

III. OTURUM

1. Prof. Dr. Semavi Eyice
‹htifalci Mehmed Ziya Bey, Hayat›, Mezar› ve Eserleri 172
2. Prof. Dr. Gönül Cantay
Ressam Feyhaman Duran 182
3. Prof. Dr. M. Orhan Okay
Eyüp S›rtlar›nda bir Necip Faz›l 192
4. D. Mehmet Do¤an
Mehmet Âkif Ersoy 200
5. Prof. Dr. Mustafa Uzun
Hayat›n› Kalemiyle Kazanan Bir Türk Yazar›
Ömer R›za Do¤rul 214
6. Doç. Dr. ‹smail Kara
Rüsûh ve ‹stikamet Sahibi Bir Zat Babanzâde
Ahmet Naim Bey 222
7. T. Nejat Eralp
Mareflal Fevzi Çakmak 228
8. Sezai Gülflen
Çok Yönlü Bir Sanatç› Eyüp’lü Hayalî Sa’it Efendi 238
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9. Selçuk Seçkin / fiükrü Sönmezer
Mimar Vedat Tek ve Mimarl›¤› 242

IV. OTURUM

1. Prof. Dr. Muhammet Nur Do¤an
Bakî’nin fiiir Aynas›nda Osmanl› Hayat›ndan
Renkli Akisler 250
2. Prof. Dr. ‹skender Pala
Son Divan fiairi Yeniflehirli Avni Bey 266
3. Yrd. Doç. Dr. Nuri Özcan
Türk Mûsikisinde “fiark›” Formunun Büyük
Bestekâr› Hac› Ârif Bey 270
4. Prof. Dr. Ayla Ersoy
fieker Ahmet Pafla 278
5. Yrd. Doç. Dr. Nermin Özcan Özer
Levni Abdülcelil Çelebi 284
6. Burçak Evren
Dünyan›n En Yafll› Adam› Bir Garip Zaro A¤a 292
7. Mehmet Güntekin
Ebubekir A¤a 298
8. Doç. Dr. Filiz K›l›ç
F›tnat Han›m 300
9. Yrd. Doç. Dr. Fatma Ahsen Turan
‹ncili Çavufl ve Mizah Dünyas› 306
10. Doç. Dr. Ayfle Özel
Nigarî 312

V. OTURUM

1. Mehmet Efendio¤lu
Abdullah Eyyubi 318
2. Y. Müh. fiinasi Acar
Bir Kitabenin Düflündürdükleri Abdullah K›r›mî 324
3. Dr. Talip Mert
Musâhip Mehmet Sait Efendi 330
4.Dr. Süleyman Berk
Hattat ‹smail Zühdî Efendi 336

5. Dr.  Zübeyde Cihan Özsay›ner
Mahmud Celaleddin Efendi 342
6. Recep Akakufl
Gönenli Hoca ve Eyüp Cami fieyh’ul-Kurral›¤› 348
7. Prof. Dr. Ali Osman Özcan
Ölümünün 100. Y›l›nda Cihan Pehlivan› Kara Ahmet 356
8. Yrd. Doç. Dr. Ahmet Kamil Gören
Eyüpsultan’da Gönüllü Bir Ressam Hüseyin Avni Lifij 364
9. Arafl. Gör. Esma ‹güs Parmaks›z
fiekerci Hac› Bekir ve Ali Muhittin 372
10. Haflim fiahin
Eyüp’lü Bir tarihçi Ord. Prof. ‹smail Hakk› Uzunçarfl›l› 378

EK BÖLÜM

1. Hülya Yalç›n
Eyüp’e Sevdal› Bir Eyüplü Nezih Eldem 384
2. Yrd. Doç. Dr. Nermin Özcan Özer
Nigari’nin fiairli¤i 400
3. Yaflar Bafl
Eyüp’ün Ebedi Sakinlerinden ‹zzet Mehmet Pafla 402
4. Gül Sar›dikmen Ahraz
Ressam Halit Naci 408

EYÜPSULTAN SEMPOZYUMU VII
TEBL‹⁄LER 9 - 11 MAYIS 2003

I. OTURUM

1. Prof. Dr. Hüseyin Algül
Müjdelenmifl Topraklar 14
2. Prof. Dr. Semavi Eyice
Bizans’›n Fetih S›ras›nda Mimari Miras› 20
3. Prof. Dr. E. Nazif Gürdo¤an
Fetih’in 550. Y›l›nda Yeni Fetih Kap›lar› 48
4. Dr. Mehmet Do¤an
Büyük Fetih ve Ankara 54
5. Prof. Dr. Refik Turan
Efsanelerle ‹stanbul’un Fethi 66
6. Mustafa Arma¤an
‹stanbul’u ve Fatih’i Anlayabilmek 72
7. Gündegül Parlar
Fatih Dönemi Sikkelerinin Sanat Tarihi Yönleri 78

II. OTURUM

1. Prof. Dr. Örcün Bar›flta
Osmanl› ‹mparatorlu¤u Geç Dönem A¤aç ‹fllerinin
Eyüpsultan’dan Seçkin Örnekleri 84
2. Prof. Dr. Gönül Cantay
Eyüpsultan Silüetinde ‹vaz Efendi Camii 90
3. Prof. Dr. Gündüz Gediko¤lu / Yar. Doç. Dr. Ensar Niflanc›
‹stanbul Silüetinde Bir fiahsiyet ve Bir Kimlik Olarak
Eyüpsultan 96
4. Doç. Dr. Osman Cilac›
‹nanç Turizmi ve Eyüpsultan 102
5. Yar. Doç. Dr. Fatma Ahsen Turan
Destanc› Eyüplü Mustafa  fiükrü Efendi ve Destanlar› 108
6. Yrd. Doç. Dr. Nuri Özcan
Son Devrin Ünlü Musikîflinaslar›ndan Eyüp’lü Haf›z Ahmet
Irsoy ve Sadettin Heper 120
7. Dr. Sacit Aç›kgözo¤lu
Fetih’ten Sonraki ‹lk Büyük Camide (Eyüp)
Yeni Bir Mekan 128

III. OTURUM

1. Dr. Mehmet Efendio¤lu
Sahabe Dönemi ‹stanbul Seferleri 132
2. Prof. Dr. Süleyman Toprak
Fetih’in 550. Y›l›nda Eyüpsultan türbesi
Nas›l Ziyaret Edilmeli 138
3. Doç. Dr. Arif Y›ld›r›m
Ebû Eyüp el-Ensari’nin Bir Ayetle ‹lgili Yorumu ve
‹stanbul’un Fethi 160
4. Yrd. Doç. Dr. Gülgün Köro¤lu
Bizansta Hekim Azizler, Eyüp’teki Kosmas ve
Damianos Kilisesi 172
5. Dr. Zübeyde Cihan Özsay›ner
Eyüp Hazirelerinde ‹ki Kad›n Hattat; Habibe Hatun ve
Hafize Habibi Han›m 178
6. Dr. Aziz Do¤anay
Eyüp’teki Çardakl› Türbelerin Asma Kap›lar› 182

IV. OTURUM

1. Prof. Dr. Harun Bat›rbaygil / Doç. Dr. Nuran Kara
Plenvirian
‹stanbul’un Fethi’nin Osmanl› Zihniyet Dünyas›n›n
Oluflumuna Etkileri 192
2. Mustafa Miyaso¤lu
Fetih fiiirleri 198
3. Doç. Dr. Filiz K›l›ç
Tezkireler Ifl›¤›nda ‹stanbul 214
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4. Yrd. Doç. Dr. Adem Apak
Fetih’ten Önce ‹stanbul Üzerine Müslüman Seferleri;
Emeviler Dönemi 222
5. Yrd. Doç. Dr. Tülin Çoruhlu
‹stanbul’un Fethi’nde Fatih’in Toplar› ve
Osmanl› Topçulu¤u 230
6. Yrd. Doç. Dr. Mustafa Güler
‹stanbul’un Fethi’nin zaman›n Müslüman Devletleri
Taraf›ndan Alg›lan›fl› 236
7. Yrd. Doç. Dr. Mustafa Güler
Fetih’in 550. Y›l›nda ‹stanbul Nak›flhaneleri 242

V. OTURUM

1. Prof. Dr. Muhammed Nur Do¤an
Fatih (Avni) Divançesinden Baz› Dikkatler 250
2. Prof. Dr. Ayla Ersoy
Fatih Dönemi Tezhip Sanat› 262
3. Prof. Dr. Mahmut H. fiakiro¤lu
Fatih Sultan Mehmed Devrinin Bat› Kaynakl›
Türk Vesikalar› 266
4. Doç. Dr. Ayfle Özel
Fatih Dönemi Minyatürlü Yazma Eserler 272
5. Yrd. Doç. Dr. Ahmet Kamil Gören
Tablolarda Fetih Sahneleri 276
6. Yrd. Doç. Dr. Ali R›za Özcan
Topkap› Saray› Bab-› Hümayun Yaz›lar› 292
7. Dr. Süleyman Berk
‹stanbul Sur Kap› Kitabeleri 300
8. Yrd. Doç. Dr. Recep Uslu
Fatih Devrinde Müderris Müzisyenler 304

EK BÖLÜM

1. Prof. Dr. R. Özden Süslü
Sitti Hatun Camii Mihrab› Üzerine düflünceler 310
2. Prof. Dr. Tayfun Akaya
Silivri’ye Dair Fetih Devri Vakfiyelerinin Ifl›¤›nda
‹ncelemeler 314
3. Yrd. Doç. Mehmet Zeki ‹brahimgil
Kosova’daki Türk Eserlerinde Duvar
Resimlerinden Örnekler 322
4. Yrd. Doç. Dr. Hülya Do¤ru
15. Yüzy›l Tezhip Sanat›nda Zencerek 334
5. Fahrunnisa (Ensari) Kara
Fetih ile Birlikte Kurulan Bir Semt Eyüp ve Fetih’ten
Günümüze Ulaflan Mahalleler 340
6. Dr. Vildan Serdaro¤lu fiiflman
‹stanbul fiah›, fiiirin Sultan› Fatih 360
7. M. As›m Yediy›ld›z
Georges Young’un ‹stanbul Fethini De¤erlendirmesi 368
8. fienay Aslan
Fatih Dönemi fiehirleflme ve Ulafl›m
Sürecinden Bugüne 372
9. Hülya Yalç›n
Tarihi Eyüp Yerleflmesinin Geliflim Sürecinde
Yollar ve Öyküleri 380
10. Yrd. Doç. Nilgün Do¤rusöz
Fatih Döneminde Ait Bir Musiki Risalesi K›rflehirli
Edvar Çevirisi 396
11. Arfl. Gör. Gül Sar›dikmen Ahraz
Türk Resminde Anadolu ve Rumeli Hisar›
Görünümleri 404
12. Haflim fiahin
Klasik Ça¤ Osmanl› ‹stanbul’unda Nakflbendilik
Eyüp’te Baba Haydar Örne¤i 414
13.Arfl. Gör. Selçuk Seçgin

Fatih Dönemi Mescit Merkezli Eyüp Mahalleleri 420
14. Talha U¤urluel
‹stanbul Surlar› ve Kap›lar› 426
15. Ahmet Bay›nd›r
‹stanbul’un Kuflat›lma ve Fethi’ne ‹liflkin Baz› Resimlere
Elefltirel Bir Bak›fl 430
16. Ahmet Bay›nd›rFatih Heykelleri 436
17. ‹rfan Çal›flan
Hikaye-i Eyüpsultan 440
18. Popüler Tarih Dergisi
Bir ‹ktibas 444
19. Sempozyumdan Enstantaneler 447

EYÜPSULTAN SEMPOZYUMU VIII
TEBL‹⁄LER 7 - 9 MAYIS 2004

I. OTURUM

1. Prof. Dr. Semavi Eyice
Eyüpsultan’da ‹lk fieyhülislâm Türbesi 12
2. Sabiha Tansu¤
1964’ Eyüp S›rtlar›ndaki Piyer Loti Kahvesi 16
3. Dr. E. Ahmet ‹nan
Eyüp ‹mareti 22
4. Yar. Doç. Dr. Mevlude Kapt› - Yar. Doç. Dr. Binnur
K›raçMono¤rafik Bir ‹nceleme;
Silahtara¤a Elektrik Santrali 28
5. Yar. Doç. Dr. Mustafa Güler
Eyüplü Yahya Pafla ve ‹stanbul’daki Eserleri 40
6. Gündegül Parlar
Eyüpsultan Tarihi Müellifi Mehmet Mermi
Haskan’›n Biyografisi 44
7. Dr. Hür Mahmut Yücer
Eyüp’te Medfun Osmanl› fieyhülislam› Kad›zade Mehmet
Tahir Efendi ve Bir Eseri 50
8. Hülya Yalç›n
Eyüp Oyuncakç›lar› Müzesi Program› 64

II. OTURUM

1. Prof. Dr. Örcün Bar›flta
‹stanbul Çeflmeleri Aras›nda Eyüpsultan Çeflmelerinin
Yeri ve Önemi 74
2. Dr. Zübeyde Cihan Özsay›ner
Eyüp / Cezrikas›m Pafla Camii ve Kabe Tasvirli Pano 84
3. Erman Güven
Eyüpsultan Türbesi Envanterine Kay›tl› Eserler 90
4. Yar. Doç. Dr. Ahmet Yaram›fl
Eyüp / Feshanenin ‹lk Kurulufl Y›llar› 94
5. ‹smail Orman
Eyüpsultan Türbesinin Geçirdi¤i De¤iflimler 100
6. Levent Kum
Eyüp / Sultan Reflat Türbesi’nde Çini Tasar›m› 108
7. Talha U¤urluer
Eyüp Mezartafllar›nda Cennet Meyveli Mezartafllar› 116
8. Fahrettin Bozda¤
S›byan Mektepleri ve Eyüp’teki S›byan Mektepleri 122

III. OTURUM

1. Prof. Dr. Gönül Cantay
Kaynaklarda Eyüpsultan 134
2. Prof. Dr. Zekiye Yenen
Eyüp’ü Planlamak 140
3. Prof. Dr. Suphi Saatçi - Yrd. Doç. Dr. Sedat Kurugöl
Eyüp’te Baz› Tarihi Yap›larda Görülen
Y›pranmalar Üzerine Gözlemler 148
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4. Prof. Dr. Ahmet Ersen - Mehmet Ulukan
Eyüp / Afife Hatun Tekkesi ve Restitüsyon Önerisi 152
5. Dr. Sibel Onat Hattap - Arfl. Gör. Nil Köro¤lu
Eyüp’te Önemli Bir kültür Var›¤›; Rami K›fllas› 160
6. Dr. Elmon Hançer
Eyüp Ermeni Kiliseleri 164
7. Dr. fiükrü Sönmezer
Bir Oran Araflt›rmas›; Eyüp / Zal Mahmut Pafla Camii 176
8. Tülay Sezgin
Türk Mezar Gelene¤i ve Eyüp / Çifte Gelenler Türbesi 180

IV. OTURUM

1. Prof. Dr. Mehmet fieker
Menak›plerin Türk Kültürü ve Eyüp Tarihindeki Yeri 186
2. Doç. Dr. Davut Dursun
Eyüp Genel Seçimleri Üzerine 192
3. Mehmet Nuri Yard›m
Edebiyatç›lar›n Gözü ile Eyüp 204
4. Doç. Dr. Sad›k Sar›saman
1. Dönem TBMM’de Eyüplü Bir Mebus;
Yahya Galip (Karg›) Bey 218
5. Dr. Candan Nemlio¤lu
Eyüp / Sultan Reflat Türbesi’ndeki Kalem ‹flleri 242
6. Yrd. Doç. Dr. Naci fiahin - Meral fiahin
Osmanl› Arfliv Belgelerine Seyyahlara Göre XVII veXVIII.
Yüzy›l Eyüp’te Sosyo Ekonomik Yap› ve Özellikleri 248
7. Dr. Zehra Öztürk
Eyüp’te Medfun Bir Han›m Müstensih’in
Kabri ve Bir Kitab› 256
8. Ahmet Yaflar
XVIII. Yüzy›l›n ‹kinci Yar›s›ndaki Eyüp Kahvehaneleri 262

EK BÖLÜM

1. Ramazan Ifl›k
Eyüpsultan Hazretleri K›saca Hayat› ve Menak›plar›ndan
Bir Demet 266
2. Yrd. Doç. Cengiz Gündo¤du
XVII. Yüzy›lda Eyüp Sakini Bir Halvati fieyhi: Abdulmecid
Sivasi “Hayat›, Hizmeti ve Misyonu” 278
3. Nuran Çetin Kaflgari Tekkesi 294
4. Hami Hatman
Evlice Baba Tekkesi 306
5. Gülnur Kaday›fç›
Eyüp Türbe Hamam› 310
6. Semra fiimflek
Eyüp’te Bahçe Bostan Kültürü ve Çiçekçilik 318
7. Önder Kaya
Eyüp’te Cellat Mezarl›¤› 328
8. O¤uz Erten
Eyüp’te Bir Yeniçeri Mezar Tafl› ve
Yeniçeri Mezartafllar› 334
9. Galitekin
Arfliv Belgelerinde Eyüp 342
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